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Preface

TIE ALEUTS, residing on several islands of the Aleutian Chain, the
Pribilof Islands and the Ala kan Peninsula, have possessed a written
language since approximately 1825 when the Russian missionary, Ivan

Veniaminov, selected appropriate characters of the Cyrillic alphabet to represent
Aleut speech sounds, recorded the main body of Aleut vocabulary and formulated
grammatical rules. Although in 1867 at the time of the Alaska Purchase the
Aleuts exchanged their status as subjects of the Russian Czar for American citi-
zenship, this volume contains the first dictionary in which the Aleut words are
printed in Roman characters accompanied by English definitions. The delay in
relating the Aleut language more closely to the speech of their present motherland
has kept the Aleuts emotionally linked to a dead Russian past for three-quarters
of a century and has hindered their development as American citizens. The
same alphabetical and linguistic barrier has retarded investigation of this im-
portant ethnologic group by non-Russian scholars and has contributed to the
circumstance that the American public in general knows little or nothing of this
northern American minority. Consequently this volume becomes more than a
mere textbook. It is a contribution to American scholars who are not at home in
Russian. It is a positive recognition of a minority group that will enable its
members to enter more fully into the life of America.

Immediately, this study is a practical handbook for travelers; for government
personnel, teacher, physicians and public health nurses; and members of the
Army, avy and Coa t Guard who are stationed at Aleut communities. In-
terest displayed in their language by non-Aleut Americans will tend to break
down the Aleuts' natural reserve.

Since their discovery by the Russians, the Aleuts have developed a fanatical
devotion to their language as their only cultural heritage, the only bond that
holds them together as a di tinct people. The Czarist Russian conquest of the
proud, independent sea hunters wa so deva tatingly thorough that tribal tradi-
tions, even tribal memorie , were almo t obliterated. The slaughter of the ma-
jority of an adult generation was sufficient to destroy the continuity of tribal
knowledge which wa dependent upon oral transmission. Veniaminov's tireless,
painstaking inquiries, conducted for many years, yielded only meager hints and
fragments of Aleut prehi toric culture. When the Aleut resistance was finally
crushed, Ru ian mis ionarie came teaching a new spiritual faith to revive the
despoiled islanders and contributed much general knowledge to fill the void in
Aleut culture. The gift of a new religion and the pre ervation of their language
by standardization in written form would eem to have been poor compensation
for the de truction of their entire culture. Yet the fact that as late as 1903
religious tract in the Aleut language were still being printed in New York City
using the Cyrillic alphabet te tifies to the regard the Aleuts had for both
contributions.

Russian occupation placed a heavy linguistic burden upon the Aleuts. Not
only were the Aleuts ompelled to learn Russian to converse with their over-
seers and governor but they had to learn Old Slavonic to take an active part in
church ervi e as well as rna ter the skill of reading and writing their own
tongue. Many communi tie had no established schools. Consequently the majority
of the Aleut learned to read and write these language within the family circle
or under the tutelage of th more educated memb rs of their village. Veniaminov
was lavish in his praise for the pirited ambition which inspired and maintained
voluntary education.

In 1867 the Aleut w re unabl to break sharply with their immediate past
and sub titute Engli h for anyone of their three language. To communicants
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of the Russian .orthodox Churc~ a knowledge o~ Old Slavonic remained vitally
neces:sary. Russian as a conversational medium with the clergy, who were either
Ru~sl~n or Creole.! would have been replaced gradually as both priests and
parishioners .learned the new offi~ial language, Unfortunately rash and inexperi-
enced Amenc~n newcom.ers publicly blamed the Russian Church and its prelates
for all unsanitary and Immoral aspects of Alaskan life. The Russian prelates
defend,ed the~selves .and the!r ch':lrch vi~orously, principally by a counter-
campaign of v~tuperatlOn, and intensified their efforts to protect their parishioners
from proselyting advances made by the Americans. As a result of the bitter
c?ntroversy which was kept alive for decades by zealous extremists on both
sides, the Aleuts came to regard English education as a device to wean them
from their ,religious faith. The introduction of compulsory English schooling
caused a mmor, renascence of Russian culture as the Aleut parents sought to
counteract the Influence of the schoolroom.s The harsh life of Russian colonial
r~le .beg.an to a?pe~r more happy and beautiful in retrospect. Regulations for-
bidding Instr~ctlOn In an~ language other than English increased its unpopularity.
The superficial alphabetical resemblance of Russian and Aleut linked the two
tongues so closely tha~ every restriction against teaching Russian was interpreted
a~ an ~ttempt to eradicate the Aleut tongue. From the wording of many regula-
tions It appears that American. administrators often had not the slightest idea
that the Aleuts. were clandestinely reading and writing their own tongue or
eve~ ~ad a wntten language of their own. To too many officials anything in
Cyrillic letters was ~us~ian and something to be stamped out. Bitterness bred by
abuses and the explmtatl?ns the Aleuts suffered from predatory .American traders
and a?venturers, kept alive the Aleut resentment against the language spoken by
Amencans.

Grad~aUy, despite the failure to emancipate the Aleuts from a sterile past
by relating the A~eut an~ English languages more closely, the passage of year
~s a~suaged the bitter misunderstandings and caused an orientation away from
I ussian toward English, as their second language. Aleut continues to be the
~nguage that mo.lds their thought and expression. Even twenty years a 0 the

¥t~mPt th roramzeA\he Aleut language might have been resented and ig~ored
.0 ay w en. ewer euts read and write their own language fluentl and war~

time evacuation to southeastern Alaska has widened thei hori y h AII 'II I hi err onzons t e eut
pe?p e WI we come t IS first overt proof of genuine American interest in their
~hl~tefice and cult~re. They are psychologically prepared to take advantage of
vo~~bul:~~portumty to learn the exact English equivalent of the word of their

It i~ fortuitous that at this particular moment of Al t hi
champions of American minorities are endeavorin t k e~. IstOry .tw~ great
cultures, particularly by rescuing their I g f 0 eep ,I:,e their mdlgen?us
the creation of alphabets and grammars aFguages rom obll,vlOn and sponsonng
ages. The policies of Secretary of the I tor. groups possessing only oral langu-
sioner of Indian Affairs John C U· n error, Harold L: Ickes, and Commis-
artificial barriers betwee~ groups of Ar, c~n onl~ result 10 the destruction of
wholesome loyalty to the government a~e~~cans, t e growth of pontaneou and
tuaUy to a more unified nation with . hg m7bers of such group and even-
English text these two men are de: n~ er cu ture. In sponsoring thi Aleut-
~ntury's bitterness and resentment :r:or:~!i the he~~ts of three-quarter of a
mg past and are beginning a revivai of ng.t e euts gently from a decay-
flower ultimately to the benefit of all Agroup.pnde among the Aleut which wiIImen cans,

I The term Creole as used by the Ru.. ia f " .
but 2tSe~hAfirsl g.eneArati0

F
'!descen~ants of sucb"u~eioe;:~~lylOdIVldualsof mixed Ru ian and Aleut parenta e

A
• ppend.x. lVe published Aleut book f . '

merlcan purChase of Alasb. s 0 a 100alof nine ",ere prepared and publi.hed Ifter Ibe

The impetus that this small volume may give to scientists can only be inti-
mated. Just after the purchase of Alaska, William Dall, Henry Elliott and Ivan
Petrov published observations of the Aleut people which were limited because
their studies were only incidental to their principal researches. All three had
some knowledge of Russian which enabled them to converse with the Aleuts and
examine Russian sources of information. Until 1909 no further investigations
were carried on. Then Waldemar Jochelson, a Russian anthropologist, spent over
a year in the Aleutians as chief of an Aleutian-Kamchatka Expedition sponsored
by the Imperial Russian Geographical Society, In the past decade Dr. AleS
Hrdlicka made extensive studies of the living people and old graves and village
sites on many islands. Both these anthropologists read Russian fluently so they
were able to make the first valuable contributions since the oral evidence gathered
by Veniaminov. Neither could have succeeded so thoroughly had he not been
fully conversant with Russian,

This text can aid anthropologists mainly by calling attention to the necessity
for translating into English the large body of Russian literature which contains
Aleut subject matter. It can give linguists pioneer assistance in settling some
problems of language relationship, not only between the tongues of Alaska and
the west coast, but also between the languages of this continent and Siberia. In
the network of various languages spoken on both sides of the northern reaches
of the Pacific and the Bering philologists hope to find clues which will reveal
more definitely the migratory routes by which early man came to this continent
from Asia, Philologists with an incomplete knowledge of Russian have had to
omit Aleut from their research. To such scholars this book should be most
welcome.

Richard Henry Geoghegan died a few months before his Aleut studies were
ready for publication. Dr, Ruth Gruber, Field Representative of the Department
of the Interior, whose enthusiastic efforts had brought his work to the attention
of the Department of the Interior, and Dr. Vilhjalmur Stefansson, who had
striven for years to have it made available in print to American scholars, were
particularly saddened by his demise before its publication. To myself, who had
hoped that he would live to judge his pupil's editing efforts, this volume becomes
a memorial to a beloved friend and great teacher.

My acquaintance with Richard Geoghegan began in 1941 when Dr. Stefansson
introduced us by mail. I was earching for a handbook of the Aleut language in
preparation for a stay on one of the Pribilof Islands. Mr. Geoghegan responded
to my needs not with a mere bibliography, but, since no such work as I sought
existed, with incredibly long letters containing word lists, grammatical explana-
tions and samples of Aleut transliterated into roman characters. These hundreds
of pages were impre sive in volume alone but their worth became immeasurable
when I learned that Mr. Geoghegan was typing them especially for me despite
failing eyesight and a partially paralyzed hand. When we had established what
he termed a "strong correspondential friendship'.' and ~t a time wh;n he felt his
life was drawing to it clo e, he made me the heir to his Aleut studies. He hoped
that I would continue my interest in the language and, after the war, resume
his interrupted contact with the Department of Eskimo Languages at the Univer-
sity of Copenhagen, the only academic institution that seemed inter~s~e~ in ~ub-
lishing Aleut studies in a form readily understandable to those ummtlated mto
the mysterie of Ru sian characters. But the interest o~ Dr. Gruber open;d
a way to their publication here in our own country and thiS knowledge gave him
great comfort during the last week of his illness. Although, naturally, he chafed
at his inability to put his manu cripts int~ final form, he coul~ do no more than
dictate directive and uggestion from hiS hospital bed and give me encourage-
ment in my labors.
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Ri~hard H~nry Ge?~hegan was born in Dublin in 1866, the oldest son of a
prominent In~h P~y~lclan. In early childhood an accident condemned him to
long years .o~ !nvalldlsm and a permanent physical impairment. Deprived of the
normal activrties of youth he .became .a serious student and displayed a phenom-
enal talen.t for languages. HIS self-directed studies in Chinese brought him in
contact Wit? the great British Sinologist, Professor James Legge of Oxford. Mr.
Geoghegan s own statement discloses the impression that his genius made upon
t,:"o of the w~rld's foremost linguists. For it is not often that the next to the
highest authority of a university is so a~ecte~ by. the learning of a seventeen year
old boy that he personally finances hIS umversity entrance as Vice-Chancellor
Jowett, the renowne~ Greek scholar, did. "In 1883, after some relations with
Prof~ssor Legge, he interested the late Vice-Chancellor Jowett in me and my
studies, and throu~h D~. Jowett's g~n.erosity I was enabled to go up to Oxford,
",:here I succe~ded ~n g~mmg ~n exhibition in Chinese and shortly thereafter the
SIr ]o~n DaVIS uOlverslty. ChInese scholarship. My intention had been to enter
the Chme~e Cust~ms Sen:lce, but I later found my hopes in that direction barred
by an accident ot my childhood that left me somewhat lame" Mr Geoghe
mo.destly on;i~t~d t?at he justified Dr. Jowett's faith in his abiiity by' winning ~~~
Chinese exhibition In three months. After five years at Balliol and ]es C 11
h 1 f th " h classi us 0 eges,e e t e unrversrty to teac classical languages in London He seems to ha
felt that the physical dis~bility which debarred him from a' diplomatic positi~~
would ~lso pr~ve. a handicap to an academic career. Throughout his whole life
he .contmued his Independent linguistic studies. Many scholars benefited from his
assistance but too fe.w h.ave acknowledged his contributions publicly. One of the
most valua~le contnbutlO~S he made aided in the deciphering of the Maya Cal-
enda~. LOVIng t~e PU~SU1tof knowledge for its own sake, the lack of public
acclaim and the. Ingratitude of those he assisted never embittered Mr. Geoghegan
nor quenched hIS boundless generosity.

.A ~inor linguistic concern of Mr. Geoghegan was the promulgation of an arti.
~~Ial In~ernatl~nh.l lanfuag~. A~lOther quotation from his letters illustrate the

~'Thg nes~f IStXh oratlO,?s Into any br~nc.h of learning which intere ted him.
. e pro em 0 t e creation of an artificial medium for world commu .

non h~s been of absorbing interest to me from my boyhood I h f II ~I~a-
evolution from medieval times to the present with th k . ave. 0 owe It
from the theoretical side but by actual use of th e. eenest attention, not only
have been in communica~ion with the devisers of em:~~I~~sthroposed laniuag~s. I

'~~f;rz~~:~~f, t~ee~~~s~~,:tYLf:;u~e:~d ~~g~~~; writteBel:::~~S~~ ~1~~ig:~e
dant s Chabe-Aban and probably a dozen others . rin~~, aufer s pellO, Mal-
defunct Volapuk. ' IOCU mg, 0 COur e, the long

. "I b~came acquainted with Esperanto toward the end of h
Immediately entered into correspondence w'th D Z h t e year 1887, and
result that he requested me to make a t I l~' amen. o~, it author, with the
English. This I did and the little work ranh .a~on of hi 10 truction-book into
first publication on Esperanto following th' ~ ~c. Iwas kPrinted in 1889, wa the

"M ffi' e ImtIa Wor of D Z h fy 0 clal number as an Esperantist i 264' '. r. amen 0 •
person who signified his adhesion to th t ' IndicatIng that I was the 264th
spea~er so to do. I was among the first em:~gbuage, and ~ ~as the fir.t Engli h
quaSI-Academy of the language althou hers of the LlOgva Komltato', the
the Pacific Coast and in Alask; I w g °bnla~coulnt of my residence far off on

'" as una e 10 ater d k .part 10 ItS delIberations. However at th' ays, to ta e mu h active
~ranslatio~ of his 'Ekzercaro', the s~andard b~~ke~~1Dr. Zamenhof, I made a
IOtO English Mr. Trompeter's Germa' . 1 peranto. Later I rendered
Pea d' d' . n IOstructlOn-book and I .re 10 two e ItlOns, one printed at N b my tran atlOn ap-

uern erg and the other at U pp ala. In
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addition I made English versions of several smaller pamphlets of Dr. Zamenhof's,
contributed articles to reviews and newspapers and did much work in the nature
of - at that time, very up-hill- propaganda in both Europe and the United
States."

Among the books he failed to mention in this particular quotation were texts
which he translated from French and other European languages. Until his death
Mr. Geoghegan was re-elected annually to the post of honorary president of the
Keighly Esperanto Society, York, England, a position he accepted although he
had for a long while recognized that Esperanto was not to fulfill the hopes of its
founder and its earliest pioneers. Of late years he was interested in the promo-
tion of Basic English.

Soon after leaving Oxford he became a linguistic consultant for the Japanese
Government and served in that office for nine years. Later, for two years, he
acted as British vice-Consul in Seattle and Tacoma, Washington. At intervals
he made trips to the Orient in connection with his linguistic researches. On one
of these trips he "became interested in the fascinating new discoveries of ancient
Chinese divinatory inscriptions on tortoise shell and mammalian bones" and his
Indo-Chinese studies were undoubtedly his chief interest throughout his whole
life.

In 1902 he traveled to Alaska and maintained residence there until his death
in 1943. "When I came to Alaska, in the fall of 1902, the possible connections
between the Asiatic and the American languages attracted my attention and as
at that time, I wa in the employ of our Uncle Samuel as an officer of his district
court, I had an opportunity for traveling over practically all parts of this Terri-
tory, and became e pecially intrigued by the Aleut tongue. My official duties and
the neces ity for constantly moving from place to place allowed me but scant
opportunity to acquire a speaking knowledge of it, or even to make all the notes
that I should have desired, but, later, when I settled down in Fairbanks, I took
pains to secure all the known printed matter in and on Aleutian. This, not with
the idea of dedicating my day to 'Innuitology,' but rather for the purpose of
making compari on with Chine e, Japanese, Manchu, Tibetan, Korean, Siamese
and Kambojoan, etc., whereof I had picked up smatterings in the previous years."

A smattering, if I may be forgiven for explaining the obvious, often seemed to
Richard Geoghegan ynonymous with what other would consider the result of a
lifetime' rudy for hi "smatterings" con isted of an encyclopedic knowledge of
over two hundred language and dialects ranging from his own native Gaelic,
Greek, Latin, Hebrew, Egyptian through the modern European tongues to ob-
scure Oriental dialects.

In addition to hi examination of the Aleut language, he compiled and trans-
lated from Ru sian sources all material on the Kolo h and Kodiak tongues and
many ac ounts of early Al~skan history set down by Russian authors. Unfortu-
nately these all remain in manuscript form although they have been used by
several scholar in the United tates and in other countries, particularly by Dr.

vend Frederik en of the University of Copenhagen.1

Mr. Geoghegan dited the Russian se~tion of ~~dge J ames ~ickersha~' s mo,?-
umental "Bibliography of Alaskan. L\~erature. ~e c?n~n?uted, dunng ~IS
Alaskan life to "Le lV1aitre Phonetlque and other ImgUlstlc Journals and mam-
tained an xtensiv one pondence with lingui tic savants througho~t the world.
To this lect and limited cir le hi name bore the seal of an authonty. To many
humbler tudents like myself, his generou assistance has proyi.ded not only l,in-
gui tic enlightenment but ha al 0 given us new goals of nobility and perfectIOn
for which to strive.

I. See Appendix ,for a Ii~t of ~ome of the e manuscripts which are available for consultation and their
place of deposit.
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In one of his scintillating letters Mr. Geoghegan wrote, "When I was a
youngster on the banks of the Shannon, some seventy odd years apast, we would
take our carefully hoarded penny to the village store to invest in a fish hook; and
the kindly old proprietor would say, 'ock, what's a fish hook; take half a dozen.'
That is our national custom of Tuilleadh, The milkman give you 'two pints and
a tilly of milk,' the fisherman throws in half a dozen superfluous fish with his
hundred; and so it goes with all our reckless business transactions." Richard
Geoghegan was a living exponent of the Hibernian "good luck addition."

Although the circumstances of his life might seem to have debarred him from
the rewards of fame and academic honors, his influence encircled the globe and
has not yet ceased to affect men and women in all walks of life. His kindliness
reached into strange byways. Shortly after the outbreak of this war he estab-
lished contact with groups of children who had been evacuated from 'London to
country districts in West England and Wales and attempted to divert their in-
evitable homesickness by sending them rare stamps and writing long accounts of
the peoples and geography of Alaska. Eventually the Geoghegan correspondence
was printed for use in the geography classes of the London County Council
Schools.

May this final Tuilleadh of Richard Geoghegan be of service to scholar and
layman and the almost forgotten Americans of our orthern Islands.

FREDERICKA I. MARTIN
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An Introduction to the Aleut Language
NATURE OF THE LANGUAGE

THE ALEUT language is such a strongly differentiated dialect of the
regular Eskimo language that i.t may almos~ be. characterized as a distinct
language although its structure ISpurely Eskirnoid.

Dr Svend Frederiksen of the University of Copenhagen informed me that
speci~ens of the language spoken on Kodiak Island ~hich I sent. him ~ere
readily understandable. He is thoroughly conv~rsant WIth ~reenlandlc ES~lmo.
However the examples of Aleut I submitted, WIth the ex~eptlOn of an occ~lOnal
word were not comprehensible. And the Reverend Hinz who has written a

. gram~ar of the Kuskokwim Eskimo dialect, repor~ed that although he co~ld
understand the samples of Kodiak dialect the Aleutian seemed almost a foreign
tongue.

These differences pose an interesting problem for philologists.
I would like to call attention to a point in connection with Aleutian books.

Misprints are numerous. It must be borne in mind that the spellin~. is not fir~ly
established as in literary tongues that have been reduced to wnting centuries
ago. The different writers in Aleutian vary sl~ghtly i~ ort?ography fr~m one
another and even Veniaminov is not always consistent WIth himself: he WIll have
one spelling in one place and the same word written othe~ise else~here. The
way of the translator of Aleutian, like that of the transgressor, ISexceedingly hard.

RICHARD H. GEOGHEGAN
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THE ALPHABET AND PRONUNCIATION

A generally as a in father.

C as ch in charm, chit, chew.

D sometimes hard as the d in day;
but generally pronounced as a
voiced tho

G generally hard as g in garden.

I generally as i in machine.

K as the k in kite.

L a soft I with the suggestion of y
before vowels.

M as In man, meat, moon.

N as in nard, neat, noon.

NG Most difficult to non-Aleut. Prac-
tice ring, sing, etc., with nasal
exaggeration. Pronounced
through the nose as if one single
sound.

Q Also difficult to learn except by
hearing Aleut pronunciation: a
soft ch sound pronounced far
back in the throat. At the end
of words is much harder like
the German ch in ach, a voice-
less velar fricative.

S as s in seen or soon. Between vow-
els is sometimes pronounced as
z and even as the s in English
measure and occasionally as the
Aleut s.

§ Almost like sh in shun: see section
on consonants.

T as the t in tart, teen, tune.

U generally as the 00 in moon.

W as the w in wash, wean and woo.

X as the German ch in noch, auch,

Y as the y in yard or young and
never as in why.

THE CONSONANTS
""'h th ' . . \
1 e pronunciation of the consonants has beep defined in e alphabetical

table. Although no one of the consonants is pronounced exactly like its English
equivalent, the sound of each is so approximate as to be intelligible in speech.

In Veniaminov's dictionary the words beginning in this English text with s
are written with a Russian initial letter corresponding to the English sound sh.
In his subsequent Aleutian writings and in all other Aleutian publications these
words are written with an initial s surmounted by a circumflex. The sound is
a somewhat prolonged s plus y or sh sound. This fact is important in view of the
erroneou conclusion that present-day Aleuts are unable to pronounce English
words containing sh such as "she" and "shower." It is true that the majority of
Aleuts do say "se" and "sower," etc., but the mispronunciation cannot be attrib-
uted to the lack of a related sound in their own speech. Of course s also occurs
within word.

THE VOWELS

In electing Cyrillic letter for an alphabet for the Aleut language, Veniaminov
employed five vowels, two of which can be transliterated into English only as
ya and yu. Consequently in employing the roman alphabet, the three vowels a,
i and u are ufficient and the y naturally becomes a consonant unless a preceding
con onant such a an I ha provided for the sound naturally, and obviated the
nece sity for a y.

Actually in Aleut peech there is no standard pronunciation of vowels. Al-
though Veniaminov attempted to formulate rules for exceptions, his descriptions
of variations fail to cover all differentiations. All variations depend upon the
influence of neigboring sounds and the speech habits of the individual Aleut.
Each peaker approximates the pronunciation of his neighbor only to such an
extent a not to be mutually unintelligible. None of the variations make a particle
of difference in the meaning of a word.

Frequent variation of pronunciation as defined in the table, include:
a-a in man
i-a in it, and even a the e of met
u - a in but; as the 00 of good; as the 0 of note
Unfortunately there is an increa ing tendency to let the sound of u in but

serve a pronun iation of all vowel. Perhaps this text will aid in checking this
degenerative process.

THE SPIRATE

In Al utian t~t a diacritical sign' placed over many of the consonants has
been u ed to d note a slight variation in sound. Not all the Russian authorities
have agreed On th ne d for thi ign and Lodochnikov omits all accents and dia-
critical marks. However Veniaminov state that the sign specifically represents
the aspirat h. Joined with a con onant, the a piration generally affects the pro-
nunciation of th letter as if it were merely followed by an h.

xample of hanges in pronunciation are:
g i pronounced gutterally sounding midway between g and x, Some

speak r , howev r, pronounce it like a soft h pronounced far back in the
throat.a and t Veniaminov de cribe their pronunciation as like the Greek Theta
although each retains it own sound. In speech today all trace of the d
sound m to have disappeared from a. Both th as in that and th as in thin
are h ard for both I tt r .

9



1 Its sound has been described as aspirated between the tongue and ~he
air. Difficult to describe, the aspirate sign results in a softening and drawling
of the 1 sound.

rh This sound is as it were, "snorted" through the nose.x pronounced f~rther back in the throat, more hoarse than simple x, x
after c is pronounced like x.

When placed above a vowel the aspirate change precedes the vowel sound:a becomes ha, t becomes hi and u becomes hu in speech.
[Frequently in transliterating d before a and u Mr. Geoghegan inserted an

aspirate over the d where the Veniaminov text had none. For those who are
acquainted with the Russian text and who are puzzled by the change I am unable
to provide a definite rule or explanation from the transliterator. I do know that
in reading over Geoghegan's word lists with Aleutian friends, their spontaneous
pronunciation of these same words invariably contained a t!t soun.d for the ~ ~nd
that simple d was most frequently heard before the vowel 1. Their pronunciatron
of the words was uninfluenced by the descriptions Mr. Geoghegan had given
me which they never read. I must conclude therefore that Mr. Geoghegan, in
this instance, based his transliteration upon the instructions of his Aleut in-
formants. F. M.l

PUNCTUATION
It does not seem necessary to include punctuation rules. In reducing the Aleu-

tian speech to written form Veniaminov adopted the Russian rules of punctuation.
It would seem advisable to apply English rules of punctuation to romanized Aleut
writing. If this text be used in classrooms the teacher may make use of any
standard English grammar to supplement this book.

ACCENTS AND OTHER SIGNS
The stress in an Aleutian word generally falls on the penult, a~adaq sun.

Russian and Aleut writers have faithfully accented the penult of every word,
a superfluous procedure. In this textbook an acute accent mark (') is used only
to indicate the exceptions to the general rule. In a poly-syllabled word where
more than one such accent sign is used there is no appreciable difference in stress
between the accented syllables. There is a slight prolongation of sound of such
stressed vowels.

Frequently the position of the acute accent is the key to the meaning of the
word and its shift from one syllable of a word to another changes the meaning
of the word. adan your father, adan fathers.

Occasionally the change is more serious, practically reversing the meaning of
two words spelled exactly alike save for the different position of the acute accent.
adahisakuqing I impose, I deceive, BUT aaalusakuqing I tell the truth I
&~~ ,

The circumflex C) above ~ vowelindicarse marked prolongation of the vowel
sound. Over the consonant S It indicates a separate and distinct consonant as
shown in the alphabetical table.

The breve C) indicates a diminution of vowel sound.
. It is important to remember that neither the circumflex nor breve affect a change
In vowel sound but merely a lengthening and shortening of its sound re pectively.

An apostrophe has been empl?yed between nand g to differentiate two di tin t
letters or sounds from the combined consonant ng.

10

Abbreviations Used Throughout
the Dictionary and Grammar

A. - Aleut, Aleutian
abbrev. - abbreviated, -ation
Acc., ace. - accusative case
A. E. Sect. - Aleut English Section

of the dictiona ry
Anat. - Anatomy, -ical
A. pl. na. - Aleut place name
apoc. - apocopated
Astron. - Astronomy, -ical
At. - Atka dialect
aux. - auxiliary
Bot. - Botany, -ical
Chap. - Chapter . .
conj. - conjunction, conjugation
corrup. R. - corrupted Russian word
d. - dual
Dat., dat. - dative case
dim in. - diminutive
E. A. Sect. - English Aleut Section of

dictionary
Eccles. - Eccle iastical
etc. - et cetera (L., and so forth)
ex. - example
exclam. - exclamation
f. - feminine
fut. - future
Gen., gen. - genitive case
ger. - gerund, gerundive
Icthv. - Ichthyology, -ical
imp. - imper onal
imp. v. - impersonal verb.
impv. - imperative
in. - inch, inche
indef. - indefinite
lodic., indic. - indi ati e mood
info - infinitive
interrog. - interrogative
intr. - intran itive
i. q. - idem quod (L., th same as)
irreg, - irregular, -ly
L. - Latin
lit. - literal, -ally
m. - rna culine
Miss. - Mi sionary : indicates term or phrase

adopted by Rus ian missionarie to expres
ideas new to the Aleuts. Generally but not
alway such terms are r~ligiou in .char-
acter. Also refer to Russian words In.tro-
duced into Aleut and given Aleut terrmna-

tions and inflexions.
n. - number
neg. - negative . .
Nom., nom. - norrunatrve case
Obs., obs, - Obsolete
Ornith. - Ornithology, -ical
O.W., o.w, - Old Word. An Aleut ,,:o.rd

fallen into disuse in Unangan commurnties
by 1825; often still employed by Western
or Atkan Aleuts.

p. - past
part. - participle
pers. - person, -al
phr, - phrase .
P. I. - Pribilof Island dialect
pl. - plural
Postp. - postpositional case
p. part. - past participle
prep. - preposition
Pres., pres. - present
prob, - probably
pron. - pronoun
R. - Russian
r. - rare . I
R. A. - Inhabitants of Alaska, RUSSians, . n-

dians, Eskimos, or other~ who spea~ Rus~lan
or have adopted RUSSian expressions into
their vocabularies. .

Sc. - Scilicet (L., understood) scene, to Wit.
S. - singular ..,
Sect. - Section, used principally 10 the

grammar.
sp. - species .
subst. - substantive
tr, - transitive
trans. - translator
undet. - undetermined by author and transla-
tors of the text; usually. re~ers to names of
species undefined by Vemammov.
V. - verb
v, phr. - verbal phrase
zool. - zoology, -ical

Numerical Symbols Used: [See Sect. "Verb
Entries" also, p. 94-]
1st - first person
2nd - second person
3rd - third person
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1. THE ELEMENTS OF ALEUT GRAMMAR
Ba ed on the Ru sian Text "Opyt Grammatiki Aleutsko-
Lis'evskago Yazika" by I van Veniaminov; translated by
Richard Henry Geoghegan; edited by Fredericka 1. Martin.
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Explanatory Notes

THIS grammar, in the main a translation of Veniaminov's "Grammatical
Essay on the Aleut Language," is not a perfect definitive grammar but an
exposition of the language before it became too affected by the influence of

two alien tongues, Russian and English. Further healthy and natural develop-
ment of Aleut as a written or literary tongue could not proceed after 1867 until
this text was made available in English. It is enough to offer the Aleuts their
written language in a new alphabetical guise and furnish them English definitions
of their vocabulary without introducing new grammatical formulations at the
same time. Simpler grammatical rules can be contrived to replace the almost
magical manipulation of this agglutinative tongue into the rigid patterns of
classical languages. But Veniaminov's text has been the sole guide of literate Aleuts
for too many generations to be arbitrarily dismissed. This translated version
provides the base for necessary vital reforms and spontaneous natural growth.
Corruptions acquired from Russian or English may be amended or dropped, still
unresolved complexities may be clarified and long over-due standardization of
spelling and grammar may come about gradually through the general usage of
this text.

Althouh Mr. Geoghegan had made several translations of Veniaminov's text
during his lifetime, a version made in 1906, which, passing through many hands
had suffered extensive damages before it came to the safe keeping of Dr. Stefans-
son, wa the most complete manuscript available. Barely two-thirds of the original
remained. The missing sections have been translated by the editor.

In addition to lost pages, there occurred throughout the text lesser omissions,
due undoubtedly to the fact that in this, his primary study, Mr. Geoghegan had
not reached final decisions concerning exact wording of a few English statements.
Such minor incorporations of a word, a phrase or a sentence, difficult to identify
without cluttering the pages with needless footnotes, are unimportant editorial
contributions but in the event of criticism of an interpretation made by the editor
the blame for error will not be permitted to reflect upon Mr. Geoghegan's
scholarship.

Principally the editor is responsible for most of the foreword to the Russian
"Opyt," a large portion of the explanations of verbs, and the conclusion of the
text beginning at section 166.

Supplementary material inserted in the text represents no marked disagree-
ment with Veniaminov's rule but is principally illustrative material intended to
give the tudent immediate a sistance in understanding definitions. In Section 125
the com pie ities of changes wrought by verbal infixes, have, it is hoped, been
elucidated by the inclusion of examples collated from Aleutian literature by Mr.
Geoghegan. In other ections, mo t particularly as illustrations of the miscella-
neous rule grouped under the heading Syntax, there have been incorporated
examples culled from the literature by Mr. Geoghegan but collected for this text
from his letter to Dr. Stefansson, to Dr. Svend Frederiksen and to the editor.

In pla e of Veniaminov' ample of Aleutian composition which concludes the
Russian grammar, th re ha b en sub tiruted an analysis of a pre-Russian Aleut
song and an interlinear tran lation of the Lord's Prayer, both made by Mr.
Geoghegan .

.Instead of pre enting tables of verbal endings in an appendix .as in the Russian
onglnal, a complete conjugation of an Aleut verb accompanies the statement
of conjugational law.

Other minor change omis ion or insertion are indicated in the text of
the grammar. '
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ha~h f 1940 l,wh;n ~r. Geotthegart finished the last version of the dictionary he
em 10o~d~ ttt1906 simpler Roman alphabet f.or transliteration than the one he
th p Y 10 10 th~ grammar; In changing the orthography to conform to
hee ;~~~rd bhtter s~stem, It would be a mira~le if no ~rrors have crept in. Perhaps
P -h ave ,c os~n to tra?slate a Russian soft sign with a diacritical mark
re~uI:~y I;:~ct~~~etY]1trd~nshtherathingthe, dicti?nary ~uch substitution was no~
d f

~ e e itor as ad no inflexible guide to transliteration The
amage a an omitted diacri 1 .whole probl r - .~r edxtra lacr:tlca mark is not very seriou since the

em or aspu ate sounds IS a matter for fut t d di .
The complex labors of the editor have been lightened by th s an ar ization.

and help of Dr Will d B D' e encouragement
Th ' . I ~r eatty, rrector of Education Office of Indian Aff '
niz:dl~~o~~.nc~ °Whlr;;"o.rk in ~urthering Al~skan de~elopment has been re~~g:
sessions, Mr.' Jo~l ri W~~~n'h DI~ct?r, DlvClsIon?f .Territories and Island Pos-
and Col Otto F Ohl' GSa n'l Msslstant ommlsslOner, General Land Office

. . son, enera anager of th Al k Rail d '
grateful acknowledgment for coop ti . . e blicatir at roa , who deserve
tion was the memory of her Aleut ~r~ I~g 111 ItS pu ,lcatlOn. A constant in pira-
in helping her learn a little of th :Iel sand acquamtances who were so patient
might never have been able to com ei~tea::guage a~d w~thout whose tutelage she
to acknowledge the debt she owes J Her sh~re 10 this volume. She wishes also
ture and Language Bennington C art a~enc eve.r, ~rofes or of Ru sian Litera-
Russian grammar and shedding light a ege'b or reviewmg her translations of the
the incomparable secretary whIo p upon ~ shurefiPaslsages;and .alsc to ZelIa Haney,

repare t e na manuscripr for the printer.

FREDERICKA 1. MARTIN.
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Foreword!
By IVAN VENIAMINOV

ICONSIDERED the preparation of a grammar of such a language as Aleut
almost a completely useless labor because a grammar is not necessary for the
Aleuts who can communicate their thoughts to one another without knowing

grammatical rules and who certainly will not retain their own tongue much
longer.s Nor is it necessary to provide one for foreigners who never think of
learning such a language. But, having seen with what zeal and untiring energy
many have striven to gather all kinds of information and how interesting to such
persons are even the least fragments of knowledge, I decided to compose, if not a
complete grammar, then at lea t to formulate some grammatical rules of the lan-
guage. Perhaps they will be useful to someone studying the origin of the language
and will provide material for historical conjecture because I have observed in this
language word endings and expre sions which are wholly superfluous to a primi-
tive person for the communication of his needs or for general understanding.f
None of the Aleuts today can furnish satisfactory definitions of many of these
word endings and expressions.

It is necessary to pre ent here ome preliminary explanations of this language
and my grammar.

1. In America the i landers living on Kodiak Island, on the Aleutian and
Andreanovski Islands are generally called Aleuts. However the language of the
first is wholly different from that of the others. Although the Andreanovski
Islander speak the same language as the U nalaskans, they use so different a
dialect that often friends cannot understand each other. The difficulty arises
more from actual differences in names of things than in variations of word
ending. By the name Aleut I refer to the people living on the Aleutian Islands
(see next paragraph) who e language I call the Aleut-Fox in order to distinguish
it from the Kodiak and Andreanov ki tongue.

2. At present this language is spoken only by the islanders living on Unalaska
Island, at the tip of the Ala ka Peninsula and on the islands adjacent to it, that
is from the Four Mountain Strait to the Shumagin Islands, from 1690 to 1590

west of Greenwich.
3. The number of people speaking thi language, according to the latest

information, amounted to 1,495 persons of both sexes and all ages. If either
the Atkan or Andreanov Aleut are added to them the total number speaking
this language will not be more than 2,200. Undoubtedly in better times the figure
was higher but it would appear that it was never higher than 25,000.

4. It is impos ible to believe that the Aleut language is not related to another
language, one imilar at 1 ast in name of thing or showing signs of the origin of
Aleut. Yet up to th present time there ha been no certain information about an
ancient language from which Aleut, a completely distinct from the languages of
people living nearby, em rged. But it i impo sible to solve this problem at

'Thi, foreward i, intere ting not onl because of the observations on the language but also because of the
re~el.ations of tbe author', cha;acler and social philosophy. His nalural love of human beings and his deep
rehg!0l" conviction often scem in onllict with the conventional attitudes of bis time and ~is ~ountry toward
aborigInal peo"le, an attitude not vanished from the world today but at least oppo~ed. by SCIentific knowledge.
The 'ame conAict is more obviou in hi "NOles on The Islands of the Unalaska DIstrict,"

.2F?rtu'1alely thi pc .imi.tic foreca t did not prevent Veniaminov from co"!pletinl>; t~ the best of his abiliti,e"
~1S hngul tic studie , Even on the Commander Islands where Aleuts have bved wlthm the sph .. e of RUSSIan
mAu~nce .continuou Iv up to the pre~nt time, the Aleut longue is alive and Ilourishing. There is a hardy, vital
core m thIS people which re.isl extinction.

3Venia!"inov. wrote dikiy meaning .avage or. a f~rociou, person. }.'be word is here translated as primiti.ve
person, hIS obVIOUS meaning. The Ru"ian "ord, " ull used by AmerIcan Aleuts to refer to persons tbey ~espIse
~r fear. It i. nne of the mn't in.ulting epithet. of their speech, .Bv the "ague phr!,~e general."nde:stand!~g he
e~erred 10 the' l;enrral cultural co,lceptiolls of the blander "hlch he ne,'cr dlgmhed by deSignation as Ideas.

phllosopby, etc.
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~tsen\ Until now, of course, there has been a lack of information about the
di e~t a?guage because all our knowledge of it was limited to some small

ictionaries.s
5. Until.the first trans~ation of the Catechism, that is until 1828, the Aleuts

poss~sse~ tel~her bo~ks, Iiterature, nor a written character. In preparing a
text,oo WIshed neither to elaborate a new form of writing nor to borrow a
fO

l
rhelgbnone (to the Russians) and, in preference, made use of the Russian

a p a et.
6. The ~leuts even prior to the advent of the Russians had several words

expres~lye of Ideas connected with religious worship. '
Aguguq - God, or literally Creator Maker.
Tu?,!xtagu~.- ~in; literally, that which merits censure.
An glq - spmt, inner man.
AQgugum ul}a - paradise; !iterally, house or dwelling of the Creator.

ugam .u a - hell; dwelling of the devil.
f At the nme of t?eir enlightenment by the Christian faith in 1795 a number

o ne~ ,words of t~IS nature were composed. For example: '
kin~J~~~m angali -literally, light or day of the Creator; now used for heavenly

of ~:e~~~e.~~~~s~r kamga tuku -literally, master of the solemn festival, or

. To expressfthe id~a. of departing this life, or dying instead of asxalik d
111 common 0 all -living creatures and which th '1 R' ' use
theirhrelations with the heathen Al~uts translated bye~~:rish~Js:ath e~lorers, in
use t e word tanaqadalik having stopped Ii . h' e euts now
make his round of visits, or having left his ownplace. 5eart , or having ceased to

In the same way, in Siberia when allusion i d d
are spoken of as propashchi l~st propul lost SAm~ e to ecehed pagans, they
even deemed sinful to speak of a 'heath . n, .among t e peasantry, it is
being reserved for such as have been bapet,? asdurnershi departed, that expres ion

'B . d' h Ize .une t e Aleuts now term qalagan ilnative place. an axsxaq placed 111 his own

'Hol( is tr~nslated by ang~ligaQigaq very bri hr.
, For sacred they employ adam, literall 'l "
adam aluxtasaqangin sacred writing y o. the fathers, or paternal,' as:
ings of the fathers. s, or scriptures, or word for word, writ-

The word 'Trinity' is rendered b a k .t.
triple-existent or the one who exists i Ythq n un-aq, that which is three the

Th In ree persons '
. e ever-blessed Theotokos is styled Ag" , .

birth to the Creator. uguq-agunaq, the one that has given

7.. ';Vorthy of note is the absence of word . ,
forgIve. At the present time thes 'd s expre Ive of to suffer' and 'to
by amagakuqing I carry ~way ell t:as are rendered metaphorically: the former
throwaway, I renounce or igut~ku ~nsprt and the latter ~y anu akuqing I
pend as the execution of judgment) q1hg suspend, I leave It where it is (us-
and mental pain was for the Aleut' may ?e that the endurance of physical
that the d d . s an expenence of such d. y regar e It as constituting in itself . h . every ay occurrence
there. IS no word for forgiveness p~rha s a~inelt fer a vIrtue nor the revers. That
en;otlOn of offense is not acute be p ses rom the fact that for them the
WIth their spirit. cause to avenge wrongs is not in accordance

40ne can only conjecture that th 11"
the first missionaries, e sma dictIOnaries refer to wo d I', , r 1St. collecled by R I I

5VemamlOov used a Russian d h' u • In exp orer or by
for 1I'J;alik, indicatel but 1\ parti~r unde~~~a~df~~s~efd th~e~dbe~ l?f endterin~ upon I ne", life Th. ~I

"sllan octrlOe of life Ifter d~atb,~ n eut ubstitutt
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8. The Aleutians have a very extensive anatomical vocabulary. Reference is
not made to words like liver, heart, intestines and the like but to several terms,
the use of which presupposes familiarity with the details of the stucture of the
body. tugix large blood vessel, aorta; cugudagiluq, cunumgudax places at the
back of the neck, the sites of acupuncture. Entire ignorance of anatomical terms
makes it impossible for me to translate all of them. Probably such words were
formulated from knowledge which, before the arrival of the Russians, the Aleuts
had acquired from the study of the interior of a man, either one killed in battle
or a dead slave, for the purpose of learning methods of medical treatment."

9. The Aleuts possessed names for almost all the local insects and for very
many grasses and roots used for medicine and other necessities.

10. The language is so very rich in place names that in one bay there are
names for every little cape or small point of land, inlet, recess, deep water area,
brooklet, rill and rock. Because of this abundance it very frequently happens that
the Aleuts of one island have scarcely heard the names of places on another. A
great many of such names are proper names, that is they seem to have no other
meaning or purpose than to designate the places to which they are assigned."

11. The following examples may prove to some that the Aleuts can even
compose new words for their needs.

(a) In Belkofsky village lived an old man who before baptism was called
samlaq egg. The present inhabitants of that village do not call egg samlaq but
samcisu or roe of a bird. -

(b) In Unalaska lived an Aleut named kakidax, named after the kisuch
salmon. At present in Unalaska, they call this fish qam agalugi or the last fish
of the season instead of u ing the former name kakidax.

(c) Instead of using atxidaq U mnak Aleuts call a species of codfish cuxcuq.
This word is neither derived or translated from another word but it is of Aleut
origin, or it might be better to ay it is colloquial. It is said that the cause of the
invention of this word is that the father-in-law of the Umnak chief was named
atxidaq before baptism.

A common cause of the invention of new words in this race at present is the
fact that before baptism the Aleuts were generally named for birds, fish and the
like. When they accepted the Christian faith they abandoned shamanism and
all that might remind them of their former beliefs and customs as something
disgusting to their Chri tian faith. In accordance with their goodness and sim-
plicity they think that calling anything by its proper name in the presence of one
who, until he was baptized, bore that name, would offend him and in some
manner be a reproach to him.

12. The Aleut language has many verbs which are very detailed, possessing
a superabundanc of changes in ten e and mood, even in the present usage of the
language and in ompari on with the Ru ian language.

As an e ample in Aleut "do not kill" may be aid 1. asxasaganan 2.
asxa agana in 3. a a alagada 4. asxasalagadakagan 5. asxasadauluk
Every word is in the imperative mood and means "Do not kilL"

A ide from change in mood, number, person and the like, infixes such as sxa,
iga, ta, and da, can be in erted in almost every. imple verb between fixed and
changeable syllables to alter it meaning. In the place of the participle of the
simple verb k mg~lik, pray d, it i pos ible to say: - kamgasigalik, kamga-
sigatalik, kamga iga adalik and kamgasigatasadalik. The first infix siga
denote accomplished, p rfected action, wholly and truly completed. Ta denotes

eSincc the Aleuts pre erved their dead In pagan times by removing the viscera and stuffing the intestines
",Ith ."'cct gr 11«:1, they had ample 0pporlumty to observe the internal structure of the body.

1Sc• Apl'endix B.
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not f?r ~ne ti~e alone; sigasada adds the significance of very intensely but in
c?mbmayon. with tasada indicates extraordinary action. Therefore kamga-
sigatasadalik means prayed with. the most intensive effort, completely and truly
praying assiduously! not for one time alone, and very vigorously. It is possible to
use such an expression only in speaking of Christ. See St. Luke XXII 44.8

13.. It is impossible to obtain a full explanation of the meaning of each and
every infix for none of the present-day Aleuts, not even the very old ones can
supply th~ reasons for which some of the infixes are used. For example no one
can explain why one says both ukuxtalik and ukuxtakagilik to express seen.
. 14. Such infixes are unknown in Russian verbs. Because of such a very
Importan.t part of speech and also. such excessive changes in conjugation, is it
not possible to conjecture that this language, although beginning to die out,
was once. I~ better us~ge or stems from one of the oldest and richest languages?
B.ec~us~ It IS not possible that so many infixes which are used now without any
?lstmct.lOn and .necessity, were invented only for the sound; but certainly each
infix, elt~er by. Itself or in combination with others, must have represented either
one special ~ctlOn or a power, property or degree of action. Also it is impossible
that, ac~ordmg to present day understanding of this matter the complete identical
conceptions would be exp~essed in di.fferent forms just for ~imple communications
of heam?g as apparently I.n the leading example in section 12 above which shows
~cd a nchness of .expressl?n for a primitive person to use in expl~ining a need

n even for tel~mg StOfH:S~uch an abundance seems completely superfluous:
. 15. .Although III Aleut It IS possible to explain sufficiently well clearly sat-
Isf.actonly and. even beautifully and to speak about really abstr;ct thin's in
spite of all this, ~he. language like every other language similar to it h~; it
defects .. Not mentrornng the defects of expressions or inflexions which'
erally SImple, frequently childish and for the most part dull and c I:

re
geh-

Aleuts are themselves," the principle defects are: ' 0 as t e
.( a) It completely lacks abstract verbs such as consecrate reason 0 hil

f~lze and bless.. T~efirefore it is impossible to translate every idea into Ale~t \~i:h
e very same sigru cance that it has in the Russian Ian As

"Bless your enemies" must be rendered as "Abo t th guahge. b an example,
well." u ose w 0 a use you, speak

no~~ tkeAth~s~t ~h~~h~sn t~~~s~:~r~n~r~nn~o~ds:~hbsasd:~~:1~tflom such Ilerb and
(c) A very senous defect of the Ian ua . hie y, menta y.

translating Russian into Aleut For g I ge IS t e ack of verbal nouns for
is very. profitable," must be rendered i~x~':;'a:~Tenthnce, "Reading ~he Bible
there IS profit." Or it may be translat d " 0 w om reads the Bible, then
profitable." But if in the Russian lange as Todrdead

h
the Bible will be very

G d " . uage you ate me' Ie' I d
0, then III Aleut it is translated as "0 t f h Bib anlllg, It ~a to

know) God." u 0 tel Ie we recoglllze (or

16. The present day usage of Aleut is ver f
of its ancient forms because: y un avorable to the pr ervation

(a) The Aleuts in accepting the Christian f . h '.
language, have lost their old songs in h' halt and not po se mg a written
?arti.cularly great exploits of their heroes :nt th wer~ sung the prai es of the
In distress at sea. Although some of th e ~n ortunate ca es of traveler
cannot preserve the language as well e~ rem~~l er a few legend the storie

as e tn a songs because the very be t
8The Aleut. may have had n .

example ot the pitfall. of tra 10 .compunctlon at u.ing .uch intense ex r .
reference above mdicate. the P~;'.:~en~,s~t i'.vkn dthe (illure. of. the Biblicfl ee~~O~~lforhuma,n activhie . A. an

9Here i . u e e.cnblng Chrm'. Pa siollto h' h e w~re given corrertl . The

ill other ~ri~rll;:afr;;rl~ui:e ~~~:~~;ocv~=r~~~e~i~\~~al remark. about his fa:r~:e ::~::h~;~::. o~~::I~er~~~~;
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narrators of tribal stories do not trouble about preserving ancient expressions
and translate them into the common speech of their own times. Therefore it is
now impossible to find markers'" of their past in their language. A great many
of the old men insist that their present language differs greatly from the older
form of the language but they are unable to explain the manner of difference.

In former times the U nalaskans (and the present day Atkans) called the sea
inyudaq and the sky quyudaq but now in place of these words they use for
sea the word alaguq and for sky, iniq. Inyudaq, in general, means that which
is bent or flexible and stems from the rarely used verb inyukuqing. They are
unable to translate the word quyudaq precisely but it must come from the verb
quyukuqing I lie down to rest. And so it can express that which lies upon as a
covering or that which encircles.

(b) Many Aleuts, more or less familiar with Russian, especially with read-
ing and writing, needlessly use Russian words in their conversations and even the
order of word composition. It is possible to believe that such usage beginning
with the arrival of the Russians must have modified Aleut very much and in
continuing for almost a whole century the usage must have had a detrimental
influence on the whole language of a people whose numbers are small and who
live under the domination of others. As proof of this many Aleuts from a
youthful age not only do not use modal changes of verbs but cannot even remem-
ber them quickly. They also use nouns and verbs in the plural number instead
of the singular number as in Russian. Such usage, they suppose, is not old.

17. The Aleut, inhabiting the ea tern region talk very quickly and join
their words together so that it is necessary to have much practice in order to
under tand them. The Unalaskan talk oftly and drawl their words more and
the Western and Umnak Aleuts drawl their words still more. The Atkan Aleuts
drawl each yllable very slowly .

18. Among the Umnak and Unalaskan Aleuts there are differences in
several expre ion and words. For in tance the Umnak Aleuts and also the
Aleut of Atka I land, in all nouns and participles, use, in place of the plural
ending nand ngin, s or sand ngis or gis respectively. As an example the
Unalaskan ay langin gee e and asxun nails but the Umnak and Atkan Aleuts
say langiA or lagis and asxus or asxus, Diminutive words instead of ending
with daq have the ending kucaq. For instance the Unalaskans say cadaq little
hand (from cax hand) but the leuts of Umnak and Atka say cakudaq. Instead
of nung to me, and kugu not, Umnak and Atkan Aleuts say ngus to me and
nanga not.

19. In conver ation generally all the Aleuts drop the final n of many words
before word beginning with a vowel and occasionally with a consonant. For
example t. in asik with you, sounds in conversation like txi asik. And also they
drop or do not pronounce the la t syllable gan from negative verbs ending in
lan~an before an auxiliary verb and also the first vowel of the auxiliary verb
it elf. For e, ample, inala~an aqaq in conver ation sounds like inala -qaq.

20. In omposing my rules of Aleut language'I dare not call them a grammar.
But it eem to me proper to call it an e ay on Aleut grammar; because, al-
though herein I have aid something about all the parts of speech, I have not
discussed them ompl t ly and have explained word composition briefly. And
doubtle h re, a in any fir t xperiment, defects will be found, either in the
exposition of the rule or in th rules them elves.

21. Th rul s w r composed by me not becau e they would be a complete
text for the tudy of I ut (if it were po ible to learn any language with only

10The word tran laled a. mark .. means Iiterall . monuments.
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or~e grammar) but .as.! stated, more to serve as a handbook for an acquaintance
with the characteristics of the Aleut language and to lead to more detailed
knowledge about it.

.22. Only whe:e. the rules of Aleut did not agree with the Russian language
did I make definitive rules. To make definitions for every rule is completely
unnecessary and would enlarge the book needlessly. If one of the Aleuts wanted
t~ study the grammar of his language then rules would be necessary for him in
his own tongue but for those of my countrymen who wish to have information
about Aleut, complete rules are not necessary at all.

23. In order that my essay should conform more to its designation I include
a dictionary of the Aleut language with Russian translations in which the col-
lection of Aleut words is ever so much more than in all the dictionaries of this
la~guag~ ~nown to me. As a whole complete volume it is not possible to call
this a dictionary because there are no names of plants and insects known to the
Aleuts. There are not even all the words of conversational language and espe-
cially there are few words derived from nouns and verbs.

In conclusion. without b~a~ing around the bush I state to my reader that if
I were not convinced that It IS better to write mediocrally about that which one
knows and another does not know, than knowing a little to write nothing I
w~ul.d. never have under~aken such a thing as the composition of a grammar of a
primitrve language, particularly of one soon destined to vanish - all the more
as my own knowledge of the language is not quite competent for the composition
of a grammar.

IVAN VENIAMINOV.
Written April 18, 1834
At Unalaska

. '
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A Grammatical Essay on the Aleut Language

The first seventeen sections of the original Russian text contain a description
of the Cyrillic characters selected for the Aleutian alphabet and rules for pro-
nunciation formulated by comparison with examples of Russian speech. Several
sections deal with the accent and pronunciation marks used by Veniaminov. This
material has been omitted as it would be of no assistance and little interest to
English speaking people. The alphabet and rules for pronunciation of this roman-
ized presentation of Aleut are included in the introduction.

To guide the student who is interested in comparing any part of this transla-
tion with the original Russian grammar, the numbers of the remaining divisions
of the grammar have been retained exactly as in the Russian text. Consequently
the first section which deals with material pertinent to an understanding of the
language begins with:

PARTS OF SPEECH
18. It can almost be said that the Aleut language is formed from two parts

of speech, from verbs' and conjunctions or adverbs, because all nouns, adjectives,
pronouns, participles, prepositions (actually postpositions because they are always
placed after nouns and hereafter they will be named so throughout the text), and
some adverbs, have person, number and common endings with verbs. Likewise
verbs possess some of the attributes of nouns. At least all the words of this
language can be divided into no more than three parts. All the aforementioned
constitute the first division, the verbs the second and some adverbs, numeral
substantives and dates, conjunctions and interjections make up the third section.
But in accordance with the customary rules of all grammars and in order to
avoid confusion and excessive exceptions, I have separated the Aleut language
into eight parts of speech. They are:

1. oun - taiya~uq man, igmanaq good, cang five
The Aleut noun includes the words we classify as adjectives.

igmanaq good or literally the good one. See paragraph 161.
2. Pronoun - ting I, txin thou
3. Verb - tunuxtakuqing I speak
4. Participle - mangiyuxtakaginaq believing
5. Adverb - waligan here
6. Postposition - ilan in
7. Conjunction - kayuk and, also
8. Interjection -ft! ah I oh!

There are no articles in thi language such as there are in Greek, European
and some other languages.

19. All the words of this language are either basic or derivitive, simple or
compound, alterable or unalterable and also augmentative or diminutive.

1. Basic word are all nouns or names of things and simple verbs.
tangaq water, tunuq word, sunung I take

2. Derivitive word
tangakuqing I drink, tangacxikuqing I give to drink
tunu takuqing I peak, suxtakuqing I hold, retain----lThe Innuh make. little di tinction between nouns and verbs. All verbs are conceived as nouns in' a state

of exi tence, "He run," it thought of ~ "his running exists, U and as the verb "to exist" enters necessarily into
~.very verbal notion, it ia unnece sary (from the Innuit viewpoint) to mention th~ w?r~ "exists," Consequently

he runa" and "his (aet of) running" are expressed by one and the same word; ixqikikuq, ThIS n~t being our
own babltual pattern of thought it is simpler to treat the Aleut verb (as Vemam100Vhas done) 10 terms to
"bleb "e are more .ecustomed. R.ll.G.
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There are many verbs derived from nouns. It is possible to make
a verb from almost every noun or name.
akaluq road, path - akakuqing I go by road
cayak tea (corrup. R.) - cayukuqing I drink tea

Of such verbs there are so many that seven dictionaries could not
contain them all.

But there are no nouns derived completely from verbs and especially none that
would correspond to the gerund or verbal noun of the English language. Instead
the. plural perfect participle is used. aluxtasaqangin writing, what has been
wntten.

3. Simple words
adaq father, cax hand

4. Compound words
adagilakaqing I have no father
cagilakaq handless or not having a hand

Compound words are made either from two nouns as alam i~i
whale liver; or from a noun and a conjunction as cam uluk not a
hand; or from a verb and a conjunction as sunaguluk not take; or
from a noun and a verb as adagikuqing I have a father; or from
two verbs as suxta qalinaq lit. to take just now - he began. But they
are ~ot made from adjectives and substantives, as many words in
RUSSian are' compounded. Examples of such compounds in Russian
wou.ld be translated into English as long-handed or good intention.

5. Vanable words are words which can be declined or conjugated or
receive suffixes and infixes. Such words are nouns pronouns verbs
participles, postpositions and adverbs. ' 'J

6. In.va:iab~e words are conjunctions and interjections.
7. !JlmInutlve words, Nouns are made diminutive by changing the end-

ings q, g, x Into gadaq or daq although the Aleuts of Umnak Island
change them into kucaq. cax hand becomes cadaq little hand' on
Umnak cikucaq little hand. '

8. Augmentive words are made by changing their endings to naxcxiq or
namkuq and also lguq, diga and rna.
canaxcxiq or ca~am.kuq large hand; ciganalguq large river
. All words endmg 10 q and x in a compound with the conjunc-

non uluk, .cha.nge the final q and x to ~ and the conjunction uluk
always retains Its accent.
kaciq - kaciguluk j ax - aguluk

GENERAL ATTRIBUTES OF PARTS OF SPEECH
20. Generally number is observed for all variable parts of speech.

.2~. -r:here a~~ three numbers in this language, singular, dual and plural and
ki, lk, dik or dik are the characteristic signs of the dual number '0 all rt
of speech. I pa 5

Singular Dual
Plural

agitudaq brother agitudakiq two brothers
imin to thee' agitudan brotherImilik to you two . .axqada thou go . rmci to youaxqailiq you two go .talya~um ilan from the man - ~ axqaci you gos talyasum ilkin from two men t· ~ . ,amna~um much 8Jyasum .110from people;

. from more than 2 men
22 Th' . . amna~un many

. ere IS no dlstmction in gender not even to denot th d' t' . fI t· f l' d f ..' eels mctlon 0re a IOn 0 mascu me an emmIne gender axqall'k h h d .. - e, sean It went
23. Nouns, pronouns and participles have cases. .
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24. There are two principle cases, the nominative or general, and dative and
other cases to be discussed later.

25. Verbs have number, voice, mood, tense, person and degree.

Nouns
26. Nouns are substantive, adjectival and numeral.

SUBSTANTIVE NOUNS

27. Substantive nouns have three principal endings, q, g and x and sometimes
ng. tangaq water, kannu~ heart, cax hand, ung male genital organ j penis.

28. There are many proper names of place in this language which will be
discussed later. Proper names of people used before the Enlightenment (the
acceptance of Christianity) are no longer in use. Proper Russian names are
used instead."

29. There are about sixty different endings which substantives can take.
30. Five cases can be distinguished, in accordance with the general nature

of all languages or according to need. 0 noun can have more than five cases,
although some have less than five. The cases are nominative, genitive, dative,
accusative, and postpositional. adaq father, adam of the father, adaman to or
for the father, adaq lather and adgan ilan from the father. .

A substantive noun has no more than three cases in the dual and plural which
are the nominative or general, the dative and sometimes the postpositional.

31. According to meaning and ending cases are classified as 1. indefinite
2. posse ive and 3. personal agentive or personal instrumental.

INDEFINITE CASES

32. The indefinite cases have endings which refer neither to a person nor
thing which affect it, being concerned with an indefinite person. adaq is simply
father not my or hi father.

33. There are five indefinite cases in the singular number:
1. ami native. This case is twofold - general qr simple and apocopated.

The apocopated is formed by dropping the final consonant of the general
nominative and transferring the accent to the last syllable. adaq in the
apocopated nominative becomes ada j taivaguq becomes taiyagu j and
ca become ca.

When a word ends in g and there is no letter g before the last vowel
but other consonants such as n, or q, then the apocopated form is made by
adding a. a change in accent is made. Kannug becomes kann1!ga:

2. The haracteri tic of the genitive ca e is the letter m which IS add.ed
to the apocopated form. ada in the genitive is adam. The accent remains
a in the general nominative., . . .

3. Dative. The stres ed syllable an, added to the gerntrve, IS the char-
acteri tic of thi ca e. adam plus an becomes adaman,

4. ccu ative. This ca e always ha the same ending as the general or
simple nominative from which it i distinguished only by its position in the
entence.

5. Postpositional. This case i made by adding gan t? the apocopated
nominativ . ada becomes in thi ca e adagan. In orne participles this ending
become gam. .. ., ..

oun ending in iq have no postpos!tJ?n InfleXIOn and, .In I~Splace,. ,;se
the genitive. Th nominative of sky i lfilq. In tead of sayIng Imgan Ilan
to expre s from the ky, inim ilan is used.

2Ru . iall nome' are .till usrd by American Aleuts. Th.e child i piven .'h~ name of a saint whose festival
i. nearest it. birth. A ,lip;ht tendell to anglicize the RUSSIan names IS begllllllng to appear.
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To the cases .enumerated above a vocative might perhaps be added. This
case is formed by appending to the general nominative the interjection a.
Nominative arnan, vocative arnan -ii. But as this particle is also subjoined
to verbs, in an interrogative sense, and scarcely partakes of the nature of a
case ending, it has not been included here among the inflexions of the noun.

34. Th'e dual has but two inflexions for the indefinite cases, the general nomi-
native and the dative. The latter is somewhat rare.

The termination of the nominative dual is kik which is added to the apocopated
nominative singular of nouns ending in q and x, and ix which is added to the
general nominative singular of those nouns ending in ~. The nominative dual of
ada is adakik: of kannug it is kannugix,

The dative dual which is both indefinite and possessory, is made by the addition
of the syllable kin. ada becomes adakin and kannu~ becomes kannu~ikin.

35. The plural, like the dual, has only two inflexions for the indefinite cases,
the general nominative and the dative.

1. The nominative plural is formed by changing the final rn of the
genitive singular to n and in some cases to ngin, adam, the genitive singular
adan, nominative plural: inimsam, genitive singular: inirnsangin, nomina-
tive plural, the birds of the sky.

(Actually the terminations of the nominative plural seem to be added
to the apocopated nominative. Veniaminov fails to explain this fully. Trans.
Note).

2. The dative plural adds the stressed termination in to the nominative.
Nominative plural adan, dative plural adanin,

INFLEXIONS OF THE INDEFINITE CASES
Singular Dual Plural

Nominative q, x, ~ kik, ix, k n, ngin
Apoc, Nom. a, i, u, ~a ~... . . .
Accusative q, x, ~ kik, ix, k n, ngin
Genitive m kik, ix, k n, ngin
Dative man kin nin
Postpositional gan, gam kik, ix, k n, ngin

According to this table of inflexions every noun is declined.

POSSESSORY CASES OF NOUNS
36. ~h~ po~sessor~ ~ase~are inflexions corresponding with the indefinite cases,

but containing In addition inherent possessive pronouns. adang my father, adan
thy father, adaning my fathers.

Adan thy father, is distinguished from adan fathers, by the po ition of the
stress.

37.. The possessory ca~es, in addition to numbers, have all the person.
adaning my fathers, adaci your fathers, adangin their fathers.
. 38. The possessory cases are subdivided into unipersonal multipersonal and
Impersonal. "

1. . The unipersonal possessory cases are u ed when one or more object
pertains to one person, as: my brother my brothers

2. The multipersonal are used ~hen one or ~ore object pertains to
two or more. persons, as: our brother, our brothers.

3. The. Impersonal are used where the Latin language employ the
of thecl suus, i.e. where the person or thing referred to pertain to the sub] ecto t e cause.

39. The possessory inflexions are usually confined to the general nominative
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and the dative cases, but, in certain numbers and persons, a third possessory
termination is found, which is either postpositional or genitive.

To avoid multiplication of rules and exceptions, three cases - nominative,
dative and postpositional - are here allotted to the unipersonal and multi personal
forms,' and three - accusative, dative, and postpositional- to the impersonal.

40. A personal agentive or personal instrumental inflexion is used when the
impersonal pronouns 'self' or 'own' are to be rendered in an agentive case, as:
aakingan I with my own two eyes. .

This case is used only of concrete objects or instruments and pronouns refernng
thereto.

41. The personal agentive forms have no special endings and suffix t~e sylla?le
an or in to the various possessory nominatives, as: cang my hand, cangan I With
my own hand, can thy hand, canan thou with thy own hand.

(a) Possessor singular and object possessed singular:
cangan Iwith my hand
canan thou with thy hand
canan or canin he or she with his or her hand

(b) Po sessor singular and objects possessed dual:
cakingan I with my two hands
cakinan thou with thy two hands
cakinan he or she with his or her two hands

(c) Possessor singular and objects possessed plural:
caningan Iwith my hands
catxinan thou with thy hands
catxinan he or she with his or her hands

(d) The forms for dual possessors are wanting.
(e) Possessors plural and object possessed singular:

caxan we with our hand
canan you with your hand
canan they with their hand

(f) Po e ors plural and objects pos essed dual:
caxin we with our two hands
cakinan you with your two hands
caki in they with their two hands

(g) Po e ors plural and pos es ions plural:
can in we with our hands
cagingan you wi~h you~ hands
cadinan they WIth their hands

42. All the pos sory case d rive from the apocopated non:inative .. It wobld
be superfluou to tablish a rule for the formation of each, SInce their num er
exceed eighty-five, ell! ive of exceptions. The forms may be seen from the
paradigm .

( OTE. - The paradigm of mo t of the poss~ssory endings is unfortunately
missing in every copy of Veniamin v s work which I have been able to locate.
V. H nry in hi abstra t of Al utian grammar tates. that he has ~ad the same
~ll luck. The following attempt to supply.the lack I~ very unsatlsfac:orr and
1l1complete. It ha been ornpil d from data kindly upplIed?y Mr. Leonu SIftsov,
Secretary of the rcek-Ru ian church at Unala ka, a native Aleut, and from a
collation of ome of Veniaminov's Aleutian works. R.H.G.)
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First Person S~ngtillit.
agitudli-ng my brother
agituda-king my two brothers
agituda-ning my brothers
Second Person Singular.
agituda-n thy brother
agituda-kin thy two brothers
agituda-txin thy brothers
Third Person Singular (ejus},
agituda- (n) his brother
agituda-kin his two brothers
agituda-txin his brothers
Third Person Singular (suus).
agituda-gim his brother

First Person Plural.
agituda-x
agituda-x

It, agituda-n
i"l'It~ your brother

your two brothers
your brothers

our brother
our two broth'ef
our brothers

Second Person Plural.
agituda-n
agituda-kin
agituda-gin
Third Person Plural (eorum).
agituda-n their brother
agituda-kix their two brothers
agituda-ngin their brothers
Third Person Plural (suorum).
agituda-mang their brother

Substantives are susceptible of thirty-one different inflexions, not reckoning
the twelve instrumental endings, the two identical endings distinguished by the
position of the stress, and the fifteen instances in which the pronouns ngan to
him ikin to them two, ngin to them, are suffixed.

The thirty-one endings are: a or another vowel, m, n, ng, x, q, gan, gin,
dik, (lin, (ling, kin, king, kik, kix, nin, ning, ngan, ngin, man, mang ,
mak, min, mding, txin, ci, mci, gamin, ganarn, minan, and minin,

43. Agitudaq is the type of all substantives ending in q or ng, and of several
that end in a and i.

Anaq mother, and some others, have two endings in the uniper onal possessory
of the second person singular: anaminan and anadaminan to thy mother. The
syllable da wears the semblance of the infix met with in verb expressing reiter-
ated action (see Sec. 125), but its significancehere is obscure."

Certain words annex either k or kik in the dual indefinite: alak ta'iyagukik
or alak taiyaguk two men.

44. Conformably with the second example are declined all substantives ending
in g or x. In words of this group, the possessory ca e derive, not from the
apocopated nominative, but from the genitive, by uniform alteration of the final
consonant: genitive kannugim of the heart, whence, kannuging my heart,
kannugimci your hearts.

Kannug, and similar words, however, may take the ending i in the nunJina-
tive indefinite: kannugix, and hence, apocopated, kannugi.

Some words ending in ag are declined on both models.

COMPOUND NOUNS

45. Besides admitting the case and personal endings above et forth, all
substantives can enter into composition:

(a) Wi th the auxiliary verbs agikuqing there i to me or I po sess;
axtak\lqing I already am; and, at times, with akukqing I ~m. For earn-
pie: ayagax wife, ayagagikuqing a wife is to me I have a wife; adaq
father, adaxtikuqing I am a father. '

As previously stated - all nouns are convertible into verb (ee sec. ]9),
having in the active voice the termination gikuqing and in' the pas iv and
refle:'ive xtakuqing. '
___ .!..b)_ With the participles aq, axtaq, axtanaq, and those of the other

3It b ossibly a diminutive denoting affection. Ana mother, anada little mother. R.II.G.
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tenses deriving from the above-mentioned auxiliary verbs. ayagaxtaq one
who is a wife; ayagaxtanaq one who was a wife.

(c) With certain postpositions. (See sec. 145-146).
46. III such compounds of nouns with auxiliary verbs and their participles,

the noun retains its stem form, and the verb or participle discards its initial
vowel. adaq, stem ada; agikuqing, in composition gikuqing; axtaq, in compo-
sition xtaq ; whence the forms adagikuqing, adaxtaq,

47. Nouns in composition with verbs can be varied for all the moods, tenses,
numbers, and persons, of the affirmative and negative aspects, exactly as other
verbs:

A//irma/iv, Aspect Negative Aspect
ada~ikuqing I have a father ada~ilakaqing I have not a father
ada~ikuxtxin thou hast a father ada~ilakaxtxin thou has not a father
ada~ikuq he or she has a father ada~ilakaq he or she has not a father
ada~igung if I have a father ada~igunguluk if I have not a father
ada~igumin if thou have a father ada~iguminuluk if thou have not a father
ada~i~un if he or she have a father ada~igunuluk if he or she have not a father

Nouns thus verbalized can take the various infixes, cxi, xtagilj, etc., enumer-
ated under section 124.

48. Substantives in composition with participles are inflected regularly for
numbers and persons in the same manner as participles:
ling adaxtaq I being his father, or me he has as father
iing adaxtaxtxin I being thy father
Hng adaxtaxtxiaik I being the father of you two
ling adaxtaxtxic'i I being your father
txin adaxtaqing thou being my father, or thee I have as father
iing adaxtan I being thei r father

txin adaxtaqing you being my father, you I have as father

And likewise for cases:
ayagaxtanaq
ayagaxtimam
ay8gaxtanagan
ayagaxtanan
ayagaxtananin

one who has been a wife
of one who has been a wife
(by) one who has been a wife
those who have been wives
to those who have been wives

49. When human being are spoken of collectively, the word kidaq is
added to the stem: taiya~uq a man, taiya~ukidaq a multitude of people. In
such ca es, kidaq alone i inflected. ominative, ta'iyagukidaq; genitive,
taiya~ukidam; postpositional, ta'iya~ukidagan.

Kidaq is occasionally annexed to other nouns, generally names of animals.
OUNS ADJECTIVE

50. ouns adjective or nominal adjectives generally end in q and are inflected
for all numbers and the indefinite cases, but lack possessory cases: igamanaq
good, i~amanakik, i~amanangin.

Primitive adjectives are very few, most Aleutian adjectives being substantives
or participle u ed adjectivally.

When adjectives are u ed as sub tantive , they take also the possessory cases
and combine with verbs, participles, and postpositions, as indic:.. 'd in sec. 45.
Conversely, substantive or participles employed as adjectives cannot be thus
inflected.

51. Adjectives have three degree : positive, comparative, and superlative.
52. The positive degree has the termination q, and the apocopated forms

in a, i, or u: iiamanaq, iiamana.
53. The comparative degree is expre ed by help of the particle agaca, dual
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a~at~kik, pl~lrka~agatingin: as agaca ilkimin igamanakuq he is better th
t ou, agaca I imm macxisalakaq he is worse than thou. an

54. The superlative degree has several forms val" . f '
t~~tarticu~r infix used. (See ,s~c. 12?;~ Usually it is ;~~~ b~a~~~~:~~~r~;ll~blo
~~, a to t e~ apocopated positive: Igamana good, igamanasada de
Igamanasasada very very good igamanatasad di 1 very goo ,
a pronounced drawling of first a i~ sada, sada. a excee mg y good. There is

th 55. ~dje,ctivesl in all degrees ~re inflected like substantives ending in q In
e nominative p ural however instead of th d' h h .

the termination ngin i.'famanaq' I'.'fa' ~,~n mg n,. t ey ave invariably
56 ., " E> .' E> .m~~am, IgamanangIll.

uluk. k~~l~C~~~~yWl~~cik~elguaktlvcelslgnIIflcatiohngenerally suffix the conjunction
, h ,6 am. n sue compounds th d'

~It er be appended to the conjunction: kaciguluga kacig 'I {case-en rngs may
It. The latt~r i~ the more common usage. ,u u Ill, or may precede

57. Ad.Jectives used predicatively enter .
b k

into composition with th '1'
vel' a uqing (see sec. 46) . For example: e auxi iary

adang, igamanakuq
ag!t~san~ng igamanasadakun
agitasaci macxisalakan

my father is good
my companions are very good
your companions are evil

NOUNS NUMERAL

numeral are cardinal di 1 1 ., or mar, mu tiplicative, or58. Numerals or nouns
fractional.

(a) Cardinals:

2
1. ataqan (in the Atka dialect tagataq )

.. alak '
3. qankun
4. sicin
5. cang

6. atung
7. ulung
8. qamcing
9, sicing

10. Aliq (in the Atka

By combination of these k'" dialect asax)
(Kodiak Islanders can onl; :;~n~~~n~OlO.)arned to ten thousand or even higher.

59. The tens and hundred f db' ,algiaim t . s are orme y additIOn of the adverb
Wlce . .

qankuBim three times ulung.aim
siciaim four times qamcingiilim
ca~gi~i',D five times si~i~giBim
atun~IBlm six times A!,iI,'!1 (or ABim)

For example: slsaBlm
30 qanku8im !\tiq

300 qanku8im sisaq
10,000 sisa8im sisaq

When units are added to tens or h d
the genitive case the unit foil ' u~ reds, the word !\tiq or i aq tands in

d'g .' ows m Its uninflect d fwor .. Sl naxta (from signax excess which i e orm, and last comes the
partICiple of the verb it exceeds.) s the apocopated, present impersonal

33 qankuaim !\tim qankun signaxt'
333 qanku8im sisam qanku8' At" a
(b) Ordinals: These add lsiq t Imh 1m ~ankun igna ta

3rd qankun lsiq 0 t e cardmals.
333rd qanku8im sisamlsiq qankuaim Atim qankun igna ta

last alang lsiq

100. slsaq

seven times
eight time
nine time
ten time
one hundred times
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(c) Multiplicatives:
triple qanku8i8im quadruple sici8i8im

(d) Fractionals. Of these there are but two, anga half, angagan anga
quarter (literally, half of one-half).

60. Except ataqan, iliq, and sisaq, numerals in general are not inflected.
These three have certain of the indefinite cases, as: ataqanan, Atim, sisam.

61. The words lsiq and signaxta can receive case-endings, the former in all
numbers, the latter only in the plural. lsiq, lsim, lsin; signaxta, signaxtangin,
signaxtanin.

62. Atukik both, suffixes in the dative the pronoun kin; in the postpositional
becomes atugan; and in the second person atukim8ik you both.

Pronouns

63. Pronouns are of six kinds:
(a) Personal: ling I, txin thou, lngan he, she, it.
(b) Reflexive or impersonal: igim one's self.
(c) Interrogative: kin who? alquq or alqutaq what?
(d) Indefinite: unuquq anyone, USU all, everybody, everyone, tarna-

dagan each, inaqam one's self (intensive), amagan someone (with a
negative, no one).

(e) Demonstrative and relative: aman this one, who, wan this, ingan
that, saken that yonder, according to the position of the person or thing

alluded to.
The Aleutian language has such a wealth of these demonstrative pronouns

that it is possible to indicate each person present in a company without mention-
ing him by name. Thus, beginning with the one nearest to the speaker and counting
towards the entrance of the dwelling, the first of those sitting is wan, the
second ingan, the third ikUn, one far off akan, the last but one qagan, the
last (or nearest the door) qakan. A person sitting in front of the speaker is
qikun, one directly opposite qakun; one above lkan; exactly above Akan;
below uknan; still lower unan; the lowest of .all sakan. If the persons referred
to are standing, the pronoun indicating the nearest to the speaker is ikun, and
that for the one farthest away Akun. If walking, the person nearest is awan,
one far away aklin. A person lying near is indicated by udan; one outside the
house by sad an; one inside the house ukan; one on this side agan.

'Aman and uman denote persons not seen If, of those present anywhere,
for example in a dwelling, one is called and not several, the demonstratives take
the ending gau, which has the force of "ever" in the English "whoever":
sadagan anyone of those standing in the house.

(I) Possessive: These scarcely occur independently, inasmuch as every
noun has its regular possessory inflexions. To express "mine," "thine," etc.,
without naming the object possessed, one uses the participle mayuq ,(from
the verb mayukuqing) with the appropriate personal ending, the corre-
sponding per onal pronoun being placed in apposition thereto: ling mayung
mine, txin mayun thine, lngan mayun his or her, tuman mayungin ours,
txiei mayuei yours, ingakun mayungin theirs; and similarly in the dual.

64. Besides the e simple pronouns, there exists a series of postpositional
pronouns or personal postpositions consi ting in postpositions with the pronominal
~ndings ming and kiming, infl~cted for the various persons, ilming in me,
Ilmin in thee; Aaakiming for me, A8akimin for thee; and so forth.

The spirit of the leutian language demands that these words be classed among
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the postpositions, but, as the postpositions remain almost unmodified and the
inflexions are personal and pronominal in their nature, it has been considered
more satisfactory to discuss them under this section.

65. Postpositions when coalescing with pronouns, reject their last vowel
and final n, or sometimes, the n only, and affix the personal endings rning,
kiming, liming, likimingr aoaming toward me, aoakiming from me,
aoaliming yet or again toward me, aoalikiming yet toward me or for me.

Such postpositions are: kuan on, kuming from on me; nagan within, naming
within me; dagan to, dagming to me; ilan in, ilming in me; kucxan between,
kucximing between me; uglagan beside, uglagiming beside me; agalan after,
agalkiming after me; qulan for, quliming or qulakirning for me.

The ending ming, and its derivative min (2nd person), denote usurpation or
appropriation; kiming indicates, strictly, cutting off or rejection, but is some-
times used in place of the simple ming ; liming means repetition, as may be seen
from the examples.

66. All pronouns have in common three numbers and three persons; the
simple pronouns have, in addition, two principal cases, nominative and dative,
and a few have also a genitive and postpositionaI. Their declension may be seen
from the following tables.

(a) Personal:
First Person:

Singular: Nom. ting I
Dat. nung (Atka dialect ngus) to me.

Dual: Nom. tuman we two
Dat. tumanan to us two

Plural: Nom. tuman we
Dat. tumanin, ngin to us
Ace. tuman us

Second Person:
Singular: Nom. txin thou

Dat. imin to thee
Dual: Nom. txioik you two

Dat. imdik to you two
Plural: Nom. txici you txidin you yourselves

Dat. imci to you

Third Person:
Singular: Nom. lngan he, she, it

Dat. ngan to him, to her, to it
Dual: Nom. ingaku they two

Dat. ikin to them two
Plural: Nom. ingakun they

Dat. ngin to them

Interrogative:
Singular: Nom. kin who?

Dat. kinan to whom?
(The Interrogative has no Dual or Plural.)

Some pronouns have a spe~ial ca e which .may be named general or possessory i
thus, the pronouns of the third person subs) t under two forms the simple and
the general or possessory. "
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The pronoun txin thou, has in the plural two special forms: txicingan your-
selves, and txicinganan you yourselves.

(b) Reflexive:
Singular: Dat.
Dual: Dat.
Plural: Dat.

igim to one's self.
imak to themselves referring to two persons.
imang to themselves referring to more than

two persons.
( c) I nterro gative :

Singular: Nom. alqutaq what
Gen. alqutam of what
Dat. alqutaman to what
Nom. alqutax
Gen. alqutax
Dat. alqutax

Plural: Nom. alqutan
Gen. alqutan
Dat. alqutanin

On the same model are declined alquq what, that which, and unuquq anyone.
Alquq and alqutaq are properly participles from the verb alquqing, which,

s nearly as it can be rendered, means: for which I am needful and on account
f which also I must.

(d) Intensive:
Fir t Per on:

Singular: Nom. inaqing I myself
Dat, inaqarning to me myself

Dual: (There is none.)
Plural: Nom. inaqangin we ourselves

Dat, inaqangin ngin to us ourselves
Second Person:

Singular : Nom.
Dat.

om.
Dat.

Third Person:
Singular: am. inaqam he himself, she herself, it itself

Dat, inaqaman to him himself, etc.
Dual: (There is none.)
Plural: om. inaqangin themselves

Dat. inaqangin ngin to them themselves

Dual:

Dual: om.
Dat.

Plural:

(e)

eneral:
ingular:

Dual:
Plural:

Relative:
Singular: om.

Dat.
om.

Dat.
om.

Dat.

Dual:

Plural:

inaqamin thou thyself
inaqamin imin to thee thyself
inaqamdik your two selves
inaqamdik ikin to your two selves
inaqamci yourselves
inaqamci imci to you yourselves

inaqarn one's self
inaqamak
inaqamang

aman or am an who, which
amanan to whom, to which
amakux
amaku ikin
amakun
l\makunin
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In this way are declined all relative pronouns ending in n,
67. Relative pronouns ending in gan are not declined, they being the post-

positional cases of pronouns in n, When it is necessary to inflect them for the
dative relation, the personal pronouns ngan, ikin, or ngin are suffixed. amagan
ngan to anyone, amagan ngin to some (several).

ltsu each, all, is declined as follows:

Indefinite cases:
Singular: Nom.

Gen.
Dat.
Ace.
Nom.
Dat.

Plural: Nom.
Gen.
Dat.
Ace.

Dual :

Pe rsonal cases:
First Person:

Singular: Nom.
. Dat.

Dual: Nom.
Plural: Nom.

Dat.

Second Person:
Singular: Nom.

Dat.
Postp.

Dual: Nom.
Plural: Nom.

Dat.
Postp,

Third Person:
Singular: Nom.

Dat.
Postp.

Dual: Nom.
Plural: Nom.

Dat.

usu each, all
usugan of each
usugan ngan to all, each
usuq all, each
usukik each two, all two
usukik to each two, to all two
ltsun, ltsungin all
usun, ltsungin of all
usuganin to all
usun, ltsungin all

ltsung I wholly
usungan to me wholly
ltsuking we two wholly
usukingin we wholly
usukingin ngin to us wholly

ltsun thou wholly
usuminan to thee wholly
usumin (by) thee wholly
usukim{fik you two wholly
usukimci you wholly
usukimci imci to you wholly
usukimci (by) you wholly

usu he wholly, she wholly, it wholly
ltsugan ngan to him wholly, etc,
usugan (by) him wholly, etc.
ltsukik they two wholly
usungin they all
usungin ngin to them all

Second Person:
Singular:
Dual:
Plural:

Third Person:
Singular:
Dual:
Plural:

General:
Singular: agalkigim for or after one's self
Dual: agalkimak for or after their two selves
Plural: agalkimang for or after themselves

Similarly are declined all personal postpositions ending in kiming
likiming, such as: ilkiming, ilakirning, from me.

Ilrning in me.
First Person:

Singular:
Dual:
Plural:

Second Person:
Singular:
Dual:
Plural:

Third Person:
Singular:
Dual:
Plural:

Third General:
Singular:
Dual:
Plural:

After this model are inflected
liming, such as:

agaliming
dagming
i{faming
[lalirning
qucximing

agalkimin for or after thee
agalkimidik for or after you two
agalkimci for or after you

agalan for or after him, her, it
agalkingin, agalkin for or after them two
agalin, agalingin for or after them

ilming in me
ilking in us two
ilngin, ilingin in us

ilmin in thee
ifimdik in you two
ilimci, ilmci, ilci in you

ilan in him, her, it
ilkin in them two
ilin in them

ilim in his, her, its self
ilmak in their two selves
ilmang, itimang in themselves
all postpositional pronouns ending in ming or

near me
towards me
to me
between me
among me, in the midst of me (probably

means within me)
qulaming for my sake, for me
kuming on me
naming within me
uglagiming without me, besides me

and all others not containing the syllable ki.

The following forms are noteworthy:
agalilimang they one after another
ilamang between my, thy, his or her self
inaqalimang each other, one another

Dagming in the third person has dagan, in the plural dagin.

General:
Singular: ltsugan one's self wholly
Dual: ltsumaq all their two selves
Plural: usumang all their selves

68. The postpositional pronouns or personal prepositions have numbers and
persons, but want cases.

First Person:
Singular:
Dual:
Plural:

agalkiming for or after me
agalkingin, agalkin for or after us two
agalkingin, agalkin for or after us
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Verbs

69. Verbs have persons, numbers, tenses, moods, voices, degrees, aspects, and
conjugations.

This part of speech in the Aleutian language is so prolific that every verb,
in the active voice alone, can take over four hundred terminations, exclusive
of the endings of the participles and of the negative aspect. And at the same
time this part of speech, the verb, is so indefinite and confusing that a verb of
another language can almost always be translated into Aleut, either as a verb
or a participle, unchanged in meaning either in the tense corresponding to the
one in the other language or any other tense. I took away suqung and suqang,
sukung and suliting and sunaqing,

70. The numbers in all moods and tenses are three: singular, dual, and
plural. sukung I take, sukuxtxidik you two take, sukun they (three or more)
take.

The dual number, although existing in all parts of the conjugation, is falling
into disuse and not infrequently cedes to the plural.

71. The persons, in all tenses and moods except the imperative, are three:
first, second, and third. sukung I take, sukun thou takest, sukuq he, she, or
it takes.

72. In certain moods and tenses the third person has two forms, a simple
or general and a possessory or impersonal; the latter denoting that the action
of the third person or persons refers to, reflects on, or is in favor of him or
themselves, simple, sukun they take; possessory, sukumang they take for
themselves.

73. The moods are six: (1) indicative; (2) first conjunctive; (3) second
conjunctive; (4) obligatory; (5) infinitive; (6) imperative.

( 1) The indicative mood corresponds in meaning with the same mood in
English. sukung I take, sunaqing I took, sudukakung I shall take.

(2) The first conjunctive is the mood of hypothesis, and takes the place of
the English subjunctive with 'if' and 'in case.' It has in all tenses the charac-
teristic infixes gu or txu. sugung if I take, sudukagumin in case thou shalt
take, ikitxumin if thou lose. I

(3) The second conjunctive is temporal and modal, expressing the adverbial
ideas 'when' and 'how.' sukuan when he takes, txin-agukuan when he
produces himself (lit. when he is born), sukunin as they take.

This mood corresponds with the 'dative absolute' of the Slavonic languages.
( 4) The obligatory mood expresses necessity or obligation on the part of

the person mentioned. sukakung I must or should take.
This mood corresponds with the 'dative absolute' of the Slavonic languages.

ought to take; conjoined sudukakang axtatung if I shall have to take, if I
must take.

\ 5) The infinitive mood has all the numbers and person and, like the
obligatory, a twofold form. The simple form expresses the simple infinitive
sungan I, to take; sugmin thee, to take; sugan he or she to take. The con-
joined form, used in. subordinate phrases, expresses purpose, ' ugta I so as or in
order to take, sugtxin thou so as to or in order to take.

(6) The imperative has three forms: simple relative and future' the fir t. d h ' , ,IS use w en one or more persons are ordered to do one or more acts' uda
take thou, sudik take you two, suci take you; the second when many are
ordered to. do one or more acts; sutxa take you one or more, utxik you two
take, sutx.m, ,You take man;: (more than two); the third, when the order i
to be earned IOto effect not Immediately, but later. In this last form, the main
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verb stands in the simple infinitive and is followed by the imperative of the
auxiliary a~akung; sumin a~ada take after a while, take sometime.

74. The imperative mood, in all numbers, has inflexions only for the first
and second persons; to express the third person, the infix cxi, denoting command
or constraint, is inserted before the ending of the second person. tangada drink
thou, tangacxida let him drink. Occasionally, the conjoined infinitive with the
adverb amaya is used in the same sense: amaya sugagta let him take.

75. The negative particle 'not' is rendered in Aleutian not by a separate
word but by special variations of the verb. For this purpose the conjunction uluk
and the infixes laka, laga, gana, are employed; though not indiscriminately.
In view of this peculiarity of the language, each mood has been divided into two
aspects styled, respectively, affirmative and negative. Affirmative, sukung I
take ~uda take thou sunaqing I was taking. Negative, sulakaqing I do not
take: sulagada or s~ganaxtxin do not take, sunaguluiing I was not taking.

Uluk and gana are used chiefly in relation to the actions of persons; laka and
laga in regard to things.

76. The tenses in the indicative are six: -
1. Present: sukuqing, or syncopated sukung, I take.
2. Imperfect: sunaqing I was taking.
3. Perfect: suqang I took.
4. Future indefinite: sudukakung I shall take. This tense IS often

used to expre s ability, that is, I can take.
S. Future iterative: sungan agnaqing I shall often take.
6. Future perfect: suqangan I shall have taken or I shall take once

for all.
77. In addition to the tenses above named, there exist in the indicative mood

compound tenses formed by aid of the auxiliary verbs agikung, adukakung,
and the infixes sagu, ti, yaku, etc., for which see section 125.

1. The compound present consists in the first infinitive with the auxiliary
a~ikung I have, as: sungan a~ikung I am taking, sumin a~ikun thou art
taking.

2. The compound past is almost present in signification and consists in the
addition of the infix sagu to the simple present, as: susaguqung I have now
taken or I ju t took.

3. The pluperfect is formed by the infixes yaku, yuku, and the adverb
unuguluk long ago, a : unuguluk suqang I took long since, I had taken.

4. The compound future i made up o~ th~ ~~perfect pa~ticiple and the verb
adukakung (which in composition drops ItS initial vowel) inflected ,for persons
and number while the participle remains unchanged, as: sunaxdukakung I
endeavor to take, or properly, I shall have taken, since adukakung is the future
of the auxiliary verb akuqing. .. .

In the e compounds, the final q of the participle IS changed to x for the
sake of euphony.

VOICE

78. The voices are three: active, passive, and reflexive. .
1. The active betoken the simple action of some person or thing, not

related to any other as: uqang I took, aigatxa he went, agunaq she brought
forth, he bore (a child).

2. The pa ive (or relative voice) denotes acti~n of a person directed toward
a person or thing a: ulgaqang I was taken; SU~lqang also means I wfi ~a~e~
but as if with hand; agulganaq he wa born, masxaqan they were ms e .
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3. The reflexive indicates action returning on the actor, as: txin-sunaq
he was taking himself, txin-agunaq he was producing himself.

79. The various degrees of verbs are formed by insertion before the tense
endings of the syllables diga, sada, etc., mentioned in Section 125, as:
sudigakung I firmly and vigorously take, qa~asasadakuqing I thank most
earnestly.

CONJUGATIONS

80. The conjugations are two: the first has in the imperative mood the
ending da, and is followed by all verbs ending in the first person of the present
indicative in kuqing ; the second has in the imperative ca, instead of da, and
according to this model are inflected all verbs in iikuqing and tikuqing.

FORMATION OF TENSE ENDINGS

81. In general, all tenses in all moods, except the future perfect indicative,
are formed in the same way, that is by changing one ending to another known
ending. As sukuqing, sunaqing, suqang and sugung,

The letter i is dropped in all tenses from verbs ending in iikuqing. So
aglu~ikuqing becomes aglu~laka~ing. In the plural number of these verbs
the letter g is changed to x. Agluxtxang.

82. Each tense has its own fixed endings in all moods, and each, except for
the future iterative, has its own characteristic syllable unchanged in all numbers
and persons.

ACTIVE VOICE
Indicative Mood

1. Present tense. In the positive aspect the ending of the first person singular
is kuqing and the short or syncopated form ends in kung. The characteristic
syllable in the positive aspect is ku. Many use the syncopated form in place
of the perfect tense. For I took, they say suqung instead of suqang.

The negative ending of the first person is lakaqing,
Affirmative Negative

Singular:
1. sukuqing, sukung I take, I am taking
2. sukuxtin, sukun '
3. sukuq, suku rsukum'

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. sukuning, sukun sulakaging, ulakan
2. sukuxtxici, sukuci sulakaxtxici, sulakaci
3. sukungin, sukun esukumang" ulakan : ulakamang

2. I~perfect tense. The affirmative ending is naqing and the characteristic
syllable ISna.

The negative aspect is formed from the participle of this tense, the conjunction
~luk and t~e pe~sonalpronouns. The characteristic syllable is na as in the affirma-
tive; Su~aguluhng I was not taking, is formed from the participle unaq, the
conjunctIon uluk and the pronoun ting.

4The verbal form of the third person sing la d 1 I h' h f II . .form. See Section 72. u ran p ura w IC 0 0"" the colon IS the pOlM"sory or tmpeuonal

sulakaqing
sulakaxtxin
sulakaq rsulakaga

sukukik
sukuxtxi
sukukik

sulakakik
sulakaxtxidik
sulakakik
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Singular:
1. sunaqing I was taking

Affirmative Negative

2.
3.

Dual:
1.c.
3.

Plural:
1.

2.
3.

sunaxtxin
sunaq : sunam

sunaguluting or sUJia~uluqing
I was not taking

sunaguluxixin
sunaguluk i sunamuluk

sunakik
sunaxtxidik
sunakik

sunakiguluk
sunaguluxtxidik
sunakiguluk

sunaninguluk, sunanuluk
sunaguluxtxici
sunanuluk, sunanginulukr

sunamanguluk
3. Perfect tense. The characteristic syllable is qa and the ending of the first

person in the affirmative aspect is qang,
The negative aspect is formed either by the addition of uluk or by the

insertion of laka,

Singular:
1. suqang I took
2. suqan
3. suqa: sukigim

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1.
2.
3.

sunaning, sunang
sunaxtxici, sunaci
sunangin, sunan: sunaman

Affirmative Negative

suqaning, suqang sulakaqang
suqaxtxici, suqaxci sulakaqaci
suqangin, suqakin: suqakimang sulakakin
Or the negative is the affirmative plus uluk.

Verbs of the second conjugation have the characteristic syllable txa and the
affirmative ending of the first person is txang and the negative is txanguluk.

Singular:
1.
2.
3.

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1.
2.
3.

sulakaqang I took not
sulakan
sulakaqa

suqax, sukix
suqaxtxidik
suqax, sukik

sulakax
sulakaxtxidik
sulakax

Affirmative Negative

inatxang I finished
inatxan
inatxa: inatxagim

inatxanguluk I did not finish
inatxanuluk
inatxauluk

inatxa
inatxa txiaik
inatxa

inatxaxuluk
inatxaxtxiaikuluk
inatxaxuluk

inatxaning, inat an
inatxa t ici, inat aci
inatxangin: inatxagin

inatxaninguluk
inatxaxtxiciuluk
inatxanginuluk
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4. Future Indefinite. In all moods this tense has the characteristic syllabls
duka, And the affirmative indicative ending of the first person is dukakuqing
or dukakung, The negative ending of the first person is dukalakaqing,

A jfirmative Negattoe
Singular:

1. sudukakuqing, sudukakung
I shall take

2. sudukakuxtxin, sudukakun
3. sudukakuq, sudukaku

sudukakum

sudukalakaging
I shall not take

sudukalakaxtxin
sudukalakaq :

sudukalakaga
Plural:

1.
2.
3.

sudukakukik
sudukakuxtxidik
sudukakukik

sudukalakakik
sudukalakaxtxidik
sudukalakakik

Dual:
1.
2.

sudukakuning, sudukakun
sudukakuxtxici, sudukakuci

sudukalakagning
sudukalakaxtxici,

sudukalakaxci
sudukalakagin :

sudukalakarnang
5. Future Iterative. This tense has no endings and no characteristic syllable.
The affirmative aspect is compounded from the first infinitive mood and the

auxiliary verb agnaqing (the future tense of verb akuqing ),
The negative is formed from the participle of the perfect ten e and the negative

form of the auxiliary verb agnaguluting compounded according to rule 46. In
place of sunaq agnaguluting is sunagnaguluting I shall not be taking more
than once or often. This auxiliary verb is formed from the participle agnaq,
conjunction uluk and the personal pronoun ting,

3. sudukakungin : sudukakumang

A jfirmative NegatioeSingular:
1. sungan agnaqing I shall take

often or more than once.
2. sumin agnaxtxin
3. sugan agnaq

sunagnaguluting I shall not take
often or more than once.

sunagnaguluxtxin
sunagnaguluk

Dual:
1. sugan agnakik or agnax
2. sumoik agnaxtxioik
3. sugan agnakik, or agnax

sunagnakiguluk
sunagnaguluxtxioik
sunagnakiguluk

Plural:
1. sugin agnan sunagnanuluk
2. sumci agnaxtxici sunagnagulu txici
3. sugin agnangin sunagnanuluk

6. Future Perfect. The characteristic syllable of fir t conjugation verb i
qa, the same ~s the p~rfect tense and of verbs of the second conjugation it i
txa, because this tense IS formed from the perfect.

The affirm~tiveen~ings of the first person are qangan and txangan.
The negative endmgs of the first person are qalakangan, qanganulul

txanganuluk and txalakangan. I
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A ffirmati'lJe Negative I Negative II
Singular:

1. suqangan I shall take suqanganuluk suqalakangan
once or I shall have
taken.

2. sugarnin sugaminuluk sugalakamin
3. suqagan suqanganuluk suqalakagan

Dual:
1. uqagkin suqagkinuluk suqalakagkin
2. suqamdik suqamdikuluk suqalakamdik
3. suqagkin suqagkinuluk suqalakagkin

Plural:
1.
2.
3.

suqagin.
suqamci
suqagin : suqagmang

suqaginuluk
suqamciuluk
suqaginuluk

suqalakagin
suqalakamci
suqalakagin:

suqalakagmang
In the text of the grammar Veniaminov gives the first negative table as an

example. However he gives the. second series of endings in his chart of tense
endings. It seems as if both forms are in use with verbs of the first conjugation
although he fails to indicate it clearly as he does in connection with verbs of the
second conjugation.

First Conjugation Verb

Affirmati'lJe Negative I Negatioe II
Singular:

1. inatxangan I shall have
finished

2. inatxamin
3. inatxagan

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

inatxalakangan inatxanganuluk

inatxalakamin
inatxalakagan

inatxaminuluk
inatxaganuluk

inatxalakagkin
inatxalakamoik
inatxalakagkin

inatxagkinuluk
inatxamdikuluk
inatxagkinuluk

inatxagkin
inatxamdik
inatxagkin

Plural:
1. inatxagin inatxalakagin inatxagin~lul kk
2 inatxamci inatxalakamci inatxarnciu u3: inatxagin inatxalakagin inatxaginuluk

According to its endings this tense should be, in the infini~ive~ood or in the
perfect tense. But it is u ed in accordance With the meal1lng given above, to
express an action to be definitely completed in the future.

First Conjunctive Mood

83. The first subjunctive mood has four tenses, present, two pasts and an
indefinite future. See Sec. 73, 2. ,

In place of the future iterative, the future perfect and often III pl~ce of ~1I
future ten es the present tense is u ed. In the future tens~ the v~rb IS used III

the following en e: - if you will be good, theIl; you Will receive ~ r.eward
igamanaq axtagumin, agu isiq udukakuxtxm: th~ first. verb IS III the
present ten e of this mood and the econd i in the fut.ure Ill~efimteof the second
conjunctivve mood. Lit rally - If you be good, you will receive a reward.
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84. The characteristic syllable of this mood in all tenses and both aspects
is the syllable guo The ending of the first person present tense in the affirmative
is gung and the negative, as in all cases of this mood, is formed by adding uluk
to the affirmative endings.

1. Present Tense:
Affirmative Negative

Singular:
1. sugung if I take
2. sugumin
3. sugun j sugum

sugunguluk
suguminuluk
sugunuluk

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. sugungin
2. sugumci
3. sugungin j suguman

2. Imperfect Tense:
There are no special endings. It is formed from the imperfect participle inflected

for the first person only and the auxiliary verb axtagung, inflected for number
and person.

sugukik
sugumdik
sugukik

sugukikuluk
sugumdik
sugukikuluk

sugunginuluk
sugumciuluk
sugunginuluk

Affirmative
Singular:

1. sunaq axtagung if Iwere taking
2. sunaq axtagumin
3. sunaq axtagun : sunaq axtagum

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. sunan axtagun
2. sunan axtagumci
3. sunan axtagungin : sunan axtagumang
Negative - sunan axtagunginuluk if they were not taking.

3. Perfect Tense:

This is cOIl?pos~dof the 'per~ect indicative followed by the auxiliary axtagun,
the latter ordinarily not being Inflected for either numbers or persons.

Affirmative

sunax axtagukix
sunax axtagumdik
sunax axtagukix

Singular:
1. suqang axtagun if I have taken
2. suqan axtagun
3. suqa axtagun: suqa axtagum

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

suqax axtagun
suqadik axtagun, suqaxtxidik axtagun
suqax axtagun
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Affirmative
Plural:

1. suqan axtagun
2. suqaci axtagun
3. suqan axtagun i suqan axtagumang
Negative- - suqang axtagunuluk or suqang axtagunguluk if I have

not taken.
Second Conjugation Verb

Affirmative

4.

Singular:
1. inatxang axtagung if I have finished
2. inatxan axtagumin
3. inatxa axtagun ; inatxa axtagum

Dual:
1. inatxax axtagukix
2. inatxadik axtagumdik
3. inatxax axtagukik

Plural:
1. inatxan axtagun
2. inatxaci axtagurnci
3. inatxan axtagungin : inatxan axtagumang

Future Tense:
A ffirmativt N egatio«

Singular:
1. sudukagung if I shall take sudukagunguluk, if I shall

not take
2: sudukagumin
3. sudukagunr sudukagum

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural :
1. sudukagungin
2. sudukagumci
3. sudukagungim sudukagumang

85. Verbs of the second conjugation in the
future-perfect tense, ending in txung.

A ffirmativt

sudukagukik '
sudlikagumClik
sudukagukik

first conjunctive mood have a

Negative

Singular:
inatxunguluk1.

2.
3.

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1.
2.
3.

inat ung if I shall have finished
inatxumin
inatxun : inatxum

inatxukik
inatxumdik
inatxukik

!na ungi!l
Ina umci
inatxungin inatxumang
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This tense also, according to its endings, should be a perfect tense and, in fact,
an auxiliary verb in the future tense (a~naqing) is sometimes added to complete
the sense, as: inatxung a~naqing for inatxung.

Second Conjunctive Mood

86. The second or independent conjunctive mood has seven tenses, that is,
all the tenses of the indicative and a second perfect. In the first perfect the adverb
'how' is inherent, and in the second, 'when'; sukinin how they took, sunginin
when they took. See Sec. 73,3.

87. The second conjunctive has no specific endings, but adds to the termina-
tions of the indicative the dative inflexion an or in.

For ease of pronunciation, the final x and q of the indicative endings are
changed to ~ before the suffixedan and in.

1. Present Tense:
A f!irmative

Singular:
1. sukuqin~an when I take

2. sukuqxtxinan
3. sukuan s sukuman

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. sukunin
2. sukuxtxicinan
3. sukunin: sukumangan

2. Imperfect Tense:
-Singular :

1. sunaqingan when I took

sukuki~an
sukuxtxi(li~an
sukuki~an

2.
3.

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1.
2.
3.

sunaxtxinan
suna~an: sunaman

sunakigan
sunaxtxidigan
sunaki~an

sunanin
sunaxtxicinan
sunanin: sunamangan

3. First Perfect Tense (1st Conjugation) :
Singular:

1. suqangan how I have taken

2. suqanan
3. suqaan

Negative

sulakaqingan when I do not
take

sulakaxtxinan
sulakagaan

sulakakigikin
sulakaxtxidigan
sulakigikin

sulakakunin
sulakakuxtxicinan
sulakakunin

sunagulutingan when I did
not take

sunaguluxtxioan
suna~ulu~an

sunaki~ulu~an
sunaguluxtxidigan
sunaki~ulu1an

sunanulugjin
sunaguluxtxicinan
sunanulu~an

suqangulu~an how I have not
taken

suqanulu~an
suqayulu~an

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1.
2.
3.

A f!irmative

sukigikin
suqaxtxidigan

sukigikin

sukinin
suqacingan
sukinin

(2nd Conjugation) :
Singular:

1. inatxangan as I have finished

2.
3.

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1.
2.
3.

inatxanan
inatxaan

inatxagan
inatxadigan or inatxaxtxidigan
inatxa~an

inatxanan
inatxacinan
inatxanin

4. Second Perfect Tense:
Singular:

1. sukungan when I have taken

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. sunginin
2. sukuxtxicinan
3. sunginin j sungding

S. Future Tense:
Singular:

1. udukakuqingan when I shall
take

8udukakuxtxinan
udukakuan

2.
3.

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

2. 8ukuxtxinan
3. sukuan

sukungkin, sukugikin
sukuxtxidigan
sukungkfn : sukugikin

udukakuki~in
udukaku t iai1an
udukakuki~in
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Negative

sukiyulugan
suqa~uluai~an,

suqaguluxtxidigan
sukiyulugan

sulakakinin
sulakacingan
sulakakinin

inatxangulugan as I have not
finished

inatxanulugan
inatxayulugan

inatxagulugan
inatxaguluaigan
inatxagulugan

inatxanulugan
inatxciyulugan
inatxaninulugan

sulakagingan when I have not
taken

sulakaginan
sulakagangan

sungkinuluk
sulakaxtxiaigan
sungkinuluk

sulakaginin
sulakaxtxicinan
su'lakagirrin

sudukalaka~ingan when I
shall not take

sudukalakaxtxinan
sudukalakagan

sudukalakakigan
sudukalakaxtxiaigan
sudukalakakigan



Plural:
1.
2.
3.

Affirmative

sudukakunin
sudukakuxtxicinan
sudukakunin

6. Future Iterative Tense:
Singular:

1. sungan agnaqingan when I
shall take often

sumin agnaxtxinan
sugan agnagan

2.
3.

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. sugin agnanin
2. sumci agnaxtxicinan
3. sugin agnanin

7. Future-perfect Tense (very little used) :
Singular:

1. suqanganan when I shall have
taken

suqaminan
suqaganan

2.
3.

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1.

2.
3.

sugan agnakigan
sumdik agnaxtxiaigan
sugan agnakigan

suqagkinin
suqamdigan
suqagkinin

suqaginin
suqarncian
suqaginin

Negative

sudukalakakunin
sudukalakaxtxicinan
sudukalakakunin

sunagnagulutingan when I
shall not take often

sunagnaguluxtxinan
sunagnagulugan

sunagnakigulugan
sunagnaguluxtxiaigan
sunagnakigulugan

sunagnanulugan
sunagnaguluxtxicinan
sunagnanulugan

suqanganulugan when I shall
not have taken

suqarninulugan
suqaganulugan

suqagkinulugan
suqamaigulugan
suqagkinulugan

suqaginulugan
suqamciyulugan
suqaginulugan

First Obligatory Mood

88. The obligatory or necessitative mood has four tenses: present perfect,
future indefinite, and future iterative. '

89. In the first three tenses the characteristic mood-syllable is ka, which in
the present and perfect precedes the tense-syllables but in the future follows.

The future iterative consists in the first infiniti~e followed by the auxiliary
verb axqang, conjugated for numbers and persons.

The negati.ve aspect .of ~his mood is uniformly constructed by addition of
uluk, for which expression 10 the present tense laka is often substituted.

1. Present Tense:
Affirmative

Singular:
1. sukakung I must or ought to take
2. sukakuxtxin
3. sukakuq: sukakum

Negative

sukalakaging
sukalakaxtxin
sukalakaq

2. Perfect Tense:
Singular:

1. sukaqang I ought to have taken
2. sukaqan
3. sukaqa j sukakigim

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. sukaqangin, sukaqan
2. sukaqaci
3. sukaqangin j sukaqamang

In the negative the forms sukalakaqang,
second conjugation infix txa in place of ka,

3. Future Indefinite:
Affirmative

Singular:
1. sudukakang I shall have to take
2. sudukakan
3. sudukaka

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. sudukakan
2. sudukakaci
3. sudukakan

The negative is formed by adding uluk to the affirmative forms.

4. Future Iterative:
Affirmative

Singular:
1. sungang axqang I shall have to take (often)
2. sumin axqan
3. sugan axqa

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1.
2.
3.

Affirmative Negative

sukakukik
sukakuxtxidik
sukakukik

sukalakagkik
sukalakaxtxiaik
sukalakagkik

sukakun
sukakuxtxici
sukakungin sukakumang

sukalakagin
sukalakaxtxici
sukalakagin

sukaqanguluk
sukaqanuluk
sukaqayuluk

sukaqax
sukaqaxtxidik
sukaqax

sukaqaguluk
sukaqaxtxidigul uk
sukaqaguluk

sukaqanginuluk
sukaqaciyuluk
sukaqanginuluk

is sometimes found. Verbs of the

sudukakax
sudukakaxtxidik
sudukakan

uAan axqax
umdik axqadik
ugan a qax
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A fjirmative
Plural;

1. sugin axqangin
2. sumci axqaci
3. sugin axqangin

The negative is formed by adding uluk to the
auxiliary verb. For example sungang axqanguluk
(often).

affirmative forms of the
I shall not have to take

Second Obligatory Mood

90. The second, the conjunctive of hypothetical obligatory mood is used
with the sense of the conjunction if and has the same tenses as the simple form.

Present Tense:
A fjirmative

Singular:
1. sukagung if I must take, if I have to take
2. sukagumin
3. sukagukin

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. sukagungin
2. sukagumci
3. sukagungin

The negative is formed by adding uluk to the affirmative forms.
Perfect Tense: It is formed of the perfect of the first obligatory mood and

the auxiliary verb axtagung inflected for person and number.

sukagukin
sukagumdik
sukagukin

A fjirmative
Singular:

1. sukaqang axtagung if I ought to have taken
2. sukaqan axtagumin
3. sukaqa axtagun

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

sukaqax axtagukix
sukaqadik axtagumdik
sukaqax axtagukix

Plural:
1. sukaqan axtagun
2. sukaqaci axtagumci
3. sukaqangin axtagun

The negative is formed by adding uluk to the affirmative forms of the
auxiliary.

Future Indefinite: This is made from the future indefinite of the first obliga-
tory mood and the auxiliary axtagung inflected for person and number.

A ffirmatioe
Singular:

1. sudukakang axtagung if I shall need or have to take
2. sudukakan axtagumin
3. sudukaka axtagun

(sometime)
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Afjirmati'lJe
Dual:

1.
2.
3.

sudukakax axtagukix
sudukakaxtxidik axtagumdik
sudukakax axtagukix

Plural:
1. sudukakan axtagungin
2. sudukakaci axtagumci
3. sudukakan axtagun

The negative is made by adding uluk to the a~rmat.ive auxiliary fonr:s.
Future Iterative: This is composed of the future Iterative of the first obligatory

mood and the auxiliary verb agun inflected for number and person.

A fjinnative
Singular:

1. sungan axqang agung if I shall have to take (at no specific time
or often).

2. sumin axqan agumin
3. sugan axqa agun

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

sugan axqax agukin
surndik axqadik agumdik
sugam axqax agukin

Plural:
1. sugin axqan agungin
2. sumci axqaci agumci
3. sugin axqan agungin

The negative is formed by adding uluk to the final ending of the auxiliary
verb.

Imperative Mood
91. The imperative mood is not conjugated for tense and as explained In

Sec. 73, has three forms.

(a) Simple form:
NegativeA fjir7llative

Singular:
2. suda take (thou) sulagada do not ( thou) take

suganan
sugnan
suganaxtxin

Dual:
2. sudik sulagaaik

suganaxtxiaik
Plural:

2. suci
sucikagan

sulagaci
suganaci
sulagacikugan
uluganaxtxici

Verbs of the cond conjugation, in place of da, dik, ci ?r ci~ala~, in th.e
affirmative a pect require the endings ca, saaik, saci: inaca, masaa) ,masaC1.
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(b) Relative or passive form:

A ffirmative Negative
Singular:

2. sutxa be taken sulagatxa be not taken
Dual:

2. sutxik sulagatxik
Plural:

2. sutxin sulagaxtxin
The passive impe.rative ~as necessarily an objective value; tangalgada (better

-txa ) be It drunk, i.e. let It be drunk, let someone drink it; and this termination
tx~, e,,:en. not preceded by Iga,. varies naturally according as the object of the
action IS single, double, or multiple: sutxa, sutxik, sutxin, let one two several
things be taken. ' ,

(c) Future form:

The endings txang and txung of the second conjugation conform with the
series qang and ung respectively, substituting, in the first instance, tx for q,
and in the second, preserving in every case the tx before the u.

The participle of the active voice, as well as those of the passive and reflexive,
will be dealt with later.

PASSIVE VOICE

93. The pa sive or relative voice has all the moods of the active and five
of its tenses: present, imperfect, perfect, future indefinite, and future iterative.

94. This voice has carcely any endings peculiar to itself, and uses, for the
most part the tenses and personal inflexions of the active preceded by one of
the three {nfixes: Iga, sxa, ~i.

95. The infix Iga is found in verbs of the first conjuga.tion, .and sxa. mainly
in those of the second. gi occurs in verbs of the first conjugatIOn and IS often
joined with sxa and Iga, under the forms sx~gi and I¢~gi, as: s';lkuq. he takes,
sulgakuq he is being taken (indefinit~. actIOn), 0 sug~kuq he IS 0 bel.nogtaken
(visible action with instrument), sulgaglkuq he IS belJ1g taken (InvIsible and
indefinite). . .. 0 0 .,. • •••

Lga indicates indefinite action; sxa, VISIbIlItyand lJ1strum~ntalIty; gl, ~ls~blhty
and definitene s i as: inakuq it finishes, comes to an end j masxakuq It IS fin-

Affirmative Negative
Plural:

1.
2.
3.

sulagagtan
sulagagtxici
sulagagtan, sulagagdin :

sulagagding

PERSONAL ENDINGS OF VERBS

sugtan
sugtxici
sugtan, sugOin: sugoing

Affirmative
Singular:

2. sumin agada be thou taking
Dual:

2. sumdik agaoik
Plural:

2. sumci agaci

Negative

92. Aleutian verbs, throughout all their voices, aspects, and moods, save the
imperative, assume in the first person of the singular number some one of the
seven endings: ging, qing, qang, kung, ngan, ung, gta. Occasionally, in the
negative aspect, qing becomes ling. Each one of these characteristic endings
heads a sequence of firmly established personal terminations appropriated to the
other persons of the tense. For example, qang always has in the second person
qan, in the third qa, and so on; ung adopts in the second person umin, in the
third un; and so of the others. A tense having qang as the ending of its first
person, invariably allots qan to the second, and never admits umin, or any of
the others. Similarly of the remaining six.

The following table exhibits the personal endings:

sumin agalagada 71 2 3 4 5 6

Singular: ~',f~~~
1. n~8n .. un~ 0 gin~ qing, Hng .. 0 qang 0 kung gta
2. mm... umm xtxm xtxrn •.•.... qan 0 kun 0 ••• gtxin
3. gan un q q qa 0 ku gta

Dual: ~:1'1'
1. gkin ... ukin gkik.o 0' kik qax ........ kik. 0 ...... gtax
2. maiko. umdik o' xtxidik 0 xtxidik qaxtxidik. O' kuxtxi dik . . gtxidik
3. gkin ukin gkik kik qax kik gtax

Plural:
1. gin: ... ungin gi~ nin¢o: qan. 0 .. kun; gta~.
2. mcl •••• urnci 0 • o. XClo 0 ••• XtXICI 0 0 qacl o' kuci ' gtXICI
3. gin .... ungin gin ngin 0 qan kun gtan

91a.
(a)

The infinitive mood
Simple form:

sumci agalagaci
Infinitive Mood

has but one tense and is conjugated as follows:

Affirmative
Singular:

1. sungan I to take
2. su(g)min
3. sugan

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. sugin sulagagin
2. su(g)mci sulaga(g)mci
3. sugin: sugmang sulagagin: sulagagmang

(b) Conjoined form. This expresses definite purpose:
Affirmative Negative

Negative

sulagangan Inot to take
sulaga (g) min
sulagagan

sugkin
su(g)moik
sugkin

sulagagkin
sulaga (g) moik
sulagagkin

Singular:
1. sugta I in order to take
2. sugtxin
3. sugta

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

sulagagta I in order not to take
sulaga~txin
sulaga~ta

sugtax
sugtxioik
sugtax

sulagagtax
sulagagtxioik
sulaga~tax 51
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ished, as you may see, by some agent or instrument; inasxagikuq it is being
finished by someone or something.

Indicative Mood
96. The indicative passive mood has five tenses, with endings as set out

below.
(1) Present Tense. The affirmative aspect has the same inflexions as the

present indicative active, with addition of the infix lga ; in the negative, it
substitutes laka for ku, The various personal endings are susceptible of synco-
pation, as in the active.

Affirmative Negative
Singular:

1. sulgaku (qi )ng I am taken, I am
being taken

sulgaku (xtxi) n
sulgakut q)

2.
3.

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1.
2.
3.

sulgalakaqing

sulgalakaxtxin
sulgalakaq

sulgakukik
sulgaku (xtxi) dik
sulgakukik

sulgalakakik
sulgalaka (xtxi) dik
sulgalakakik

sulgakun (ing) sulgalakan (ing)
sulgaku (xtxi) ci sulgalaka (xtxi) ci
sulgaku (ngi) n sulgalaka (ngi) n
Parentheses indicate syllables omitted in the syncopated form.

(2) Imperfect Tense: The affirmative form is Igaqaqing, The negative
consists in the perfect participle of this voice combined with the conjunction uluk
and the pronominal endings ting, etc.

Singular:
1. sulgaqaqing I was taken, I was

being taken
sulgaqaxtxin
sulgaqaq: sulgaqam

sulgaqa~uluting

2.
3.

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. sulgaqaning sulgaqanuluk
2. sulgaqaxtxici sulgaqa~uluxtxici
3. sulgaqangin sulgaqanuluk

~3) ?erfe~t Tense. This has th~ endings of the corresponding tense in the
actIve vOiceWIth prefixed 19a; negatIved by suffixinguluk.

Affirmative
Singular:

1. sulgaqang I have been taken
2. sulgaqan
3. sulgaqa

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

sulgaqatuluxtxin
sulgaqatuluk

sulgaqakik
sulgaqaxtxidik
sulgaqakik

sulgaqakituluk
sulgaqa~uluxtxiaik
sulgaqakiguluk

Negative

sulgaqanguluk
sulgaqanuluk
sulgaqayuluk

sulgaqax
sulgaqaxtxi8ik
sulgaqax

sulgaqatuluk
sulgaqaxtxi8ituluk
ulgaqa~uluk
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Affirmative Negative
Plural:

1. sulgaqangin sulgaqanuluk
2. sulgaqaxtxici sulgaqaxtxiciyuluk
3. sulgaqangin sulgaqanginuluk

(4) Future Indefinite Tense. The same as in the active with inserted 19a j

negative with laka.

Affirmative Negative
Singular:

1. sulgadukakuqing I shall be taken
2. sulgadukakuxtxin
3. sulgadukakuq

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

sulgadukalakaging
sulgadukalakaxtxin
sulgadukalakaq

sulgadukakux
sulgadukakuxtxidik
sulgadukakux

sulgadukalakakik
sulgadukalakaxtxidik
sulgadukalakakik

Plural:
1. sulgadukakuning sulgadukalakan
2. sulgadukakuxtxici sulgadukalakaxtxici
3. sulgadukakungin rsulgadukakumang sulgadukalakangin

(5) Future Iterative Tense. The affirmative aspect is built up from the
first infinitive passive and the auxiliary verb axqaqing ; the negative, from the
imperfect participle of this voice and the negative form (axqaguluting) of the
auxiliary verb, with the usual euphonic changes.

Affirmative Negative
Singular:

1. sulgangan axqaqing I shall be taken
(not once, often)

sui gamin axqaxtxin
sulgagan axqaq

sulganaqaguluting

sulganaqaguluxtxin
sulganaqaguluk

2.
3.

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1.
2.
3.

sulgagan axqax
sulgamdik axqaxtxi8ik
sulgagan axqax

sulganaqakiguluk
sulganaqaguluxtxidik
sulganaqakiguluk

sulgagin axqan
sulgamci axqaxtxici
sulgagin axqan

sulganaqarmluk
sulganaqaguluxtxici
sulganaqanginuluk

First Conjunctive Mood

97. This mood in the passive has four tenses: present, perfect, and the two
futures.

(1) Present Tense. Same as in the active voice with addition of the charac-
teristic 19a; negatived by suffix uluk.

Affirmative Negative
Singular:

1. sulgagung if I be taken
2. ulgagumin
3. sulgagun: sulgagugum

sulgagunguluk if I be not taken
sulgaguminuluk
sulgagunuluk
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Affirmative Negative
jJ ffirmativt Negati'IJt Singular:

1. sulgangan akung if I shall be
taken (often, more than once)

sul gamin akumin
sulgagan akun

sulgalagangan akung if I shall
not be taken often

sulgalagamin akumin
sulgalagagan akun

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. sulgagungin sulgagunginuluk
2. sulgagumci sulgagumciyuluk
3. sulgagungin i sulgagumang sulgagunginuluk

This tense is very frequently substituted for the future, as noted under the
corresponding mood in the active voice: - sulgagun if he (shall) be taken.

(2) Perfect Tense. The affirmative aspect consists in the perfect participle
passive with the auxiliary verb agung not consistently inflected for persons or
numbers. The tense is negatived by suffixionof uluk.

sulgagukin
sulgagumdik
sulgagukin

sulgagukiguluk
sulgagumoi~uluk
sulgaguki~uluk 2.

3.
Dual:

1.
2.
3.

sulgagan akukin
sulgamdik akumdik
sulgagan akukin

sulgalagagan akukin
sulgalagamdik akumdik
sulgalagagan akukin

Plural:
1. sulga~in akungin
2. sulgamci akumci
3. sulga~in akungin

sulgalagagin akungin
sulgalagamci akumci
sulgalagagin akungin

Affirmative Negative Second Conjunctive Mood

98. The independent conjunctive mood passivehas five tenses as shown below.
(1) Present Tense: In the affirmative aspect this is formed of the imperfect

participle and the auxiliary verb akuqinglin; the negative is composed of the
same participle and the corresponding negative auxiliary, alakaqingan. In both
cases the usual mutation of letters set out in sec. 46 takes place.

Singular:
1. suqaq agung if I were taken suqaq agunguluk

taken
suqan agunuluk
suqaq agunuluk

if I were not

2. suqan agumin
3. suqaq agun

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. suqan agungin
2. suqaci agungin
3. suqangin agungin

(3) Future Indefinite Tense.
kagung and negatived by uluk.

Affirmative Negative
suqakix agukinuluk
suqadik agukinuluk
suqakix agukinuluk

suqakix agukin
suqadik agukin
suqakix agukin

Affirmative
Singular: ,

1. sulgadukagung if I shall be taken

2. sulgadukagumin
3. sulgadukagun

Negative

Singular:
1. sunaxsxakuqingan when I be

taken
2. sunaxsxakuxtxinan
3. sunaxsxakuan

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1.
2.
3.

sunaxsxalakanin
sunaxsxalakaxtxicinan
sunaxsxalakanin

sunaxsxalakaqingan when I
be not taken

sunaxsxalakaxtxinan
sunaxsxalakagaansuqan agunginuluk

suqaci agunginuluk
suqangin agunginuluk

Regularly formed from the ending lgadu-
sunaxsxakukigan
sunaxsxakuxtxidigan
sunaxsxakukigan

sunaxsxalakakigikin
sunaxsxalakaxtxidigan
sunaxsxalakakigikin

sunaxsxakunin
sunaxsxakuxtxicinan
sunaxsxakunin

sulgadukagunguluk if I
shall not be taken

sulgadukaguminuluk
sulgadukagunuluk (2) Imperfect Tense:

Singular:
1. sulgaqaqingan when I was

being taken
sulgaqaxtxinan
sulgaqa~an

sulgaqagulutingan when I
was not being taken

sulgaqaguluxtxinan
sulgaqagulugan

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. sulgadukagungin sulgadukagunginuluk
2. sulgad~kagum~i sulgadukagumciyuluk
3. sulgadukagungm sulgadukagunginuluk

(4) Future Iterative Tense. Made up of the first infinitive and the auxiliary
:verb~kung, th~ syncopated.form of akuqing, inflected for numbers and persons,
m thIS case havmg th~ endmg of .the ~~bjun~tive ung, umin, etc.; the negative
aspect, from the negative of that mfiOltlveWith the same auxiliary inflected for
numbers and persons. '

sulgadukagukin
sulgadukagumoik
sulgadukagukin

sulgadukaguki~uluk
sulgadukagumoi~uluk
sulgadukaguki~uluk 2.

3.
Dual:

1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1.
2.
3.

8ulgaqaki~an
ulgaqaxtxioi~an
ulgaqaki~an

sulgaqakigulugan
sulgaqaguluxtxiaigan
sulgaqakigulugan

ulgaqanin
ulgaqaxtxicinan

sulgaqanin

sulgaqanulug,l:l
sulgaqagul uxtxicinan
sulgaqanul ugan
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The imperfect negative is formed from the participle, the conjunction uluk
and pronoun ting and the dative case ending an.

(3) Perfect Tense: Affirmative ending, lgakuqingan ; negative ending,
lgalakaqingan.

A jJirmative
Singular:

1. sulgakuqingan when I was
taken (completed action)

sulgakuxtxinan
sulgakuan

Negative

sulgalakaqingan when
not taken

sulgalakaxtxinan
sulgalakagaan

I was

2.
3.

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. sulgakunin sulgalakaginin
2. sulgakuxtxicinan sulgalakaxtxicinan
3. sulgakunin sulgalakaginin

(4) Future Indefinite Tense: Affirmative ending, lgadukakuqingan ; nega-
tive ending, Igadukalakagingan,

sulgakugikin
sulgakuxtxidigan
sulgakugikin

A jJirmative
Singular:

1. sulgadukakuqingan when I shall
be taken (sometime)

sulgadukakuxtxinan
sulgadukakuan

sulgalakakigan
sulgalakaxtxidigan
sulgalakakigan

Negative

sulgadukalakagingan when I
shall not be taken

sulgadukalakaxtxinan
sulgadukalakagan

2.
3.

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. sulgadukakunin sulgadukalakakunin
2. sulgadukakuxtxicinan sulgadukalakaxtxicinan
3. sulgadukakunin sulgadukalakakunin

(5) Future Iterative Tense: This is identical with the future iterative of
the indicative of this voice with addition of the syllable an.

sulgadukakugan
sulgadukakuxtxidigan
sulgadukakugan

A jJirmative
Singular:

1. sulgangan axqaqingan when I
shall be taken (often)

2. suI gamin axqaxtxinan
3. sulgagan axqagan

Dual:
1. sulgagan axqakigan
2. sulgamoik axqaxtxioigan
3. sulgagan axqakigan

Plural:
1. sulgagin axqanin
2. sulgamci axqaxtxicinan
3. sulgagin axqanin
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sulgadukalakakigan
aulgadukalakaxtxidigan
sulgadukalakakigan

Negative

sulganaqagulutingan when I
shall not be taken (often)

sulganaqaguluxtxinan
sulganaqagulugan

sulganaqakigulugan
sulganaqaguluxtxioigan
sulganaqakigulugan

sulganaqanulugan
sulganaqaguluxtxicinan
sulganaqanulugan

First Simple Obligatory Mood

99. The obligatory mood in the passive voice has four tenses: present, perfect
and the two futures; and, as in the active voice possessesboth a simple and a
conjoined form. The endings are as follows. Simple Form:

(1) Present Tense: affirmative ending 19akakuqing; negative ending
Igakalakaqing.

A jJirmative Negative
Singular:

1. sulgakakuqing I must be taken sulgakalakaqing I must not
be taken

sulgakalakaxtxin
sulgakalakaq

2. sulgakakuxtxin
3. sulgakakuq

Dual:
1. sulgakakukik
2. sulgakakuxtxidik
3. sulgakakukik

sulgakalakakik
sulgakalakaxtxidik
sulgakalakakik

Plural:
1. sulgakakun (ing ) sulgakalakan (ing )
2. sulgakaku (xtxi) ci sulgakalaka (xtxi) ci
3. sulgakakuf ngi) n sulgakalaka tngi j n

(2) Perfect Tense: affirmative ending lgaqaqang, negative ending lgaqa-
qang plus suffix uluk.

A jJirmative Negative
Singular:

1. sulgakaqang I was obliged to be
taken

2. sulgakaqan
3. sulgakaqa

sulgakaqanguluk I was not
obliged to be taken

sulgakaqanuluk
sulgakaqayuluk

Dual:
1. sulgakaqax
2. sulgakaqaxtxidik
3. sulgakaqax

Plural:
1. sulgakaqangin
2. sulgakaqaci
3. sulgakaqangin

(3) Future Indefinite Tense:
ending plus uluk.

sulgakaqaguluk
sulgakaqaxtxidiguluk
sulgakaqaguluk

sulgakaqanginuluk
sulgakaqaciyuluk
sulgakaqanginuluk

affirmative ending lgadukakang ; negative

A jJirmative Negative
Singular:

1. sulgadukakang I shall be obliged
or have to be taken

2. sulgadukakan
3. sulgadukaka

sulgadukakanguluk I shall
not have to be taken

sulgadukakanuluk
sulgadukakayuluk

Dual:
1. sulgadukakax
2. sulgadukakaxtxioik
3. sulgadukakax

sulgadukakaguluk
sulgadukakaxtxioiguluk
sulgadukakaguluk
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Affirmative Negative Affirmative Negative

Plural:
1. sulgadukakan sulgadukakanuluk
2. sulgadukakaxtxici sulgadukkaka (xtxi) ciyuluk
3. sulgadukakan sulgadu akanuluk

(4) Future Iterative Tense. Formed with the he~pof the auxiliary agi~U;Ilg,
inflected for numbers and persons. Affirmative ending lgakang plus auxiliary
verb; negative ending Igalagakang,

Affirmative Negative

Dual:
1. sulgakaqax axtagukin
2. sulgakaqax axtagumdik
3. sulgakaqax axtagukin

sulgakaqax axtagukiguluk
sulgakaqax axtagumdiguluk
sulgakaqax axtagukiguluk

Singular:
1. sulgakang (an) agikung
2. sulgakamin agikun
3. sulgakagan agiku

Dual:
1. sulgakagan agikux
2. sulgakamdik agikuaik
3. sulgakagan agikux

Plural:
1. sulgakagin agikun
2. sulgakamci agikuci
3. sulgakagin agikun

sulgalagaqang (an) agikuqing
sulgalagakamin agikuxtxin
sulgalagagan agikuq

sulgalagagan agikux
sulgalagamaik agikuxtxiaik
sulgalagagan agikux

sulgalagagin dikuning
sulgalagamci agikuxtxici
sulgalagagin agikungin

Plural:
1. sulgakaqan axtagungin sulgakaqan axtagunginuluk
2. sulgakaqan axtagumci sulgakaqan axtagumciyuluk
3. sulgakaqan axtagungin sulgakaqan axtagunginuluk

(3) Future Indefinite Tense. Composed of the participle of this tense, in-
flected for numbers, and the auxiliary verb axtagung, inflected for both numbers
and persons.

Affirmative Negatioe

Second Obligatory Mood or the Conjoined Form

(1) Present Tense: the present affirmative tense of this mood has the ending
19akagung and the negative form suffixesthe conjunction uluk.

A ffirmati'lle Negative

Singular:
1. sulgadukakaq axtagung if I

shall have to be taken
(sometime)

sulgadukakaq axtagumin
sulgadukakaq axtagun

sulgadukakaq axtagunguluk if
I shall not have to be taken

sulgadukakaq axtaguminuluk
sulgadukakaq axtagunuluk

Singular:
1. sulgakagung if I need to be taken

2. sulgakagumin
3. sulgakagun

Dual:
1. sulgakagukin
2. sulgakagumaik
3. sulgakagukin

sulgakagunguluk if I need not
be taken

sulgakaguminuluk
sulgakagunuluk

sulgakagukiguluk
sulgakagumaiguluk
sulgakagukiguluk

2.
3.

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. sulgadukakan axtagungin sulgadukakan axtagunginuluk
2. sulgadukakan axtagumci sulgadukakan axtagumciyuluk
3. sulgadukakan axtagungin sulgadukakan axtagunginuluk

(4) Future Iterative Tense. From the first infinitive, the auxiliary participle
axqaq, and the auxiliary verb agung, of which the first and the last are inflected
for numbers and persons, while axqax stands unchanged throughout.

sulgadukakax axtagukin
sulgadukakax axtagumdik
sulgadukakax axtagukin

sulgadukakax axtagukiguluk
sulgadukakax axtagumdiguluk
sulgadukakax axtagukiguluk

Plural:
1. sulgakagungin sulgakagunuluk
2. sulgakagumci 8ulgakagumciyuluk
3. sulgakagungin sulgakagunuluk

(2) Perfect Tense: this is formed from the participle of this tense inflected
for number and the auxiliary verb axtagung inflected for number and person.
Uluk is suffixedto form the negative.

Affirmative Negative

Affirmative
Singular:

1. sulgangan axqaq agung if I
shall have to be taken (often)

sui gamin axqaq agumin
sulgagan axqaq agun

Negative

Singular:
1. sulgakaqaq axtagung if I must

have been taken
2. sulgakaqaq axtagumin
3. sulgakaqaq axtagun

sulgakaqaq axtagunguluk if
I must not have been taken

sulgakaqaq axtaguminuluk
sulgakaqaq axtagunuluk

sulgangan axqaq agunguluk

sulgamin axqaq aguminuluk
sulgagan axqaq agunuluk

2.
3.

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. sulgdin Qxqaq agungin sulgagin axqaq agunginuluk
2. sulgamci axqaq agumci sulga~ci axqaq agum<:iyullukk
3. sulgagin axqaq agung in sulgagm axqaq agungmu u

Some persons, in conversation, habituall~ inflect the p~rticiple axqaq in this
tense, while others do not, and the same IS true of vanous other verbal COill'

binations.
Infinitive Mood

100. The infinitive passive, like the active, has two forms: simple and
conjoined.

sulgagan axqaq agukin
sulgamaik axqaq agumaik
sulgagan Qxqaq agukin

sulgagan axqaq agukiguluk
sulgamaik axqaq agumaiguluk
sulgagan axqaq agukiguluk
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( 1) The simple infinitive is as follows: affirmative ending lgangan ; negative
ending lgalagangan.

Affirmative
Singular:

1. sulgangan I to be taken
2. sulgamin
3. sulgagan

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. sulga~in sulgalagagin
2. sulgarnci sulgalagamci
3. sulga~in sulgalaga~in

This passive mood is used sometimes in place of the future.
(2) The conjoined infinitive is inflected thus:

sulgakin
sulgamaik
sulgakin

Affirmative
Singular:

1. sulgagta in order to be taken
3. sulgagtxin
3. sulgagta

Dual:
1. sulgagtax
2. sulgagtxidik
3. sulgagtax

Plural:
1. sulgagtan
2. sulgagtxici
3. sulgagtan

Negative

sulgalagangan I not to be taken
sulgalagamin
sulgalagagan

sulgalagagkin
sulgalagamaik
sulgalagagkin

Negative

sulgalagagta in order not to be taken
sulgalagagtxin
sulgalagagta

sulgalagagtax
sulgalagagtxiaik
sulgalagagtax

sulgalagagtan
sulgalagagtxici
sulgalagagtan

Imperative Mood
101. The imperative passive has only the relative and future forms, the

simple form being wanting.
( 1) The relative form is:

Affirmative Negative
Singular: 2. sulgatxa take it sulgalagatxa do not take it
Dual: 2. sulgatxik sulgalagatxik
Plural: 2. sulgatxin sulgalagatxin
(2) The future imperative passive differs from the corresponding mood of

the active voice in that it lacks the second person and yet has forms for the first
and third persons. It is made up of the first infinitive, inflecting for persons,
and the following auxiliary verbs: in the first person of the singular a~ingan,
of the dual a~aaik, and of the plural a~aci; in the third person singular and
plural a~atxa, and in the third person dual a~atxik.

Affirmative
Singular:

1. sulgangan a~ingan take some-
time or later

3. sulga~an a~atxa

sulgalagangan a~ingan

sulgalagalan alatxa
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Affirmative Negative
Dual:

1.
3.

( tum an )- sumdik a~aaik
sulgagkin a~atxik

(tuman) - sulagamdik a~aaik
sulgalagagkin a~atxin

Plural:
1.
3.

( tum an) -sumci a~aci
sulgagin a~atxa

(tuman) -sulagamci a~aci
sulgalagagin a~atxa.

THE MIDDLE VOICE

102. The middle or reflexive voice has the same tenses and moods, with the
same endings, as the active, but differs from that voice in that it prefixes to the
verbal forms of the second and third persons the pronoun txin in the singular,
txidik in the dual, and txidin in the plural: txjn-aguriaxtxin thou wast
producing thyself (thou wast born), txidik-agunakik they two were producing
themselves, txidin-taxsamang they are collecting themselves, assemble them-
selves together.

In the first person, the middle voice is very rarely used, the passive form
generally takes its place. However, when it is employed, the pronoun ting is
prefixed to the verb in the singular, instead of txin, and in the dual and plural
the pronoun tuman: tuman-taxsalik we, two having assembled ourselves
together; txin-agunaq he was producing himself.

["The reflexive or middle sense of the verb is expressed by a purely syntactic
procedure, entirely analogous to that of the N eo-latin and Neo-germanic tongues,
to wit, by aid of a personal pronoun placed before the verb, as if to show that
the action reflects all the one who performs it.

First person:
agunaqing I begat
ting-agunaqing I begat myself, i.e. I was born
tuman-agunakik we two were born
tuman-agunaning we were born

The first person is rarely used reflexively.
Second person:

txin-agunaxtxin thou wast born
txidik-agunaxtxidik you two were born
txici-agunaxtxici you were born

Third person:
txin-agunaq he was born
txidik-agunakik they two were born
txici-agunangin they were born"] - V. Henry.

Present Indicative Tense in the Middle Voice:
A ffirmativc Negatiue

Singular:
1. ting-sukuqing
2. txin-sukuxtxin
3. t:: in-sukuq: txin-sukum

iing·sulakaqing
txin·sulakaxtxin
txin.sulakaq: txin-sulakaga

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

tuman-sukukik
txiaik.sukuxtxiaik
txiaik-sukukik

tuman·sulakakik
txioik-sulakaxtxiaik
txioik-sulakakik
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Affirmative Negative

Plural:
1.
2.
3.

tuman-sukuning tuman-sulakaning
txiain-sukuxtxici txiain-sulakaxtxici
txidin-sukungim txidin- txidin-sulakangim txidin-

sukumang sulakarnang
And on the same model all the other tenses are conjugated.

OTHER FORMS OF THE VERB

103. All verbs in the language, with the exceptions hereafter to be noted,
follow the general conjugation that has been presented above.

It should be noted that, in the negative aspect, throughout the verb, except
in the imperative and infinitive moods, the conjunction uluk may be substituted
for the infix laka, and vice versa. In place of the full ending uluk, the
shortened form luk is often found: suqauluk or suqayuluk becomes suqaluk;
similarly, instead of suqaMduHng is said ting suqaluk or suqalakang ; 'in
place ofaxtaqinguluk, and axqaqinguluk are found axtalakaqing, and
axqalakaqing,

Although over five hundred terminations have been shown in the paradigms
already presented, and the tenses and moods fully covered, yet all the possible
verbal endings are by no means exhibited, as gerunds, participles, and the various
syncopated and augmented forms have been excluded. These may be readily
supplied from the observations made under various sections.

The tenses are not always used in the strict meanings assigned to them above
and it is often impossible to assure an accurate translation.

104. There are eight auxiliary verbs in the Aleutian language:
akuqing I am
rnakuqing I happen
a~ikuqing I have
a~taku9ing, maxtakuqing I am, I happen, there is, there are
agakuqmg I do, I happen, I find myself in some act
malgakuqing I become, I grow, I make myself
axqakuqing I am placed, I exist

All these verbs derive from likuqing. Makuqing, maxtakuqing and
malgakuqing are not used in conjugating other verbs.

105. The auxiliary verbs have all the moods and tenses of the active voice
except t~e, relative i~perative, which, is naturally wanting in all passive verbs:
because It IS not possible to say you WIll him, you be him, etc.

106. The ~uxiliary ,:erbs c~n be ~o,njl;1gated wit.h on,e another, just as other
vcr~s ar~ conjugated With their auxiliaries : akuqing In the imperfect of the
subjunctive forms anaq axtagun ; axtakuqing forms axtanaq agun.

Example of the Endings of the verb "To be" in first person through all
the moods:

Indicative
1 Conjunctive
2 Conjunctive

Affirmative
likuqing I am
agung if I be
likuqingim when I am

akaqing I must be

akagunJ if I must be

NegaitfJe
alakaqing I am not
agunguluk if I be not
lilakaqingan when I am

not
likalaka~ing I must not

be
akagunguluk if I must

not be

1 Obligatory

2 Obligatory
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1 Infinitive
2 Infinitive

A ffirmatifJe
angan I to be
agta I in order to be

Negative
alagangan I not to be
alagagta I in order not

to be
alagada be thou not
amin ala~ada continue

thou not to be

1 Imperative
2 Imperative

ada be thou
amin a~ada continue

thou to be

Participles:
Present
Past
Future Indef.
Future Perfect

aq or ax or a being
anaq having been
adukanaq about to be
a~naq about to have been

a~uluk not being
ana~uluk not having been
adukanaguluk
a~a~uluk

Gerundives:
Present
Past
Future

alka being
alik having been
adukalik about to be

alakaqing
ali~uluk
adukaliguluk

GERUNDIVES

107. In the Aleutian language the verbal endings lik and sik, play an
important part, as do also the less frequently recurring lka and sxa, Since in
these endings the verbs do not have all persons, and all, except those ending in
dukalik, are used in the indefinite tenses, both in the present and past; and
also because the meaning being connected with personal verbs can be translated
by gerundives, I have called these terminations gerundives, rather than include
them as participles.

108. Gerundives are found in all voices: sulik having taken, sulgaljk having
been taken, txin-sulik having taken one's self.

109. Gerundives occur in two moods, indicative and independent or second
subjunctive, in the affirmative positive and negative aspects: ting sulka I having
just taken, sulkanan when I having taken, sulik having taken, suliguluk not
having taken.

110. The gerundives, although they have no precisely defined tenses, accord-
ing to their meanings may be classed under three degrees of time: present or
transitory, past and future.

Gerundives have five endings: lka, sxa; lik, sik; dukalik ; of which the
first two are present, the second two past, and the last future.

111. The present and past tenses of the independent subjunctive mood are
used usually with the force of a past tense; as sulkangan when I was taking,
suliutingan when I took.

112. The present indicative is used generally (1) with verbs of the impera-
tive mood in the positive form, as sulkan aqasada take and accept, or taken
to bring; (2) or alone, instead of a recent past tense ting sulka meaning I
have just taken or I was taking; aigaxsxa having just gone.
, 113. The past indicative is used with verbs in place of the gerund and by
Itself in place of the past and present tenses and in place of adverbs and sub-
stantive nouns with postpositions. As the most commonly used gerundive it alone
has the vague and indeterminate function that ordinarily characterizes the verbal
adverb in agglutinating languages. Thus un'gitalik (the stem un'gita hope)
can signify: he hopes, he hoped, hoping, it is hoped, hopefully. And amalisigasik
(stem amali, intensive infix siga) has the meanings: he just cleaned thoroughly,
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he is cleaning thoroughly, cleaning thoroughly, for cleaning thoroughly. Siga
would be expressed in translation by the adverb wholly, thoroughly, or fully.

114. The future gerundive is always used with the verbs Isakung I state or
say, tunuxtakung I am telling, translated as the future preceded by 'that:'
sudukalik fsaxtanaq he said that I shall take.

115. The ending lka pertains to verbs of the first conjugation: suda, sulka;
tunuda, tunulka.

116. Almost all simple verbs have lik in the past tense except a few of the
second conjugation: suda, sulik; tunuda, tunulik; inaca, inalik.

117. The endings sxa and xsxa belong to verbs of the second conjugation
that form their present indicative in gikuqing and tikuqing or are compounded
with the particles sa, uku, etc.: taxsakuqing I collect, txidin-taxsxa it is
collected or they are collected; kaqaiikung I dry up, I fade; kaqaxsxa dried;
aigagikuqing I go, aigaxsa I went.

118. The ending sik of the past tense is also found in verbs of the second
conjugation and in compounds containing the characteristic particles ti, gi, ci,
unu, etc., as inaca, inasik: iiikungisik I went out: magikuqing (from
makuqing) masik he was making himself.

119. Almost all verbs of both conjugations take the future gerundive ending
dukalik. Those ending also in gikuqing with the addition of the letter g (see
sec. 81) e.g, sudukalik, inadukalik, aigagdukalik,

120. Several verbs belong to both conjugations; for example axqakuqing
(1st conj.), when taking the particle gi (axqagikuqing) is conjugated on the
model of the 2d. It thus happens that both endings (lik, sik) are found with one
and the same verb, but the sense of each form is not identical. Lik denotes action
relating directly to the one acting or suffering person or thing; sik denotes an
act referring to another, as:

qangu axqalik having been made healthy, having been cured
qangu axqasik having made healthy, having cured
sukagidalik often was taking
sukagidasik through whom he was taking or having done in order that

he often was taking
121. The gerunds are commonly used in the third person singular, as

sulka, sulik; aigaxsxa aigaxsik, sudukalik: but sometimes they are found
in the other persons and numbers.

COMPOSITE VERBS
122. Composite verbs are those which interpolate before their tense charac-

teristics certain particles or infixes such as cxi, xta, etc., simple gerundive sulik,
composite gerundives sucxisik, suxtalik, sukagilik,

123. A large number of such infixes serves to modify the verb in various
respects. Thus, sulik signifies having taken, sucxisik having compelled or
caused someone to take, suxtalik having taken in the present manner. The exact
functions of others are not well .u!1derstood; for instance, in the language as
spoken at the present day, sukaglhk does not seem to differ appreciably from
the simple form sulik.

124.. These i?fixes are. either simple or composite, and may be divided,
acco~dlng to their usage, Into (l) general, and (2) particular. The simple
particles are such as da, ga, gu, Ii, sa, etc. i the composite such as gusali, gada,
dada, etc. The general infixes may be inserted, almost without exception in any
verb: the particular infixes are limited to certain verbs. '

( 1) The general infixes are these:
casada gigdagali
CXI guka
da gus ali
dada kada
aiga kagi
gada qali
gana la
gdagali lada
gi laga
gida laka

(2)

19a
u
masu
sa
sada
sagu
sasiga
sauku
siga
sxa

ta
tasada
ti
tu
txada
xta
xtagali
xtali
yaku
yuku

The particular particles are:
~ ~ li~
ci ~a ~
dasa gika nagi
dgu gu nangta
du guka m
dusa gya sagi
gamaxsi ka tayu
gaya ku tayugi

125. The infixes fall under five heads according to their signification:
(a) Denoting time:

sagu now, just now, recently
susagukung I have just taken
ulasaguq there is a new moon
txin agasaguq just born
axqasaguq young

tuki not a short time only
acigasatukiqangin he taught them over a period of many days,

months or years
yaku long since, a long time, long ago
yuku a long while, long since

tanam kugan an' gagiyukusagtxin that you may live long on
the land.

tuki
txa
xtu
ya
yu

(b) Denoting degree and quantity:
casada very much, greatly

amnagucasadan axtakun increased immeasurably (amnaguti-
kuqing I increase.)

aiga in a substantive denotes augmentation
axqatasigadigaq great sign, phenomenon
angaligaaigasadaq very holy, very sacred, very brilliant.

In verbal forms denotes strongly, sufficiently, tolerably, passably.
alagadigakuq he turns very pale (alagakuq he turns pale)
ukuaigakuqing I thrive (ukukuqing ngan I meet with)
suaigaqung I strongly or vigorously take

guka entirely, altogether
nangta badly, not completely
sada very, extremely; to express superlatives degree in nouns adjective

angaligaaiga adaq exceedingly brilliant
igamanasada very good

sa ada inten ely, to the greate t degree; expresses superlative degree
in nouns adjective
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(c)

qa~asadakuqing I most earnestly thank:
nanasasadanaq suffered excessively
i~amanasasada extremely good

sasiga very well
siga intensitive particle well, wholly perfect, utterly, completely

susigasakuqing I take by force, I seize, I occupy
tutasiganaci you were very desirous to hear
an' ~a~isiqaq wholly desirous of living
axqatasigadigaq great sign, phenomenon
atxagasigangin tranquility, peace, regulations
inixsigakuq he rejoices greatly .
kamgasigatasadalik praying more intensely than possible for a

human being. Luke XXII, 44; St. Matt. XXVI, 42.
tasada intensely, to the utmost degree

algunatasadalik having greatest glory
assa~utasadaq very fortunate, blessed
qaiatasadalik having loved greatly
In noun adjectives i~amanatasada exceedingly good.

tukisada degree and quantity; for sometime and earnestly

Of reiteration and quantity:
da In substantives seems frequently to imply diminution. In verbs it

has frequentive, repetitive quality; not one time only.
cuqadakuqing I strangle myself (cuqaq throat)
ulugdakuqing I wink (ulugaq cheek)
tanadakuqing I go home (tanaq place)
qisadakuqing I tie together (qisaq thong)
qangitadakuqing I fold together, I bend (qangiq border, fold)
tumdakuqing I produce a noise, I fire a gun
tumgidakuqing I bargain
a~an~udakuq he makes a practice of telling lies, is an habitual

liar (a~angukuq he tells a lie)
dada, emphasized or intensified form of da, very often, over and

over again
dgu plurality of aim or action although the verb is singular; converse

of gya.
cagidgukuqing I tear asunder, I split to pieces (ca~ikuqing I

cut apart)
nadgukuqing I wound in several places (nagaq pain)
amqidgusakuqing I am angry and bear malice a long time
idgidgukuqing I pull out, I make threads
ignikadgusik sack, pouch (for several objects)
tanadgucigamagin seemingly villages, but the infix changes

meaning to communal living.
iqidgukuq he amassesa collection of objects (igikuq he gathers up)

gusali (rare) always, evermore
i~alasagusalinamang always extremely miserly
ilgagusalinangin they were always seeking or searching
samigusalidaxtxici you always read them (used in reference

to holy texts)
la not one, not the same, different, action performed on different

occasionsor under varied circumstances.
nadgulakuqing I wound to death (as by stoning) (nadgukuqins

I wound)
nanalakuqing I cause pain (na~aq pain)
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(d)

sixsilakuqing I break in pieces (sixsikuqing I break off, intrans.)
lulakuqing I am trustworthy (lunaq true)
kyaglakuqing I permit, I allow
uyalakuqing I approach (uyakuqing I go toward someone)
tunugyalakuqing I condemn, I punish
tangulakuqing I am thirsty (tangakuqing I drink)
mangayulakuq it grows livid, it is bruised
malalik - malik that having been done, so malalik may be trans-

lated as now, this too having been done.
lada not one and not one time, not the same, on several occasions

and in various ways.
Ii In verbs denotes also, yet, more, again; generality; universality.

In substantives indicates the instrument.
udalikuqing I am also present (udan here)
itxalikuqing I leave, I go away from
tudmalilik having continually told the news or expounding gen-

erally and at large
tudmaliqalinaq he was beginning to announce universally (qali

beginning)
sayuku much, very much, a great deal
ta repetition, habitual action, not one time or frequently when

infixed in verbs. In a substantive or a present participles expresses
agency.

qayuqitakuqing I oppress
ugatakuqing I demolish, I transgress
cxatakuqing I satiate
un'gitakuqing I hope, I rely upon
sngagtakuqing I dream (snagikuqing I am drowsy)
u~nasatakuq It grows hot (ugnasaq warmth)
sulatakuqing I oppose
singlitakuqing I shut my eyes
tutaqadarnang they having often ceased to hear for themselves

usali very often, very greatly
atagusalilik scared to death

usalida very often, many times, over and over again
ya singular subject and sale aim or action is denoted although the

verb is in the plural number
u~iyakung I blowout, I extinguish
ungayakuqing I set to work to break
u~ayakuqing I treat medically
ania~iyaxtasakuqing I take care of
qakayakumang they are drying it for themselves
uguyaxtakuqing I play the hypocrite
u~ayanaq doctor
u~ayasiq medicine
sinnikik ungayagagta to disturb the thoughts
amanuyakuq he sets himself to the sale task of expelling (amanu-

kuq he drives out or expels)
Those which denote a change of meaning:
cxi or cxi causative expressing constraint, forced permission or action

relating to a third person. Characteristic syllable of the impera-
tive mood, third person.

uyacxikuqing larder someone to go, I send (uyakuqing I go
toward someone)
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tangacxida give or cause thou him to drink, make him drink
(tangada drink thou)

takadikuqing I dismiss, I make leave (takakuqing I escape)
maqdacxikuqing I make suckle (rnaqdaq breast)
qamiladikuqing I deepen, I make deep (qamdaq depth)
ugadikuqing I break, I destroy
sucxisil having compelled someone to take
sinicxidanuluk evil thoughts and wishes, angry passions

dasa instrumental, by means of, in what manner. Instrument or
means by which action is produced.

qikuyadasakuqing I reprimand (qikukuqing I oblige, impel)
dusa means, instrument. In a verb this infix may point back to a

noun which is the means or instrument. Agugum tunu usugan
ngin agadusaqaq. The word of the creator brought all things
into being. The insert dusa refers to Agugum tunu. (Preface
for the U nalaskans of St. Matthew by Veniaminov.)

qignaq imci kamgadusadukakuq he shall baptise you by means
of fire

lkidusaqaning which I began
cuxduqudusalik having filled it with

gada denotes diminution in substantives and possibility In verbs.
ukugadaq visible (possible to be seen)
tutagadalik having been audible, possible to be heard

gamaxsi a few, a little, limitation
gana or gana negation

aguganaxtxin do not ye make them
ning kamgai~anaxtxin do not ye make festival for them
ning awaganaxtxin do not ye work for them (awakuqing

I work)
gaya causative; so that, in order to (purpose)

tungagayakuqing I repair (tungaq strong, so literally I make
so that it is strong)

tutagayaxtanan lxtaqang I have spoken so that it may be heard
(Ixtaqang I have spoken)

ayagayakuqing I arouse (affect so that one rises)
usxaxtan atxagayagan so as to judge the dead, in order to

judge the dead
atxagayagan for the purpose of judging (atxagan to judge)

gdagali or gdagali however, nevertheless, notwithstanding
lyagdagalikuqing nevertheless, I order one out, I eject

gi or gi used in substantives to denote possession; used in verbs to
denote passivity, visibility and possession, to have, to be pos-
sessed of

qicXagikuqing I am armed, Lit. I have weapons (qicxiq
weapon)

qaglugikuq it boils (qagluq boiling water)
wigugikuqing I tremble
uyugikuq it smokes (uyuq smoke)
ulagikuqing I build a house (ulaq house)
tunukyugikuqing I growl
tngunagikuqing I am expert, I can do
sinigagikuqing I am angry, bad, spiteful
agikuqing I possess
adagilakaqing I have no father
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adagikuqing I have a father
ayagagikuqing I have a wife
ungigigumin if thou hast a sister

gigdagali impossibility with the conjunction "however"
aqatanagigdagalixtxici but' you cannot understand
ukunagigdagaligiman however they conjectured
agginagigdagalikuq yet he cannot save him

gu or gu in substantives denotes possession. In verbs indicates the
conditional, sometimes has adverbial sense and at other times
used with scarcely discern able force.

tunnuxtagukuqing I offend, I sin
gya action of many for one person or one end

tunugyaqalikuqing I begin to talk with one end 10 view; I
deliberate

tunugyalakuqing I admonish, condemn
maligyasalakuqing I censure, I revile

laga negation
axtadalagaxtxin do not thou be uttering continually
anuxtalag axtxin do not thou covet
sulagada do not thou take

laka negation
mayuxtalakanuluk akalakaq it does not belong to me
tunnuxtalakaginuluk a just person
akalakaq he must not
adagilakaqing I have no father

19a passivity, indefinite action
yunalgakuq it is cut through
ukagalgakuqing I come into, I am brought forward (ukagaku-

qing I bring, I produce)
kitatalgakuqing I oppose (kitamixtakuqing I push with my

foot)
kayukitalgakuqing I push something away
sulgakuqing I am taken

masu possibility, ability
sumasukuqing I am able to take
inixsigamasukuq he is able to rejoice much

mi many a time; indeed, in fact, truly, just this
kitamixtakuqing I kick, I push with my feet (kitaq foot)
qwiximigikuqing I spit on, I spit at (qwixikuqing I spit)
samimisaxtakuqing I cast aside (samikuqing I count over)
tugamikuqing I strike often, I beat (tugakuqing I strike a

single blow)
mamixtakuqing I occupy myself with some business
rnalimixtakuqing I beat, I struggle

qada (sometimes found as kada) cessative; ending, discontinuance,
cutting off of action

qagnagidakadakuqing I soften (qagnaq bone or hard substance
so it means I end its being bonelike)

sagaqadalik on arousing from sleep, discontinuing sleep (sagag
sleep)

tutaqadang he' disobeyed
matuqadakuqing I loose the desire to do, I become weary

(matukuqing I desire)
suqadada! cease taking!

•
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tanaqadalik having quit the earth, having ended his life on
earth, having died

ugi~iqadakuqing I am left a wido~ .
masaqadakuqing I heal, I cure, literally mak~ an. end ~o Jll~ess
icagikadakuqing I drain it to the last drop (lea~lkuq It drips)
aqaqadaxtaq one who is very old, literally one who has ceased

to walk
amatxaqadakuqing I approach, literally I cease from with-

drawing
qali (often found as kali) inceptive, beginning of action

suqalinaq he began to take
alu~asaqalinaqing I begin to write .
agaqalikuq he is just born
tunugyaqalikuqing I begin to deliberate (also gya action of

many persons for one end)
a~adaqalidakuq he begins to enter
a~uxtaqalikuq he is starting to act right now (a~uxtakuq he
is acting)
isxanaqalikuq he begins to alter
tunuqalinaq he began to speak
tunugyaqalinan they began to deliberate together

sa simultaneity of two actions
axqasada go and bring or fetch (axqada go)
amanusada carry and go or take along (amanuda carry)
udigasakuqing I divide and give, or apportion, distribute
susakuqing I go and take with me
nanasakuqing it is sad and troublesome to me or I suffer pain

(nagaq pain)
tusakuqing I look forward and believe (tusiq true)
ungasakuqing I tear and break
a~asakuqing I come and lead or I conduct
wagasakuqing I come and bring or fetch (wagakuqing I arrive)
yagisakung I balance and swing (yagikuqing I swing)
qimisakuqing I select, I choose
qingunisakuqing I humiliate (qingukuqing I drop down, I fall)
kikagnasakuqing I touch and make dirty or I soil, I daub
kayasakuqing I climb and reach or I surmount
aeigasaqangin he taught them
agitasakuqing I search for and find, I discover

sxa passivity. Characteristic syllable of passive voice. In both sub-
stantives and verbs denotes the goal, aim, or terminus of action.

tanasxaq cultivated land (tanaq land)
umlixsxakuq it is injurious (umlignaq harm)
sucxisxakuqing I allow someone to take
sitxu~isxaqing I am at fault
malisxakuqing I seize, I carry away
kataxsxakuqing I cleave, I split
masxangan in what way

ti passivi ty
Iidatikuqing I am resembled, someone looks like me (Iidakuqing

ngan I resemble)
ungatikuqing I beat in pieces
ungueitikuqing I seat myself (ungueikuqing I sit)
umgitikuqing I sweep out a dwelling
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(e)

ukudgatikuqing I make myself happy (ukudigakuqing I thrive)
u~atikuqing I cure someone
tugitikuqing I stretch forth, I extend, I hold out
sitgu~itikuqing I conquer
qisatikuqing I tie to, I attach
qayatikuqing I grow higher
kangcimatikuqing I make plain the meaning
kanaxtikuqing I bend
masaqadatikung I bare, I uncover
qaxcatikuqing I blacken
ixqitikuq it is snatched away

tu desiderative, expressing a wish in verbs. In substantives it expresses
the agent, also.

s1'Itulik having wished to take
sututakaq not having wished to take
tanatukuq there is enough space
tagulkutukuq it is muddy (tagulkuq mud)
sinixtukuqing I am angry ...
matukuqing I desire, I wish

xta or xta direct or present action ahead; present or just witnessed
actuality.

qisaxtakuqing I attach (qisang thong)
suxtakuqing (I already take) I hold, I retain
1'Iyaxtakuqing I call to me (1'Iyakuqing I go toward someone)
ukuxtakuqing I contemplate (ukuqing I see)
tungaxtakuqing I am strong
tngunaxtakuqing I succeed
takixtakuqing I am unwell
kayuxtakuqing I have strength
qalaxtakuqing I am worth
tunuxtakuqing I speak, I make a speech, I give utterance to
iXtadalagaxtxin don't tell it! (ixtada txin tell it!)

xtagali or xtagali although, concessive, it is thus
macungsinaxtagalikuqing I do with all energy, not sparing

myself (macungsitaq indulgence)
sisaq isluxtaxtagalikugan although it was when he was 100

years old
axtagalikakik although we two are

xtu separation, plurality
axtugada give out! distribute! give some to each of them (agada

give)
Infixes undetermined by Veniaminov. Definitions as well as examples

in this section were contributed by R. H. Geoghegan.
ea
el
du
ga or ga frequently seems to indicate special purpose or manner of

action
qalmidagakuqing I too ridicule
tana~akuqing I come on foot (tanaq land, place)
saka~akuqing I descend (sakan, there below)
yumigakuk there is surf
tunugakuqing I abuse another, quarrel, scold
tanamagu~ugakuqing I reign
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(I)

kingunigakuqing I exasperate (kingunaliq miserable, pitiable)
ukugakum it is especially visible

gda or ~da seems to indicate action toward a goal
atagdakuq it is in flight (said of arrows)
aigagdakuqing I take a walk, I walk to and fro, I lead, I guide

gida
gixka
qa~i or kagi used in active present participles, indicates continuous

present action
naxtaqagikuqing I am in an unhealthy condition (nagaq pain)
manamaqagikuqing I set an undertaking on foot

.suqaginaq taking
nl

qa~axsinikuqing I am pleased (qagaq gratitude)
tuyunikuqing I enforce silence (tuyukuqing I keep silence)
unginasanixtakuqing I make merry (ungikax story)
yaginixtakuqing I shake, I am agitated (yagikuqing I swing)
ciklagnixtasalakaging I am completely unconcerned, literally I

stir not in the least (cikIa~ikuqing I stir)
winginixtakuqing I entice, I tempt
sukutugnixtakuqing I am restless, I bustle about not knowing

what to do
itu~nixtakuqing I am insulting, I reduce another to a pitiable

condition
sagi
tayu

amamatayukatikum after a long time
tayugi
txa usually denotes a fully completed act

a~atxa~uIuk not being acquired
ugatxan they cured

txada
matxadakuq it passes away (makuq it happens, views)

yu
mangiyuxtakuqing I believe
utxumayukuqing I obscure, I hide

A few other definitions and examples inserted by Mr. Geoghegan.

ka or qa characteristic syllable of necessitative mood, the other mean-
ings are still unclear.

taxkakuqing I separate, I select, I sort
icxagikadakuqing I drain, I drink up, I empty
daxqagikadakuqing I am insane
angilaq adakuqing I reflect, I consider, I meditate
aliqadanikuqing I am astonished, literally I say "what is it?"
sukakung I must take

ku denotes agent in substantives, characteristic syllable of present
indicative

Igi
ugilgikuqing I take a husband
yagalgitikuqing I enclose with timbers (yagaq tree)
tanalgitikuqing I abide, I settle

Igu in a substantive denotes augmentation
ciganalguq great large river (ciganaq river)

• lisa
macxidalisalakuqing I disapprove

Iu in substantives has locative significance. In verbs meaning is unclear.
ma is augmentative in substantives
na the characteristic syllable of the imperfect tense denoting habitual

or continuous action in the past, but has other usage still unde-
fined in verbs. In a substantive or past participle denotes agent.

tununaq he was saying
qayuqinalakuqing I seek with effort, I strive

nagi
ukunagikuqing I conjecture, I draw lots (ukukuqing ngan

I see, I find)
da~anagi~uluk curved, crooked

namku in a substantive is augmentative
canamkuq large hand

naxcxi in a substantive denotes augmentation and usually III a
depreciatory sense

canaxcxiq large hand, paw (cax hand)
si indicates instrument or means of accomplishment in substantives.

In verbs usage not clear.
maxqaxsikuqing I order, command
cadusiq ointment (instrument of greasing) (caduq fat, blubber)
ugayasiq medicine (means of healing)
ukuqagisiq telescope (means of seeing)

xtali or xtali
tunaxtalikugan while he is speaking

(The force of many infixes though appreciable, is difficult to express by a
set formula of English words. They are akin to the Greek particles, men, de,
ge, te, etc., mere wavings of the hand or shrugs of the shoulder for the less
verbose English speaker. R. H. G.) (

Several of these infixes can be inserted in a single word. For example;
qayugixqadatxasadanaq, in which are six infixes, derives from the participle
qayunaq powerful, and it means entirely lacking in strength, weak, debilitated.
A similar example is noted in sec. 14 of the Introduction.

126. Verbs containing infixes are conjugated for all the moods, aspects,
voices and tenses, just as simple verbs.

127. The infixes invariably precede the tense-endings, except in the future
indefinite, where they are generally placed after the characteristic duka, e.g.:
sudukaxtagalikun not suxtagalidukakun, although they will take.

VERBAL EXCEPTIONS

There exist in the Aleutian two small groups of anomalous verbs; those
pertaining to the first conjugation form their gerund in sik instead of lik,
while those belonging to the second use, conversely, Iik in place of sik, but I
have not discussed them here because it is possible to see in the dictionary section
of this text the endings of the gerundive and imperative mood of such exceptions.

Participles

128. Participles are found in all the voices, active, passive, and reflexive,
sunaq having taken, sulganaq having been taken, txin-agunaq having pro-
duced one's self literally having been born.

In the active and passive voices, participles occur in two moods, indicative
and obligatory, sulganaq having been taken, sulgakaqaq having been con-
strained to be taken.
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129. Participles assume the following tense characteristics:
(a) Present: suq taking; sulgaq and su~iq being taken; sukakuq being

obliged to take; sulgakakuq forced to be taken.
In the present tense, the participles are very seldom used under their simple

forms and generally take the infix kagi, Instead of suq is usually said sukagiq,
and so of the others.

(b) Imperfect: sunaq having taken; sulganaq, sunagiq, sunaxsxaq hav-
ing been taken.

In the active voice, the participles of this tense are used with a present significa-
tion, and not infrequently take the infix kagi ; thus, anuxtanaq wishing,
sukaginaq taking.

(c) Perfect: this tense is wanting in the indicative form; though the word
suqaq is in use, it means not 'having taken' but 'having been taken.' The
other forms are: sulgaqaq having been taken, sukaqaq having been compelled
to take, sulgakaqaq having been forced to be taken.

(d) Future: suduqaq or sudukanaq about to take; sudukanagiq and
sulgadukanaq about to be taken; sudukakaq that will be obliged to take;
sulgadukakaq that will be constrained to be taken.

(e) Future iterative: this is formed by the first infinitive with the auxiliary
verb a~naqing (from akuqing ), su~an a~aq he who, or that which, will
often take; sulgagan axqaq that will frequently be taken.

130. Participles of all tenses are usually negatived by uluk, with the
ordinary euphonic changes: suq being taken, su~uluk not being taken; sunaq
having taken; sunaguluk not having taken.

Apocopated participles, which end in a vowel, when entering into composition
with uluk, often reject the initial u of the conjunction: suq, apocopated su,
negatived suluk; aq, apocopated ii, negatived aluk - though the regular form
iiyuluk is also met with.

131. Participles derive almost entirely from the third person singular of
their tenses, or rather, are those endings used in a participial sense. The perfect
participle active alone adds a final q to the third person of the perfect indicative.

The passive imperfect participles flow from the active participles of that tense
with addition ofaxsxaq (the perfect participle of the auxiliary verb a~ikuqing),
agglutinated in the customary manner: sunaq plus axsxaq forms sunaxsxaq
having been taken.

132. The participles of all tenses, except the present obligatory, can all take
the indefinite and possessory personal and impersonal terminations of nouns
substantive: indefinite, sunaq, suna, sunam, sunaman, sunagan, sunakik:
possessory, sunang, sunangan, sunan; as set out in sees. 18, 19, 20, 21.

133. Participles in the personal cases are declined like nouns, as described
in the foregoing sections, and may also be conjugated as verbs; that is to say,
they can adopt the personal endings of the ang or qang series (see sec. 92) : first
person sunang, second person sunan, third person suna, and so forth; or
sunangan, sunamin, suna~an, sunagkin, in conformity with the ngan
sequence.

The meaning of participles in the possessory cases does not correspond with
that of nouns; for example, while agitudang means' 'my brother' sunang
does not mean 'my taking' (the act of taking me), but denotes 'my t~ke' (what
I take). Of suxtanaq 'holding,' the possessory suxtanang means not 'the
holding of me,' but 'what I hold.'

134. P~rtici~les lack t~e personal agentive cases, but in their place have a
second conjunctive mood 10 one tense only, which may be rendered by 'so
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that. : .' lin order to : : .' For example: sungan that I take suganangan
that I do not take, sulgangan that I be taken, sulgaganangan' that I be not
taken.

.Example of the Inflection of the Independent Participles
Singular: .

1. sulgaganangan that I be not taken (lit. for my not being taken.)
2. sulgaganaxtxinan
3. sulgagana~an

Dual:
1.
2.
3.

Plural:
1. sulgagananin
2. sulgaganaxtxicinan
3. sulgagananin

In the same way are inflected the others: sungan, suganangan, sulgangan.
And also sulkangan, which means: how my taking.

135. The participles are often used with the force of verbs: ii being is used
in the sense of 'there .is ;' su taking, with the conjunction kum si~nifies it
should be possible to take him.

The Aleutian participles are used very loosely and it is extremely difficult to
define their exact meanings in any given phrase; the precise translation must
be determined largely from the context.

136. Participles, like nouns, can be conjugated with the auxiliary verbs and
the participles deriving therefrom: axsasanagada make yourself known that is
you will or you are making yourself the knowing one, sunagnaq the one who
takes or grabs the other. Axsasanagada is composed cf axsasanaq known or
knowing one and the verb a~ada; sunagnaq of the participle sunaq having
taken ('taking') and a~naq future.

137. Participles deriving from composite verbs retain in all tenses the infixes
of such verbs; thus, agudaq is the present participle from agudakuqing, of
which the simple form is agukuqing. The infix da persists through all the
inflexions .of the participle: aguda, agudanaq. In the same way, from suli-
kuk'ing I take again, come the participles suliq suli, sulinaq,

138. The participles of the past perfect tense of the active voice ending in
naq in the possessory cases, being with whatever infix, can be translated as the
past passive participles or as verbs in that tense with the addition of the phrase
whoever, whatever and wherever. ukulinaoin can be translated as having been
found, having been seen or whoever has been found.

The participle of the future indefinite is frequently translated as the present
passive participle. axsxidukaq means being come or by what it is possible to
have come.

These participles in the possessive are conjugated rather than declined.
ukulinang, ukulinamin, ukulinagan.

139. The participle of the past tenses placed before personal verbs can be
translated as an infinitive. kamgaq acigalik he taught to pray; suka alakaq
there is nothing for him to take, or word for word, there is not his taking;
sunaq aiuluk not for him to take or literally, there is not his being taken.

A1akaq and aouluk are the negative participles of aq being. See sect. 135.
In the participles used in this infinitive acceptation the final q is pronounced as

sulgaganaki~an
sulgaganaxtxioi~an
sulgaganaki~an
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x. For instance kamgaq aciganaq is pronounced kamgax aciganax and, in
many instances, is written in the latter form.

140. Present participles deriving from composite or compound verbs with
the infix da are to be translated by the plural third person indicative or third
person passive. Thus anuladaq properly means casting out but it is to be rendered
they cast or he casts himself, or it is being cast out.

The adverbs may be ranged under nine heads, as follows:

Temporal:
wayam now, today
yam yesterday
yam kaaa day before yesterday
wayam way a just now, at

present
unuguluk long ago
awan usugan always
awan tamadaga for ever,

continuously
ilagan ilan some time or other,

whenever
itangasik at first, previously

(2) Local:
kama, qata, qanangun where, amangudagan to yonder

whither wangudagan hither
waligan, wangun here adaligan there too, also there
ningaligan there inaqadam separately, apart,
awan usugan everywhere alone
amaligan somewhere, anywhere agaadan on that side
amangun, akangun yonder amangasan here
qanangudagan thither atmudagan downwards, below

With these belong the relative-demonstrative pronouns, which when used
adverbially take in the singular the ending ya and in the plural ngun s pronouns,
uman, ikan; adverbs, umaya, umangun, ikaya, ikangun, etc.

(3) Quantitative:
amnagum much
amna~uIakan little, not

much

Adverbs

141.
(1)

(4) Numeral:
ataqasim once
al~iaim twice
qankuaim three times
siciaim four times
cangiaim five times
atungiaim six times
uiungiaim seven times

(5) Affirmative:
maxqaning [lit, I have done,

spoken of many] that is so, all
right, true, truly, correctly
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itangisiusik of old, heretofore
kadimadan time out of mind,

from of old
qilagan tomorrow
qilagan qilaga day after

tomorrow
qilagan qila~ tomorrow early

in the morning
aman asIan then, at that time,

thereupon
angayaq soon

sanaqan sanatalik as much as
possible

qanang how much, how many

kamcingiaim eight times
sicingiaim nine times
iiliaim ten times
sisaaim one hundred times
amna~uaim many times
qamlngiaim how many times

ang yes, really, truly, exactly

(6) Negative:
kugu [apocopated ku] no (used kuguluk [properly, not no, i.e.

by all Aleuts) so] certainly not
nanga no, there is not [spoken of masalakan from makuqing I
actions] Confined to Umnak Is- have - I have not, there is not

land (spoken of things)

(7) Comparative: agaca rather [either better or worse] In the dual the form
is agitikik, in the plural the form is agatingin, and when speaking of actions,
agacisa,

. (8) Similarities: Iidaca, lida like, so, as, lidakuq in the singular, lidakun
In the plural, etc., in all moods and tenses from lidakuqing I resemble I am
like to. ' ,

(9) Dissimilarities, Variations:
ingaligagan suddenly, at once an'gak more
tatam again, back aligwaya, aliwaya, umaya
inimilaligan in vain what as as if

The adverb amnagum and certain others are used in different numbers as shown
above.

Postpositions

.142. The PO~tPO~ltlO~Sare inflected for number, except asik in company
WIth, a few ending III -an, and those ending in -gan (which were no doubt
originally nouns in the postpositional case). Singular ilan, dual ilkin, 'plural ilin:

143. The principal postpositions are:
aaa about, concerning
iiaan to, for
aaan from
adagan from, with
agalan after, behind, because of
asian near to, at
asik together, with
angadan before, towards
cidagan near by, beside
da~an towards
da~an from off, away from
ilan in, at, to
ilan from in, out of
imunu around
mimo beside, near, side by side
nagan in, within
nagan from within

qulan for the sake of, on account
of

qucxan between, among, in the
middle

kugan, kuan on •
kugan, kuan from on, off, with
qusan over, across
qusan from across
kadan before
kadan until, as long as
kangan on, in
sitxan under, below
sitxan from below
silan, silanuan up to, as far as,

until
uglagan without, except
utman in the midst of
utman from the midst of

These words, when stressed in the penultimate denote rest, when accent is on
the la t syllable denote motion outward.

144. Postpositions, like substantives, can suffer apocope: liaan, apoc. aali j

angadan, angada; kuan, ku.
In these instances, the meaning of the postposition is almost always modified;

thus, angada means to: ku, on or at.

145. The postpo itions as in (from asik) and ilin often coalesce with sub-
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tantives, the first taking the meanings at or on, in place of, for, and the second
for: daq daqasin an eye for an eye; aqatasagalin as a sign, for a token.

146. Such coalescent postpositions partake of the nature of infixes, the inflex-
ions of the noun being disjoined from the stem and suffixed to the postposition,
when such words are inflected: taiyaguqasin, taiyaguqasioin.

Asin is joined to nouns chiefly when the same noun is repeated, as in the
example in sec. 145.

147. The postpositions invariably follow the substantives that they govern:
adam asik with the father (of the father with him).

When a postposition is found standing alone in the sentence, the third personal
pronoun is to be understood as preceding it, thus ilan agalik having gone to
him, her, or it.

148. Almost all the postpositions govern their substantives in the genitive
case: taiyagum kucxingin among the peoples.

149. Han, ilan, and angadan, however, prefer in most instances the post-
positional case: ulagan ilan from in the house.

150. Although most. postpositions have all the numbers, they do not usually
agree in number with the nouns they govern. The governed noun or participle
stands in the singular, and the preposition in the number demanded by the sense
of the phrase. For instance: agukagam (not agukagan because participle takes
the ending gam not gan ) ilin out of those born; taiyagum kucxingin among
the peoples; taiyagugan ilkin from the two men; sam kuexingin among
the birds.

The following examples show the inflexions of some of the postpositions for
number:

Singular:
Dual:
Plural:
Singular:
Dual:
Plural:
Singular:
Plural:
Singular:
Plural:
Singular:
Plural:

ilan
ilkin
ilin
qusan
qusakik
qusangin
qulan
qulin, qulangin
quan
9ungin
rmunu
irnunugan

in him, in her, in it
in them two
in them
over him (her, it)
over them two
over them
for him (her, it)
for them
on him (her, it)
on them
around him (her, it)
around them

•

Conjunctions
151. The Aleutian language has but a limited stock of conjunctions; their

place is supplied, in great measure, by the various forms of the subjunctive mood
and by the verbal infixes. They may be divided into (i) non-inflective and (ii )
inflective. '

(i) Non-inflective:
taeing, tacin, tacim already, not yet, since, after
kayuk and, also, too
ama or, either, then
uluk not
nikun so, as

. kfim if
With these belong the words malik and rnalalik, which are gerundives from

the verbs makuqing and malakuqing, I am, I remain, and are employed in
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the sense - ~lready, also. These words are also used in connection with each
other and wlt;h ka.yuk-malik, kayuk malik, malalik, kayuk malalik.
. In the subJunctive mood, instead of the conjunction kfrm if, nikun is some-

times used With t}1everbal forms magung, magumin, magun, magumci (from
the verb makuqing).

(ii) Inflective:
ingama~ik, ingam~tikusan, ~t~., b~cause, and so, consequently
axtagalik, axtagalin, axtagalikuan, although (the requisite part of

the verb 'to be' being understood.)
umakun aoangin, umaya aoanginin, for so that
umakun qulangin, because, for, seeing that.

152. Kayuk an~ ka~uk malik are ~sed only to connect thoughts or parts
o.f a sentence, and 10 brief answers, as ting kayuk I too; hardly ever to join
single words.

153. ~um in connection with personal verbs, or participles used in the sense
of verbs, IS al~ays placed at the beginning of the clause, as: kfim sulik he
would .take, k~m su he would be able to take; but, in negative statements, it
comes 10 most instances after the verb, as: nikun rnagumciyuluk kfrm if you
would not have had it so or done it so.

1.54.. Uluk alm?st invariably follows the nouns or other parts of speech to
which It refers and IS usually joined to them.

When following words ending in a vowel, uluk takes an initial y, as may be
noted throughout, and sometimes, especially in combination with apocopated
participles and adjectives, drops its initial vowel- instead of axsxadukayuluk
impassable, is said axsxadukaluk.

Interjections
155. The interjections, like the conjunctions, are very few.

(i) Expressing pleasure: ang-ang,
(ii) Astonishment: la-kagatiya, aya-kagating, aya-kagaiingiya, I, a.

(iii) Calling: -a (enclitic), as aman-a.
(iv) Answering a call: alik, ii, what?
(v) Pointing out something: waya, wa, see look!

(vi) Compelling: taga, now then, come I '
(vii) Questioning: t, eh?, what?

Taga is often used in the beginning of a phrase in the meaning: and so,
thereon, then, at that; etc.

The interjection a is used in various senses, expressing different states of
teeling; these are distinguished by the intonation, which cannot well be indicated
In writing.

Syntax
The rules of syntax have to a great extent already been elucidated under

the various parts of speech. The following principles are very important additions.
156. Substantives answering the question whose, that is, indicating the

possessor, stand in the genitive case. Agugum tunu the word of the creator.
157. Two nouns in the genitive case are never used together. The first noun

sAtandsin the genitive case and the second is placed in the postpositional case.
gugum angaligan tunu and not Agugum angalim tunu express the word

of the kingdom of the Creator: Literally it is of-the-creator of-his-kingdom
the word .

Another example is "Aligim tayalugan satmali" the door of the old man's
store.
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158. A noun in the nominative indefinite case following a noun in the
genitive or postpositional case is almost invariably apocopated, Agfigurn tumr
is always used. Such an expression as Agfigurn tunuq is scarcely ever heard.

159. The subject of a verb in the personal mood, that is excluding the
imperative and infinitive moods is put in the genitive case. God has commanded
man to love him. Agfigurn taiyagurnilll qagaxtagta kyagusaqa. (Veniaminov
states this rule in terms of Indo-European grammar; of course it is understood
that the noun kyagusaqa is dependent on the genitive Agfigum.) Literally
it is "of the creator to man he to love him (there is) his having commanded.

160. When a participle is used in place of a verb in a personal mood, the
subject is in the nominative case and the object follows directly after the subject.
Agfiguq taiyaguq txin ituxtagta ixtanaq means "God, commanding IJo!anto
be merciful" and taiyaguq, man and object of the participle, is placed directly
after Agfiguq God.

161. A substantive with an adjective denoting quality or quantity agrees
with the latter neither in number nor case. The noun is always put in the singular
genitive case and the adjective in the number and case which the sense of the
phrase requires. .

talyagum igarnanangin good men, literally: of a man their-good-ones
tanadgucam usu each village, literally: of-a-village each-one

But if the adjective is required to stand in the nominative singular just like
the substantive, the apocopated form is used.

taiyaguq igarnana good man, literally: of-a-man his-good-one
St. Math. XIII 8. agitasa tanarn igarnanagan kugan Inaq other

(seed) fell on good ground
tanaq ground, in the genitive singular is followed by igarnanl:;lq good,

with the postpositional ending gan to accord with the following post-
position kugan

162. Substantives modified by a numeral are placed in the accusative case
and always in the plural number, except for ataqan one and :Hak two. cang
taiya~un five men.

163. Personal pronouns used as subjects are omitted before the verb being
sufficiently clearly indicated by the verbal termination. This is not true in the
reflexive voice or when the verbal termination of one person is identical with
another personal ending. As turnan sukun we take and ingakun sukun they
take. But the personal pronoun, even in such a case, is very often omitted,

164. The pronouns, ling I and turn an we, are sometimes used instead of
the corresponding possessory endings. Instead of adang our father, turnan adaq
may be used.

165. The pronoun arnan, corresponding in most respects to the English
relative pronoun who and also to which, is peculiar in that it is placed before
the noun to which it refers instead of following it.

St. Math. XXIV 45 arnan talaq tukkugan wagalik ikun rnatalik
aguxtagtakuq ukugu assagutasadakuq, Happy is the slave whom his master,
on his arrival (the master's) shall find so doing. arnan talaq reads who the
slave. In the Aleut title of a book of religious instruction called "The Guide
Road to the Heavenly Kingdom" there is a good example of this construction.
arnan Agfigurn angaligan silan akaluga axsxaligan a8an walgagan axqa
the road toward the Creator's daylight, on which one mu t travel. arnan, which,
in this instance begins the phrase.
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166. Every verb in a personal mood, having one pronoun for its subject
a,nd ano~her fO,r its complement (such as I said to them, you told us and the
~Ike) stnve t~ incorporate both pronouns into the verb by making the verb agree
111 number With the complement but in person with the subject. For example
although 'I speak' is regularly ixtakuqing, but 'I speak to you two' is not
imdik ixtakuqing but ling imdik ixtakukik and the verb has the first person
dual termination.

Here we have a verbal form that indicates, or forces itself to indicate by its
ending, that its subject is in the first person and its object is dual in number,
But, as a matter of fact, the termination is so far from clearly showing this,
that, in order to complete the sense, it is usually necessary to add the independent
pronouns of the subject and complement.

Some examples of this striking idiom (and usually the most difficult one for
a student to grasp) collected from the printed Aleut literature are inserted here
to amplify the grammar's examples.

St. ~ath. III 12. "ngin ixtusadukakungin he will burn them. According
t? English thought pattern, the verb would be expected to be in the third person
singular, But the Aleut expresses his thought differently and puts it in the third
person to represent the subject he, but in the plural number ngin to represent
~he. object them. B~t to, emphasize the complement ,and clarify the meaning
indisputably, the dative third person plural pronoun ngin is also used.

St. Math. IV 9 "irnin agdlikakuning" I will give them to thee. The verb
is in the first person plural and presents a particularly difficult problem to the
student as the sense I must be extracted from the termination apparently
indicating we.

St. Math. IV 19. "ikin tunuqakik" he told the two of them. Here the verb
is third person because of the third person subject and dual in number because
of the dual complement. But as the dual ending kik stands for both the first
and third person, the additional ikin to them two, is necessary to completely
clarify the meaning.

By following the above explanation the student will be able to analyze the
following examples, also taken from printed literature.

St. Math. IV 24 "usungin kangungin aqadatxangin" he restored
to them all their health.

St. Math. V 20 "irnci isaxtakuning" I am saying to you.
St. Math. VIII 11 "irnci idukakuning" I shall say to you.
St. Math. VIII 26 "ngin tunuqangin" He said to them. He spoke

to them.
St. Math. XXV 15 "amanuqangin" He quit them.
St. Math, XXV 19 "ilin arnayaxtaqangin" He asked from them.
St. Math. X V 38 "qanayam (when) turnan (our) Txin (Thee)

ukugaqaxtxin."
When have we seen Thee? More literally: when was (it) our having

seen Thee?
167. When the verb in a personal mood is related to a plural case, then it

stands in the plural number although it should be singular.
168. Certain verbs such as itugnisakuqing I have mercy, and amqidgu-

sakuqing I am angry and bear malice for a long time, and a few other
passive verbs put their objects in the dative case and also take a personal
pr?l1oun in that ca e, such as nung, imin and igim, Agfiguq tunuxtaguginanin
l~lm itugnisaqangin God has mercy for sinners. It is to be noted that the
pronoun which i added (igim to one's self, sing,) agrees with the subject in
number.
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169. Many passive verbs require the dative case for ·their objects. Aguluq
ngin txin itugnisada God is merciful to us.

170. Many active and passive verbs which might seem to require a comple-
ment in the dative case, require instead the accusative. Aguluq Hng sismida
God is helpful to me. Note. Veniaminov devised the two preceding-rules in
169 and 170 in order to point out differences between Aleut and Russian which
are not strictly applicable to English. However it is well to include them since
it warns the students to expect occasionally an indirect object when he would
naturally look for a direct object and contrariwise.

171. When a sentence contains two or more verbs which refer to a singular
subject, the last of the verbs is the only one placed in the proper tense, number
and person. All the other verbs are expressed as gerundives of the affirmative
aspect, ending in lik, or of the negative aspect ending in lakan. A good son
respects, fears, obeys and loves his mother, is expressed tam i~amana anan
igaxtalik, igayuxtalik, tutalik qagaxtakuq. (Or better qa~axtanaq axtakuq
which implies habitual continuous action. In this case the last verb is changed
to the participle with the auxiliary verb, a usage that is very common.)

Arrangement of Sentence
172. In the construction of sentences, the prevailing order of words IS as

follows:
(i) Variable conjunction, interjection, or pronoun.

(ii) Genitive.
(i ii) Postposi tiona!'
(iv) Nominative.
(v) Accusative or dative.

(vi) Gerundive.
(vii) Invariable conjunction or adverb.
(viii) Personal verb, or participle with the auxiliary axtakuq or malik-

In negative sentences, the invariable conjunction generally follows the verb.
It follows, as a matter of course, that if in a sentence all the above mentioned

parts of speech do not occur, then that is placed first which next follows the
one lacking.

Orthography"
173. Almost all the rules of orthography are necessarily identical with those

of the Russian language, for example, the use of capital letters. This being the
case. and various indications having been made above on this subject, to lay down
special rules here is superfluous. The following might be advisable: all verbal
substantives, i.e. participles used as substantives, should be written with a capital
for distinction from participles.

Signs of punctuation are to be used as in Russian and so when the conjunction
"and" is omitted, a comma is to be inserted. '

Prosody
174 .. I~ is unnecessary. to fOrJ;1Ulate laws of prosody, since: (a) the correct

pronunciatIOn of words tn readmg and in conversation, the long and short
syllable, has been indicated by appropriate signs and accents. Pronunciation has
been explai?cd in a few rules also and can be seen in the examples of declensions
of nouns, tn the tables of personal endings and the conjugations of verbs and
gerunds, and (b) no poetical work exists in the Aleutian language. Although

5See "An Introduction To The Aleut Language."
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the natives composed and still c?mpose numerous songs in strophes, yet in these
strophes th.ere IS no observance either of accent or of number of syllables except
that each llf~eu~u.a~lyends on an unstressed or short syllable. Instead of in~enting
rUI~sdf.or ~hls dIVISIOnof the grammar, two native songs are here presented with
an III icanon of the rhythm and division into strophes. '

Aianan, danan, tanan skuya skuya
Wakun qayaxtalkinin a~anag~n '
Cuqigan tamada~in, tamadaiin
Ayagaiilik taiya~u~nik'
A~anan, danan, tanan' skuya i\kuya
W'k •.• ' ,a un ayagangm, wakun taiya~ungin
Asik kukiming alulik i\ladaqalidaqing
Ta~a axtagalikumdn,
Tutaqanguluk tutalik wangun sdalik ulalik ulaliHng.

A pproximate translation:
These countries are created, created.
There are hills on them.
There are little hills on each of them, each of them,"
There are women, there are men.
These countries created,
On. them are women, on them are men.
WIth me they laughed and joked.
And so when we separated [they did the same]
I have not heard [such things] as if in a sleep
I heard or felt pleasure.

Q.a~anaq, Q~~anaq, Hn.g anuxtasdin ulaxtagutalik ;
Kingunax, Kingunax, img anuxtasalik axtagutakun.
Qa.~anaq, Qdanaq, Hng anuxtasdin ulaxtagutalik,
Wangun gumatalik an'~a~idaligung kayuk malingan sdaqaning.

A pproximate translation:
G~ateflll, gra.teful am I for their wanting me to be at home often.
MIserable, miserable am I having wanted to find myself there.
Grat.eful, grateful am I for their wanting me to be at horne often.
Having passed here from where I usually live, because of this I must sleep.

A FEW REMARKS ABOUT THE SONGST

Each strophe of a song is invariably repeated.
The songs are not sung uniformly. Sometimes a few syllables are sung to

o.ne measure but sometimes each syllable is sung to a whole measure. And at
times a syllable is held for several measures.

T~e. tun~s of the songs are alm.ost completely identical. It is scarcely possible
t~ distinguish two or three melodies. The notes of the music do not rise or fall
~Igher or lower than five tones in all their changes. There are changes however
Into half, quarter and even eighth tones within this limited scale. ' ,

The time or meter of their music is the same and remains unchanged in any
of the song. A measure contains either three-quarter or three-eighth beats.

~he Aleut dance like the rhythm of their music is monotonous. At the first
mus~cal beat they bow a little, at the second they bow still lower and at the
musical pause they tand cre t. They dance without any rules of time, order and
number of persons.

T~e Aleuts have an extraordinary number of songs, so many that each village
has .Its own compositions. However they are recent compositions composed after
~e IIltroduction of the Christian faith.

6The meaninl( is that the little hills are on the larl;er hill,.
r TIn 190H Dr. John P. Harrington secured a number of recordinl;' of Aleut sonl('. Information about the'"
er,Qr<h c:).n be obtaine<\ from Or. lI(l,rrington at the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, 0, C, .



Aleut Literature
Veniaminov concluded the grammar with the first hand-written literary

effort of a pure-blooded Aleut, Ivan Kurbatov, a resident of Belkofsky Village.
This composition is dated 1829. It was reported to Veniaminov that this same
author had composed a whole book dealing with biblical history which was
completed by 1834. Unfortunately this ambitious project has not been preserved.

The text of Kurbatov's brief composition contains several sentences in
Russian and seems less interesting and useful to a student of the Aleut lan-
guage than an example of the pre-Russian oral literature which has been preserved.
Therefore in its stead is presented a stanza of one of the pagan songs which
Veniaminov rescued from oblivion, accompanied by an analytic translation and
some pertinent observations made by Mr. Geoghegan.

Unfortunately all the printed Aleutian in existence consists in religious book-
lets; we have no really aboriginal Aleut lore in Aleutian, beyond a dozen or so
short songs and a couple of twenty line tales preserved by Veniaminov.

The language of the old songs is much more concise than that of the printed
religious texts and the present-day Russianized and Anglicized speech. Without
the help of the Russian rendering the sense of the song would be almost unin-
telligible. Being an example of the purest form of the language to which we
can now reach back, it is naturally much more attractive linguistically than
later samples, all shot through with foreign words and constructions.

The whole poem which is number ten of the songs preserved by Veniaminov,
recounts the adventure of a young Umnak hunter. He has been taunted by his
comrades at a dance because of his lack of prowess in hunting. He goes to some
distant relatives at Akutan and hunts for a winter with them. This stanza
relates his return with ten baskets full of otter teeth, although he has taken but
one tooth from each animal captured.

alga-n ngan la-Iga-Iik, tana Ada-x usa-qa-x i-Ia-xta-da-q:
Algan is the plural of algaq, wild animal of any kind. It is here understood

as referring to sea otters. ngan to or by him. lagalik is the past gerundial
participle (vlik ) of the passive (Iga) of the verbal base la- to slay, hence
lagalik having been slain. tana is from tanaq land, used in these old songs in
preference for tangiq island. The dropping of the q and the shift of stress
to the final syllable gives the sense of possession by a third person, its land.
Adax is the island Adak or Adaq. The expression tana Adax seems to
have a locative sense, "at the island of Adak." Such usage of the possessory form
is not found in the religious texts and is probably an archaism. Usaqax appears
to be a perfect tense indicative mood from the base usa-, division or parceling
out. I take the meaning to be that, at Adak the spoils of the hunting were
apportioned to the different hunters.

ilaxtadaq is a favorite word in the songs. It is exactly equivalent to the
French "on dit," we are told, the story goes. The base is i, to say. La denotes
that the act is performed on different occasions or under varied circumstances.
Xta signifies that the act is being done right in your presence, that is, the
recital of the hunting exploit. da indicates frequent repetition of an act, there-
fore, the tale is told. q is the ever-recurring final of a noun or of the third person
of the present indicative of a verb.

This line of the stanza may accordingly be translated as "It is told how, when
he had slain the animals, they were apportioned at the island of Adak." The
Russian translation given by Veniaminov reads, "They traveled to the island
named Adax; there they got an immense quantity of sea otters."

ma-lik alga-rn la-lga-qa-gan agal6.-ngin tHiq isxacangu-si-q ngan idrna·
qa-x i-Ia-xta-da-q:

ma-Iik past gerund of rna to do or act - having been done i malik is often
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used as a mere link between sentences - and so, the next thing you know so
and so happened. '

The next three words provide an example of doubled genitives - algam
lalgaqagan ag~lungin is of-the-beasts of-the 'they-have-been-kiIled-ones' their
teeth or, less literally, of the teeth of the slain animals. lalgaqagan is from
the bas~ l~ sl~ughter, 19a denotes the p~sive mood, qa characteristic syllable
of the Il1~lcatlve perfect tense, gan ending of postpositional case. agalu pos-
sessor~ thlr~ person form of ag~luq. toot~. ngin sign of the plural, literally
they. isxacangusiq has the ending SI which denotes an implement or instru-
ment or n:eans of accomplishment: isxa base of verb which means to spread
out something as a cloth on ~ t~ble or a sheet .on a bed. I do not know precisely
~hat the. syll.ables cang~ signify, The ~usslan version renders the word by
iskat, which IS local RUSSIan for the old-time woven grass cooking (watertight)
baskets of the Aleuts; th.e pre~ent ~leutian name for these is angugacxuq.
I do not know. the word I~xacangu.slq ex.cept from this poem but it evidently
denote~ some kind of contam;r. (It IS possible that cang refers in some way to
~preadmg out the h~nds.) a~lq. ten. ngan to or by him. idma-qa-x, the base is
idma pregnant. This word IS in the same form as usaqax in the first sentence
and the significance is that the youth 'filled' ten baskets (with the teeth of his
def~nct prey). ~he sente~ce closes with the ubiquitous ilaxtadaq. The Russian
version IS more informative and perhaps gives the traditional circumstances of
the ~tory .as this version, was .made by Semyon Pankov, an Aleut, in 1834.

ma-Ia-Iik aka-gan aqa-Ia-Iik aku-kun angaqusa-ngin agusa-na-q ilax-
tadaq:

rn~lalik is the same as tJ.1alik with the insertion of la with the significance
exp~aIl1ed above. The meamng of this form therefore becomes 'now, this too
having been done.. akagan to~ard .there, that is, toward U mnak, the home of
the hero of the epic, The word implies that the place was a considerable distance
away, and the ending -gan gives the word a vaguer nuance 'toward' rather
than directly 'to.' aqa-la-lik having approached (Ia- under 'different circum-
stan~es). W?en the stripling went from U mnak to Akutan he is said to have
aqahk (havmg approached.) Now he is aqalilik having at another time and
under different conditions approached his residence' in other words he returned
to. his horne. a~uk!!n those persons standing farth~r away (than his welcoming
fflends,) ~o WIt, hiS h~cklers at the da~ce here styled angaqusangin (-ngin
plural endmg) or enemies. agusanaq, third person -q, of an imperfect indicative
~ense indicated by syllable na means 'he was doing something' but what is no~
~ust clear. The dictionary defines the base agusa as "do or make with any
Instrument."
. The complete Russian version of the stanza says, "They traveled to the
Island named Adak; there they got an immense quantity of sea otters and took
!rom each animal only one tooth, and filled with them ten cooking b~skets and
Journeyed back, and he showed to his enemies how many teeth he had brought."
This is not all included in the Aleutian, but forms a complete tale.

THE LORD'S PRAYER

As an example of Aleutian religious literature, here is presented "The Lord's
Prayer," as translated by Mr. Geoghegan from the version given in "The Gospel
According to St. Matthew," prepared for his parishioners by Veniaminov. The
prayer occurs in Chapter VI, verses 9 to 13.
Turnanin Adaq arnan akuxtxin
for-u father who thou art

( unseen)

mm
heavens

kungin,
on them,
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asan amcugasadagta;
thy name it-to-be-exceedingly praised;
angalin aqagta;
thy daylight it-to-draw-near;
anuxtanatxin malgagtan inim kugan kayuk
thy-desires they-to-be-done heaven on-it also
qalgadam anuxtana ngin aqaca
of-food its-desire to-us give thou
kayuk tumanin adun ngin ignida,
also our debts to-us cache thou away,
amakun tuman kayuk malgaligin
those-who we also when-having-been-done
aauginan ignidakun ;
debtors we-cache-them-away ;
kayuk tuman suglatacxIganaxtxin,
also us do-not-thou-allow-to-be-taken.
taga adaludam ilan tuman
but deceit from-in-it us
Angalin, kayun, kayuk
Thy-daylight, thy-strength, also
algunasadausin awan
thy-exceeding-eminence times
akunin malik.
because-they-are having-been-done.

tanam
earth

kugan ;
on-it;

wayam ;
today;

ngin
to-us

liggica.
rescue-thou.

usugan
to-all [always]

Amini.
Amen.

Appendix A.

ALEUTIAN LITERATURE

The following comprise all the publications printed in Aleut.

1. A summary of Christian teachings, drawn up by Veniaminov in 1833,
printed at Moscow in 1840, and, according to Barsukov, ~~itor of ~eniaminov:s
publications, has since gone through mo~~ than f~rty editions, ThiS .booklet IS
generally known by its Russian title, as The GUIde Road to the Kingdom of
Heaven," "Ukazaniye Puti v Tsarstviye Nebesnoye."

2. Aleutian Primer, containing the alphabet, tables of syllables and a few
prayers. Moscow, 1836, and subsequent editions. Often found bound with the
next text.

3. Bible History and Catechism. St. Petersburgh, 1~40 and later editions.

4. St. Matthew's Gospel. Moscow, about 1848, and later editions.

5. St. Luke's Gospel. New York, 1902.

6. St. John's Gospel. New York, 1902. Printed by order of Bishop T'ikhon of
the Russian Church in the U. S. A.

7. Acts of the Apostles. New York, 1903. Also by order of Bishop Tikhon.
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8. Booklet of the service of the Russian Church. New York, 1898, translated
by Andre Lodochnikov, Psalmodist of the church at Unalaska, and printed by
order of Bishop Nikolai.

9. A sermon by Reverend Inokenty Shayashnikov, Aleut priest, printed at
New York, 1902, for Bishop Tikhon.

I t may still be possible to obtain copies of these books from the warden of the
Holy Ascension Church, Unalaska, Unalaska Island, Alaska.

Appendix B.
A NOTE ON ALEUT PLACE NAMES

From a letter of Richard H. Geoghegan
It seems to me that many of the existing names of the islands (Aleutian) are

not primarily place names but savor rather of replies of natives to queries that
early navigators sought to pose. "What is that? (indicating by pointing)."
Answer: "awaya tangiq (That is an island)." The explorer jots down in
notebook; the island is named Avatanak, "And what is that point?" Answer:
arnalknaq (it is a burial cave). Note is made: the local name of the point is
Amaknak. Other names, like akun, likun, translated are mere indications of
position, here, there, up yonder, close by, etc. May it not have been that the
U nangaq, like his Ten'a colleague of the interior, did not regard the (to the
white man) great outstanding vertical features of nature as important (since they
were familiar and obvious to all), but noted in memory the minor details of tiny
bays, coves, portages, currents, etc.? There is scarcely a name of native origin
for. any range, peak, volcano, hill, cascade, or the like, in all interior Alaska;
yet the tiniest rill, streamlet, brook, pond, lakelet, or other aqueous feature
of the landscape, horizontally, is not without an appropriate native designation.
To discriminate between one puny rivulet and the next was of utmost importance
to safe and speedy travel, but no one was going to mistake Mt. McKinley for
Mt. St. Elias. But, although few Alaskan hills had native names, there are
several exceptions in the U nangan area, where certain volcanoes had been deified.

It is commonly stated that Alaska is an Aleut word meaning "great country."
This is incorrect. The Aleut name Alaxsxaq refers only to the Alaska Peninsula
and can not be translated as great country. .

Appendix C.
ADDITIONAL ALEUT STUDIES BY R. H. GEOGHEGANl

In the archives of the Alaska Historical Library and Museum, Juneau, Alaska.
1. "Notes on the Kolosh and Kodiak Languages." Veniaminov, St. Peters-

burg, 1846. Translated 1907, 56 pages.
2. Aleutian Words. Zakharov, With translations. 10 pages.
3. Comparison: Aleutian-Fox and Kodiak Languages. 91 pages.

In the possession of the editor of this volume.f
1. A partial translation of "Notes on the Islands of the Unalaska District'"

by Ivan Veniaminov, St. Petersburg, 1840. This most valuable source book
1Uopublilhed - in manuscript form. . . ff .3Tbe editor can be reached through the Educational Department of the Office of Indian A airs.
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on Aleut history before the advent of the Russians, includes also "Notes on the
Atkan Aleuts and the Kolosh" and a "History of the Pribilof Islands."

2. "Notes on the Dialect of Kodiak Island." Summaries and description of
all Kodiak printed literature, two essays about the language and two religious
texts in the language. Includes comparison of some features of Kodiak and Aleut
tongues. Compiled, 1922.

3. "Comparison of Eastern and Western Aleutian Dialects." The first chapter
of the Gospel According to St. Luke transliterated. Parallel lines of text in Atka
and Unalaska dialects. 9 pages.

4. A selection of Aleut prayers and excerpts from the four Gospels of the
New Testament transliterated in Roman characters, gathered from religious
publications. English translations accompany 27 prayers. Latin Vulgate version
accompanies four prayers. Three without translation.

5. Transliteration of all pre-Christian songs recorded by Veniaminov.
6. Transliteration of the foreword of Veniaminov's "The Guide Road to

the Kingdom of Heaven" with literal English translation by an Aleut with brief
commeritary by Mr. Geoghegan.

7. Transliteration of Chapter XXVII, Acts of Apostles, Bishop Tikhon's
version, 1902. Difficult Aleut constructions explained. Errors analyzed.

8. Transliteration of Chapter XV 11-32 inclusive, the Gospel According to
St. Luke. Bishop Tikhon's version, New York, 1903.

9. Letters containing:-
a. Expositions of derivations, especially important names like Alaska and

Aleut.
b. Commentaries on difficult passages in Aleut religious literature.
c. Additional examples of infix particles.

10. Lecture on the Possessory Terminations in Aleut. Delivered by Mr.
Geoghegan before the Washington State Philological Society, 1909.

11. Manuscript, partially handwritten, dealing with possessory terminations
- prepared jointly by Mr. Leonti Siftsov, an Aleut, and Mr. Geoghegan.
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II. ALEUT·ENGLISH DICTIONARY

Compiled by

RICHARD HENRY GEOGHEGAN

A vocabulary of the Aleutian or Unangan Language as
spoken on the eastern Aleutian Islands and on the
Alaska Peninsula, being a translation of the Russian
"Slooar' A leutsko - Lis'evskago Yazyka" or "Dictionary
of the Aleut-Fox Language" by Ivan Veniaminov 1834-

with additions and annotations by the compiler. '

•
Edited by

FREDERICKA I. MARTIN
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/)'
A uthors and Works Cited and Abbreviations

of Dictionary Sources'

Yen. - Ioann or Ivan Veniaminov, born August 26 (old style calendar) 1797,
at Anginskoye, government of Irkutsk; deacon of church of the Annunciation,
Irkutsk, 1817; priest, 1818; sent in 1823 by order of Most Holy Synod as
missionary to Unalaska; left Irkutsk May 7, 1823, for Okhotsk; arrived at
Unalaska July 29, 1824, where he rebuilt Krukov's old church, which had
fallen to decay; reduced the native tongue to writing and prepared translations
of several religious booklets, as well as a grammar and a dictionary; was trans-
ferred about 1834 to New Archangel (Sitka), where he learned and wrote a
brief description of the Kolosh (T'lingit ) tongue; in 1838, it being necessary
for him to make a personal appearance before the Most Holy Synod, in con-
nection with the printing of his Aleutian translations, he sent his wife and children
to their home in Irkutsk, and on November 8 of that year left Sitka on a
globe-circumnavigating vessel for St. Petersburg, arriving there June 25, 1839;
thence he went to Moscow and presented himself to the Metropolitan, Arch-
bishop Philaret, and on return to St. Petersburg in the fall was consecrated as
an archpriest. About this time he received news of his wife's death and decided
to take vows as a monk. Accordingly, on November 29, 1840 he was tonsured
and took the monastic name Innokenti, being ordered as an archimandrite. The
Most Holy Synod had concluded to organize a new diocese in Alaska and
Innokenti was summoned to appear before the Tsar Nicholas Pavlovich, by
whom he was most kindly received, and at the Tsar's command, was consecrated
on December 15, 1840, as Bishop of Alaska; after visiting his friends in Irkutsk
and his native village of Anginskoye and after a long and tiresome voyage, he
reached New Archangel on September 27, 1841. On May 4, 1842 he left that
place for a tour of inspection through his diocese, visiting every island and
village of his old cure, and arriving at Petropavlovsk, Kamchatka, August 18,
1842. On November 29 he began a great journey through Kamchatka, finally
settling in Yakutsk as a resident; there he devoted himself to translations into
the Yakut language. In June, 1857, the Most Holy Synod summoned him to
St. Petersburg, to take part in its councils. The year 1862 found him residing
at BIagoveshchensk on the Amur river. Here he requested that, on account of
his age, he might be relieved from further active duty. However, in 1867, the
Metropolitan Philaret died and Innokenti was appointed to succeed him as
head of the Russian church. On May 25, 1868, the bells of Moscow announced
that the new archbishop had arrived in the capitol, and on the following day
the Most Reverend Innokenti entered the great church of the Assumption
as Metropolitan Archbishop of Moscow and Kolomna. On May 18, 1871, the
fiftieth anniversary of his ordination as priest was celebrated with great ceremony
and on March 31, 1879, he finally passed away, full of years and honors.
(Particulars from "Innokenti Mitropolit Moskovskiy i Kolomenskiy" by Ivan
Barsukov, Moscow, 1887.) Veniaminov's writings on Aleutian matters are as
follows: -

Zap. - "Zapiski ob Ostrova U nalashkinskago Otdela," 3 volumes, St. Peters-
burg 1840. Reprinted by the Most Holy Synod, under editorship of Ivan
Bars~kov, Moscow 1887. "Notes on the Islands of the Un alaskan District"

U. P. - "Ukazaniye Puti Tsarstviye Nebesnoye. Poucheniy.e, t;Ja Aleutsko-
Lis'evskom yazyke, sochinennoye svyashchennikom Ioannom Veniaminovym 1833

lThr sy rem of transliteration of Russian titles is that employed. by the Board of Geographical Names.
~epartment of the Interior. One change has been made. The Russian bard s!gn or t",erd!;, z'!ak bas been
'gnored. It is not a part of the official Russian language today and the quotation mark which 19 Its equiva-
lent in this transliteration system might confuse the student unduly.
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goda." Moscow 1840. Many subsequent editions, the latest in 1899. "Guide
Road to the Kingdom of Heaven"

Opyt- "Opyt Grammatiki Aleutsko-Lis'evskago Yazyka, svyashchennika I.
Veniaminova v Unalashke." St. Petersburg, 1846. "A Grammatical Essay of the
Aleut-Fox Language"

S. H. - "Nachatki Kristianskago Ucheniya ili Kratkaya Svyashchennaya
Istoriya." (vid. Kat. below) "The Rudiments of Christian Instruction or A
Short Sacred History."

Kat. - "Kratkiy Kristianskiy Katikhizis, s Russkago yazyka na aleutsko-
lis'evskiy perevel svyashchennik Ioann Veniaminov 1827 goda, i v 1837 godu
ispravil; a svyashchennik Iakov Netsvetov razsmatrivaya onya, svoimi poyasneni-
yami sdelal ikhponyatnymi i dlya Atkhintsov, imeyushchikh svoye narechiye."
St. Petersburg, 1840, and subsequent editions, the last in 1893. The sacred history
and the catechism are often found bound together, sometimes with addition
of the "Aleutskiy Bukvar."

Matth. - "Gospoda nashego Iisusa Khrista Yevangeliye, napisannoye apostolom
Matfeyem, s Russkago Yazyka na Aleutsko-lis'evskiy perevel svyashchennik
Ioann Veniaminov 1828 goda, i v 1836 godu ispravil; a svyashchennik Iakov
Netsvetov razsmatrivaya yego okonchatelno, svoimi poyasneniyami sdelal ponyat-
nym i dlya Atkhintsov, imeyushchikh svoye narechiye." Moscow about 1848,
several later editions till 1896. "Gospel of St. Matthew," translated by
Veniaminov in 1828 and revised in 1836; finally reviewed by the priest Jacob
N etsvetov who knew the Atkan dialect, and who annotated it so that the text
became comprehensible to the Atkans, (vid, N etsv.)

Other Aleutian sources cited:
Buko. - "Aleutskiy Bukvar'," issued by the Most Holy Synod, 1836. Many

subsequent editions, the last at St. Petersburg in 1893. "Aleutian Primer."
Prao. - "Kratkoye Pravilo dlya blagocestivo zhizh', perevod svyashchennika

I Shayashnikova." New York, 1902. Innokenty Shayashnikov, an Aleut (or
Creole) priest, was a member of a most illustrious Pribilof Aleut family. His
father was the Russian's manager of the Pribilof Islands for many years and
the Psalmodist of the church there when no priest was in residence. The
accidental loss of the elder Shayashnikov's diary destroyed the only written
historical record of the Pribilof's for many decades. Another of his sons was a
priest and a third a Psalmodist like his father.

Lod. - "Molitvy i Pesnopeniya Pravoslavnoy Tserkvi na Aleutskom Narechiy,
perevodil na aleutskiy jazyk bivshiy psalornshchik U nalashkinskoy Tserkvi
Andrey Lodochnikov." New York, 1892. "Prayers and Psalms of the Orthodox
Church" by the Psalmodist of the U nalaskan Church, Andre Lodochnikov.

Kurb. - I van Kurbatov, first native writer in Aleutian, 1829. A short compo-
sition by him is cited in Veniaminov, "Opyt" pp. 85-87.

Pankov - Semyon Pankov, Aleut interpreter for Veniaminov at U nalaska,
about 1834. Ten native songs collected by him are printed in Veniaminov's
"Opyt" and an additional one in the "Zapiski.' These are the only existing
"non-missionary" examples of genuine Aleutian.

Netso. - Iakov Netsvetov, Aleut priest, 1836, who contributed notes giving
variants in the Atkan dialect for several of Veniaminov's translations and him-
self translated the first chapter of St. Luke's gospel and the first two chapters of
the Acts of the Apostles into Atkan. These are printed as an appendix to
Veniaminov's "Matth."
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At. - These letters indicate, in the translation of the Dictionary a few Atkan
words added by me from Netsvetov's works. ' -

Zharo~ -.Makar Zharov, a native of Belkofsky, interpreter to the United
~tates dl~tnct co!!r~ at Valdez, Alaska, 1903-06. A few words that I have
included m the dictionary are from lists taken down by me at his dictation in
the early days of my Aleut studies.
. The translations of St. Luke, St. John, and the Acts of the Apostles pub-

l~shed at. N ew York, 1902-03, under the auspices of Bishop Tikhon are' occa-
sionally cited as "Tikh." ,

Non-Russian Aleut Studies"
':Esquisse d'une grammaire raisonnee de la langue Aleoute d'apres la gram-

m~~re .et Ie vocabulaire de Ivan Veniaminov," by V. Henri, Paris, 1879.
.Dle ,?prache der A~euten und Fucksinseln," by A. Pfizmaier in the "Sitzungs-

benc~te of the Impenal ~cademy of Sciences, Vienna, 1884.
N~lther of the. above brief sketches are more than extracts from Veniaminov's

RUSSIan work with some commentary by the respective philologists. Since they
had doubtless ~ever heard. the language spoken and were merely speculating
about the. RUSSian essay with no means of checking their findings, their work
adds nothing to the sum total of Aleut information. -

There are word lists of ten to a hundred and fifty words in sundry authors,
from Coxe (London, 1780) onward. These are quite unscientific and of no
present-day value.

N~?e of these ~ourc~s has been utilized in this work, save for a quotation from
Henn s study which WIll be found in the grammar on page 61.

V ocabulary Entries

ALPHABETICAL ORDER
~he alphabetical order of word entries corresponds to the order of the alpha-

betical table. Although the diacritical mark at the beginning of the word does
ch~nge t~e pronun~iation, the precedent set by Veniaminov of ignoring its
existence in alphabetical arrangement has been followed. Otherwise the diacritical
mark would be given the full status of an alphabetical character an importance
e.ven l~ss .valid today than when Aleut was first reduced to writing. The same
sign within the body of a word has also been ignored.

PARTS OF SPEECH
The part of speech has not been indicated after each entry. To deliberately

set up rigid limitations about most parts of speech might hinder the development
of a more flexible manner of designating parts of speech. The English definition
will usually be sufficient to indicate the manner in which the word is used.
Only in those ca es where Veniaminov gave both noun and adjective definitions
0'£ an Aleut word have both parts of speech been included in the English defini-
tion, Yet there is probably no Aleutian adjective that cannot be used indepen-
dently a a noun; good or the good one, rich or the rich one, etc. The usage is
explained in the grammar. .

"A ornplete bibliography of Russian and non-Russian, printed and manuscript studies of the Aleut
~ang,!agc will soon appear in a bulletin of the New York Public Library. Consequently the bibliography

eSCrIbed in tbis text i. confined to sources studied by Mr. Geoghegan. F. M.
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PHRASES
When a phrase is broken by a com~a, the ~ord or words following the

comma are the beginning of the expression. For Instance ulam acan IS stated
as acan, ulam because the second word is the most significant of the phrase.
Otherwise a phrase without punctuation is in its natural usage order.

Bracketed phrases contain explanatory remarks.

VERB ENTRIES
A numeral in parentheses immediately following a verb indicates the class

of endings to which it belongs (see grammar, sect. 92), as follows: .
(1) Indic. pres. 1st pers. -kuqing or -kung, past gerund -Iik, impv. -da.
(2) Ind. pres. -tikuqing or -kuqing, gerund -sik, impv. -ca,
(3) Indic. pres. -kuqing, ger, -Iik, impv. -ca, .
(4) Indic. pres. -tikuq or ~ikuq, ger. -sik, impv. lacking; these are Imper-

sonal verbs having 3rd pers. sing. only.
(5) Indic. pres. -kuq, ger. -Iik, impv, lacking; impersonals used only in

3rd pers. sing.
(6) Indic. pres. -kuqing, ger. -Iik, impv, lacking.
(7) Indic. pres. -~ikuqing,. ger. -xsik, or -~sik, impv, -gada.
(8) Indic. pres. -~ikuq, ger, -~sik, impv, lacking. Irnpersonals .
(9) Indic. pres. -laka~ing, ger. -lakan, impv. -lagada ; these are verbs

of the negative aspect.
(10) Indic. pres. -cxikuqing, ger. -cxisik, impv. -cxida ; these are

causatives.
The word kin immediately following a verb denotes that it takes the acc~~ative

case; ngan or nung that it takes the dative; kuan that it takes the prepositional.
R. H. GEOGHEGAN

Editorial Responsibility
To allot blame properly for. whatever mistakes m~y ~ave cre~t. i.nto the

dictionary it is necessary to explain the extent of the editor s responsibility after
the death of Mr. Geoghegan. .

His translation of the Russian dictionary had not been arranged according
to the Romanized alphabet but followed the Russian word order, with g pre-
ceding d and many other differences. His. manuscript contain~d various ~etters
and signs which were convenient for transliteration on a typewnter .but which he
directed to be printed differently. As an example he had typed h Instead of an
aspirate sign. It is only too possible. that in the shuffiing of words .and letters
some mistakes have crept by unnoticed, Such must not be accredited to the
translator and compiler. All changes were made in accordance with his very
definite instructions.

A few words which he had not defined successfully were omitted. A few
questionable definitions particularly in the realm of names of birds and flowers
were checked and corrections made. . .

In accordance with one of his last written wishes, almost all RUSSIan defini-
tions were examined by the editor. If mistakes have been made, again she must
accept the criticism. She must also accept responsibility for the arrangement of
the English-Aleut Section.

Merely following in the wake of Mr. Geoghegan's careful scholarship, the
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editor came to agree heartily with his comment upon another's abortive attempt
to translate the dictionary. "I chortled in my sleeve, however, for I know by
experience that the said dictionary may be guaranteed to drive anyone deliriously
and demoniacally insane who takes in hand to unravel and elucidate its protean. . . "intncacies.

The explanations which follow the Introduction are principally directly
quoted from Mr. Geoghegan's own letters. Only when the ideas were ex-
pressed informally as happened frequently in lessons destined for a friend alone,
has the editor pruned the phraseology, but never to the extent of changing the
meaning of any statement.

It may not be out of place here to acknowledge my debt to my family, to
my husband, Dr. Samuel R. Berenberg, for his encouragement when "protean
intricacies" threatened to engulf me, and to my daughter, Tobyanne, for her
forbearing patience of many months' duration while she waited for a maternal
playmate. To other friends who have given leisure hours to proof-reading, my
deepest gratitude.

FREDERICKA 1. MARTIN.

•
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Aleut-English Vocabulary

a? - eh? what? [answer to a call]
II! - oh! [exclamation of astonishment]a! - ah! oh! [exclamation of fear]
i\ - interrogative particle; mark of the

vocative case
~ - being [apocopated present participle

from akuqing, I am]
~ea - out, beyond, out of doors [With nouns

of number this word is used almost with-
out meaning: Miq sisaq, or dilim sisim
dea - one thousand; qarncingidim dilim
sisam dea - eight thousand.]

aeaeaq - companion, friend [male or female]
~ean, ulam - out of doors
ae~ukuqing (1) - I nu rse, I feed, I nourish
aeida, ala~um - seashore [Zharov]
acidalgakuqing (1) - I press, I squeeze, I

grasp, I crush, I oppress
aeidan - beside, near
~eigakuqing (1) - I teach
aciganaq - teacher
~eigaqaq - pupil, learner
deigasakuqing (1) - I learn, I study
~eigasingin - learning, instruction
aeigikuqing (1) - I look for, I expect,
I await

aeigusaddtakuqing (1) - I am as and where
I should be, I am in the right condition or
proper circumstances

uei~usan - straight, direct; correctly, prop-
erly; [the same as atigusan ]

~eiqua~inaq - teacher
aeiyaxtakuqing (1) - I detain, I hold back,
I stop

adikuqing (1) - I consider as, I regard as,
I term, I count

aila - about, concerning
ailagan - toward her, him, it
~i1agan - from, forth from, out of, for
Ilaagan, qigaqurn - out of the east
ada~ikuqing, Bnlo!- I have a father

.~dakik [dual of dilan] - toward, to, for, with
adaligan - there also there too
a~aligan - on the out'side, upon, on
ailaludaq - cunning, craftiness
aaalukuqing (1) - I speak falsely, I lie
a~al~lakan - truly, really
ailalusakuqing (1) - I impose on, I deceive
aaalusakuqing - I tell the truth, I do not lie
ada!usalaka~ing [neg. form of adahisaku-

qlOg] - I do not impose on, I do not
deceive

aaamin - toward thee

ailaming - toward me
ailan - toward, to, for, with
aildan - according to
adaq - father
ailasan - nearer to him or it
adatxan - nearly, closely, beside
adaxtaq, ling - I am his father
adgakuqing (1) - I catch at, I graze, I just

touch
adgalasakuqing (1) - I touch, I stir
adgalasakuq, txin - it touches, it moves one's

feelings, it grieves one
~dgasiq - thing that is touched, brushed

against
adgatakuqing (1) - I vex, I annoy, I

irritate
adgatakuqing, an'ging - I grieve in spirit
adgayuq - humpback salmon, Oncorh yncus

gorbuscha
adgidaq - knee
adgilaq - earthquake
adgukuqing (1) - I gather together, I collect

into a heap
IIdgusiq - shovel or similar instrument used

to pile things in heaps
dilim - numeral noun from Mim or Miaim,

used with thousands, as: ailim sisam dea
- one thousand

adix - lip
alludak - somewhat long, longish
nilugiq - debtor
ailuguluk - short, brief
adukugan, akalugan - to make a path, to

break trail
adukuq - long
adukuqing (1) - I draw out, I stretch,

I make long
ailulgikuqing (1) - I borrow; I take

toll from
adulgixtaq - indebted; debtor
aduq - length; long; debt
diluq - cave, cavern; grave, burial place
adutikung (2) - I augment, I lengthen
adyuxtaq - almost, nearly, about
agaadan - on that side
agaca - particle of comparison, rather, better

or worse according to the general tenor of
the phrase; one

agacan - much, by far [with a comparative] ;
only, merely, just

agacisan - precisely, just so
agadikuqing (1) - I allow to become,

I display, I show myself
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dadikuqing, ilming - I wish to have, I
have a desire for

didadikuqing (1) - I allow to arrive, I
show myself often, 1 permit to come fre-
quently

dadaq - the sun
aladaqalidakuqing (1) 1 begin to enter,

1 start in
aladgiq - sunny, sunshine; the sun

(the shining one)
agigaliq - southwest, southwest wind
agigayakuqing (1) - 1 arouse someone,

1 cause someone to arise
agigeakuqing (1) - 1 arise, 1 wake up

[myself]
agagtan, Adangin - to recollect
agikung, ilin - 1 have left him
alakung, ilin - I drew near to him,

1 approached him
agakuqing (1) - This word has many mean-

ings. Strictly it is: 1 do, 1 make, 1 put into
effect; hence: 1 bring, 1 lead up, 1 arrange
in action without further appeal; agada!
[impv.] go! give! put!

alakuqing (3) - 1 make my appearance, 1
approach, 1 arrive, 1 show myself

igakuqing (1) - I am hungry, 1 suffer
starvation

agalakuqing (1) - 1 visit different places,
I wander through

agalakuqing, ilan - 1 bring ttl him, 1 lead to
him

agalan - for him, her, or it
agalnn - for, through, on account of;

after, behind
agalgaluq - November, time at which one

busies one's self in catching wild animals
agalgugaq - December [Zap.]
agalikuq (5) - it is late, it is backward
agalimadan [agalan + Adan] - at last, after

all, - finally, after that
agalmin - for thee
agalming - for me
agalu~i, qam - the kizhuch or silver salmon

is thus termed at Unalaska, as being the
last of the seasonal fishes to arrive

agalu~iq - final, what is after everything
agallJigix kisagunaq - April, the time when

one is at last freed from having to gnaw
thongs to satisfy one's hunger [Zap.]

agaluq - tooth [Zharov]
agaluyaq - a white-breasted small bird

[Zap.]
agamaq - hoarfrost
agamaxeiq - whale of the stri'p'ed variety
Alamidaq - swallow [bird] lZap.]
agin - on that side
aganangin, Agulum Adan - saints and the

righteous [term used by Russian mission-
aries]

aganaq [from agakuqing] - the eucharist
alanaq [from agalikuqing] - vendor, seller;

traitor
alanginakuqing (1) - I talk noisily; I cry

out, I lament I

alanginaq - cry, shouting, clamor
angan'gudakuqing (1) - 1 am a habitual liar,

I love to speak falsely

agan'gudaq -lie, falsehood, injustice; a liar;
false; wrongful [with a negative - truth,
truthful, just, right] [Kat. has Alanludaq]

agan'gukuqing (1) - 1 tell a lie [on one
occasion]

agan'gunaq - liar, disputer, quarrelsome
person, tale-teller

iganikuqing (1) - 1 stop, 1 stay, I hinder,
1prevent [said of inanimate things]

Agaq - hunger; hungry
alasakuqing (1) - 1conduct, 1 lead
dasaitakuqing (1) - 1 bestow, 1 give
alasik, i1im - acquired for one's self
alasiq, dasaq - gift, present, donation
agasxakuqing (1) - I bring, I convey,

1 carry
agasxakuqing, ilming - 1 possess, 1 obtain;

1 intend, 1 think on
alitakuqing (1) - 1 do, I act, 1 behave,

1 comport myself
Alitakuqing (2) - 1 cease, 1 leave off, 1 quit

an act in time, 1 take rest
Alatilakan - unceasing, incessant, constant
a~atikuqing (2) - I betray, 1 give up
agatikuqing (2) - 1 produce, 1 exhibit,

1 show, 1 bring, I lead up
Agatikuqing (2) - 1 cease entirely, 1 abandon,

an affair
agaHngin [pI. of agaea] - rather, better or

worse
agatxaginaq - seller; betrayer, traitor
agotxalikuqing (1) - 1 open, I uncover
alatxaq - thing made, works; image, idol

[R. Miss.]
agatxuq - dew
agaxtakuqing (1) - 1 find myself in action,

1 do my duty [without fraud, zealously,
etc.]

agaxtikuqing (2) - 1 awaken someone,
1 arouse someone

alayadaq - a deep-sea fish [Zap.]
agayaq - small room or chamber [Zap.]
agayuq - species of cormorant [Zap.]
agdaliq - cachalot
a~dakuqing (1) - 1 give, 1 render to
ddakuqing (1) - I go, 1 pass through
agdakuq, slum ilan - it grows, it increases,

it passes its years
aldalgakuqing (1) - I requite, 1 render,

1 avenge
agdanan, cidaga - passing through, in transit
a~dikaq - ptarmigan
agdukuqing (1) - 1 worship, I pray [accord-

ing to the pagan usage; at present the
word means 1 shake my head]

Aglidguq - book [lit. thing turned over and
over, sc. the pages]

.lgitada, kukiming txin - wait for me, have
patience with me

algitakuqing (1) - I expect, I wait for
Algitaq - rescuer, savior [Miss.] .
aglilikuqing (2) - I lift omeone who J!

lying down, I raise; I save, 1 rescue
agiea - one and the other; this and another.

[See agican]
agicagikuq (5) - it i spread out, it is laid out
agiealulikuqing (2) - I call with me or to

me, I bid, I invite
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agican - one and the other this and another
[the same as - agica] ,

ag!gaiq - offering [to an "idol"]
agikuqing (1) - 1 open my lips
agikuqing [ger. agsik, impv. agida I] - 1

possess, 1 have
agikuqing, tunum - I tell, 1 say, 1 have the

say
olikuqing [ger. a~sik, impv. a~ada!] -
I give

alikuqing (1) - 1 traverse 1 pass through
1 go ' ,

agilliq - mouth, lips; aperture doorway
al!lugi9 - catamenia, menses (Zap.)
a~1O- indef. pl. number from akuqing
diq - the liver
agisakuqing (1) - 1 abandon 1 leave
agisiq - remnant, fragment '
agitakaq - thing spread out litter

(for animals) ,
agitakuqing (1) - 1 take with me
alitakuqing (1) - 1 make wide 1 expand

1 distend "
agitasii - other, another
agitasakuqing (1) - 1 search for and find,

1 discover
agitasaq - companion friend
ag!Hkuqing (2) - 1 spread, I layout
agltudaq - brother
ag!xtakuqing (1) - 1 stay, 1 remain

'aglxt~saq.- mixed, compounded
AglallkuqlOg (2) - 1 cause to live 1 revive

1 restore to life "
a~loyaq - merganser, smew
agligakuqing (1) - I deliver from 1 defend

1 free from "
alligaq - albatross
Aglikayoq - demon, evil spirit
agliknaq - crumb, morsel [of bread etc]
aglikuqing (1)-1 look after, 1 prese~ve"

1 take care of
aglisakuqing (1) - 1 guard against 1 forbid
aglixtakuqing ngan (1) - 1 appease 'I repress

1 interdict "
alliitayaq - nephew [Zharov]
aglueadaq - thing poured into, cup or other

vessel
aglukuqing (1) - 1 draw up water 1 absorb
.lgluq - Delphinus orca; kosatka of Russian-

speakers in Alaska
aglus!q - scoop, ladle, spoon, and similar

articles
agluxsik, isxan - having changed his dwell-

ing place, having settled somewhere else
agluxl!kuqin.g (2) - 1 move something, I

put III motion; 1 change
alnakaq - proprietor, pater familias, master

of a hou ehold
agnamixtaq - heathen, pagan [Miss.]
.lgnaq - the tongue [At: umsuq]
a4naq, alna4uluk - future participles of

akuqing - I exist, 1 am
agnigisBtakuqing (1) - 1 climb through,

1 crawl through
agsmikuqing (1) - I breathe, I respi re
agsxakuqing (1) - I give something'

I contain, 1 place [Zharov] ,
agugim kitii - ebb of the tide

agugirn qa - a fish living in shallow water
terpu g of Russian-speakers '

agugiq - that part of the seashore which is
covered at high tide

agugitaq - burdened, loaded
agugnaq - sea urchin, echinus [the same as

agusnan]
Ag~gum ulii - paradise [R. Miss.]
Ag!!~uq - God, the creator [Miss.]
Aguguq-agunaq - The Theotokos blessed

virgin [R. Miss.] ,
alukuqing (1) - 1 make, I yield, I distribute;

1 create
aguliq - sparrowhawk
agungudagan - on different sides, asunder,

separately
aguq - affair, matter
IIguq - load, burden
aguqa~idinaq - midwife
agusakuqing (1) - I make with some

instrument, I work
agusiq - strap, thong, anything that ties

or binds
Alusisiq - reward, prize
agusnan - sea urchin [the same as

agugnaq [Zap.] ]
.lgusxakuqing (1) - 1 gain a prize 1 win
agusxikuqing (1) - 1 secrete 1 codceal
agutakuqing (1) - 1 find sheiter 1 am

hidden; 1 seek safety ,
a~utaq - secret, hidden
aluiikuqi.ng (2) - I conceal, 1 hide

somethmg
IIguHkuqing (2) - 1 win, 1 gain
IIgutxaq - profit, gain; one ruined by

gambling
dguxsikuqing (1) - 1 give a prize, I

remunerate
aguxsuq - California lumber in general

[formerly imported from Ross colony]
aguxtanaq - self-acting, active by inherent

force
aguxtaq - maker, worker, producer, author

of anything; person in authority
aguxtaqalikuqing (1) - 1 begin to act;

I revolt
aguxtaq, kamgax - priest of the Russian

church
aguxtaq, maxqax - judge of a court
aigagalakuqing (1) - I am brought
aigii~asakuqing (1) - 1 go with a load

I carry something ,
aigalasiq - basket, that in which articles

are carried
aigagdakuqing (1) - 1 take a walk, 1 walk

to and fro; 1 lead, 1 guide
aigiilikuqing (7) - I walk away, I depart,

1 go [the same as aigiilHkuqing]
iiigakuqing (1) - 1 am greater than
oigaktulakuqing (1) - 1 lead, 1 guide;

I lead up to, 1 bring about
aigolakan - smaller, less
aigaq - hillock, holm
aigax - greater, larger, bigger
aikaguq - arctic fox [Pankov has ayakaguq]
aiqinixtakuqing (1) - 1 do what is not

suitable, 1 make a mistake
aiqitakuqing (1) - 1 constrain, 1 compel
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aiqixtakuqing (1) - I am in a narrow place
where I can not turn around

aixakuqing (1) - I voyage, I travel on the
sea

aixaq - traveling, going on a voyage
akagigan - from that side
akakuqing (1) - I walk, I travel, I journey
akakuqing (1) - I am obliged, I must [This

word is not used alone, but always as
auxiliary to some other verb, as: kamga-
kakuqing - I ought to say my prayers)

akalugligaq - trail, path, route
akaluk - road
akaluq axtakuqing - I am journeying by

trail
akaluq ungayaxta - cross-roads, place where

trails diverge
akan - he [a person sitting not far away)
akan - he [a person sitting directly above

the speaker)
akangun - yonder, up there
akanuan - all along, at fulllength
akanu, an'gagim - lifelong, all through life
akanuq - lengthwise, along
akatikung (2) - I unbend, I unfold, I open
akax - feather
akayuq - strait, sound [of the sea)
aki - price, cost
akigulgalakan - gratis, for nothing, in vain
akikaginaq - customer, purchaser
akikuqing (1) - I buy, I purchase
akilgikuqing (1) - I fix a price, I estimate,

I weigh, I tax
akilgitaq - one who appraises or sets values
akililakuqing (1) - I lead into danger, I ruin,

I destroy
akiliq - danger, p.eril; one who is threatened

by adversity or death
akisakuqing - I make a payment [Zharov]
akisiq - payment, wages; tax, rent, duty
akiHn iJkuq - my end draws near
akitiq - end of animate thing, decease
akituq - costly thing; dear, expensive
akitusadaq - precious thing, treasure
akixtaq - ransom; liberator
akugasakuqing (1) - I vex, I molest, I

oppress
akulaguluk - knowledgeable, learned,

prudent, wise
akulakuqing (1) - I lack manners, I am

ignorant, I do not know
akulaq - impolite, ignorant; ignorant or

unlearned person, ignoramus
akun - he [a person walking at some distance

from the speaker]
akun - he [a person standing at some

distance]
akungaq - ocher, yellow dye
akuqing - I exist, I am
akutakuqing (1) - I involuntarily do what

I shou ld not, I err [unintentionally 1
akyagalakuqing (1) - I am tormented, I

suffer [S.H. has akyagula-, passim]
akyaAasakuqing (1) - I torture, I torment
akya~asiq - torment, pain, suffering, torture
aladaq - porpoise [properly - young whale]
alagaBigakuqing (6) - I am wan I turn pal ..
alagaBigaq - pale, pallid, dim '

alagnaq - wild raspberry
ala~ukuqing (1) - I roam on the sea,

I travel by baidarka
ala~um aeida - seashore
alagum alagu - inundation, overflow of

the sea
ala~um kumgu - kelp, seaweed [Zap.]
alagumugaq - box or container for salt
alagunuxsxikuqing (1) - I salt, I cure,

I pickle
alaguq - sea, brine; salt
ala~ux agnaq - sailor
alak - two; again
alak adakik - from both sides
alak-Isiq - second in a series
alakuqing (1) - I am in need of, I want
alaluk - double
alarnaq - a very small whale of the striped

sort [Zap.]
alang - altogether, quite, entirely
alangaq - cottonwood tree
alang-lsiq - last of a series
alaq - general term for whales of all

varieties
alaqadanixtasakuqing (1) - I am alarmed,

I am anxious
alaqagiq - exigency, necessity, want [Slovar

reads alakaging]
alasaq - silently, cautiously, slowly, very

easily
Alaksxaq - name of the Alaska peninsula
alaxtaq - birch tree [also applied to alder

tree]
algaq - wild animal of any kind
algayagulakan - immediately, forthwith,

without procrastination
aigiBim - twice
algiBisakung (1) - I repeat, I reiterate
al~nuaq - eminence, glory [So H.]
aligasakan - matter vomited
aligikuqing (7) - I expectorate, I vomit
ali~iq - i.q. aliq
aligwaya [alik + waya] - as if, like as

[the same as aliwaya]
alik - what is it? what? [answering a cal1,

or expressing surprise]
aliq - old man
aliqadanikuqing (1) - I am astonished,

I wonder [lit. I say "what is it?"]
alitxuAikuqing (2) - I fight, I make war
alitxugiq - warlike, martial
alltxukuqing (1) - I assault, I attack
alitxum kam/la - leader in battIe, commander
alitxum tayaAu - warrior
alitxuq - warfare
aliwaya - af if, like as [the same as

ali/lwaya]
alixgiq - wolf
allun - ribs. side of the torso
alngaq - winter duck, safka of Russian-

speakers
nlquq? alqutnq? - what? what thing?

how? why?
aIququqing? (5) - of what use am I?

what am I?
nlqusiq? - how? in what manner?
nlqusii? - what i this fit for? what is

done with thi ?
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alugaq - saran a lily [the bulb of which is
used as food] ; flour

alugasiq - writing instrument, pen, pencil,
etc.

aIugikuqing (?> - I write, I make a mark
alugnaq - writer, secretary, clerk in an

office or store
alukuqing (1) - I laugh
alukuqing (1) - I sew
aluluq - thimble
alunasaq - laughter
alungayaq - sorrel, dock [plants]
aluq - high sea, swell
aluq - river otter
aIuq - line, mark; letter of the alphabet
aluqaq - needlework, sewing
alusaxtakuqing ngan (1) - I ridicule some-

one, I laugh at someone
alusiq - needle
nlutuq (5) - there is a heavy swell, it is

rough at sea
aluxtasaqangin - writings, what has been

Written
aluyugikuqing (7) - I smile
aluyu.lnakuq (5) - it seems droll, it deserves

ridicule
ama:- then [conjunction] ; but, either ... or
amaclyaq - Rubus arcticus, [an edible berry]

mamura berry of Alaskan Russian-
speakers

am ada san - farther off somewhat far
amadusiq - demand, q~estion
iima~adaq - wreath, garland
iimagakuqiog (1) - I come to be I become'

I walk, I come "
amagao - someone, anyone something

anything [with neg. - n~ one, none i
Amaga~ - [of place) thence, from there:

[of time] then, at that time
Amnbsakuqing (1) - I transport from place

to place, I carry off; I bear, I suffer, I
endure

amagiq - some, certain, someone, the other
person

amaiknaq - dirtiness, impurity; unclean
amakuo - pI. of arnan
amakuo aBangin - for that
amakun qulangin - for that, on account of

th a t, beca use
amaliBigaq - rather clean clean enough
amaligagan - just thence, from exactly

there
~mal!gan ,- somewhere, anywhere; yonder
~mal!~uqlOg (1) - I cleanse, I purify
amnl!s,~a9 ,- cl~an, not soiled
amaJ.xtncxlkuqlOg (1) - I permit to go,

I rel~ase, I le.t go, I compel to go, I dismiss
:mamatayukal,kum - after a long time

m~n - he who, that which
aman - he, that one [said of someone or

something not present or not seen]
a"banaq - anguish, distress, grief, sorrow:

,rok:n ,hearted [the same as amnaq]
am~o a Ian - thereupon, at that, after that
am~ngasan - here, at this spot
amangasaq - so much thus much' each
A every , "

mangudagan - to yonder; at any place

Amnngun - yonder, over there
~mAn!kuqin~ (1) - I terrify, I frighten
~man!takuqmg ~1) - I am sad, I grieve
arnamxtaq - grief, anguish
Amanudikuqing (1) - I order someone to

go, I dismiss, I send one on an errand
amanudakuqing (1) - I force someone to

leave, I drive out, I expel [the same as
amanuyakuqing ]

arnanukuqing (1) - I go somewhere of my
own accord, I go away from someone I
take my leave' '

amanutakuqing (1) - I retire I quit
arnanuvakuqing - I force so:neone to leave

I drive out, I expel [the same as '
• amanudakuqing)
amaq - blood
am~qukuq!ng (1) - I warm myself at a fire
amaqukuqmg (1) - I go where I am bid

I go to someone who calls me '
amasukuq - it may be so it perhaps is
nmasukuq axqatadukalakaxtxin - it will be

useless for you to ...
amasxakuqing (1) - it is demanded of me

I am required to do '
Amatak?qing (1) - I interrogate, I put a

question to
amatxakuqing (1) - I leave, I withdraw

I remove '
amntxnq - far, distant, isolated, separate,

remote, out of the way [with neg. - close
by, at hand, near, next]

amatxaqndakuqing (1) - I approach I come
near [lit, I cease from withdrawing]

amausaq - he, his very own self, that very
one j exactly, completely so

nmax - night
nmaya - this, that [said of someone or some-

thi ng not seen]
amaya! - let! grant! aHow!
am~ya nmanu~ta! - let him [or it] go!
amayakngukuqing (1) - I am at a loss for

words, I do not know what to do I am
disturbed in mind '

amaynkna~an - to pollute or defile a stream
so that fish cease to resort to it [deemed a
grave crime] [Zap.]

amnyaq - a deep-sea fish [Zap.]
amayaxtakin, aslingin maxqaogin ngin - he

demanded an accounting from them he
ask~d what, they had done up to that time

amaynxtakuqmg ngan (1) - I inquire I
question, I ask '

amcugaq - praise, commendation'
meritorious [At. - snnganaq] ,

amcukuqing (1) - I commend I extol
I celebrate "

amgadaq - walrus
amgan - by night, in the night time
amgaq - sleeve of a coat
nmgigikuqin/l (7) - I stay up at night I

keep watch by night [to prevent captu;ed
seals from escaping]

amgignaq - watchman, night guard
am~ikuqing (1) - I wrestle I struggle
nm~i1ug - wrestler '
amidgiq - leg
amidulndukaluk - incurable, irreparable
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imiga - close beside, near by
ami~iin - from near at hand
amilgaq-sound, noise, clamor [So H. passim]
amiq - name of the Pribilof Islands, (57°),

long known to the Aleuts
amivung - the chaoicha salmon, king salmon,

quinnat
ammiq - mother's brother
amna~ikug (8) - it flows, it runs [said of

streams]
amnagsik, ci~iin txidin - the streams are

overflowing, have come out of their beds
amnii~uaim - many times, often
amna~ulakan - but little, not much
amnduq - much, many
amna~uHkuqing (2) - I add, I increase;

I aggravate, exaggerate
amnaq - anguish, distress, grief, sorrow;

broken hearted [the same as amanaq]
amnidulakuqing (1) - I strengthen; I

confirm
amniq - hardness, solidity, strength
amnisxakuqing (1) - I cast loose, I cast off
amnitikuqing (2) - I strengthen by fastening

or riveting
arnnixtakuqing (1) - I scatter, I disperse;

I reject
amniyasiq - fastening of any kind, catch,

bolt, bar, lock; key
amqikuqing (1) - I grow angry, I fall into

a passion; [This verb is rarely used in its
simple form. A compound is almost always
employed, as amqinisakuqing, which has
the same meaning, or amqidgusakuqing (1)
_ I am angry and bear malice a long
time]

amqinikuqing ngan (1) - I think evil of
someone, I have a spite against

amqituAuluk - kind, gentle, not prone to
anger

amqitum malgii - rage, anger malicious act
amqituq - irascible, choleric, malicious
amqitusada, algam - furious, enraged wild

beast
amtakuq - American golden-eye [a bird]

[Zap. has amtatuq, a possible misprint]
amtakuqing (1) - I repent, I regret, I am

sorry for doing something
amuq - lightning
amu*ina~ - important in bearing, conse-

quential, inaccessible, haughty
IImyugaq - hare
ana~idakuqing (1) - I perform some act,

I possess some thing
ana~idaq [dimin. of ana~iq] - stick, staff,

pole
ana~iq [from anaq] - stick with which

animals are driven or beaten
andiq - object, thing; something, anything
anamana~iq - any business or employment,

occupation
anamasxikuqing ngan (1) - I notice, I ob-

serve, I remark; I allot, I appoint
anamuq - tail-less mouse [Zap.]
anaq - mother
anaq [part. from akuqing] - that has been,

having been
anaq - obsolete word for a pole, rod, or stick

inaq - surf, breakers, rollers
anasxikuqing (1) - I mark, I make a sign
anata~uluk - fine, thin
anatakuqing (1) - I do something for my

own benefit, I retain, I keep
anaiiq - mark, sign, token; stamp, seal
anatuq - fat, stout, sturdy .
ang - yes, truly, that is so, all right
angii - half; one side of a thing
angada - according to
angadii, ala~um - on the sea, at sea
IIngiidamadiin - on the outside, outward;

besides, in addition to
lInglidamadiin angadii - situated on top of or

beyond other objects
angadamin - opposite thee, before thee
angadaming - opposite me, before me
angadan - before, toward; opposite; over;

above, on
angaduca~in - unfriendly band, hostile army
angadugiq - upper, superior
angaduiiq - unfriendly person, enemy
angagan - in, within
angagiin - past him
angagan angii - a quarter of anything
an'~a~ikuqing (1) - I live, I am alive
anga~ikuqing (1) - I await, I look for,

I expect
an'~a~im an~ali - entity, existing thing;

man [homo], human being
an'~a~im an'~a~isiidangin - cares of life,

vicissitudes, trouble
angagina-akuq (5) - it makes a loud noise,

it is noisy, it thunders
an'~dinadaq-girl, young unmarried woman
an'~diq - life, living
an'~a~isigaq - living uprightly and honestly',

worthy, deserving
an'~disinaq - adult woman
an'~a~itaq - rescuer from death, savior
an'~aAiHkuqing (2) - I resuscitate, I save, I

rescue from death
an'~a~iya*tasakuqing (1) - I am solicitous

for, I take care of; I am nourished or main-
tained, I subsist

IIngaglikuqing (1) - I diminish, I reduce
angaglisakuqing (1) - I spend, I waste,

I squander
an'~aigiq - a variety of porpoise [Zhar.]
an'gak - more [Zharov]
angakuqing (1), - I step up, I ascend; I

embark, I set out on a voyage
angakusaq - opponent, foeman
angalakuqing - I enter; I sink into,

I penetrate
angali, Agu~um - divine kingdom
angalietisiq - radiance, splendor
angali~aaigaq - clear, luminous, brilliant
angali~a/liHkung (2) - I light up, I

illuminate; I enlighten, I civilize
angaliAaaigasidaq - very holy, sacred

[missionary term] [At-snganidag]
angalikinga - evening
angaliq - daylight, daytime
angamiidan - aside, on the side
angamadiin - on the other side, by the other

half
angamikuqing (1) - I lie down, I repose
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an~amikuxtaq - lying on the ground;
Ignorant person, pagan

angan - past thee, by thee
an'gan - air, breath
angang - past me, by me
ang-ang I- [interjection of pleasure] oh!

ah! [Opyt]
Angasakuqing (1) - I approach I reach; I

attain my aim; I succeed '
angasiq - song, poem
angasiq malgaAta - to sing a song
angaxtakuqing [from ang] (1) - I consent

I confirm, I ratify ,
angaxtakuqing (1) - I complain of, I

prosecute at law
angavaq - soon, quickly
angayaxta~uqing - I make haste, I hurry
angayu~a~.lq - usurper, one who unjustly

appropriates the property of another' usurer
angayu~ikuqing (7) - I take without'

permission, I purloin, I steal
angdaxsxikuqing (1) - I make reply,
I respond

angdaxsxisiq - answer, response [Kat.]
ang j - a greeting, when meeting after

absence of some length
an'gic::Hdanuluk - evil thoughts
an'gidakuqing (1) - I sigh, I draw breath,

I breathe
an'gigalakuqing (1) - I call to mind, I

recollect
an'gigam aki - host, oblation [R. Miss.]
an'giganan - thoughts, imagination' will
an'giganangin - recollections, remin'iscences
angiAuluk - prudent, skilled in the transaction

of business
angikalgitaq - hesitating, vacillating not

firm in one's decision '
an'gikik - reason, intelligence, mind,

understanding
angikuqing - I begin, I start out on the trail
an'gilak~dakuqing (1) - I reflect, I consider,
I meditate

an'gilam ludagi - archangel [Miss.]
an'gilaq - angel [Miss.]
an'gima~ugamaxsikuqing (1) - I think

much, I am excessively anxious
an'gimaAukuqing (1) - I think about
I inteod, I design to '

an'gim kamdakik - intelligent, of profound
thought [The Aleuts, in speaking of the soul

and its faculties, always use the dual num-
ber: taiyaAum an'gikik aAAuna~uluk - the

intellect of man is small]
Anginaq - difficult, not feasible
angiq - menace, risk, danger
an'Aiq - gut, intestine
an'giq - soul, sense
angiqiAiq - left hand, what is on the left side
angisakuqing (1) [from angikuqing and from

angi aq) - I start on a dangerous trail
Angis8q - danger, misfortune, distress
an'gisikuqing (1) - I consent, I agree with;
I warn [Zharov]

an'gi i akuqing (1) - I reason, I ponder,
I think over

angitakuqing - I tand in dread of, I fear

an'gitakuqing (1) - I keep in mind,
I remember

ang!tanixtakuqi~g (1) - I dismay, I threaten
angltaq - calamity, harm, mischief evil
angixtakuqing (1) - I am not in' a state to

do, it is impossible for me to undertake
angixtakuqing nung (1) - I stir up I touch

I move, I drive' • ,
angixtalakan - immobile, immovable;

generously
angk!usakuqing (1) - I dislike, I hate
angta - end, edge, verge, bring
angtaAiq - limited, having a limit
angtu~iq - utmost, last
angtusakuqing (1) - I do finally I do for

the last time '
angtux - river otter
angu~aciig, an~uAaciug - larg~ closely-

woven watertight basket used III cooking
food

ang?gakuqing (1) - I have mercy on, I
pity [the same as Anguxtakuqing]

angugaq - small worm living in trees
anguAikuqing (7) - I dig, I gnaw, I corrode
angugnaq - corroded, worn away, gnawed

[as a bone]
an'gukuqing (1) - I thrust into I stick into
an'gulagadaq [from an'guq] - small pointed

stick; Iucifer, match
angum l~~- wick of a grease-lamp
angum Inlgan - heavenly luminaries stars
an'gun - hot springs, mineral springs '
anguna~usiq - native chief among the Unan-

gan: called by Russian-speakers in Alaska
tom

angunakuqing (1) - I am great
angunaq - great, vast
angunasik - exceedingly, extremely to the

best of one's ability ,
angunasmikuqing (1) - I extend I enlarge

I increase "
angunii, tanam - "the great land" one of

the islands of the Four Mountain~ whence
it is fabled the Aleut race sprang ,

angunatasiq.- might, greatness; glory
anguq - native grease-lamp; lamps generally
dnguq - pit, hole, ditch; cave
an'guq - stake, pile
an'Ausiq - nostril, nose
Anguxtakuqing (1) - I pity, I spare' [the

same as angugakuqing] ,
angyuqixtakuqing (1) - I fall on I lean on
I bend, I lie down on, I am r~c1ining o~

anigakuqing (1) - I scrape, I shave, I nibble
ani~ikuqing (2) - I work as a carpenter
anignaq - joiner, carpenter
anikuqing (1) - I kindle a fire, I light
aniq - lake
aniqsulakuqing (1) - I soothe a child, I

fondle, I nurse
aniqium aguca - child born to an unmarried

girl [Zap.]
aniqiuq - baby, young child [Tikh, uses the

form aniqauq]
anitugasanaq - infancy, childhood
anixsiq - hatchet, ax
annukuqing (1) - I throw, I cast; I pardon,

I forgive
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annulik, tangaq - water that has risen or
overflowed

annuxtakuqing, imin - I forgive you
annuxtalakuqing ngan (1) - I am excused,

I take my departure, I say farewell
anqakuqing (1) - I rise up from sitting
anqanaq, qusan - revolting against him
anqaxtakuqing (1) - I stand
anudigaq - swift, rapid [said of a current]
anugalakuqing (1) - I picture to myself, I

fancy, I imagine
anugnasaq - handsome, beautiful; pleasant,

agreeable
anugnasayakuqing (1) - I ornament, I

adorn; I fix, I furnish
anugnasavaq - adornment, ornament
anugukuqing (1) - I need, I want, I require
dnukuqing - I throw something. [This verb

usually takes the infix sa, as: Jnusada or
dnnusada - throw it! [Probably identical
with annukuqing, supra]

anul~iliq - season about January when
cormorants appear

anul~iq - cormorant
anulyan - old word for props or small sticks,

as for supporting plants
anuq - tide; current in the sea
dnuq - red salmon; salmo lycaodon, called

niarka at Okhotsk
anuxtakuqing (1) - I wish for, I desire;

I stand in need of, I want
anuxtanaq - needful, necessary

[At. - anuganaq]
anuxtana-usaq - very necessary,

indispensable
anu:ktaqa~iq - need, necessity; wanting,

lacking
aqadagun - after the lapse of, subsequently
dqadgusiq - paddle of small skin boat
dqakakuqing (1) - I draw near, I approach
dqalikakuqing, kada - I am in advance of,

I outstrip
aqaniq - a crustacean [Zap.]
aqaqadaxtaq - one who is very old [lit. one

who has ceased to walk]
dqatakuqing - I know, I comprehend, I

understand [the same as axqatakuqing]
aqatasiCligaq - celebration, jubilation [Lod.]
dqaHkung (2) - I present, I fetch, I produce,
I bring

aquyaq - river otter
aqwakdax - wart, verruca
asa or asya - name, apellation of a person or

thing
asacagi~uluk - innumerable, numberless
asdida, inim - the Milky Way, 'Via lactea

in the sky
asa~idaq - the white seam extending from

the pubic bone to the sternum; linea alba
[Anat.]

dsa~utaq - fortunate, happy
asanaq - mild, gentle, kind
asaq - shoal, sandbank
asasakuqing (l) - I give a name to, I call

by the name of ...
asataq - computed, by number; so much;

quantum sufficit

asaiikuqing (2) - I compute, I count, I
make a calculation

dsax - dialect form of Aiiq, used at Atka
and other localities

BS~U - prefix; see words beginning with asxu
asgutiq - column, pillar, post
asik, asin - together with
aslagan [shortened sometimes to asIan] -

near him, in his time; hence
aslan - something, anything [with a neg. -

none nothing]
asIan, Aman - then, thereupon
asliktakuqing (1) - I am of some conse-

quence, I amount to something; I merit, I
suffice

aslimin - near or at thee
asliming - near or at me
assa~utasadaq - very fortunate; blessed;

felicity, beatitude [Miss.]
asugakuqing (1) - I make out of anything;

I melt, I dissolve
asukuqing (1) - I sneeze
asum kumgingin - small shore birds [Zap.]
asux - clay pot or boiler
as:kadduluk - undying, immortal
as:kakuqing (1) - I die
as:kalaknan - persons who have died unbap-

ti zed [Miss.]
as:kalaknaq - corpse, dead body
as:kaq - death
as:kat~aginaq - murderer
as:kat~aq .- slain, killed
as:kaiikuqing (2) - I put to death, I kill
as:katxaq - dead, that has died
asxinuq - daughter
asxu~iq - attached to, nailed to; crucified

[as a captive in war] [the same as
asxulgaq]

asxukuqing (1) - I thrash soundly, I affix
to, I nail to

asxulgaq - attached to, nailed to; crucified
[the same as asxu~iq]

asxuq - nail or peg
dsxuq - small board with which darts are

thrown [d. the Aztec atlatl]
asxuqidaq - mouse
atagciyaq - teal [Zap. has ataciyaq]
atagdakuq (5) -it is in flight [said of

arrows]
dtagiciknaq - pallid, that has turned very

pale
dtakuqing (1) - I turn pale from fright, I

am horror-struck
atasanaq - seeming, appearing j it would

seem
atasik - before, in front, henceforth
atatakuqing (1) - I hurry, I make haste
atatalakan - calmly, without haste, quietly
atatanixtakuqing (1) - I make great speed,
I exercise much diligence

at~a~ayakuqinl! (1) - I judge [the same as
atxagayakuqingJ

atgaguakuqing (1) - I offer; I insp ct, I
examine, I witncss

ntgagusaxtaq - a witncss
atAuxsiq, at:ku:k5iq - ring, link
HiClim - ten times
~iiQim isnq - one thousand
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atigusan-sstraight, direct; correctly, properly
, Jthe same as acigusan ]
ahq - ten
atiq-Isiq - tcnth in a series
dtmiga~iq '- skirt or a gown; embroidery on

a. skirt [the same as tuktiq or tuxtiq]
atrmx - .tnmmmg, border, edge, fur border

of a skirt
atrnudagan - down, below downwards
attagin :- hidi ng places, ~trongholds; secret

h~les III the rocks or the ground, where a
tribe .concealed itself when attacked by
superior n~Jlnbers of its enemies [Zap.]

attaqaluq - single, only, sole
attaqan. - one [tagataq is also in use]
attaqasirn - once, on one occasion
attukik - both
atI;tkuqing. ( 1) - I desire, I wish
atung - SIX
atungidirn - six times
atung lsiq - sixth in a series
atunguluq - sixfold, by sixes
atuqagasaq - anxiety care trouble
atuqag~ixtakuqing (1) - i alarm, I provoke,

I trrttate; I am preoccupied
atxagasigangin - fixed matters regulations'

tranquility, peace ' ,
atxagayakuqing, atxagusakuqing - I judge

[th.e same as. atgagayakuqing]
atxa~!nuluk - lDconsequent, improper, illegal
atxagmuluk manaq - culpable, guilty
Btxasxagta, malgagin ngin - to conceive a

design, to set to rights, to rectify
atxaktaq -. adj usted, arranged, prepared
atxaxtaqaglq - founder arranger instructor
Btx~xiikuqing (2) - I adapt, I pre~are
atx,daq - codfish
atxi~usiq - scale, l!Ieasure of any kind, ap-

plIed to the RUSSIan arshi71 [2.33 ft.] and
to the foot [12 in.]

atxikuqing (1) - I halt, I stop
atxi.ninagikuqing (2) - I stop, I detain; I

dIssuade
atxiiikuqing (2) - I gauge, I measure
atxHiq - known distance dimension meas-

urement, applied to Ru~sian 'Verstd [3500
feet], etc.

atxuq - finger, digit-like object
dtyugasaqan - pride, self-conceit, amour

propre
Iltyugnikuqing (1) - I am indignant, I

grow angry
dugikuqing (2) - I tow
awagakuqing (1) - I fall down
awagaiikuqing (2) - I drop, I let fall
awagin - the rest, the remainder
aWIl~iq - other, of some other kind, foreign,

casual, irrel va nt
awakuqing (1), - I am a laborer, I work

[Zharov]
Ilwan [pI. awakun] - he [one walking near-

est to the speaker] ; there, yonder
awanaq - laborer; menial, servant
awangan - in, by
awan qudan - among other ; constant,

everlasting

awari tarnadaga - forever eternally
awanudakuqing (1) - I ~xpel I cause to go

anywhere, I drive out '
awan ftsugan - everywhere, always
awaq - deed, act, work, labor' workman
awaxtakuqing (1) - I dispatch, I send off
awaxtaqa9 - messenger; errand
awaya - Just that, the very same, there it is!
axlayan - some kind of lake birds [Zap]

[possi~ly same as aglayaq]
axqadagurn - after the lapse of ...
axqadakuqing (1) - I do, I make; I go, I

depart
axqadanaq - gone, sometimes used in the

sense of "deceased"
axqagaku qing (1) - I rise, I get up, I ascend
axqakuqing (1) - I go, I turn, I grow, I

become
axqaliq - tribute, tax, contribution
axqalik, qangu - having recovered, having

been restored to health
axqaq [pa:t. from axqakuqing] - added to

a ver? Imparts a sense of obligation or
necessIty

axqaq, magan - it is necessary to do
axqasaguq - juvenile, youthful
ax~asik, qangii - having made healthy, hav-

lllg restored
axqatakuqing (1) - I know I comprehend

I understand [in Kat. ~nd some othe;
prints always spelt !\qata] [the same as
!\qatakuqing]

axqataqagiq - learned erudite
axqatasi.g~C1igaq - gr~at sign, phenomenon,

appantlOn
Bxqatasiq - token, sign mark
axqatatalakan - unkno~n uncertain secretly
axqatayukuqing (1) - I ~cknowled~e [with

ne~. - I say tha t I do not know]
axqatikuqing (2) - I give, I present, I do,
I make

axqayaxtakuqing (1) - I criticize, I investi-
ga te, I recogni ze

axqayaxtalakan - without adverse criticism
humbly, in a lowly manner '

a:ksadidanuluk - rags, tatters worn-out
clothing ,

dxsadikuqing (1) - I make known I
display, I exhibit '

nxsaCligaq - smart, trim, well-dressed, a
dandy ,

axsakuqing (1) - I know again I recognize
Hsakuqing (1) - I dress mys~Jf, I put on

my clothes
dxsakuqing (1) - I remain behind, I separate

myself from others
a:ksalakuqing (1) - I confess, I acknowledge
dxsalakuqing (1) - I divide, I distribute, I

part, I separate
~:ksaq - clothing in general
axsasakuqing (1) - I reveal, I uncover
I find '

axsaiikuqing (2) - I disjoin, I tear apart
dxsaiikuqing (2) - I put on clothes, I dress,
I clothe

dxsik - often expresses acts of giving or go-
ing, as akaluq Qxsik having set out on the
trail
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Axsik ngan - having given to him
axsxakuqing (6) - I pass through, I pass

my time
aisxaq [po part. of agikuqing] i.q. a~sxaq
aitagalik - although, notwithstanding
axtagilikl'Jan - although, notwithstanding
aitagalikum - although, notwithstanding •
aitagalikuqing (6) - although I am. This

verb serves to express in conjunction with
another verb the idea of concession or ad-
mission implied by the word "although,"
for which there is no single word in Aleu-
tian. When necessary to translate the word
"although" into Aleutian the verbal form
a:hagalikuq must be used.

axtagalin - although, notwithstanding
aitakuqing (1) - I happen, I find myself,

I come to be
axtangin - favor, kindness, friendly act,

good deed
axtayU~ikuqing (1) - I doze, I fall asleep,

I slumber
bHkuqing (2) - I rise from bed, I rise from

lying down .
axtuqdikuqing (1) - I layout, I portion

out, I supply, I stock with
axtuxsxakuqing (1) I give up, I give out
ayagal~ikuqing (1) - I take a wife, I marry

[used by males]
ayagaq - wife

cacikuqing (1) - I cover up, I shut, I close
a door

caciq - sheIter
cad:uq - girdle, belt
cadukuqing (1) - I smear with grease
cadulgakuqing - I am anointed
caduq - fat, grease, blubber
cadusiq - unguent, ointment
cagadaq - artificial hole or ditch .
ca1alilim tugidi - July, that is, month In

which young amphibians flourish
cdaliq - young seal, sealion, sea otter, the

young of amphibians ge~erally .
cagamagu~iq or cagamguAlq - on the nght-

hand side
cagaq - natural ditch, hole, or trench
ca1aq - California redwood
cagidgukuqing (1) - I tear asunder, I split
cagik - plaice, turbot, halibut
ca1ikuqing (7) - I cut up, I cut apart
caglikung (1) - I cut out clothes
cdudaq - wooden hat without a top, worn in

old times
caknaq - acidity; sour
caknatakuq (5) - it is acid, it turns sour,

it spoils
caknayisaq - yeast, ferment
calakuq - a long tropical fish with large

toothed mouth, like a pike
calan - Mytilus, mussels
camdayaq - a sea-bird, called gagaruska by

Alaskan Russian-speakers [the same as
cimdayaq]

ayaAikuqing (2) - I put in shame and fear;
I shiver, I shake

ayaAikuqing (1) - I am ashamed; I feel
remorse

avagiq - shame; conscience . . .
ayduq - stick, staff (for use 10 climbing)
t\yakuqing (1) - I petition, I plead, I pray
ayangikuq (5) - it is foggy, the weather IS

gloomy
ayangiq - mist, fog
Ayaq - name of Makushin Volcano on

Unalaska island [Zap.]
ayaqdaHng - exclamation expressing sur-

prise or astonishment
iyaqaAaHngiya - exclamation expressing sur-

prise or astonishment .
ayaqaAaHya - exclamation expressmg sur-

prise or astonishment
t\yasiq - petition, request [Kat.]
ayugadakuqing (1) - I find myself at a cer-

tain place, I am present, I sojourn, I dwell,
I reside

AyuAdikuqing (7) - I dance
t\yu~a1iq - dancer
t\yugaq - a dance .
ayugnikuqing (1) - I touch on, I stir
ayugnixtakuqing (1) [trans.] - I put in

motion, I agitate, I shake, I move
ayukakuqing (1) - I plait, I weave, I make

a basket
t\yuq - plank, board [Zap.]

c
camikuqing (1) - I brace, I clamp
caminakuqing (1) - I frolic, I play .•
cam kumsigi [lit. hand lifting] - judiCial

oath
cammaq - vessel, utensil, plates and dishes,

service
cang [lit. my hand] - five
cangaq - easy-riding, easy-going [said of

a boat]
cangaHkuqing (1) - I insert, I set in; I m~ke

a smoothly riding small skin boat [~y 10-
serting a number of small bones m the
framework]

cingiaim - five times
caq or cax - hand
caqakaq - maimed, one-handed
caiutakuq (5) - it is clear weather, it is not

raining
caiutaq - clear, bright, without rain
caxsakuqing (1) - I eat with a spoon; I

drink tea
caxsaq - ukha, fish soup
caxsaxsiq - porridge, soup, and similar foods

are so termed
caxtaq - chink, slit
cayagidaq - drummer, musician
cayagikuqing (7) - I beat a drum
caya.ikuqing (1) - I pos e s a drum
cayaq-drum [Radloff gives cauyak as Kenai

for "drum"]
cdulgiq - young cormorant
cAu~ikuqing - I wash [the same a

cxuAikuqing]
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c~u~in - things to be washed, washing
laundry, linen '

cguq - sponge [the same as duq]
c~dagan - near at hand, close by, beside
cidaq -; yo~ng bird or wild animal, young

creatures m general
cidgan - entrails, intestines
cidgayuq - green color
cidgidaq - ankle, knee, bone articulation of

leg
cidgitik~qing. (2) - I hang up, I suspend;

I begin to rrpen [said of berries]
cididaq - a land bird [Zap.]
ciduq - cachalot [but not the same as

adga~iq], the sperm whale
ci~anaq - river, stream [also ci~t\nak]
cigatakuqing (1) - I cling to, I adhere
citduq - clay
cigidadaq - a variety of snipe [Zap.]
ciglikuqing (1) - I uncover myself I put

off my clothing ,
cignaq - dust
ci~udngiq - blossom, flower
ciguq - resin, pitch
c~guyakaq - a land bird [Zap.]
cikanangiq - a small white-breasted bird
cikaxluq - whale of a special species not

striped '
ciklagasanaogin, sinnikin - wandering

thoughts
ciklagasanaq - stirring, in motion
ci~lagiruluk - immobile, motionless;

mactlve
ciklaAikuqing (7) [trans.] - I put anything

in motion, I stir up, I move
ciklaAnixtasalakaAing (9) - I am completely

unconcerned
ciknan - a species of small shellfish [Zap.]
cilikuqing (1) - I unfasten, I untie, I loosen;

I solve, I decide
cilukuqinl! (1) - I come back to, I return, I

turn over j I restore
ciluHkuqing (2) - I turn something over
cimakayun - maggots, bait
cimaluq - floor of a dwelling
cimcilisiq - toothpick
cimdayaq - a sea-bird [the same as

camdayaq]
cimgan - rash, eruption on the skin [Zap.]
cimguq - package, parcel, thing sent j a small

saltwater fish is so named
cimikayun - a small crustacean [Zap.]
cimiq - footprint
cimHikung (2) - I plug, I stop up
cimitiq - stopper, plug
cimixsikuqing - I make footprints, I tread on
cingadgiq - fish of the carp variety
cingakuqing (1) - I stretch myself out,

I straighten
cingam axsxadukaluk - place not possible to

be passed
cingaq - impas able crag beside the sea
cinglaq - fever
cingliq - hot, burning
cingli tikuqing, tangaq - I heat water

[Zharov]
cinlaq - diarrhea, dysentery
ciqitukuq (1) - it i muddy, it is sloppy

ciqix - earth, dust
cisikuqing (1) - I scatter' I sow seeds
cisuq - roe of a fish '
cisyuq - female genitals, pudenda muliebria
citxiq - bile, gall
cixcaq - hole, burrow of an animal [the

same as cixtiq]
cixcimikaq - small variety of mouse [Zap.

has cixcamikaq]
cixdam kumadan tllu~i - finely stitched

kamleika [Zap.]
cixdaq - kamleika, native waterproof coat

made of fish gut
cixtakudaq - moisture, dampness
cixtakuq (1) - rain falls, it is raining
cixtam daxsxinivuluk - drizzling rain
cixtaq - rain
cixtikuqing (2) - I cling to I adhere
cixtim malga - marriage, sexual intercourse
cixtiq - hole, burrow of an animal [the

same as cixcaq ]
cixtudang - boil, furuncle [Zap. has plural

cixtudngin ]
cixtukidaq - viscid, sticky
cixtuqidaq - a land bird [Zap.]
crnacagiq [from cmax - thick, solid] -

baked bread
cmaluq - the chin
cmaq - tail of a fish
cmax - thick, dense, solid
cngaq - hair of animals, fur
cngatukuq - rough, shaggy
cngatunagikuqing (7) - I hunt otters
cngatunagingan aixakuqing - I go with an

otter-hunting party
cngatunagnaq - otter hunter
cngatunax - otter party, band of natives as-

signed to hunt otters (under the Russian
America Company's regime)

cngatuq - the hairy sea otter
cngulim tugida - September, that is, month

when animals shed their old fur
cnguliq - new growth of fur on animals
cucagidaq - reed
cucigikuq (7) - it stands [said of trees and

like objects]
cudx - a small sparrow-like bird, cuca of

Alaska Russian-speakers [in Zap. listed
as cucigix]

cud:aq - upright, erect, standing
cucH, yagam - growing, living tree
cud:isxakuqing ngan (1) - I clothe, I put

something onto
cud:ulaq - prickly
cudgugin - jacket, any short garment
cudgukuqing (1) - I put on one garment

after another; I am flustered, I lose my
head

cudllkuqing (1) - I scratch, I claw
cudllq - Iine, stroke
cuga~ukuqing (1) - I indicate, I point out

with my finger [in general]
cuga~usiq - index finger
cuga~uitakuqing (1) - I point toward

[some particular person or thing]
cugakuqing (1) - I cover, I wrap up
cugax - woman's otter or seal parka [Zap.]
cugayUq - cloak of plaited grass [Zap.]
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Axsik ngan - having given to him
axsxakuqing (6) - 1 pass through, 1 pass

my time
aisxaq [po part. of agikuqing] i.q, a~sxaq
aitagalik ,- although, notwiths~anding .
axtagilikuan - although, notw.lthstand.mg
aitagalikum - although, notwtthstandmg .
aitagalikuqing (6) - although 1 a~. T~ls

verb serves to express 10 conjunction with
another verb the idea of concession or ad-
mission implied by the word "although,"
for which there is no single word in Aleu-
tian. When necessary to translate the word
"although" into Aleutian the verbal form
aitagalikuq must be used.

axtagalin - although, notwithstanding
aitakuqing (1) - 1 happen, I find myself,

I come to be
axtangin - favor, kindness, friendly act,

good deed
axtayU~ikuqing (1) - 1 doze, 1 fall asleep,

I slumber
AxHkuqing (2) - 1 rise from bed, 1 rise from

lying down .
axtuqdikuqing (1) - I layout, I portion

out, 1 supply, 1 stock with
axtuxsxakuqing (1) I give up, I give out
ayagal~ikuqing (1) - 1 take a wife, I marry

[used by males]
ayagaq - wife

cacikuqing (1) - I cover up, 1 shut, I close
a door

caciq - shelter
caciuq - girdle, belt
cadukuqing (1) - 1 smear with grease
cadulgakuqing - I am anointed
caduq - fat, grease, blubber
cadusiq - unguent, ointment
cagadaq - artificial hole or ditcb. .
ca~alilim tugidi - ~u!y, that ~s, month 10

which young amphibians flourish
ca~aliq - young seal, sea lion, sea otter, the

young of amphibians gel!erally .
cagamaguliq or cagamgullq - on the rlght-

hand side
cagaq - natural ditch, hole, or trench
calaq - California redwood .
cagidgukuqing (1) - I tear asunder, I spht
cagik - plaice, turbot, halibut
calikuqing (7) - 1 cut up, I cut apart
caglikung (1) - I cut out clothes
caludaq - wooden hat without a top, worn in

old times
caknaq - acidity; sour
caknatakuq (5) - it is acid, it turns sour,

it spoils
caknayisaq - yeast, ferment
calakuq - a long tropical fish with large

toothed mouth, like a pike
calan - Myti/us, mussels
camdayaq - a sea-bird, called gagaruska by

Alaskan Russian-speakers [the same as
cimdayaq]

ayalikuqing (2) - 1 put in shame and fear;
I shiver, 1 shake

ayalikuqing (1) - I am ashamed j I feel
remorse

ayagiq - shame; conscience . . .
ayaluq - stick, staff (for use 10 elimbing)
Ayakuqing (1) - I petition, 1 plead, I pray
ayangikuq (5) - it is foggy, the weather IS

gloomy
avangiq - mist, fog
Ayaq - name of Makushin Volcano on

Unalaska island [Zap.]
ayaqalaHng - exclamation expressing sur-

prise or astonishment. .
ayaqalaHngiya - exclamation expressing sur-

prise or astonishment . .
ayaqalaHya - exclamatIOn expressmg sur-

prise or astonishment
Ayasiq - petition, request [Kat.]
ayugadakuqing (1) - I find myself at a cer-

tain place, 1 am present, 1 sOjourn, 1 dwell,
1 reside

Ayu~a~ikuqing (7) - 1 dance
Ayu~aliq - dancer
Ayugaq - a dance .
avugnikuqing (1) - I touch 00, I stir
ayugnixtakuqing (1) [rrans.] - I put in

motion, I agitate, 1 shake, I move
ayukakuqing (1) - I plait, I weave, I make

a basket
Ayuq - plank, board [Zap.]

c
camikuqing (1) - I brace, I clamp
caminakuqing (1) - I froli~ ~ play . .,
cam kumsiga [lit. hand hftlng] - Judicial

oath .
cammaq - vessel, utensil, plates and dishes,

service
cang [lit. my hand] - five .
cangaq - easy-riding, easy-going [said of

a boat]
cangatikuqing (1) - I insert, 1 set in; 1 m~ke

a smoothly riding small skin boat [~y 10-
serting a number of small bones 10 the
framework]

cangiaim - five times
caq or cax - hand
caqakaq - maimed, one-handed
caiutakuq (5) - it is clear weather, it is not

raining
caSutaq - clear, bright, without rain
caxsakuqing (1) - I eat with a spoon j I

drink tea
caxsaq - ukha, fish soup
caxsaxsiq - porridge, soup, and imilar foods

are so termed
caxtaq - chink, slit
cayagidaq - drummer, musician
cayagikuqing (7) - I beat a drum
cayalikuqing (1) - I po e s a drum
cayaq-drum [Radloff gives cauyak as Kenai

for "drum")
cdulgiq - young cormorant
clulikuqing - I wash [the arne as

dulikuqing)
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c~ulin - things to be washed, washing
laundry, linen '

c~uq - sponge [the same as d:uq]
cidagan - near at hand, close by, beside
cidaq -; yo~ng bird or wild animal, young

creatures III general
cidgan - entrails, intestines
cidgavuq - green color
cidgidaq - ankle, knee, bone articulation of

leg
cidgiHk!Jqing. (2) - .1 hang up, 1 suspend;

1 begin to rrpen [said of berries]
cididaq - a land bird [Zap.]
ciduq - cachalot [but not the same as

adgdiq], the sperm whale
cilanaq - river, stream [also cilAnak]
cigatakuqing (1) - 1 cling to 1 adhere
ci~duq - clay ,
cigidadaq - a variety of snipe [Zap.]
ciglikuqing (1) - 1 uncover myself 1 put

off my clothing ,
cignaq - dust
eiludngiq - blossom, flower
ciguq - resin, pitch
ciguvakaq - a land bird [Zap.]
cikanangiq - a small white-breasted bird
cikaxluq - whale of a special species not

striped '
ciklagasanangin, sinnikin - wandering

thoughts
ciklagasanaq - stirring in motion
ci~lagiruluk - immobiie, motionless;

10actlve
ciklalikuqing (7) [trans.) - 1 put anything

in motion, 1 stir up, 1 move
ciklalnixtasalakaling (9) - I am completely

unconcerned
c!k.nan.- a species of small shellfish [Zap.]
cllakuqmg (1) - 1 unfasten, I untie, I loosen'

1 solve, I decide '
cilukuqinl! (1) - I come back to, 1 return, 1

turn over; I restore
ciluHkuqing (2) - 1 turn something over
cimakayun - maggots, bait
cimaluq - floor of a dwelling
eimcilisiq - toothpick
cimdayaq - a sea-bird [the same as

camdayaq)
cimgan - rash, eruption on the skin [Zap.]
cimguq - package, parcel, thing sent; a small

saltwater fish is so named
cimikayun - a small crustacean [Zap.)
cimiq - footprint
cimHikung (2) - 1 plug, I stop up
cimitiq - stopper, plug
cimixsikuqing - 1 make footprints, I tread on
cingadgiq - fish of the carp variety
cingakuqing (1) - I stretch myself out,

I straighten
cingam ax xadukaluk - place not po sible to

be passed
cingaq - impa sable crag beside the sea
cinglaq - fever
cingliq - hot, burning
cingli tikuqing, tangaq - I heat water

[Zharov)
cinlaq - diarrhea, dysentery
ciqitukuq (1) - it i muddy, it i sloppy

ciqix - earth, dust
cisikuqing (1) - I scatter' 1 sow seeds
cisuq - roe of a fish '
cisyuq - female genitals, pudenda muliebria
citxiq - bile, gall
cixcaq - hole, burrow of an animal [the

same as cixtiq]
cixcimikaq - small variety of mouse [Zap.

has cixcamikaq]
cixdam kumadan 4lu~i - finely stitched

kamleika [Zap.]
cixdaq - kamleika, native waterproof coat

made of fish gut
c!xtakudaq - moisture, dampness
cixtakuq (1) - rain falls, it is raining
cixtarn daxsxituyuluk - drizzling rain
cixtaq - rain
cixtikuqing (2) - 1 cling to 1 adhere
cixtim malgli - marriage, sexua] intercourse
cixtiq - hole, burrow of an animal [the

same as cixcaq]
cixtudang - boil, furuncle [Zap. has plural

cixtudngin]
cixtukidaq - viscid, sticky
cixtuqidaq - a land bird [Zap.]
cmacagiq [from cmax - thick, solid] -

baked bread
cmaluq - the chin
cmaq - tail of a fish
cmax - thick, dense, solid
cngaq - hair of animals, fur
cngatukuq - rough, shaggy
cngatunagikuqing (7) - 1 hunt otters
cngatunagingan aixakuqing - 1 go with an

otter-hunting party
cngatunagnaq - otter hunter
cngatunax - otter party, band of natives as-

signed to hunt otters (under the Russian
America Company's regime)

cngatuq - the hairy sea otter
cngulim tugidli - September, that is, month

when animals shed their old fur
cnguliq - new growth of fur on animals
cucagidaq - reed .
cucigikuq (7) - it stands [said of trees and

like objects]
cucix - a small sparrow-like bird, cuca of

Alaska Russian-speakers [in Zap. listed
as cucigix]

cudaq - upright, erect, standing
cuda, yagam - growing, living tree
cudisxakuqing ngan (1) - 1 clothe, I put

something onto
cudulaq - prickly
cudgugin - jacket, any short garment
cudgukuqing (1) - 1 put on one garment

after another j 1 am flustered, 1 lose my
head

cudukuqing (1) - 1 scratch, 1 claw
cuduq - line, stroke
cuga~ukuqing (1) - 1 indicate, I point out

with my finger [in general]
cuga~usiq - index finger
cugaluitakuqing (1) - 1 point toward

[some particular person or thing]
cugakuqing (1) - 1 cover, 1 wrap up
cugax - woman's otter or seal parka [Zap.]
cugayuq - cloak of plaited grass [Zap.]
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cugidakuqing (1) - 1 roast, 1 fry
cugidaq - frying-pan
cugudagiluq - place at the back of the neck

which is punctured by native doctors to
restore health [the same as eunumgudaq]

cugumada - north, on the north side
cugumadjin-axtaq - northwest
cuguq - sand
cukaiin - small ornaments or buttons on

clothing [Zap.]
cukun - filth, dirt
cukuqing (1)-1 dress myself, 1 put on clothes

[This word is rarely used without some
additional infix; as, cud:ikuqing - I put
clothes on another person, 1 dress some-
one)

culigin - moths
culiq - mosquito, gnat
eumlikuqing (1) - I rub something on a

stone, 1sharpen something
cumlisiq - whetstone [the same as cutxix,

and qicidusiq ]
cumnax - silver fir, pine tree
cumniktakuqing (1) - 1 thrust into, I drive

in
cungluq - flagstone, slab of rock
cunguq - nest, cradle, wrapping for an

infant
cuniknaq - splinter, sliver
cunikuqing (1) - I prick, 1 pierce; I slay

[Tikhon]
cunukax - nape of the neck

dagalukik - notches on the bone needles
formerly used by the Unangan

da~an - from toward, away from
da~an - toward
da~ana~i~uluq - curved, crooked
aa~i~uluq - curved, crooked
daglukik - eye of a foreign needle
aam cikda - pupil of the eye
aam qaxsangin - eyelashes
aaq - eye
daqulga tangum - arden spirits, whisky
daqulgaq - fool, madman; silly
daxkimin - from thee
daxkiming - from me
daxkukuqing (1) - I turn myself, I turn and

look
daxqa~i~uluq - insane, mad

galgiq -hatch, upper opening in a dwelling,
smokehole

gidaq or gidagiq - a small seaguH, styled in
Russian govorushlra, that is, chatterbox

gilgaq - jealousy, envy
gilgiq - jealousy, envy
gil~ituq - envious, jealous
gilgixtakuqing (1) - I envy, I am jealous of

cunumgudaq - spot on the neck where
acupuncture is practiced [the same as
cugudagiluq]

cuqadakuqing (1) - I strangle myself, 1
commit suicide

cuqaq - throat •
cuqidaq - end, point; root [Zharov]
cuqiq - hillock, mound
cutgidigaq - edged, sharp
cutxix - whetstone [the same as cumlisiq

and qicidusiq]
cuxcux - the cod fish is so called by the

Umnak people
euxdukutikuqing (2) - I moisten with a

sponge, 1 render wet
cuxtaqa~ikuqing (1) - I wear clothes, I

have on clothing
cuxtaqagiq - clothed, dressed [with a nega-

. tive - naked, nude]
cuxtaqaq - clothes, garment, coat
cuxtsqaxtaqax - rags, old clothing
cuyaq - reed, cane, stick
cwingiq - long-billed snipe
c:l::a~iq- thief
d:akuqing (1) - I am a thief, I steal
d:aq or d:akuq - full, entire, complete
d:atakuqing (1) - I satisfy, I satiate; 1

fulfil, I perform
d:atikuqing (2) - I fill, I stuff
d:u~ikuqing (7) - I wash [the same as

c~u~ikuqing]
d:uq - sponge [the same as cguq]

D

daxqdikadakuqing (1) - I am insane
daxqa~ikadanaq - foolish, crazy
daxsxituq - coarse, not fine
dd:takuqing (1) - I repose, I rest, 1 stop,

1 cease
daitalakan - uninterruptedly, incessantly
daxtuq - kidney
dikasiq - knife
Hiq - soot
diqasim uga - sheath for a knife [k, in

dikasiq, and q here are as given by
Veniaminov.]

dux - very strong wind, snowstorm
duxtaq - hook, fish-hook
duitasiq - guest, visitor, person arriving

from some other place

G

gucigikuqing (7) - I swim, 1 float
gudgiq - interior, internal
gukuqing (1) - 1 penetrate, I pass through
gulgisiq - that with which one bores, auger,

awl
guHkuqing (2) - I make a hole, 1 bore
guxtaq - open, having apertures on both

sides; open, pas ing through
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I? - eh? what? [interrogative particle]
I I - oh! [exclamation of surprise]
icadaq - buttocks, nates, posteriors
ica~idal [impv.] - empty it to the last drop!

suck it all out!
ica~ikuq (1) - it falls in drops
icid:ux or icinun~in - season about May

time when flowers are in bloom [Zap.]
idagikadakuqing (1) - 1 drain, 1drink up,

1 empty
idaq - a drop
Idakuq (5) - it leaves, it passes away, it

emanates from
Idaqulisadajuluk [from daqulgaq ] -

reasonable, prudent, wise, intelligent
idasa4in - plants, vegetables
IdgaHkuq (2) - it juts into the water

[from the land]
idgavun - a deep-sea fish [Zap.]
idgidgukuqing (1) - I pull out, 1 draw out;

1 make threads
idgitakuqing (1) - I attract, 1draw to myself
idgitgan - threads, filaments, sinew-thread
id4ulikung (2) - 1 swallow
!digaq - sweet, sweetness; honey, sugar, etc.
Idma4ikuq - (1) - she becomes with child,

she is pregnant
idmaqax, .Hiq isxasangusiq ngan - they filled

ten baskets [with otter teeth] [Pankov, in
Unalaskan song]

Iduga4ikuqing (7) - 1 perspire
Idugaq - sweat, perspiration [S.H. 81 has

genitive iduga~a]
Idulakuqing (1) - 1 drag out, 1 puH forth
Idusakuqing (2) - 1 carry away, 1 bear off
igacin - veins, nerves
igada~ax - scarecrow, hideous giant made of

irass, with a long beard, used in games
LZap. chap. v.]

igadakuq - the water flows, the waves break
· [the same as igatakuq]
Igad~uq - cascade, waterfall
igaduq - violent snowstorm [Zharov]
igaAikuqing (1) -I tear away,l pluck off
iia~iSiq - saw, file
i akuqing (1) - 1 fear, I dread
I akuqing (1) - 1 am caHed, 1 am invited
!galignaq - greedy, eager
!g~linaq - stingy, avaricious
I!amanaq - good

I
Ianadakuqing (1) - I commit adultery

· anadaq - adulterer
~~anaq - cliff, crag
~lanaq - fear, horror
Iganatakuqing (1) - I frighten, 1 terrify, 1

threaten
~g8Siq- wing of a bird
~~asugikuqing (1) - 1 intimidate, 1 startle
Igatakuq (5) - the water flows, the waves
· break [the same as igadakuq]
Ilataq - fear, apprehension; a trance, vision
· [Tikh.]
'latukuqing (1) - 1 fear, 1 take fright, 1
· shiver, I tremble
llatuq _ frightened, timid, shy; a coward

I

igaxtlidakuq (1) - it takes flight it flies
about [said of a bird] ,

i~a:hakuqing (1) - 1 fear, respect esteem
i~ayuxtakuqing (1) - 1 fear to, I do ~ot dare

to do without consent
igdagax - sticks for producing fire by friction
igdax - flint for striking fire
i~gadakuqing - 1 promise [S.H. 34-]
igguq or i~uq - cape, promontory, coast
iggusxakuqing (1} - 1 carry off, 1 take away
!g!d:ikuqing (1) - 1 leap, 1 jump
Iglgnan - cinders, ashes
Igikuq (2) - it burns, it glows, it is on fire
Igikuqing (1) - 1 burn, 1 set on fire
igim - self, one's self
igiqaq - harpoon for whales
igitikuqing (2) - 1 jump over, 1 spring across
iglu~ikuqing (7) - 1 roam on the sea
igluqaq - pelts, skins of wild animals
Ignaq - burning, blazing, flaming [see also,

qignaq]
ignidgakuqing (1) .- 1 place away, 1 stow,

1 pack
ignikadgusiq - sack, pouch, bag
ignikuqing (1) - 1 set, 1 put, I place 1 lay
i~nikuqing (1) - I leave, 1 abandon, 1 '
pardon; 1 disobey, 1 transgress
igninaxsxakuqing (1) - 1 expel, I drive out,

I force from, 1 extort
igukuqing (1) - 1 take out, 1 draw out,

I fetch out
i~ukuqing (1) -1 leave, 1 abandon
iguiikuqing (2) - 1 piece out, 1 lengthen
iguiiq - piece set in, addition
ikagan - from top to bottom, at all heights
ikalakuqing (1) - 1 play with, I divert

myself with anything
ikan - that one sitting above me; above, at

the top of
ikaya (pI. ikangun) - from above [Opyt]
ikayan - name of a sea fish [Zap.]
iklan..- firewood [driftwood from beaches]
iklaq - log, block of wood
lkidinakaq - perished, ruined, lost,

disa ppeared; loss
Ikidusiq - beginning, start
ikiHkuqing (2) - 1 lose, 1 mislay
IkiHq - loss, thing mislaid
ikugusan - so, likewise, also
ikukuqing (1) - 1 turn back, 1 return
ikun - he standing nearest to me
ikun - he [sitting next but two from the

speaker, counting toward the door]
Ikun - he, [person walking beside]
ikuqing (1) - 1 tell, I state, 1 call [the

same as ilkuqing]·
ikuHkuqing (2) - 1 turn something, 1 return

something
ilagan ilan - sometime or other
ilagasiq - patch on clothing
i1a~ikuqing (7) - 1 reveal to someone, 1

tell secretly; 1 confess
ila~ikuqing (7) - 1 sew on a patch, 1 mend,

1 repair
i1agukuqing (1) - 1 assist, 1 help, I relieve
ilakuqing (1) - 1 avow, I acknowledge
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Ilalgikuqing (1) - I add to, I augment,
I increase

i1al~isiq - addition, appendix [S.H.]
ilalirnang - from one's self, in one's self, of

one's own accord
i1amin - near thee, beside thee, at thee
ilamin - from beside thee, from near thee
ilaming - near me, beside me, at me
ilaming - from beside me, from near me
illin - from him, from her, from it
ilan - from within, out from
i1an [dual i1kin, plural ilin] - within, in, at
ilanaqaq - house, household, family
i1anu - around, about
ilanugan - from beside it
ilanumin - beside thee
ilanuming - around me
i1anuq - household, family, relatives
ilaq or ilaqaq - friend, neighbor, relative
ilasasakuqing (1) - I receive into my family,
I adopt j Imake peace with

i1aHkuqing ngan (2) - I make peace with,
I enter into an alliance

ilatxin [ilan + txin] - kindred, relations
llax - confession, repentance, penitence
ilaxtadaq - named, styled, called, known by

the name of
Ilaxtakuqing (1) - I am named, I am called

so-and-so
ilgaguq - lobster with its eggs clinging to it
ilgaguq - a crustacean [Zap.]
ilgakuqing (1) - I seek for, I search
ilgaxtakuqing (1) - I claim, I demand, I

lodge a complaint against
ilgikuq (5) - it smells, it has an odor
ilgikuqing (1) - I untie, I undo, I loose
ilgiq - odor, scent, smell
i1gituq - mink, mustela lJltreola
ilguq - grandchild
ilim [from ilming] - one's self
ilim - in him, in one's self
ilkigim - from at one's self
ilkuqing - I tell, I state, I call [the same as

'ikuqing] used only in the present tense]
ilmadaq - whole, intact, solid, untouched
ilmadgaq - entirely untouched
ilmadga yagam - beam, entire piece of wood
ilmin - in thee
ilming - in me
llugadaq - utterance, pronunciation, idiom,

dialect
ilulaq - dwelling together, harmonious j name

of chief viJIage on Unalaska island [cor-
rupted to Iliuliuk]

iluxtakuqing (1) - I grumble, I swear
discontentedly ,

imaciikuqing (1) - I cry out, I shout, I
scream

imaciiq - cry of animals to one another;
call, shout, noise

Tmang - their own selves, for their own
benefit [plural form of igim]

imgagin - lines to fish-hooks
imikuqing [gerund imsik, imp. imadal] -

I turn around, I turn toward another place
iminakuqing (1) - I loiter, I linger, I am

slow [with a negative - I hasten, I hurry]

iminalakan - quickly, suddenly
'imiiikuqing (2) - I choose, I select, 1 adopt
imitxaq - elected, chosen
imliq - a hair of the head, single hair

[T~~n] .
imugan - everywhere around this place
imunu - around, on all sides [with a nega-

tive - nowhere] •
imutikuqing (2) - I inclose on all sides, I

encircle, I surround, I envelop, I cover
inagdakuqing (1) - I am skeptical, I doubt

[the same as inagikuqing] .
ina~ikuqing (2) - I am skeptical, I doubt

[the same as inagdakuqing]
inakuq (5) - it ends, it is achieved, it is

accomplished
inakuq, tanam k6an - it has fallen to the

ground
inaqadamin - thee particularly, thee

especially .
inaqadaming - I particularly, I especially
lnaqadang - I alone, I peculiarly, I especially

[the same as inaqasang]
inaqalimang - they themselves, they for

themselves
inaqam - one's own self
inaqamin - thou, thy own self [see also

inaqing]
inaqan - special, separate j particularly
inaqasang - I alone, I especially [the same

as inaqadang]
inaqing - myself [see also inaqamin]
inaq, txin - become entirely . • ., turned

quite •..
inatikuqing (2) - I achieve, I accomplish,
I finish

Inax - wick of a grease-lamp
ingacdiq - pair, couple, twins, man and

wife
Ingagakuqing (1) - I approach from the side
Ingagan - thence, from that place
ingagum - at this place, here
ingakuHkuqing (2)-I move from my

place, I stir
ingaligagan - suddenly, unexpectedly, at

once
lngalilagan - from exactly there, just thence
Ingaligan - here, hereupon
ingamakuqing (1) - I do, I make, 1work
Ingamamalgaq - adultery j adulterer
Ingamasik or IngamaHk6an - therefore,

consequently, and so
IngamaHkuqing (2) - This auxiliary verb

has almost the force of "I am"
Ingan - he [a person sitting next but one to

the speaker]
Ingangasaq - so, as much as
inganusik, txin - departed, ended
inganusxakuqing (1) - I leave, I quit,

I depart
inganutikuqing (2) - I stir, I change place,

I move away from
Ingaya - this, these [calling attention to

themJ
IngayalJ - only, merely, ju t
ingigln - wild raspberry bu h
inglakun - beard, mustaches
ingudakuqing (1) - I push, I hove
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ingulagakuqing (1) - I drive away, larder
off, I discharge from service, I remove
from office

lngumixtakuqing (1) - I jostle, I push
against, I shove

ingun - hereupon, in this place, here
ingungudagan - right here, in this very spot
lnguqaq [lit. that which forces itself

through] - needle
inimen - needlessly, in vain
inimilaligan- uselessly, without purpose
inirnsangin [inim + sangin] - birds of the

sky, high-flying birds
iniq - sky, heavens
Inisan - seeds of all kinds
Inisaq - turnip, and cultivated vegetables

in general
initiq - sleeping place in a dwelling;

hammock
inixsillllkuqing (1) - I rejoice, I am glad,
I triumph, I celebrate

inkadusiq - weighing instrument, balance,
scales

inkamaguq - cloud
inkamagutuq (S) - it is cloudy, the sky is

not clear
inkatiq-Russian [unt [0.90 lb. avoirdupois]
inukuqing (1) - I take food, I eat
inulga, Agii~um ulugan - the ceremony of

the Mass [R. Miss.]
inuq - piece, bit, morsel
Inuq - sod, sward
inuqaq - food, victuals, eatables
inyudaq - flexible, pliable [This word is

used by the old people and at Atka Island
for the "sky"]

inyukuqing (1) - I am bent, I bow j I adore
iqax - baidarka, skin boat with one manhole
iqidgulgakuqing (1) - I cut off, I take away

from
iqidukuqing (1) - I dig out, I exhume
Iqidusakuqing (1) - I exterminate, I
· demolish; I efface, I erase
Iqikuqing (1) - I hide something, I conceal
iqisxakuqing (1) - I hew down, I cut away
iqiHkuqing (2) - I cut away, I cut off
!q!Hkuqin.g (2) - I begin, I start
Iqlxtakuqmg (1) - I depart from, I shun,

I avoid
iqludgasiq - storeroom, warehouse, place
· where anything is placed for safekeeping
Iqlukuqing (1) - I place, I lay, I arrange,
· I set in order
~qugdigaq - angular; in a corner
Iqun - a kind of sea-kale growing in crev-

ices in the rocks and used for food; called
· "nura" by Russian-speakers in Alaska
!qUX- corner, nook
!quxsikuqing (1) - I make corners or angles
uakuqing (1) - I resist, I bear up against,

I do not succumb
!isakuqing (1) - I say, I tell
uanalgikuq (4-) - it is pierced, it has become
· full of rents, it is torn
IS~naq_ hole, rent, tear; name of the Sannak

Islands, and corrupted to Isanotski as name
of the trait between the Alaska Peninsula
and Unimak island

Isatikuqing (2) - I go forth
Isaxtakuqing (1) - I am telling, I am saying
lsiq - this word following numerals denotes

the ordinal, as: alak lsiq - second
isiqasiq - scissors, shears
isiquqing - I snip off, I cut away
isisiq - name for any instrument that tears

or cuts
Ismaq - name of Riecheshnaya Volcano on

Umnak island [Zap.]
isuq - hair seal [zool.]
isxalakan - insufficiently, not enough
isxaligaq - destination, place not yet reached
isxanaqalikuqing (1) - I remove from one

place to another, I alter
isxanaxtakuqing (1) - I vary, I am altered,

I change
isxaq - place, locality
isxaxsikuqing (1) - I spread, I layout, I

make my bed
isxaxsiq - couch, featherbed, and similar

objects, comfortable resting places
itakuqing - i. q. ittakuqing
italik, alitxum txidin - having gone on the

warpath [Zap.]
itanga~lInllq - first-born child
itangiq - first
itangisik or itangasik - primarily, at first,

formerly, aforetime
itangisiyusaq - first of all, of yore, anciently
itangix tayalun - a larger race said by the

Unangan to have preceded them [Zap.]
it~an - apart, separately [the same as ltxan]
it~asiq - collar of a coat
Itgitumaq - rat
Hikuqing (2) - I go forth, I advance, I

grow up
iHkuqing (2) - I tumble, I fall
Ittadikuqing (1) - I order to go or come,

I dispatch, I supply
ittakuqing (1) - I become, I turn to, I

happen
Ittalgakuqing (1) - I carry away, I divert,
I snatch, I tear off

ittalik, IIngunduluk - little by little, gradu-
ally, by degrees

itu~ikuqing (7} - I come forth, I go out
itu~nanaq - poor, needy; poverty j

compassion
itu~nanaq axqata~uluk - ruthless, regard-

less of the unfortunate
itu~nikuqing (1) - I offend, I insult
itugnislldll, nung txin - pity me, have mercy

on me
itu~nisaq - gracious, pitiful, compassio_nate
itu~nixtakuqing (1) - I reduce another to a

pitiable condition, I am insulting
itxadakuqing (1) - I am dug up, I am

picked out, I am exterminated
itxalaxsiitagaq - subdivided [Loc.]
itxalikuqing (1) - I leave, I go away from
Itxan - apart, separately [the same as it~an]
itxayaq, it~aYllq - caribou
itxi~ikuqing (7) - I throw, I cast
itxi~sik, kudmaciq - having cast the net
itxikuqing (1) - I let fall, I drop
Itxiq - tail of a wild animal
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itxitikuqing (2) - I dislodge, I throw out,
I expel

ixdalukik - lame
ixdalukuqing (1) - I halt, I am lame
ixqikuqing (1) - I run, I escape, I flee, I quit
ixqinixtakuqing (1) - I banish, I remove, I

expel
ixqitituqing (2) - I snatch away, I carry

off, I take out from
lxs~iq - a sea lion's rock, place where sea

lions enter the water
ixsgiq or ixsiq - waist, loins
lxsik - in flames, burning, on fire

kaci~uluk - a calm at sea
kaciq - a strong wind; windy
kaciiin - ornaments or buttons on clothes

[Zap.]
kacitiq - stomach
kad:aq - very windy; a tempest
kacxiq - a tempestuous wind
kadali~a~iq - having a beginning
kadarngakuqing (1) - I meet, I encounter
kadamagusiq - pike, hunting pole
kadamin - before thee, before thy time
kadaming - before me, before my time
kadan - before
kadsn - as long as, while, until
kadan !\lIsn - opposite to, over against
kadangin - ancestors, original inhabitants

of a place, forefathers
kalligukuq (5) - it stands against, it opposes,

it is in front of
kadigunakuq (5) - it stands against, it op-

poses, it is in front of
kalligunanaq-adverse, opposite; contrariety,

opposition
kallimadan - hitherto, formerly; future,

about to come
kadmuda~ikuqing (7) - I precede, I keep

on, 1 continue on my way
kadu~iq - anterior, front, first
kagalkuq - heel
kagaluq - stern of a small skin boat
kakamadgin - a kind of red berry [Zap.]
kakikuqing (1) - I look upward, I raise my

head
kalagaq - a drake; also the saltwater fish

kalaga [Ven.]
kala-ulisiq - large knife, sword
kalikaq - paper, letter, package
kalukaq - wooden utensil; trough, platter,

etc.
kama - where
kama~ikuqing (7) - I shake off, I shake out,

I shake down
kamaq - deep-sea fish [Zap.]
kamgakuqing (1) - I greet, I salute; [used

by Russian missionaries for "I pray"]
kamgaluq - image, form, likeness; icons of

Russian church
kamgaq - festival; holiday; the cross

[Miss.]
kamgaHkuqing (2) - I christen, I baptize

[Miss.]

ixsun - temporary huts or shelters erected
when traveling [Zap.]

ixsxakuqing (1) -I burn, I am on fire
ixtakuqing (1) - I tell, I say, I call, I name
ixtakuqing, ixtaqan: ixtaqan dakuqing - 1

report or repeat words
Ixtaq - grease lamp
[xtikuqing (2) - 1 burn, I set on fire
ixtiq - hole, ditch, grave [artificial]
'lyagdagalikuqing (1) - I order one out,

eject
[yuxtakuqing (1) - I boast; I praise, I

commend [Tikh.]

K

kamgatuku - Russian priest
karngiq - head; section, chapter
karngitaq - a crustacean [Zap.]
kanagiq - inhabitant of Kadyak island

[Zharov]
kanaxtikuqing (2) - I stoop, I bend [Lod.]
kangadgin - sea-colewort, sea-kale
kangadgiq - surf duck, kamenuska of

Russian-speaking Alaskans
kanga~axtusiq - suspenders, galluses
kanga~i~uluk - uncertain, missing, blank,

vacant, unknown
kangan - on top of, above
kangaysq - branch of a tree
kangcimaiikuqing (2) - I make plain the

meaning, I interpret, I explain
kangin - interior, inside, within, essence,

substance
kangin, !\~idgum - the gist or purport of a

book
kangitiq - pillow, cushion
kengtakuq (2) - the meaning is, it signifies,

the sense is
kanguq - health; sound, healthy
kannu~ - heart
kannugiq - heart
kannugtusanaq - hardhearted
kanulisiq - term for a pocket handkerchief
kanun - nasal mucus
ksnuyaq - native copper
kasakaq - Russian [from Russian kazak-

Cossak]
kasamiq - Northern eider duck, pestriak
kasigun - shells, known as little boats to

Aleut children [Zharov]
kasimaq - a duck, called kalf.ak by Russian-

speakers
kata~ikuqing (7) - I beat
kataxsxakuqing (1) - I cleave, I split
kat~ig - flea
kaxignan - mass, pile, lot, heap
kaxtuq - spacious, wide, vast
kayagnakuq (5) - it is heavy, it is distress-

ing, it i beyond one's strength
kayagnaq - heavy; serious, important
kava akuqing (1) - I surmount, I overcome
kayu~i~uluk - weak, feeble
kayu~iqadaq - tired; fatigue, las itude
kayugixkadaxtaq - enervated, enfeebled,

weakened
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kavukitalgakuqing (1) - I jostle out I push
something away ,

ksyuq - strength, fruit
k~yutuq - powerful, strong
kayux, kayuk-also, and [connecting phrases

and sentences, rarely words in a series]
kayuxtakuqing (1) - I am able, I have

strength
kdadaq - crystal; things made of glass
kdang - species of dolfin [Zap.]
kdaq - ice .
kdigin - sea birds, known as pietushki to

Russian-speaking Alaskans
kidgukuqing (1) - I erase, I wipe out, I

rub out
kidgusiq - towel, cloth
ki~usiq - volcano, peak
kigusiq - tooth
k!kagnaq - fil.th, dirt; squalid, dirty
kikagnasakuqing (1) - I soil, I daub
I dirty ,

kikaq - cranberry [Radloff gives xikka,
xekika as the Kenai name]

kikumgidax - a land bird [Ven.]
kilman nagan idrnagisik - having conceived

[Tikh.]
kilmaq - belly; womb
kimad~im tugids - season about October

. d~voted specially to hunting [Zap.] ,
klmlkuqing [gerund kimsik, impv. kimada]
- I descend, I go down: alagum ilan
kimsik may mean foundered at sea or
simply submerged in shallow water.

kimnikuq (1) - it debouches, it discharges
into [said of a river]

kin? - who?
k!ngiq - younger brother
k!ngl~xiiq - generation, tribe, race of people
kmgtlq - wall [Bukv.]
k!ng~~iq - smaller, less, the least
klngunakuqing (1) - I am destitute, I am in

wretched circum tances
k!ngunaq - misery; destitute, miserable, poor
klng~nigakuqing (1) - 1 taunt, 1 exasperate,
I msult

kingunisakuqing (1) - I humiliate, I render
small

kitalugtaq - lame, halting

la~an qayun - to pick berries
~l;ukuqing (1) - I ask a favor
lak(ud~q. - fur of a sa-bear; female seal pup
I Pnhllof Island Dialect)
lakuq - fur seal, sea-bear, p1l0((1 ursina
aq Or lIaq - a child, a son [at Umnak

~akudaq seems the preferred form, also
I oU~d in Tikh.'
akuqmg (1) - I pluck, I pick; I destroy,
I I slay
latu~iq - father's brother
\atuq - father's father
aJ(- bla k-footed tundra goos>

kitamixtakuqing (1) - I push with my foot,
I spurn, 1 trample on

kitaq - the foot
kituq - nit, louse
kixyan - garret, attic, upper story [Zap.]
ku [abbrev. of kugan or kuan] - on, at
k~ [abbrev. of kugu ] - no, not
kuan or kugan - on, over, at
kM.,? or kugan [pI. kungin] - from on, off;

with, by means of; kasakam tunugan kun-
gin unangam tunugan ilin - out of the
Russian language into Aleutian

kucukan - leaves of trees and plants
kudrnacikuqing (1) - I catch with a net
kudrnaciq - drag-net, fishing net
ku~iq or kuxiq - upper, over, higher
kugu - no. not
kuguluk - certainly not
kukaq - grandmother
kukimin - with thee, from thee
kukiming - 'with me, from me
kulimagim - birds named in Zap. [R. W.]
kum - if, suppose, granting that
kfim (from kuming] - on one's self, from

on one's self
kurnadaligan - outward on one's self.

outwardly
kumin - on thee
kuming - on me
kumgingin asum - small shore-birds [Zap.],

lit. "peekers of the cooking pots"
kummadan [kum allan] - onto one's self
kummalgaguluk or kummalgada~uluk-what

cannot be done, as a wonder, an une..x-
pected recovery from sickness, a miracle,
etc.

kumsikuqing (1) - I lift, I raise
kumu~ikuqing (7) - I peck with my beak

[said of birds]
kusam Idangucs - a sea fish [Zap.]
kusuguq - irascible, prone to anger
kusu kuqing (1) - 1 grow angry, I fall into

a passion
kyagikuqing (7) - I constrain, force, or

oblige
kyagulakuqing or abbrev. kyaglakuqing (1)
- I allow, I permit

kyagusakuqing (1) - I order, I command

L

laxtaq - part. from laxtakuqing, itself from
lakuqing

laxtaq, taiyagum, taiya~ukasiaim - assassin,
robber

lidaca - face, aspect, similarity, likeness
lidagusaq - real, actual, very similar
lidakuqing ngin (1) - I resemble, I am alike
lidaq - such as, like, similarly
lidaiikuqing (2) - I am resembled, somebody

or something looks like me
li:lnusanaq - exactly like, so similar as not

to be distinguishable from
Iimgiq - a cliff duck [Zap.]
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lisniqll~iq - riddle, allegory; puzzling,
enigmatic

ludaq - elder brother
hilakuqing (1) - I am trustworthy, I am

believed
lumatudaq a small tender sea fish

maciknadaq - all kinds of things, mixture,
hash

macungsinaxtaglllikuqing (1) - I am zealous
in my work, I do with all my energy, not
sparing myself

macungsitaq - Iuxury, delicacy, indulgence;
tender, soft [with neg. - disagreeable mat-
ters, sorrow, need, tribulation]

madidalislllakuqing (1) - I disapprove, I
censure, I blame

madidanuluk - faulty, not good
madisaq - praiseworthy, commendable,

good [said of acts]
madagnaq - bile, gall; bitter [said of roots]
madalegnaq - yellow colored
madugll~ - bullfinch .
maikuq - skillful, clever [but in a less

degree than maiqudaq]
maiqudaq - bold, dexterous, adroit, expert;

champion
maku alakaq - at leisure, free
makuqing (1) - I happen, I occur, I find

myself in such a position that •.• [From
this verb derive malgakuqing, manakuqing
- I do, I make, etc.]

malalik (ger. of malakuqing) - already, also
malaqaq - trifling matter, affair of no

importance
malasudukakuq - it is possible to be done
malatuqadakuqing (1) - I become weary of

doing something, I lose the desire to do
malgaxtan-iggllnan - "told to be done";

order, command, ordinance
maligyasalaka~ing (9) - I revile, I condemn,
I censure

malik [ger. of makuqing] - it being so,
because, it is thus

malimaxtakuqing (1) - I beat, I struggle
malisxakuqing (1) - I seize, I carry away
malqinin- as, how many
mamixtakuqing (1) - I occupy myself at

some business or work
manamaqagakuqing (1) - I order or set on

foot some undertaking; I act as head-chor-
ister [Russian church]

manamaqaq - chief, leader, foreman, master
in any affair

mana aqaq - what is permissible, allowed to
be done

manaqaninguluk - it is necessary for me it
does not become me, I ought not to '

mangayulakuq (5) - it is bruised it grows
livid '

mangidaq - a whale of the striped cia s
mangiyuxtakuqing (1) - I believe, I credit

a report

lunaq - certain, true, faithful
lunasaq - mystery, secret
luqayaq - worn
lusakuqing (1) - I look forward to, I hope,

I believe
lya.qdaHya I- exclamation of astonishment

M

mani~isaq - difficult, hard to be done
manuqll~i~uluk - indigent, poor, needy
maqa - prefix with same meaning as maxqa
maqadadisaq - a good thing, something

desirable
maqadan - property, wealth, belongings
maqdiq or maqadduq - having many pos-

sessions, rich
maqaxcisaq - good action, virtue
maqdac*ikuqing (1) - I give nurse to, I

suckle
maqdadaq - infant, suckling
maqdaq - breast, nipple
masduluk - void, empty; simple, plain,

unadorned
masakuqing (1) - I have
masalakan - not at all, nohow
masaqadakuqing (1) - I do (anything in

general) ; I heal, I cure
masaqadaHkung (2) - I uncover, I have as

mine; I plunder, I rob
masatuq - a favorite self-willed child, a

spoiled child
masi~uq lulik - gathering anything,

collecting things
masxangan - however, in what way
masxinin - in what manner
matakuqing (1) - I have
matukuqing (1) - I desire, Iwish
matunaq - one who doe as he desires;

adulterer
matxadakuq (5) - it passes by, it fades away
maxkax atxaxtaq - judge
maxqadaxtakuqing (1) - I gain ground, I

come close to, I am busied with difficult
matters

maqa4inaq - doing or making something;
guilty, at fault [with a neg. - faultless,
innocent]

maxqakuqing (1) - I do, Imake
maxqalgitakuqing (1) - I accuse, I charge

with
maxqaning - I understand, ye , certainly, all

right, "O.K.": thus he an wers guilty, I
confess, admit or acknowledge guilt.

maxqaq - act, deed; power
maxqaq aguxtaq - leader, chief
maxqaxsikuqing (1) - I order, I command

[Kat. has maqa-]
maxqaxsingin - orders, commands; law,

ordinance
maxqaxsixtakuqing (1) - I bid personallY,
I command

maxqaxsixtaq - commander, orderer of
affairs
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maydasakuqing (1) - I follow some
vocation, I trade, I own property

maYdasiq - harpoon or other implement
for hunting

mayaxtaq - maker of any article, trader,
manufacturer

mayukid~liq - multitude of objects, great
possessions, wealth

mavun, txin - thine
mayung, Hng - mine,

nada - west; the west side
nad~n.axtam 4caku - west-north-west
nadan-axtaq - western; west wind
nadguliq - maimed, crippled, wounded
nadgukuqing (1) - I maim I wound
nadgulakuqing (1) - I w~und to death [as

by stoning]
nagan - within, in
nagan - from within
nalanaq - illness
nalaq - pain, ache
naluq - son (or brother) in law
nakun [pI. from naman or 4man] - those

ones
namada - south, the south side
namadan.axtaq - southern, midday
naman - that one he
nanalakuqing (I)' - I cause another to suffer
I give pain '

nanasakuqing (1) - I suffer pain, it is sad
or troublesome to me

naxtaqdikuqing (1) - I am ill I feel pain
I am powerless, I am in an u~healthy con~
dition

ngalikuqing (7) - I dread I apprehend,
I fear '

ngagnaq - fearful, dreadful
ngalalikuq (4) - it is grievous, it is bitter
ngal~i, painful, grievous, bitter to the

SPirit

qaeikux - shark
qaeimayugnaq - wolverene
9aeiyaq - sea drake, kachiya
qaciaq, yagam - bark of a tree
qad:iaigaq - smooth, even, polished
qaeiiq - kin, flesh
qadaq - tedium, weariness, fatigue
qadgayaq - a land bird [Zap.]
qadugix - approx. February [Zap.]
qa~aeiq - curtain
qagadan - northeast, northeast side
qa~adan.axtaq - northeastern
qaladugnaq - dancer
qaladukuqing (1) - I amuse myself at an

evening gathering [by dan ing, etc.] [the
same a qagana akuqing]

mayuq -: thing, .possessed object, possession,
belong~ngs; WIth personal pronouns it
forms independent possessives

mayuq, ngan. - his, hers
mayuxtakuqing - there appertains to me,
I have

rnavuxtangan akang - it belongs to me
mayuxtaq akaq - it is his hers
miduq - wind, air [old ~ord]
m!kakuqing (1) :- I sport, I play
miqudaq - nosrrils

N

naxtaqllliq - ill, suffering pain
nidiliq - i. q. ni~i1aq [Kat.]
ni~i1aq - large skin boat baidard
ni~uq - Atkan IslandervAtka Aleut
nikun - this; so, as, hence
n!kun masxakunin - thereupon, after this
DIn-pegs on which fish are dried [in making

yukola]
ningaligan - exactly here
ningun - here
nu~asiq - paddle of large skin boat
nu~iq rocky, stony
nukuqing-vI go, I proceed, I travel [Kadyak

word, but used occasionally by Ven.]
nung [dative of ling or ting] - to me

[At.-ngun]
nuniq - porcupine [This word is used also

in Kadyak and Kenai]
nuq - stone, rock
nuxsxaq - a sea-lion's stomach with the

partly digested fish in it, eaten as a deli-
cacy [Zharov]

NG
ngan - to 'him
ngin - to them
ngitakix - small crystals or pebbles used as

ornaments or fastenings on clothing [Zap.]

Q
qagakuq - east-north-east
qaglll/liq - finger nail
qaj(alinan - fishes [in general]
qalan - he [last but one from the speaker,

said of persons sitting]
qaganasakuqing (1) - I amuse myself at an

evening gathering [by dancing, etc.] [the
same as qaladukuqing]

qalanasaq - play, sport, evening visit for
amusement

qagaq - gratitude; grateful
qdasakuqing (1) - I thank
qdlltakuqing (1) - I rejoice
q8~8taq - pleasure, mirth; joyful
qa~axsinikuqing (1) - I am pleased, I am

satisfied
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qa~axtakuqing (1) - I love
qagaxtaq -loving; love, affection
qa~hJ~ikuq (4) - it bubbles, it boils
qa~luq - boiling water
qagna~ida~uluk - soft, not firm
qagna~idakadakuqing (1) [lit. I make unlike

a bone, or make to cease being bone-like] -
Imake soft, I soften

qagnaq - bone
qagnatuq - bony, rough, hard
qakan - he [person sitting farthest from me]
qakaq - thin, lean, bony, dried-up
qakatikuqing (2) - I grow dry, I pine away,

I wither, I become lean
qakayakuqing (1) - I dry something
qakidaq - silver salmon - Oncorhynchus

kiehuch, the kizhuch of Russian-speaking
Alaskans

qakuglisiq - ramrod or swab-stick for a gun
or cannon

qakun - he [sitting directly in front of the
speaker]

qakuqing (1) - I eat, I am at dinner
qala - bottom, ground, foundation; what is

essential
qalaga~iq - mocker, joker
qalagaq - one of the deep-sea fishes listed in

Zap.
qalan - on the bottom, on the wrong or

under side: lower parts
qalaq - innate, due, proper, natural; proper

place for a thing
qalaxtakuq (5) - it is at, it must, it ought to

be
qalaxtakuqing (1) - I deride, I make fun of
qalaxtakuqing (1) - I am worth
qalaxtaq - limb, part of the body
qalgadaq - food, anything that can be eaten
qalgiyaq - anchor
qalixtalaka~ing (9) - I dislike, I can not

endure, I hate
qalmidagakuqing (1) - I turn iftto ridicule
qalmidaxtakuqing (1) - I ridicule, I mock,
I abuse, I scold

qalngaq - raven
qalqa~ayaq - magpie
qalu~an - gwiniad, gangfish
qalugin - coverings for a bed, blankets
qaluq - place where one eats, table
qaluxtasaq - mixed, mingled, entangled
qamakun - mamai, a kind of mussel [Zap.]

[the same as qamtiqdan]
qamakuqing (1) - I gird myself, I don a

belt
qamaq - step, stride
qamaxtakuqing (1) - I step, I stride, I tread,
I walk

qamcilung - eightfold [Opyt]
qamcing - eight
qamcingiBim - eight times, by eights
qamdaca - depth, hottom of the sea
qamda~uluk - shallow
qamdaq - deep, depth
qamgagiq - a red-legged seashore goose [the

same as qamgan~] [Zharov]
qamgang - a red-legged seashore goose [the

same as qamgagiq]
qamilad:ikuqing (10) - I deepen, I excavate

qamilad:isik, Akaluq - having beaten a trail,
having opened a path

qamliq - stone knife; sword
kammigacaq - key
qamtiq - eyebrow
qamtiqdan or qamcikdan - a kind of mussel

[the same as qamakun]
qanagan P - whence? from what place?
qandiq? - what? which?
qanakuk - ripened, thickened by boiling,

concreted
qanang? - how much? how many?
qanangiBim? - how many times?
qanangudagan - to where, whither
qanangun - where
qanaq - winter
qanavam - when
qangadgiq - a duck that frequents the rocks

[Zap.]
qangakuq - ripened, thickened by boiling,

concreted
qangakuqing (1) - I ripen, I grow ripe
qangavaq - ripened seeds or vegetables
qangikuqing (1) - I bend, I fold, I turn

up an edge
qangiluq - old-time wooden hat with open

top, formerly worn when traveling by skin
boat

qangiq - edge, border, bend, fold
qangitadakuqing (1) - I bend, I bend

together, I fold
qanglaguq - burden, load; shoulder-yoke
qangliq - shoulder
qangtakuq (5) - the sense is, that is to say,

to wit
qangudiq - birch bark
qangukuqing (1) - I enter a dwelling, I go

into any place
qangulaliq - festival [Zap.]
qanikinga - spring time
qanisan - parsley
qanix - hail
qankuBiBim - at three times; triple
qankuBim - thrice, threefold
qankulun - tergeminate, threefold
qankun - three
qankun.i - Trinity [Miss.]
qaq - meal, dinner
qaq or qax - fish
qaqalgituq - glutton, gourmand
qasaq - seed of a plant
qasin cisidaq - sower
qaslu~ikuqing (7) - Ibrawl, I quarrel
qasluq - dispute, quarrel
qata - where, whither, what
qBtamadan - anywhere, everywhere
qataq - piece, part [as half a dried fish]
qawaq - phoca iubata, sea lion
qaxaq - ball; bullet
qaxcaq - dark, gloomy, black
qaxcaiikuqing (2) - I blacken, I make black
qaxcikayuq - darkness j dark
qaxcikuq - fish like a bas
qaxidaq - ipatka, puffin, sea parrot
qax aq - baleen, whalebone
qayatanaq - high; a cended, risen
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qavatguqr qavatgum tumgagigan aluxsag-
wmglatu - wooden hat with its decorations
[Zap.], sea-lion's whiskers, quartz crystals,
etc.

qavatikuqing (2) - I grow higher, I grow
up j I heighten, I advance

qavatiq - height, growth
qayaq - hill j high
q~yun -berries in general, fruit
q~y~q - berry of empetrum nigrurn
qayuq - anchor
qayuqinalakuqing (1) - I seek with effort I

strive, I endeavor '
qayuqitakuqing (1) - I oppress I restrain
q!cag~daq - prickly, spinous '
qlca~lkuq (4) - it is sharp, it has a keen

edge
qicaq - chill, frost
qicidusiq - whetstone, grindstone [the same

as cumlisiq, cutxix]
qiciq - any round shallow utensil, as a

saucer
qicitikuqing (2) - I grind I mill
q!ci,iiq. [fr~m qiciq] - coi~, money
qlcxa~lkuqlO!l (1) - I am armed, I have my

weapons with me
qid:iq - any kind of weapon except firearms
q!dakuq!ng (1) :- I lam~nt, I weep
qldam qldugam Itugnana - pitiable sobs
qidangan - arctic petrels
qidaq - weeping .
qidayaguq - grey, hoary
q!daya.n - grey hairs, old age
qldgulttaq - a land bird [Zap.]
qidugik - sobbing, grieving
qigada~inan - dwellers to the east· those

living east of Unalaska [Zap.] ,
qigaBim tanaku - north-north-east
qigaBim.Acaku - north-north-west
qigaBiq - north, the north side
qigaditigan kamga - the northernmost cap

of America, said to have been reached b}
·former Unangans [Zap.]

qlgaq - grass, hay
qigaquq - east, eastern side
qigdalagakuqing (1) - I desire to rest, [

· lean, I recline; I per ist, I am obstinat~
qlglaq - coral
qignagiluq - anyt~ing that holds fire, lamp

lantern, cand lestlck
q!gna~inaq - igneous, fiery, flaming
qlgnaq - fire; used by Russian Missiona riest

·for "hell" [see also, 19naq]
q~guq - grebe [Zap. has qigu~iq]
qlgux - ore, mineral
qikiq - shtormovka, a small sea-bird
q!kukuqing (1) - I oblige, I compel
q~kun - he [a person sitting in front of me]
qlkuyadasakuqing (1) - I reprimand, I

reprove
qikuyadaitakuqing (1) - I blame, I

reproach
qilagan - tomorrow
qilagan qilii or qilagan qilaga - day aftetl

tomorrow
qilagan qila~ - early tomorrow morning

[Opyt.]
qilakuqing (1) - I persuade

qilaq - morning
qilaq - early in the morning
q!likdaq - fennel, marsh pennywort
qimadguq - round, spherical
qimgitaq - crab
qirnidakuq (5) - it squeaks it creaks
qimidaq - squeak, screech '
qimisakuqing (1) - I select I choose
qirnugaq - grating, grinding, crashing

[as ice]
qinginaq - winter season; frost, cold

weather
qingukuqing (1) - I drop down I fall
qisadakuqing (1) - I tie together I connect

I join "
qisadusiq - band, string tie
qisagunaq - season abo~t March, when from

lack of food one is sometimes reduced to
. gnawing straps or thongs

qisaq - thong with which boats etc. are tied
qisatikuqing (2) - I tie I bind' I kdot
qisaxtakuqing (1) - I ;ttach r'tie to
qisim idma - hollow of the h~nd
qisiq - palm of the hand
qisngusiq or qisgusiq - helm rudder
qitatalgakuqing (1) - I do not wish to go

I resist, I oppose '
qit~ucungiq - grandfather
qit~uq - great-great-grandfather
qitikilaq - whirlwind hurricane
qixkutakuqing (1) - I' coerce, I force, I

compel
qud:ii - midst, space, interval
qud:an - between, among
quc~!kin. - between you two
qucxlmci - among you
qud:ingin - among them
qud~aguq - south-south-west
qudgan - on
qudgan - with
qudgaq - crane [bird]
qudukacidaq - narrow, tight, crowded,

squeezed
quduq - strait, narrow
qugadaq - image, "idol"
qugadgiq - mold, moldy
qugdiq - one possessed by a spirit, shaman,

native priest
qugalitaliq - grass scarecrow [in games]

[Zap.]
qu~am mangiyml:tanaq - idolator [Miss.]
qu~am tuku - Satan [Miss.]
qu~am tutuca - devil's ear [a fungus]

[Zap.]
qu~an agalik - "the demons show

themselves" [name of a game]
quganaq - stone
qugang - whistler, name of a sea duck
qu~aq - evil spirit, demon
qugucudaq - makarsha [a root]
qugulgusiq - crop, craw of a bird
qulamin - for thee
qulaming - for me
qulan [pI. qulin, qulang!n] - for the sake of,

for the reason that
qulangin, umakun or qulin, umakun -

because, for the reason that
qulgudaq - old-time feather parka
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quligaq - aunt .'
qulilakuqing (1) - I am afflicted, I grieve
qulilaq - sorrow, grief
qulilasadalik I - woe is me! alas I
qulutakuqing (1) - I squeeze, I compress,
I half-close my eyes

qumaq - white [spelt qudtaq, it is used to
translate "holy" in missionary writings;
both syllables are equally stressed]

qumlajum sitxingin - rust
qumlaguq - iron .
qumla~uxsinaq - ironworker, blacksmith
qumnaq - cave, cavern; burial place
qung i. q qungiq
qungadix [Bot.] - buttercup
qungatiq [from qungiq] - box, chest, trunk
qungiq - hump, protuberance
qungluq - root or stump of a tree
qungtug - humpbacked
qunikung (1) - I bend over, I stoop

sadagakuqing (1) - I am outside my
dwelling, I am outdoors

sadagan - out of doors, out on the street
[in a village] .,

sadagan.qdiq - season about April, that IS,
when one can begin to eat outdoors

sadan - he [said of one who is outside the
house] [Opyt.]

sadangun - here, there [position outside the
house]

sadgaq - fat, stout
sadguniq - goletz salmon, salmo rna/ma
saignam tugida - June, that is, month in

which the wild creatures grow fat
saaignaq - grease, fat, tallow
sdakuqing (1) - I sleep
sa~aq - sleep
sa~asanguluk - season about May, that is, the

time when one sleeps but little
sagimaq - face, visage [Tikh.]
sagiq - anything having a sharp edge
saglaq - dog
saguq - great-grandparent
saigim cngayuxtan angixtakix - bow, arrows

and quiver [Zap.]
saigiq - bow [weapon]
sakabkuqing (1) - I go down onto,

I descend on
sakBn - he [the farthest down of those

sitting below the speaker]
saki~ - rib
sakuBigamaq - kutagarnik [plant]
sakuq - king eider duck, pestriak
sama~in - herd, flock, drove [S.H. has a

pI. samin]
sama~in am~ignaq - one who watches a herd

by night, herdsman
samagukaq - "national parka" [Zap.]
samikaq - ermine
samimisaxtakuqing (1) - I cast aside
sllmiq - stone knife or dagger [Zap.]
saml.'ll flit bird's son] - egg [in general]
samtakuqing (1) - I hold in esteem, I take

into consideration
samusin - reckoning, calculation; numbers

qunqiq - swan
qunuluq - brown owl [Zharov]
qusamadan - from above
qusamajuguq (5) - it is cloudy, the weather

is gloomy
qusamaguq - old name for a cloud
qusan - over, above
qusan - across, through
qusxiq - Manchurian tarbagan [a rodent]

[Zap.]
qutaxsxakuq (5) - it is carried away by the

wind
quyudaq - word for the sky used by old folk

and at Atka
quyukuqing (1) - I spread out; I lie down

to rest
quyusakuqing (1) - I set in place, I put
qwicin - expectorated matter; cough
qwixikuqing (1) [Intrans.] - I SPit .
qwiximi~ikuqing (7) - I spit on, I SPit at

s
sanakam, sanatalik or sanatalkinin - as much

as possible in time or place, inasmuch as,
seeing that

sanakaq - equality, parity; quantity
sanakuq (5) - it equals, it is similar to
sanakuqing (1) - I am like, I come up to,

I compare myself with
sanana - greatness, ~ize. .,
sananangin sanatakm - In all directions,

completely; quite .
sanatalik [from the rare word sanatakuqmg
I allow, I permit, I am sufficient for]
- sufficing for, enough

san'~uq - bladder, stomach
saq - bird [in general]
saqagasakuqing (1) - I take rest, I repose
saqaliq - sleeping place, bed
saqueadaq - small birds and insects in

general
saqueikdan - butterflies
saqudakinga - fall, autumn
saqudaq - summertime
saqudaq - wild celery, angelica, puchka
sasan - white-breasted birds
sasaq - snowflake
satimgiq - wife's mother
satmakudaq - smooth mussels [Ven.]

[the same as satmayun] .. .
satmaliq - shutter, door [thiS IS the RUSSian

word If,atvor or If,atvori, properly anything
that is bolted to preclude access]

satmayun - smooth mussels [the same as
satmakudaq] [Zap.]

saxtakuqing (1) - I loiter, I am lazy, I idle
saxtalakan - diligently, bu ily
saxtaq - idleness, sloth, laziness
sayukidan - a crustacean [Zap.]
sayukuqing (1) - I drag, I pull, I paddle

a boat
8ayuq - petrel, storm-bird
sgaq - household, family; sortikind
sieiga - edge or border of c othe or other

things
sidn!! - nine
sidngillim - nine times, by nines
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sieilung - ninefold (Azb.)
sidakuq (5) - there is a flood, the river

overflows its banks
sidanaq - graphite, blacklead [Zap.]

[used as paint]
sidaq - flood, inundation
sigakudaq - face, figure
siAidaq: - inim siAida - the Milky Way in

the sky [Zap.] via lactea
sigimakluq - mask, false face
sigimkuq - statue, "idol"
siAinaq - braided, curled
siAixtakuqing (1) - I spread out my hands;

I measure by sazhens [Russian, 7 feet];
whence a sazhen is termed sigaq

signaq - excess, residue, what is left over
signaxtaq [Part.] - exceeding, remaining;

used with numbers, as: tHiq ataqan signaxta
eleven, i.e. ten with excess of one

sigsikaq - wormwood [the same as sixsikan]
siAun - folds, creases, wrinkles
sigusakuqing (1) - Ibreak, I shatter,
I destroy

silan, silanlJan - as far as, up to, until
[of place]

silutaq - a species of snipe [Zap.]
simsin - chest, thorax
singlitakuqing (1) - I shut or screw up my

eyes
sinic:Hdanuluk - angry passions, evil

thoughts and wishes
sinigaAikuqing kliBn (1) - I become angry at
sinixtukuqing (1) [intrans.] - I am angry,
I feel spiteful

sinixtuq - cruel, spiteful, angry
sisaaim - by hundreds, a hundred times
sisaBim sisaq - ten thousand
sisakuqing (1) - I lose my way, I go astray,

I do not know whither to travel
sisaq - hundred
sismikuqing kin (1) - I help someone, I

assist
sismiqa~iq - aid, assistance, succor
ismixtaq - deputy, helper, assistant

sisxaq - neck of land, isthmus
sitgiluq - privy, latrine
sitginaq - ordure, dung, faeces, defecation;

name of an island at south end of Kady<ik
[the same as sitxinaq]

sitguAilikuqing (2) - I vanquish, I
overcome

itxan - from beneath, from under
sitxan - under, below
sitxan, agan - meanwhile, in the mean time
sitxinaq - faeces, defecation [the same as

itginaq]
sitxu~ikuq (4) - let it be pardoned to me,

let it be excused
itxuli xakuqing (1) - I am at fault, I

need to be pardoned

ialiguAiq - babitually wearing a bead
covering; a Ru sian

aliguq - cap, hat
ilaq - wind, breeze
ilaqayuq - leet, blizzard

sH:dBq - perishable, subject to decay, fragile
sixikuqing (1) - I rot, I spoil, I decay
sixsikan - wormwood [the same as sigsikaq]
sixsiknaq - fragment, anything that has

been broken off
sixsikuqing (1) [intrans] - I break off
sixsilakuqing (1) - I smash to pieces, I snap

something off, I break something
sixsixtaq - separated from, broken off
siiikuqing (2) - I decay, I become putrid
slikuqing - I unload a boat
slukaq - seagull
srnagdignuq - it smells of burning sulphur
sm'lq - sulphur
srnigiq - a snipe-like bird [Zap.]
sngB~ikuqing (1) - I drowse, I find myself

in a somnolent condition
snga~in - dream [this word is always used

in the pl.]
sngagtakuqing (1) - I see in a dream, I

dream of
sngangadaq - bewitched, under the influence

of a shaman; inauspicious; noxious,
pernicious

sngaxtakuqing (1) - I fast
sngaxtaq - fasting, a fast
staq - a star
sucxisxakuqing (1) - I allow or compel

someone to take
suduluq - clamp, brace
sugan'~iq - young man, youth
sugBnkadaq - boy, lad
sugdaxtakuqing (1) - I envy, I long for
sukluq - small button or ornament on

clothing [Zap.]
sukuqing (1) - I take
sukutugnixtakuqing (1) - I am restless, I

bustle about not knowing what to do
sulBtakuqing (1) - I resist, I oppose
suIB:l.:ta~uluk,txin - immoderate, intemperate
sulgaq - echo
sulgidgasim sulga - report of a gun
sulgidgBsiq - cannon, large gun of a ship
sulugBgin - a crustacean [Zap.]
sulu~ikuq (5) - it thunders
suluq - thunder
sunaq - a foreign ship [imitation of Russian

word sl/dno]
susakuqing (1) - I take with me
susigasakuqing (1) - I take by force, I seize,

I occupy
susuq - pus, matter in a wound
susuxsikuq (5) - it festers, it suppurates
sutukun - a crustacean [Zap.]
sutuq - rush, reed
sutux - sail of a boat
suitakuqing (1) - I hold, I assume, I retain
suitaq, ~suq - omnipotent
suxtasaq - might, power [Lod.]

slulaq - year, one winter, .•
slung - native country, one s own district
s!uq - year; world
snanga - edge, part, side
snan!!amudagBn - apart, aside
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snangamudalikuqing (7) - I go aside, I
separate myself from, I depart

sngax - pumice stone

racing, tacin, tacim - already, not yet, since,
after [tacinguluk has the same force]

tadaluq - step, footstep
radamukuqing (1) - I trample on, I tread on
tadimavuq - halibut, flatfish .
tda I - well! now then! come! [urgmg on,

compelling; at the beginning of a phrase
is equivalent to ~ut, and. s~, at that]

taladaluluk - ancient, prrsnne
ta~adaq - fresh, new
ta~akung (1) - I inquire about, I test, I

prove, I taste
tagakuq (1) - it alights, it perches [said

of birds]
tagalguq (5) - the waves rise, it becomes

rough
talamqi:hakuqing (1) - I mend, I repair,

I restore
tagaq - wave, billow
ta~ataq - one, once
ta~9.itakuqing (1) - I recognize, I under-

stand, I grant . .
tdayaqaq - beginner, inexper ienced person
tditakuqing (1) - I loose, I untie, I remove,
I exclude

tagiliq - anything tied o~, as ~ ~arter, etc.
tagukuqing (1) - I tie, I bmd, I Jom
ta~ulkuq - mud, dirt, fil!h ",
tdulkutukuq (5) - it IS muddy, ,It IS dl!ty
tagusiq - that which ties or with which

anything is bound
taiyalukidaq - a multitude, a crowd of

people .
taiyalun - people, natIOn
taiyaluq - male, man
taiyaluxsidagaq - an honorable, famous, or

respected person .,
takadinagalakan, angaliq - dally! umnter-

mittingly, not letting pass a sl~gle day
takadikuqing (1) - I release, I discharge,

I dismiss
takakuqing (1) - I absent myself, I escape,

I rid myself of
takaq - braid of hair at the back of the head
takiliq - indisposed, unwell [the same as

takixtaq]
takixtakuqing (1) - I am unwell, I am

indisposed
takixtaq - indisposed, unwell [the same as

takiliq]
talagana, ayagam - slave girl
talaq - slave, servant .
talatiq - catbird; myshelov of Russlan-

speaking Alaskans
tal gingin - twigs, small branches, .
talikuqin~ (1) - ~ dance, I .reJolce [~d.]

[Netsyie:ov has 10 Atkan dialect, tahlnaq
- she was dancing]

tBtiq - bough, branch
talulaq - transparent

snuliq - stranger, person from another
locality

suganan - a larger race, fabled by the Aleuts
to have preceded them

T
tamadaga - each every; general, usual
tamadaga, wan ~ usually, or?inarily, ah!ays
tamaliq - household utensils of all kinds
tiimanan - above all things, so much the

more, particularly
tarngaluq - widgeon
tami~in - bracelets
tamikuqing (1) - I tie up in bundles [as

faggots or the like] . ,
tanadakuqing (1) - I end my VISit, I ret~rn

home; among members of the RUSSian
church - I die

tanadgucaliq - populated, habitable .place
[with neg. - inhospitable regron, wilder-
ness]

tanadgucigBmaq - large settlement, town;
[Lad. has tanadgusiga1l'!aq]

tanadgusiq - settlement, Village;
[At:-tand]

tanalakuqing (1) - I come on foot ,
tanalgilikuqing (2) - I settle, I abide ; I fill

a position
tanamagulu - emperor, tsar
tanamagulugakuqing (1) - I reign! I rule
tanamagulugin ayaga - empress, tsarlts~ ,
tanam anguna - "the great land," ongmal

home of the Unangan in the west [Zap.]
tanaq - land, place
tanaqulakuq (5) - it is an uneven, rugged

place, full of hillocks
tanasakuqing ngan (1) - I settle or occupy

a place, I dwell
tanasxa - field, meadow; kitchen garden
tanakukuq (5) - the place is extensive, there

is enough space
tangagan, aam - tears [ocular]
tan'~aliq - bear [animal] [the same as

tan'~aq ]
tangakuqing (1) - I drink
tiingalitatuq - drunkard
tiingalixtaq - inebriated, intoxicated
tangam daqulga - whisky, any intoxicant
tan'laq - bear (animal) [the same as

tan'laliq]
tangaq - water
tangaq daxdalugin - wild burnet [plant]
tan~aqatuq - drunken, addicted to drinking
tan'~idaq - small island, islet
tan'~iq - island
tangulakuqin~ (1) - I am thir ty
tangulaq - thirst; thirsty
tanikuqing (1) - I glimmer, I dawn, I grow

light
tanixtasiq - lighted lamp
tanniq - forehead; skull lMatth.]
taqaq - a small codfi h, plksha
tasBq - tree with conchs [fungus] on it
tatam - again, back, re-
taHkuq (4) - it has split, it is cracked, it

has burst
tatuq - hole or crevice in ice
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tauyanaq - peddler, person handling goods
used in the Aleutian trade

tauyaq - anything that is sold; for sale
taxkakuqing (1) - I sort, I select, I separate
taxsxakuqing (1) - I pick up, I gather, I

collect
taxtanaq - gathered, collected
tayadanaq - bargaining, trading
tayalulamaq - owner, host, proprietor
tayalunaq - fugitive, deserter, robber
tayaluq - trading place, store, etc.
tayanaq - merchant, trader
tgaq - cormorant
tiklaq - middle finger
Hng- I, me
tixlaq - eagle
tixliknaq - seasnipe, totanus guttifer; [Zap.

has tixllkanangiq]
tixyukuqing (1) - I draw out, I pull
tmadgin - a sea fish [Zap.]
tngunalikuqing (7) - I can do, I am versed

in, I am expert
tngunax - dexterous, skillful
tngunaitakuqing (1) - I make myself master

of anything, I succeed, I progress
tnguq - plain, firm, even, solid
tudmalikuqing (1) - I tell the news, I nar-

rate; by Russian priests used for "I preach"
tudngalaq - rainbow
tudungaq - wild strawberry
tugaaikuqing (1) - I urinate, Imicturate
tugaaiq - urine
tugakuqing (1) - I strike a ,single blow, I

slap, I punish, Iwhip
tugamikuqing (1) - I beat, I strike often,
I shove

tugasiq - anything that beats or strikes, as
a rod, a whip, etc.

tugidaq [diminutive of tuAiq; lit. little
target] - moon, month

tugiaigamaq - season about December, that
is, chief month or month of months, prob-
ably "long." Chief month, - so called
because, in the words of the ancients,
"throughout it there was a calmness on the
sea, which is now entirely lacking." [Ven.]

tuAiq - spot, blot; mark at which one shoots,
target

tugitikuqing (2) - I stretch forth, I extend,
I hold out .

tugix - arteria aorta [large blood vessel]
tuglakung (1) - I grope, I feel my way
tukfiq - skirt or tail of a gown [the same

as tuxtiq]
tukuAasiq - wealth, power
tuku, kamgam or kamgatuku - Russian

priest
tukuludaq [from tukuluq] - carpenter
tukulu<t - ax [corruption of Russian word

top6rJ
tukuq - native chief, called ~y the Russians

tom j anyone havin~ authonty
tukuq - sea bass [fi hJ

ueu iq - sting of a wa p or other insect
[Lod.]

tulaq - arm [Matth]. [Kadyak word used
by Yen. and Tikh.; not in Slovar.]

tuliq - crack, fissure
tulrnacisakung [from Russian tolmdchit] (1)
- I translate

tuluma - "good day"; a general salutation
corrupted from Russian edorooo

tuman - we, us [At. - timas]
tumdakuqing (1) - I produce a noise, I fire

a gun
tumdam sulg:i - report of a gun, shot
tumdaq - noise, report; gun
tumgidakuqing (1) - I bargain, I trade,
I buy

tumtaq - mound, small hill
tungagavakuqing (1) - I strengthen, I

repair, I fortify
tunggaq - strong, solid, hard; difficult [S.H.]
tungaxtakuqing (1) - I am strong, I improve
tunnuit:ilu~iluluk - just person
tunnuitiiluMq - sinner
tunnuxtagukuqing (1) - I offend, I err,
I sin

tunnuxtaguq [lit. that which merits blame]
- fault, sin

tunucxadaq - name given to a bird-call and
all other wind instruments

tunugakuqing (1) - I abuse another, I
quarrel, I scold

tunugyalakuqing ngan (1) - I condemn, I
admonish; I counsel, I punish

tunukuqing (1) - I utter a word, I speak
once

tunukyu~ikuqing (7) - I grumble, I growl
tununaq - chatterer, speaker, interpreter;

prophet
tunuq - word, speech, language
tunusad:isaq - good friendly news; gospel,

preaching [Miss.]
tunusagiq - messenger
tunusaq - tidings, news, report
tunutuq - sound, tone
tunu, Unangam - Aleutian language
tunuxtakuqing (1) - I make a speech, I

give utterance to
tunuxtaq - judge; judicial
tunuxtasiq - court, tribunal
tutakuqing (1) - I have hearing, I can hear
tutax - ear ring
tutayBgakuqing (1) - I feel, I am sensible of
tutikuqing (ger. tusik, impv. tutuca I) - I

listen
tutuca~iq - hearing, having ears
tutusiq - ear
tututaq - great ow)
tutxuqulaq - deaf
tuxlakdaq - mottled, variegated, many-

colored
tuxtiq - skirt ,or tail of a gown [the same as

tuktiq]
tuyukuqing (1) - I keep silence
tuyunikuqing (1) - I enforce silence
tuyutuq - silent, taciturn .
txin, t~in - thou, thee; thy, thiDe

U
udalikuqing (1) - I am here, I am present
udan - this lying beside me
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udan ilum imugan bsugan itan - everywhere
in this world [S.H.]

bdaq - dried fish, yukola
udasakuqing (1) - I frequently visit, I am

here continually
uaaya - lo! behold this!
udda, alim - Old Man's Bight, Aleut name

of Mikhailovskaia Bay on north shore of
Unalaska island [Zap.]

uddaq - bay, bight
udgiriq - string of beads
uai~ - part, portion, share
uaigasakuqing (1) - I apportion, I distribute
ugad:ikuqing (1) - I break, I destroy
ugada~uluk - inextinguishable
bga~iq - wrapped up, muffled, that is, not

wearing a parka; a Russian
bgaguq - halibut, flatfish; name of a village

on the Alaska Peninsula
u~aknaq - slight cut, incision
b~amikadB~iq - fly [insect] [the same as

u~umiqBdaq]
ugan - sheath
uganagnduluk - incessant, endless
ugasakuqing (1) - I cease, I leave off
ugatakuqing (1) - Ibreak down, I demolish;
I transgress

u~aHkuqing (2) - Icure, I heal
u~atikuqing (2) - I cut my hand or any

other part of my body
u~ayakuqing (1) - I treat medically, I

restore to health
u~ayanaq - doctor, physician
u~ayasiq - medicine
ugi - husband
ugi~iqadakuqing (1) - I am a widow, I am

left without a husband
ugi~iqadanaq - widow
ugikinga - dawn, daybreak
ugilgikuqing [ger. ugilgisik and ugilgilik,

impv. ugilgida] - I marry [used by fe-
males], I take a husband

ugiligagan-ngan axsxakuqing - I give in
marriage

ugiligaq - bridegroom
ugimiqayuq - i.q. ugin~i1iq
ugin'giliq - sbade, shadow
b~isakuqing, b~iyakung (1) - I blowout a

light, I extinguish
uglalan - except, save, without
ugla iq - dew
ugla iq Aqakuq - dew has risen
uAnalilik - warmly wrapped [Tikh.]
ugnasanixtakuq (5) - it assuredly is, it is

unalterably
u~nasaq - warmth
u~nasatakuq (5) - it is warm, it grows hot
b~ucliq - foam, froth
bgumaqaciyaq - wbistling, hissing, humming
ulumiqadaq - fly [the same as

u~amikadaliq]
ugunuitakuqing (1) - I forget
uguq - structure, composition
uguHq - adopted child; pupil
uguyaxtakuqing (1) - I play the hypocrite
uguyaxtaq - false-faced; hypocrite
ukagakuqing (1) - I bring, Iproduce,
I fetch

ukagalgakuqing - I come into, I enter
ukamaq - scene, representation, exhibition

[Zap.]
ukan - that one [inside the dwelling]
ukangaq - stern of a large skin boat
ukatgik - pilot, steersman
uknan - that one [beneath me, sitting below

me]
ukuaigakuqing (1) - I thrive, I am happy
ukudiganaq - prosperous, healthy
ukuaigaq - happiness, health, prosperity,

peace
ukuaigaq ngan Agakuqing - I thank him
ukuaigaHkuqing (2) - I make myself happy,
I become fortunate

ukula - look, sight, faculty of vision
uku~adaq - visible, what can be seen
ukukuqing ngan (1) - 1 perceive, 1 meet

with; 1 see, I find
ukulgalisanakaAuluk - that which can not be

looked at, from horror, contempt, etc.
ukuluq - looking-glass, mirror
ukunailikuqing (7) - 1 conjecture, I draw

lots
ukunaisik, magan aqadan - having cast lots,

having guessed as to the future
ukuqalisiq [lit. that into which one looks] -

telescope
ukuqanadaq - specter, apparition
ukuqanidaq - fancy, revery
bkuqing (1) - 1 reach; 1 apprehend
ukugulaq - blind, sightless
ukuitaciinaq - one who looks at himself
uku:hakuqing (1) - 1 contemplate, 1 gaze on,

1 look at
uku*taqAinaq - supervisor, inspector
ula, agulum - paradise, dwelling of the

creator
ulagamax - village club house u ed for

dances, etc. [Zap.] ktUhimt, (R.)
ulaAikuqing (7) -I construct a dwelling
ulakidaq - multitude of dwellings, group of

houses
ulam Aca - yard or court of a hou e
ulam-ilan-qaliq - season about March, when

one eats indoors on account of the rain
Mangsaq - colored red
ulaq - any kind of dwelling, yurt, earth hut,

tent, house
ulaqilanaq - one of a family, member of a

household
ula, qugam - hell, dwelling of the evil spirit

[Miss.]
ula aAuq (5) - there il a new moon, it is

the time of new moon
Mga - middle [in an indefinite senle] ;

foundation (Tikh.)
bIgs, alalum - out at lea
blgiq - trunk of body, body, torso
blidaq - branch of a tree
ulilikuqing (1) - I rub [Zharov 1
uliAiq - all things worn on the leet, luch as

socks, sboe , boots, etc.
ulikung (1) - I fold, I turn up
iilingiq - mosquito
uliq - blade of gra
uli* *ikuqing (1) - I hoe, I put shoes 00

someone [Matth.]
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ull!!llisik - incarnation [Miss., Lod.]
ullung - seven
ullungiaim - seven times
ulluq - meat, flesh, the body
ulluxtadaq - skin boat with two man-holes
ulluxtaq - skin boat with three man-holes
blmakuq (5) - it hides it conceals
blngan - herrings [He~ce probably the term

eu.lachon, oola~han, hooligan, currently ap-
plied to a variety of herring in southwest
Alaska]

ulngidgidaq - larch tree
blngiq - ground squirrel
uluda~iq - colored, painted
uludaq - rosy, red
ulugaq - cheek
ulu~dakuqing (1) - I wink I twinkle
ululisaq - small bird like asparrow

oorobeika (R.) ,
ulu~ung - sevenfold [Opyr]
uman [pI. umakun] - he that [said of

person or thing not seen' or not present]
umakun qulang.in - because, for these causes
umaya I - 10 this I, 10 these!
umaya Aa.anginin - since, seeing that, for
umcukuqwg (1) - I embrace' I kiss
umgiHkuqing (2) - I sweep iclean a

dwelling ,
umguliq - a whale of the striped variety
umlignaq - noxious harmful
umlikadaq - plagu~, pestilence
umlix - groin
umlixsxakuq (5) - it is inj udous, it can be

harmful: tunu:halum malgaqangin urn·
Iiisik, alalux aqanaq - "on account of our
crimes the sea was unfriendly to us" [Zap.]
[Tikh. spells umli~sxakuq]

umnaq - rope, cord; fishing line [Zharov]
umniq - nephew, niece
!!msuq - whale's fluke, flipper .
umtakung (1) - 1 squeeze, I compress, I

throttle
umtakung (1) [trans.] - I inhale, I smell
bmtax - intumescence, swelling
umxiq - lungs
bna~iq - wounded
unakuqing (1) - I boil something, I cook

food
~nakuqing (1) - I approach, I arrive
unalikaciyaq - a "snipe-like" bird [Zap.]
unaluq - cooking place, kitchen
unin - he [sitting somewhat lower down

than uknan]
unanaq - things prepared at a cooking place
unangan - by
unangan, can - by the hand
unangaq, • - name used by the Fox islanders

in general to designate one of themselves;
c an Aleut. Tribal name - unangan.
?naq - injury, wound
ung - penis
~nga~idaq - any ves el with a spout, kettle,

coffeepot, et .
ungasakuqing (1) [intrans.] - I tear, I break
ung~likuqing (2) - I break up, I beat in

Pieces
unga taq - broken

ungaxtaq, qacxim dagan - wound in the skin
wound by which the skin is broken '

ungayaga~ta, sinnikik - to disturb the
thoughts, to tempt

ung!kax -. ~necdote, tale, story
ungl?ll;saOlxtakuqing (1) - I make merry, I~o= '
ongiq - sister
un:g!takuqing (1) - I hope, I rely upon
un gitaq - hopeful, hope
unglungin - a species of small birds [Zap.]
ungluq [probably from bng] - stone pillar,

column of rock
ungucikuqing (1) - I sit I am seated
unguciluq - seat '
ung~ci~ugaq. - large seat; [used by Russian

rrussionarres to render the words "throne"
and "altar"]

unguciiikuqing (2) - I sit down I seat
myself ' .

un~gnaq - blueberry, whortleberry
um san - whortleberry bush
unkikalikuqing (1) - I upset I turn over
unu~ikuqing (7) - I give t~ drink, I water
unuguluk - long ago
unuqu - other
unuqMn, unuqugan - except besides
unuqu~linuluk - never '
unuqu~uluk - no one
unuquluk - none
unuquq - anyone
unux - singing, song
uqacing - fox
uqdun - down of birds
uqlunuq - pendant, drooping
usakuqing (1) - I parcel out, I part, I divide
usgiq - willow
bsmaq - name of a fish, called by Russian-

speakers kuzma
bsmikuqing (1) - I blow, I puff
usugikuqing (7) - I lie fallen, I lie prostrate
bsuq, ~su - each, every, all
btaq - thumb
utgin - ashes, cinders
Mikuqing (2) - I carry out, I push out, 1

cast out
utman - in the midst of
utman - from the midst of
utuq - crust or test of a shell
utxalikuqing (1) - I fall down, I upset, I

capsize
utxisadliyuluk - dangerous, unjust
utxitasBqaq - polite, affable, kind [with neg.

- churlish, violent]
utxumayukuqing (1) - I obscure, 1 hide, 1

cloud
uxcuq - puffin [ornith.]
bxdun - moss
uxludaq - spear for catching birds
uxnam tugida - season about August when

grass begins to wither and animals grow
thin

uxnaq - faded, withered [the same as uxsik]
~xs~iq - dust
uxsik - faded, withered [the same as uxnaq]
uxsukuqing (1) - I warm myself at a fire
uxtanaq - heretofore, lately
uxtikuqing (2) - Iprick a boil
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t\yadikuqing (1) - I send, I order to go
t\yakuqing (1) - I go toward a person
t\yalakuqing (1) - I come, I approach
t\yaitakuqing (1) - I summon, I invoke, I

call
uyugadaq - smoldering, smoking

wa! - look! behold! lo!
wa~akuqing (1) - I arrive, I come
wagan - hence [adverb]
wa~asakuqing (1) - I bring, I fetch
wa~ikuq (4) - smoke is rising
waigin - black mussels
waligan - here
wan [plural wakun] - he that sits beside

me, this one
wangudagan - hither

xadaq - beluga whale, detphinapterus leucas
xayakuqing (1) - I take a bath
xayaq - bath house

yagakuqing - I love, I rely on [the same as
yaxtakuqing]

yagalgiHkuqing (2) - I inclose with timbers,
I barricade [Russian fashion]

yagam ali~a - smooth coarse-grained wood
vagam ayagi - resinous tree of any kind
yagam ni~ala~aDli - wooden row-boat
yagan - forest
yagaq - wood, tree
yagaqadaq - fir grove, fir wood
yagikuqing (1) - I swing, I balance, I sway
yaginHtakuqing (1) - I am agitated, I shake
yagisakung (1) - I rock, I swing

uyugikuq (5) - it smolders, it smokes
uvuliq - anything carried on the neck,

muffler, etc.
uyuq - smoke
uyuq - neck

w
wangun - here [Opyt]
waxtakuqing (1) - I regret, I commiserate
waya! - see! look! [interjection]
wayim - now, today
wayam wava - just now, right now
wigu~ikuqing (7) - I tremble
winginiitakuqing (1) - I entice, I tempt,

I plot, I think evil
wiqix - old woman

x
xulakuqing (1) - I wash myself
xulaluq - wash basin

y

yaliq - seldom, rarely
yam - yesterday
yam.kadan - day before yesterday
yaq - high tide
yaxtakuqing (1) - I feel devotion toward, I

love, I rely on [the same as yagakuqing]
yuban - aurora borealis
vukung (1) - I pour, I hower, I shed
vulikuqing (1) - I paddle, I row
vumigakuq (5) - there is surf, small breakers

arise
yun - arrangement or fitting of a dress
yunalgakuq (5) - it is cut through
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Vocabulary Entries
Before consulting the English Aleut Dictionary the student should read

th~ ~ntroductio~ and the explanatory material pr~ceding the Aleut English
Dictionary, particularly the paragraph dealing with Verb Entries. Abbreviations
used in this section will be found in the general list.

ALPHABETICAL ORDER
When the treatment of an entry of several words as an alphabetical whole

would disperse throughout the word lists entries beginning with the same word,
expressing variations of an idea or action, ONLY the initial word has been
considered in the alphabetical ordering of the vocabulary. This method obviates
boxing a number of long entries and long definitions together in fine print while
presenting in a clear and simple manner the varied means of expressing a
thought. A simple example of potential confusion is illustrated by the verb
bear. If the convention of regarding the whole phrase as an alphabetic whole
were adhered to, the word beard would have to intervene between bear and
bear off. The consultant would find bear, might note that the next entry was
beard and overlook the next two entries, bear off and bear up against. Within
such group of entries beginning with the same word, alphabetical order is'
observed. That is bear off precedes bear up against.

Actually there are not many occasions when this rupture of alphabetical
convention occurs. Principally verbs and prepositional phrases are affected. An
example of the latter is the preposition to followed by the phrases, to him, to
me, etc.

PARTS OF SPEECH
As in the Aleut English vocabulary, except for verbs, the parts of speech are

stated only when necessary to indicate the exact meaning and function of the
English entry.

It mu t be kept in mind that the Aleut verb definition represents in most cases
the first person of the present indicative tense. When the entry is either a single
English word or a continuous series of English words, the pronoun Lis omitted
but must alway be understood unless otherwise indicated. Thus "I abuse" is
presented as the entry "abuse v. - qalmidaxtakuqing (1)." "I absent myself"
appear as "absent my elf, v. -' takakuqing (1)." Impersonal verbs and infinitives
are indicated by appropriate abbreviations.

PHRASES
The rna t significant word of a phrase, substantive, preposit!onal or :rerbal, is

employed as the entry word. If the significant word occurs I 111 ~he midst of .a
phrase or is preceded by non-important words, the most meal1lngfu! word IS
placed as the entry and the whole phrase is enclosed in parentheses WIth a dash
to indicate the correct position of the entry.

The prepositional phrase "of one's own accord" is therefore presented as:-
accord (of one' own - ) - ilalimang. .. , . .

"I become angry at" is pre ented as: angry (I become - at) v. - sll1lgaglkuqll1g
kuAn (1). d fi .. I

Bracket d phras contain analytical, descriptive or other non- e mnona
remarks.
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all right - 1. ang 2. maxqaning
almost - adyuxtaq
along - akanuq
along (all-) - akanuan
already - 1. malalik 2. taeim 3. taein

4-. tacing 5. taeinguluk
also - 1. ikugusan 2. kayux, kayuk

3. malalik
altar - ungucilugaq [Miss.]
alter, v, - isxanaqalikuqing (1)
altered (I am-) v. - isxana:ktakuqing (1)
although - 1. axtagalik 2. axtagalikaan

3. axtagalikum 4-. axtagalin
although 1 am [There is no exact single Aleut

equivalent to express concession and admis-
sion. The Aleut verbal form meaning "al-
though 1 am" must be used in conjunction
with another verb.] v. - aitagalikuqing
(6)

altogether - alang
always - 1. awan t'Jsugan 2. wan tamadaga
am (1-) v. - akuqing (1); fur, part. -

agnaq, fut. part. neg. - agnaguluk, irreg.
indef. pI. n. - agin

am (1-) aux. v. -lngamaiikuqing (2)
am (I - as and where 1 should be: i.e. in

the right condition or proper circumstances.)
v. - acigus~daXtakuqing (1)

among - qucxan
among others - awan qUeXan
among them - qudingin
among you - qUeXimci
amount to something, v. - asliktakuqing (1)
amphibian (any young-) - cagaliq
amusement (evening visit for-) -

qaganasaq
amuse myself at an evening's gathering by

dancing, v. - 1. qagadukuqing (1)
2. qaganasakl1qing (1)

ancestors - kadangin
anchor - 1. qalgiyaq 2. qayuq
ancient - tagadagl1luk
anciently - itangislyusaq
and [connecting phrases and sentences, rarely

words in a series] - 1. kayuk 2. kayux
and so - 1. lngamasik 2. Ingamal.iki'Ian
and so [at the beginning of a phrase] -

1. taga 2. taga
anecdote - ungikax
angel - an'gilaq [Miss.]
angelica [Bot.] - saqudaq
anger - amqitum malga
angles (I make-) v. - iquxsikuqing (1)
angry - sinixtuq
angry (I am-) intrans. v. - sinixtukuqing

(1)
angry (I am - and bear malice a long time)

v. - amqidgusakuqing (1)
angry (I become - at) v. - sinigagikuqing

kt'Jan (1)
angry (I become or grow-) v.-amquikuqing

(I), r. [Usually compounded to express
various shades of meaning.]

an/lry (I grow-) v. - 1. atyugnikuqing (1)
2. kusukuqing (1)

angui h - 1. amanaq 2. &manixtaq 3. amnaq
an/lular - iqugdigaq

,

animal (any wild-) - algaq
animal (any young wild-) - cidaq
ankle - cidgidaq
annoy, v. - adgatakuqing (1)
anointed (I am-) v. - cadulgakuqing
another - agitasa
another (this and-) - agican
answer - angdaxsxisiq
anterior - kadugiq
anxiety - atuqagasaq
anxious (I am-) v, - alaqadanixtasakuqing

(1)
anxious (I am excessively-) v, -

an' gimagugamaxsikuqing (1)
anyone - 1. amagan 2. unuquq
anything - 1. amagan 2. anagiq 3. asian
anywhere - 1. Amaligan 2. qatamadan
apart - 1. irgan 2. itxan 3. itxan

4. snangamlldagan
aperture - agilgiq
apertures (baving - on both sides) - guxtaq
apparition - 1. axqarasigadgaq

2. ukuqanadaq
appearance (I make my-) v, - agakuqing

(3)
appearing - atasanaq
appease, v. - aglixtakuqing ngan (1)
appellation of person or thing - 1. asa

2. asya
appendix [appendage] - ilalgisiq
appertains (there - to me) v. mayuxtakuqing

( 1)
appoint, v. - anamasxikuqing ngan (1)
apportion, v. - udigasakuqing (1)
appraiser - akilgitaq
apprehend, v. - 1. ngagikuqing (7)

2. i'Ikuqing (1)
apprehension - igataq
approach, v. - 1. agakuqing (3)

2. Angasakuqing (1) 3. £qakakuqing (1)
4. i'Inakuqing (1) 5. t'Jyalakuqing (1)

approach [lit. 1 cea e from withdrawing]
v. - amatxaqadakuqing (1)

approach from the ide, v. - lngagakuqing
(1)

approached (I - him) imp. v. - ilan
agakung

April [approx.J - 1. agali'Iigix kisagunaq
[Sometime applied to March. lit., the time
when one i at last freed from gnawing
thongs to relieve hunger.]

2. sadagan-qagiq [The time when one
can begin to eat out of doors.J

archan/lel- an'gilam Illdagi [ fiss.]
arctic fox - 1. aikaguq 2. ayakaguq
arise (I - my elf) v. - agagcakuqing (1)
arm - tulaq [Kadyak w.J
armed (I am-) v. - qidagikuqing (1)
army [hostile] - angaducagin
around - 1. ilanu 2. imunu
around me - ilanuming
arouse someone, v. - 1. agagayakuqing (1)

2. agaxtikllqing (2)
arrange, v. - iqlukllqing (1)
arranged - atxaitaq
arrange in action without further appeal, v.

- agakuqing (1)
arran/ler - an3xtaqagiq
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arrive, v.-1. agakuqing (3) 2. t'Jnakuqing (1)
3. wagakuqing (1)

arrive (I allow to-) v, - agadacxikuqing
(1)

arshin [Russ. measure - 2.33 feet] -
atxidusiq

artery (aorta) - tugix
as - 1. rnalqinin 2. nikun
as far as [of place] - 1. silan 2. silanuan
as if - 1. aligwaya 2. aliwaya
as much as - lngangasaq
ascend, v. - 1. angakuqing (1)

2. axqagakuqing (1)
ascended - qayatanaq
ashamed (I am-) v. - ayagikuqing (1)
ashes - 1. igignan 2. utgin
aside - 1. angamadan 2. snangamudagan
ask, v. - ~mayaxtakuqing ngan (1)
ask a favor, v, - Iagukuqing (1)
asleep (I fal1-) v. - axtayiigikuqing (1)
aspect - lidaca
assassin - talyagrn taiyagukasidirn laxtaq
assault, v. - alitxukuqing (1)
assist, v. - ilagukuqing (1)
assist someone, v. - sismikuqing kin (1)
assistance - sismiqagiq
assistant - sismixtaq
assume, v. sUXtakuqing (1)
assuredly (it - is) imp. v. -

ugnasanixtakuq (5)
astonished (I am-) v. - aliqadanikuqing

(1)
astonishment (exclamations expressing-)

1. ayaqagal.ing 2. ayaqagal.ingiya
3. ayaqagal.iya 4. Iyaqag Aiiya

asunder - agungudagan
at - 1. ilan, d. ilkin, pI. ilin 2. kt'Jan 3. kugan

4-. ku [abbrev. of 2 and 3]
at any place - £mangudagan

baby - 1. aniqiluq 2. aniqiuq
back - tatam
back again - tatam
backward, - - tatam
backward (it is-) imp. Y. - agalikuq (5)
bad - madldanuluk
bag - ignikadgu iq
bait - cimakayun
balance, n. - inkadusiq
balance, v. - yagikuqing (1)
baleen - qax aq
ball - qa aq
band - qi adusiq
banish, v. - ixqinHtakuqing (1)
baptize, v. - kamga!ikuqing (2) [Miss.]
bar - amniyasiq
bargain, v. - tumgidakuqing (1)
bargaining - tayadanaq
bark (birch-) - qangudiq
bark of tree - yagam qadaq
barricade in Rus ian tyle, v. -

yigalgil.ikuqing (2)
basket - 1. ai~aga iq 2. angugad:iq

3. angllgac uq [2 and 3 refer to large,

at full length - akanuan
at hand - amatxaq with a neg
at him - ilagan
at (it is-) imp. v. - qalaxtakuq (5)
at me - 1. as liming 2. ilaming
at once - ingaligagan
at that [at beginning of phrase] - 1. tag a,

2. taga
at thee - aslimin 2. ilamin
at this place - ingagum
at this spot - amangasan
Atka Islander - Niguq
attach, v. - qisaxtakuqing (1)
attached to - 1. asxugiq 2. asxulgaq
attract, v. - idgitakuqing (1)
attain my aim, v, - Angasakuqing (1)
attic - kixyan
attract, v. idgitakuqing (1)
auger - gulgisiq
augment, v. - 1. aduiikung (2)

2. ilalgikuqing (1)
August [approx.] - uxnan tugida [The-

season when grass begins to wither and
animals grqw thin.J

aunt - quligaq
aurora borealis - yugyan
author [of anything] - aguxtaq
authority (person in-) - 1. aguxtaq 2. tukuq
autumn - saqudakinga
avaricious - igalinaq
avenge, v. - agdalgakuqing (1)
avoid, v. - iqixtakuqing (1)
avow, v. - ilakuqing (1)
await, v. - 1. acigikuqing (1)

2. Angagikuqing (1)
awaken someone, v. - agaxtikuqing (2)
away from - dagan
awl - gulgisiq
ax -1. anixsiq 2. tukuluq [corrup. R.]

B

closely woven, watertight ones used in
cooking.]

basket (I make a-) v. - ayukakuqing (1)
bass (sea - of undet. sp.) - 1. qaxcikuq

2. tukuq
bath house - xayaq
bath (I take a-) v. - xayakuqing (1)
bay - uodaq
be - see am
beads (string of-) - udgitiq
beam of wood - yagam ilmadga
bear, [Zool.J - 1. tan'gaq 2. tan'gagiq
bear, v. - ~magasakuqing (1)
bear off, v. -ldusakuqing (2)
bear up against, v. - isakuqing (l)
beard - inglakun
beast (furious, enraged wild-) - algam

amqitusiida
beat, v. - 1. katagikuqing (7)

2. malimaxtakuqing (1)
3. tugamikuqing (1)

beat a drum, v. - cayagikuqing (7)
beat (anything used to-) - tugasiq
beat in pieces, v. - unga!ikuqing (2)
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beatitude - assagutasadaq [Miss.]
beautiful - anugnasaq
because - 1. amakun 2. malik 3. umakun

qulangin 4. umakun qulin
become, v, -1.ll.magakuqing (1)

2. axqakuqing (1) 3. itakuqing (1)
4. ittakuqing (1)

become entirely achieved - txin-inaq
become (I allow to-) v, - agacxikuqing (1)
become (it does not - me) v.-

manaqaninguluk
bed - saqaliq
bed coverings - qalugin
been (having-) - anaq, part. from akuqing
been (that has-) - anaq, part. from akuqing
before - 1. angadan 2. atasik 3. kadan
before him - kadagan
before his time - kadagan
before me - 1. agadaming 2. kadaming
before my time - kadaming
before thee - 1. angadamin 2. kadamin
before thy time - kadamin
begin, w L angikuqing 2. lqitikuqing (2)
begin to enter, v, - agadaqalldakuqing (1)
beginner - tagayaqaq
beginning - lkidusiq
beginning (having a-) - kadaligagiq
behave, v. - agatakuqing (1)
behind - agalan
behold I - 1. wa ! 2. wan!
behold this I- ueaya I
being - a [apocopated pres. part. from

akuqing - 1 am]
being (it - so), v. phr. - malik
believe, v. - 1. lusakuqing (1)

2. mangiyuxtakuqing (1)
believed (I am-) v. -lulakuqing (1)
belly - kilmaq
belongings - maqadan
belongs (it - to me) - mayuxtangan akang
below - 1. atmudagan 2. sitxan
belt - caekuq
belt (I don a-) v. - qamakuqing (1)
beluga whale, Delphillapterulleucal-

xadaq
bend, n. - qangiq
bend, v. - 1. angyuqixtakuqing (1)

2. kanaxlikuqing (2) 3. qangikuqing (1)
4. qangitadakuqing (1)

bend over, v. - qunikung (1)
bend together, v. - qangitadakuqing (1)
beneath - sitxan
beneath (from-) - sitxan
benefit (for their own) - imang, pI. of

igim
bent (I am-) v. - inyukuqing (1)
berry - qayuq, pI. qayun
berry [a red fruited sp.] - kakamadgin
berry of empetrum llifrum - qayuq
beside - 1. adican 2. datxan 3. cidagan
beside him - ilagan
beside me - ilaming
beside thee - 1. ilamin 2. ilanumfn
besides - 1. angadamadan 2. unuqI'Jan

3. unuqugan
bestow, v. agasaitakuqing (1)
betray, v. - agalikuqing (2)
betrayer - agatxaginaq

better [participle of comparison meaning ei-
ther better or worse according to general
tenor of phrase] - agaca, pl, ataiingin

between - quekan
between you two - quekikin
bewitched - sngangadaq
beyond - !tea
beyond other objecrs-sangadamadan angada
bid [invite] v, - agicaguilkuqing (2)
bid personally [invite] V.-

maxqaxsixtakuqing (1)
big - angunaq
bigger - aigax
bight - uddaq
bile - 1. citxiq 2. madagnaq
billow - tagaq
bind, v, - 1. qisaiikuqing (2)

2. tagukuqing (1)
birch bark - qanguekiq
birch tree - alaxtaq
bird (any-) [general term] - saq
bird (any small-) - saqucadaq
bird (any young-) - cidaq
bird-call - tunucxadaq
bird (sea-) [sp. of colymbidae " called

gagarushka by R. A.] - 1. camdayak
2. cimdayak

bird [sparrow- like sp.] - 1. cucix 2. cucigix
bird spear - uxludaq
birds (high-f1ying-) - inimsangin
birds of the sky - inimsanJ!:in
birds (undet. sp. land-) - 1. ciilidaq

2. ciguyakaq 3. cixtuqidaq 4. kikumgidax
5. qadgayaq 6. qidgulitaq [all s. n.]

birds (undet. sp. lake-) - axlayan
birds (undet. sp. small sea-) - 1. qiqiq, s.

[called Shtormovka by R. A.] 2. unglungin
birds (undet. sp. small shore-) - asum

kuml/;ingin [lit., peekers of the cooking
pots.]

birds (undet. sp. snipe-like-) - 1. smigiq
2. unalikaciyaq

birds (undet. sp. white breasted-) -
1. agaluyaq 2 cikanangiq [small]
3. sasan, pI. [lit. nowflakes]

birds [undet. sp. with flesh white as chicken;
inhabit rock; probably sp. auklet.]
kdigin

bit [mor el] - inuq
bitter [said of root] - madagnaq
bitter (it i -) imp. v. - ngalagikuq (4)
bitter to the spirit - ngalgiq
black - qaxcaq
blacken, v, - qaxcaliku<J.!ng (2)
blacklead rused as paint] - sidanaq
blacksmith - qumlagux inaq
bladder - san'guq
blame, v. - 1. madldali alakuqing (1)

2. qikuyadaitakuqing (1)
blank - kanl-'(agiguluk
blanket - qalugin
blazinll - 19naq
blessed - assaguta 5.daq [Miss.]
blind - uku(]l1laq
bliullrd - ql~qa 'l1q
block of wood - iklaq
blood - amaq .
blood vessel (Iarge-; arteria aorta) - tugllC
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blossom, n. - cigudngiq
blot - tugiq .
blow, v, - usmikuqing (1)
blowout a light, v, - 1. iJgisakuqing (1)

2. iJgiyakung (1)
blubber - caduq
blueberry - unignaq
board - ayuq
board against which darts are thrown -

asxuq
boast, v. -Iyuxtakuqing (1)
boat (skin-, large) [known as baidard to

R. A.] - 1. nidiliq 2. nigilaq
boat (skin - with one manhole) [known as -

baidarka to R. A.] - iqax
boat (skin - with three manholes) - ulluxtaq
boat (skin - with two manholes) -

ulluxtadaq
boat (wooden row-) - yagam nigalagana
body - 1. iJlgiq 2. ulluq •
body (part of-) - qalaxtaq
boil - cixtudang
boil (I prick a-) v. - uxtikuqing (2)
boil something - unakuqing (1) .
boiling water - qagluq
boils, imp. v. - qaglugikuq (4)
bold - maiqudaq
bolt - amniyasiq
bone - qagnaq
bone articulation of leg - cidgidaq
bony - 1. qagnatuq 2. qakaq
book - £g~idguq [lit. thing turned over and

over as the pages.]
border, n. - qangiq
border (skirt - of fur or other material)

atmix
bore hole, v. - guiikuqing (2)
borrow, v. - ailulgikuqing (1)
both - attukik
bottom - qala
bottom (on the-) - qalan
bou~h - taliq
bound (that with which anything is-) :.-

tagusiq
bow, v. - inyukuqing (1)
bow [weapon] - salgiq
bow, arrows and quiver - saigim cngayuxtan

angixtakix
box - qungatiq
boy - sugankadaq
brace - suduluq
brace. v. - camikuqing (1)
bracelets - tamig-in
braided - siginaq
braid of hair at back of head - takaq
branch of tree - 1. kangayaq 2. taliq

3. {tlidaq
branches (small - of tree) - talgingin
browl, v, - qaslu~ikuqing (7)
bread (baked-) - cmacagiq
break, v. - 1. igusakuqing (1)

2,nga iikuqinl-'( (1) 3. ungasakuqing (1),
illtr.

break down. v. - ugatakuqing (1)
break off, intr. v. - sixsikuqing (1)
break somethinll, v. - sixsilakuqing (1)
break (thewaves-) v.-1.igadakuq (5)

2. il1;atakuq (5)

break trail, v, - akalugan adukugan
break up, v. - ungatikuqing (2)
breakers - !tnaq
breakers (small- arise) imp. v.-

yumigakuq (5)
breast - magdaq
breath - an'gan
breath (I draw-) v. - an'gidakuqing (1)
breathe, v. - 1. agsmikuqing (1)

2. an'gidakuqing (1)
breeze - slaq
bridegroom - ugiligaq
brief - aduguluk
bright - casutaq
brilliant - angaligadigaq
brine - alaguq
bring, v, - 1. agakuqing (1) 2. agasxakuqing

(1) 3. agaiikuqing (2) 4. £qaiikung 5.
ukagakuqing (1) 6. wagasakuqing (1)

bring about, v, - aigaktulakuqing (1)
bring to him, v, - ilan agalakuqing (1)
brink - angta
broken - ungaxtaq
broken-hearted - 1. amanaq 2. amnaq
broken off - sixsixtaq
broken off (anything that has been-) -

sixsiknaq
brother - agitudaq
brother (elder-) -Iudaq
brother.in.law - naguq
brother of mother - ammiq
brother (younger-) - kingiq
brought (I am-) v. - aigagalakuqing (1)
bruised (it is-) imp. v. - mangayulakuq (5)
bubbles, imp. v. - qaglugikuq (4)
bullet - qaxaq
bullfinch - madugag
burden, n. - 1. !tguq 2. qanglaguq
burdened - agugitaq
burial place - qumnaq
burn, .v. - 1. 19ikuqing (1) 2. lxtikuqing (2)

3. ixsxakuqing (1)
burnet (wild-) [Bot.] - tangaq daxdalugin
burning - 1. cingliq 2. 19naq 3. ixsik
burns (it-) v. - igikuq (2)
burrow of animal - 1. cixcaq 2. cixtiq
busied (I am - with difficult matters) v. -

maxqadaxtakuqing (1)
busily - saxtalakan
business - anamanagiq
bustle about not knowing what to do, v. -

sukutugnixtakuqing (1)
but - :lma
but [at beginning of a phrase] - 1. taga

2, taga
buttercup, [Bot.] - qungailix
butterflies - saqucikdan
buttocks - icadaq
button (smal1-) - sukluq
buttons on clothing - 1. cukaiin 2, kaciHn
buy, v. - 1. akikuqing (1) 2. tumgidakuqing

(1)
by - 1. awangan 2. unangan
by me - angang ,
by means of - kuan, s" kugan, d., kungin,

pI.
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cachalot [2 undet. sp.] - 1. agdagiq 2. ciduq
calamity - angitaq
calculation - samusin
calculation (I make a-) v, asaiikuqing (2)
call, n. - imadiq
call, v. - 1. ikuqing (1) 2. ixtakuqing (1)

3. 1'Iyaxtakuqing (1)
called - lIaxtadaq
called (1 am-) v. - igakuqing (1)
called (I am - so and so) v. - [laxtakuqing

(1)
call to me or with me, v. - agicaguiikuqing

(2)
calm, adj. - kaciguluk (Lit. not windy)
calm at sea, n. - kaciguluk
calmly - atatalakan
candlestick - qignagiluq
can do, v. - tngunagikuqing (7)
cane - cuyaq
cannon - sulgidgasiq
canoe (I make a smoothly riding - by in-

serting a number of small bones in frame-
work) v. - cangaiikuqing (1)

cap - saliguq
cape - 1. igguq 2. Iguq
capsize, v. - utxalikuqing (1)
care, D. - atuqagasaq
care (I take - of) v, - aglikuqing (1)
care (I take - of myself) v. -

an'gagiyaxtasakuqing (1)
cares of life - an'gagim an'gagisadangin
caribou - 1. itgayaq 2. itxayaq
carpenter - 1. anignaq 2. tukuludaq
carpenter (1 work as a-) v.-anigikuqing (2)
carried away by the wind (it is-) imp. v. -

qutaxsxakuq (5)
carry, v. - agasxakuqing (1)
carry away, v. - 1. idllsakuqing (2)

2. ittalgakuqing (1) 3. malisxakuqing (1)
carry off, v. - 1. amagasakuqing (1)

2. iggusxaku~ing (1) 3. ixqiiikuqing (2)
carry out, v. - uiikuqing (2)
carry something, v. - aigaga,akuqing (1)
cascade - igadguq
cast, v. - 1. annukuqing (1) 2. itxigikllqing

(7)
cast aside, v. - ,amimi,axtakllqinj1; (J)
cast loose, v. - amnisxakuqing (1)
cast off, v. - amnisxakuqing (1)
cast out, v. - Mikuqing (2)
cast (having - the net) - kudmaciq itxigsik
casual - awagiq
catbird - talati~
catch [fasteningJ - amniyasiq
catch at, v. adgakuqing (1)
catch with a net, v. - kudmacikllqin~ (1)
cau~e to go anywhere, v. - awanlldakuqing

(1)
cautiou~ly - alasaq
cave - 1. aauq 2. anguq 3. qumnaq
cavern - 1. aallq 2. qumnaq
cea~c, v. - 1. agatakuqing (2)

2. daxtakllqing (1) 3. lIgasakllqing (1)
cease entirely, v. - agatikuqing (2)
celebrate, v. - 1. amcllkllqing (1)

2. inixsigakl1qin~ (1)

c
celebration - aqatasidigaq
celery (wild-) - saqudaq
censure, v, - 1. madidalisalakuqing (1)

2. maligasalakaging (9)
certain - 1. arnagiq 2. lunaq
certainly - maxqaning
certainly not - kuguluk
chamber - agayaq [Zap.]
champion, n. - maiqudaq
change, v, - 1. agluxiikuqing (2)

2. isxanaXtakuqing (1)
change place, v. - inganuiikuqing (2)
chapter - kamgiq
charge with, v. -maxqalgitakuqing (1)
chatterer - tununaq
cheek - ulugaq
chest, anatom. - simsin
chest [box] - qungatiq
chief [person in command] - 1. anvunagusiq

2. manarnaqaq 3. maxqaq aguxtaq
chief (Unangan-) - tukuq
child - 1. laq 2. lIaq 3. lakudaq, Umnak dial.
child (adopted-) - uguiiq
child born to unmarried mother - aniqium

aguca
child (favorite, self-willed, spoiled-) -

masatuq
child (first-born-) - itangaganaq
childhood - aniiugasanaq
child (she becomes with-) v. - idmagikuq

(1)
child (young-) - 1. aniqauq 2. aniqiuq
chill - qicaq
chin - cmaluq
chink - caxtaq
choleric - amqituq
chose, v. - 1. imiiikuqing (2

2. qimisakuqing (1)
chosen - imitxaq
christen, v. - kamgaHkuqing (2) [Miss.]
churlish - utxitasaqaq with neg.
cinders - 1. igignan 2. utgin
circumstances (I am in the proper-) v.

-acigusadaxtakuqinll; (1)
civilize, v. - angaligadiiikuog (2)
claim, v. - ilgaxtakuqing (1)
clamor, n. - 1. aganginaq 2. amilgaq
clamp, n. - suduluq
clamp, v. - camikllqinll; (1)
claw, v. - cudukuqing (1)
clay - cigduq
clay pot - asux
clean - amalisigaq
clean a dwelling, v. - umgilikuqing (2)
clean enough - amaliaigaq
clean (rather-) - amaliaigaq
cleanse, v. - amalikuqing (1)
clear - J. angali~alli~aq 2. ca9utaq
clear (the sky i not -) v. - inknmagutuq

(5)
cleave, v. - kataxsxakuqing (1)
clerk (office or store-) - alugnaq
clever - 1. maiqudaq 2. maikuq [lesser

degree than 1.]
cliff - iganaq
climb through, v. - a~nigisatakuqing (1)
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cling to, v. - 1. cigatakuqing (1)
2. cixtikuqing (2)

cloak of plaited grass - cugayuq
close a door, v. - cacikuqing (1)
close beside - Amiga
close by - 1. amatxaq with a neg. 2. cidagan
close (I half - my eyes) v. - qulutakuqing

(1)
closely - !Idatxan
cloth - kidgusiq
clothe, v, - axsatikuqing (2)
clothed - cuxtaqagiq
clothe myself, v, - cuc:lcisxakuqing ngan (1)
clothes - cuxtaqaq
clothes (fastening or ornaments of smaIl

crystal or pebble on-) - ngitakix
clothes (I cut out-) v, - caglikung (1)
clothes (I put on-) v. - axsatikuqing (2)
clothes (I put on my-) v. - Hsakuqing (1)
clothes (I wear-) v. - cuxtaqagikuqing (1)
clothing [general term] - Hsaq
clothing (1 have on-) v. - cuxtaqagikuqing

(1)
clothing (I put off rny-«) v . ciglikuqing (1)
clothing (old-) - cuxtaqaxtaqax
clothing (worn-out-s) - Hsadidanuluk
cloud, n. - 1. inkamaguq 2. qusamaguq

[old word]
cloud, v. - utxumayukuqing (1)
cloudy (it is-) imp. v. - 1. inkamagutuq (5)

2. qusamaguguq (5)
club house for dances and other viIlage

festivities - ulagamax
coar e - daxsxituq
coast - 1. igguq 2. iguq
coat - cuxtaqaq
codfish - 1. atxidaq 2. cuxcux, Umnak dial.

3. taqaq [small sp.]
coerce, v. - 9ixkutakuqing (1)
coffeepot - ungagidaq
coin, n. - qiciiiq
cold, adj. - qinginaq
cold weather - qinginaq
collar of a coat - itgasiq
collect, v. - taxsxakuqing (1)
collected - taxtanaq
collecting things - ma,iguq gulik
collect into a heap, v. - adgukuqing (1)
colored - uludagiq
colored (many-) - tuxlakdaq
column - a gutiq
come I - 1. taga! 2. taga! [sense of urging

on or compeIling]
come, v. - 1. limagakuqing (1)

2. 6yalakuqing (1) 3. wagakuqing (1)
COme back, v. - cilukuqing (1)
come clos to, v. - rna qadaxtakuqing (1)
come forth, v. - itugikllqing (7)
come into, v. - ukagalgakuqing
come n ar, v. - amatxaqadakllqing (1)

[lit. I cea from withdrawing]
come on foot, v. - tanagakuqing (1)
come (permit to - frequently) v. -

agadac'ikuqing (1)
come to be, v. - a:lhakuqing (1)
COme up to, v. - anakllqing (1)
command, n. - malga tan-igganan

command, v. - 1. kyagusakuqing (1)
2. maqaxsikuqing (1)
3. maxqaxsikuqing (1)
4. rnaxqaxsixtakuqing (1)

commander - 1. alitxum karnga
2. maxqaxsixtaq

commands, n. - maxqaxsingin
commend, v. -1. amcukuqing (1)

2. 'iyuxtakuqing (1)
commendable [said of acts] - macxisaq
commendation - 1. amcugaq 2. sanganaq,

At.
commiserate, v, - waxtakuqing (1)
companion (male or female-) - 1. acacaq

2. agitasaq
compare myself with, v. - sanakuqing (1)
compassion - itugnanaq
compassionate - itugnisaq
compel, v. - 1. aiqitakuqing (1)

2. qikukuqing (1) 3. qixkutakuqing (1)
compel someone to take, v. - sucxisxakuqing

(1)
complain of, v. - angaxtakuqing (1)
complete - 1. cxakuq 2. daq
completely - sanananagin sanatakin
completely so - amausaq
composition - uguq
compounded - agixtasaq
comprehend, v. - 1. !Iqatakuqing (1)

2. axqatakuqing (1)
compress, v. - 1. qulutakuqing (1)

2. umtakung (1)
conceal, v. - 1. agusxikuqing (1)

2. aglllikuqing (2)
conceals, imp. v. - {Ilmakuq (5)
conceal something, v. - iqikuqing (1)
conceit (self-) - atyugasaqan
conceived (having-) v. phr. - kilman nagan

idmagisik
conceive (to - a design) - malgagin ngin

atxasxagta
concerning - AlIa
concreted - qangakuq
condemn, v. - 1. maligasalakaging (9)

2. tllnugyalakllqing ngan (1)
conduct, v. - agasakuqing (1)
confess, v. - 1. aisalakuqing (1)

2. i1agikuqing (1) 3. maxqaning
confession - iIax
confirm, v. - 1. amnidulakuqing (1)

2. angaxtakuqing (1)
conjecture, v. - ukunagikuqing (7)
connect, v. - qisadakuqing (1)
conscience - ayagiq
consent, v. - 1. angaxtakuqing (1)

2. an'gisikuqing (1)
consequence (I am of some-) V.-

a§liktakuqing (1)
consequential - amuiinag
consequently - 1. ingamasik 2. Ingamaiik{lan
consider, v. - an'gilakadakuqing (1)
consider as, v. - ac:lcikuqing (1)
consideration (I take into-) V.-

samtakuqing (1)
constant - 1. agatalakan 2. awan qucian
constrain, v. 1. aiqitakuqing (1)

2. kyagikuqing (7)
construct a dwelling, v. - ulagikuqing (7)
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contain, v. - agsxakuqing (l)
container in which articles are carried -

aigagasiq
contemplate, v: - uku:ktakuqing (1)
continue on my way, v. - kadmudaglkuqlng

(7)
contrariety - kailigunanaq
contribution - axqaliq
convey, v. - agasxakuqing (1)
cook food, v. - unakuqing (1)
cooking place - unaluq
cooking place (things prepared at-) -

unanaq
copper (native-) - kanuyaq
coral - qiglaq
cord - umnaq
cormorant - 1. anulgiq 2. tgaq
cormorant (black-), Phatacrocorax uril -

agayuq
cormorant (young-) - cdulgiq
corner - iqux
corner, adj. - iqugdigaq
corner (in a-) - iqugdigaq
corners (1 make-) v. - iquxsikuqing (1)
corpse - as:kalaknaq
correctly - 1. acigusan 2. aiigusan
corrode, v, - lmgugikuqing (7)
corroded - ~nugnaq
cost, n. - aki
cottonwood tree - alangaq
couch - isxaxsiq
cough - qwicin
counsel, v. - tunugyalakuqing ngan (1)
count, v. - asaiikuqing, (2)
country (native-) - slung
couple - ingacagiq
court - tunuxtasiq
cover, v. - 1. cugakllqing (1)

2. imuiikuqing (2)
cover up, v. - cacikuqing (1)
coward - igatuq
crab - qimgitaq
crack, n. - tuliq
cradle - cungllq
craftiness - ailaludaq
crag - iganaq
cra!! by the sea (impassable-) - cingaq
cranberry - kikaq
crane, Ornith - I]udgaq
cranium - l'ituq
crashing - qimugaq
craw [of bird] - qugulgusiq
crawfish - kamgitaq
crawl through, v. - agnigisatakuqing (1)
crazy - daxqagikadanaq

creaks (it-) imp. v. - qimidakuq (5)
creases, n, - sigun
create, v. - agukuqing (1)
creator - Aguguq
credit a report, v. - mangiyuxtakuqing (1)
crevice in ice - tatuq
crippled - nadgugiq
criticism (without adverse-) -

axqayaxtalakan .
criticize, v. - axqayaxtakuqmg (1)
crooked - 1. daganagiguluq 2. ilagiguluq
crop, Anat. - qugulgusiq
cross, n. [eccles.] - kamgaq
ernss-roads - akaluq ungayaxta
crowded - qudukacidaq
crowd of people - taiyagukidaq
crucified [as a war-captive] 1. asxugiq

2. asxulgaq
cruel - sinixtuq
crumb - agliknaq
crush, v, - acidalgakuqing (l)
crustaceans [undet. sp.] - 1. aqaniq

2. cimikayun [small] 3. sayukidan
4. sulugagin 5. sutukun

cry - aganginaq .•.
cry of animals to one another - imacxrq
cry out, v. - 1. aganginakuqing (1)

2. imadikuqing (1)
crystal - kdadaq
crystal ornaments on clothes - ngitakix
culpable - atxaginuluk manaq
cunning - ailaludaq
cup - aglucadaq
cure, v. -1. masaqadakuqing (1)

2. ugaiikuqing (2)
cure with salt, v. - alagunuxsxikuqing (1)
curled - siginaq
curtain - qagaciq
curved - 1. daganagiguluq 2. ilagiguluq
cushion - kangitiq
customer - akikaginaq .
cut apart, v. - cagikuqing (7)
cut away, v. - 1. i iquqing

2. iqisxakuqing (1) 3. iqiHkuqing (2)
cut down, v. - iqisxakuqing (1)
cut (it is - through) imp. v. - yllnalgakuq

(5)
cut my hand or any other part of my body, v.

- ugatikllqing (2)
cut off, v. - 1. iqidgulgakllqing (1)

2. iqi!ikuqing (2)
cut out clothes, v. - caglikung (l)
cut (slight-) - ugaknaq
cuttin!! tool - isisiq
cut up, v. - cagikuqing (7)

D

danger - 1. akiHq 2. angiq 3. ~ngisaq
danjler (1 hegin to he in-) v. - angisakuqing

(l)
danller (1 lead into-) v. - akiHlakllqing (1)
danllerous - utxis~davlllllk
daily - anga1iq takac' inagalakan
dare (1 do not - to do without consl'nt) V.-

i~aYllxtakuqing (1)
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dagger of stone - samiq
dampness - cixtakudaq
dance, n. - ~yugaq
dance, v. - 1. ~yugagikuqing (7)

2. talikuqing (1)
dancer - 1. ~Yllgagiq 2. qagaullgnaq
dancinJ.! (she was-) - tali~naq. At.
dandy, n. - axsailigaq

dark - 1. qaxcaq 2. qaxcikayuk
darkness - qaxcikayuq
daub, v, - kikagnasakuqing (1)
daughter - asxinuq
dawn - ugikinga
dawn, v. - tanikuqing (1)
day after tomorrow - qilagan qila

2. qilagan qilaga
day before yesterday - yam-kadan
daybreak - ugikinga
day (good-) [salutation] - tuluma

[corrup. R.]
daylight - angaliq
day (not letting pass a single-) - angaliq

takacxinagalakan
daytime - angaliq
dead - asxatxaq
dead body - asxalaknaq
deaf - nitxuqulaq
dear [expensive] - akituq
death - 1. akitiq 2. asxaq
debouches [said of rivers] imp. V.-

kimnikuq (1)
debt - aduq
debtor - 1. adugiq 2. adulgixtaq
decay, v, 1. sixikuqing (1) 2. sixiikuqing (2)
decay (subject to-) - si:kdaq
dece~sed - axqadanaq [lit. gone]
dece~ve, v. - ailalusakuqing (1)
deceIve [neg. form] v. - adalusalakaging
December, approx. -1. agalgugaq

2. tugiiligamaq [lit. chief or long month]
decide, v. - cilikuqing (1)
deed - 1. awaq 2. maxqaq
deed (good-) - axtangin
deep - qamdaq
deepen, v. - qamiladikuqing (1)
defecation, n. - sitginaq, sitxinaq
defend, v. - ag1igakuqing (1)
defile a stream so that fish cease to resort to

it, info v. - amayaknagan
degrees (by-) - angunaguluk ittalik
delicacy - mascung itaq
deliver from, v. - agligakllqing (1)
demand - amadusiq
demand, v. - ilgaxtakuqing (1)
demanded (he - an accounting from them)

- a91ingin maxqangin ngin amayaxtakin
demanded (it is - of me) v. - amasxakuqing

(1)
demolish, v. - 1. iqidusakuqing (1)

2. ugatakuqing (1)
demon - 1. aglikayaq 2. qllgaq
dense - cma
depart, v. - 1. aigagikuqing (7)

2. aigagiikuqing (7) 3. axqadakuqing (1)
4. inganu ,akuqing (1)
5. 9nangamudngikuqing (7)

departed - txin-inganusik
~epart from, V. - iqi takuqing (1)
epartu,re (1 take my-), v. -
annuxtalakuqing ngan (1)

~ePth - 1. qamdaca 2. qamdaq
ep.uty - ismi taq

detlde, v. - qaJa takllqing (1)
de ~ nd, v.-kimikuqing (ger. kimsik, imptY.

klmada)
de cend on, v. - sakagakuqing (1)

deserter - tayagunaq
deserving - an'gagisigaq
design, v, - an'gimagukuqing (1)
desirable thing - maqadadisaq
desire, V. - 1. anuxtakuqing (1)

2. atakuqing (1) 3. matukuqing (1)
des~res (one who does as he-) - matunaq
desire ~to have a - for) v. - ilming

agaccikuqing (1)
destination - Isxaligaq
destitute - kingunaq
destitute (1 am-) v, - kingunakuqing (1)
destroy, v. - 1. akililakuqing (1)

2. laklllJ,ing (1) 3. sigusakuqing (1)
4. ugacxikuqing (1)

detain, v. - 1. aciyaxtakuqing (1)
2. atxininagikuqing (2)

devotion (1 feel - toward) v, -
1. yagakuqing (1) 2. yaxtakuqing (1)

dew - 1. agatxuq 2. ugla$iq
dew has risen - uglagiq aqakuq
dexterous - 1. maiqudaq 2. tngunax
dialect - Hugadaq
diarrhea - cinlaq
die, v, - 1. asxakuqing (1) 2. tanadakuqing

(1) [Miss.: adopted because lit. return
home]

died (that has-) - as:katxaq
difficult-1. ~nginaq 2. manigisaq 3. tunggaq
dig. v. - Angugikuqing (7)
dig out, v. - iqidukuqing (1)
diligence (1 exercise great-) v. -

atatanixtakuqing (1)
diligently - saxtalakan
dim - alagailigaq
dimension - atxiiiq
diminisb, V. - angaglikuqing (1)
dinner - qaq
dinner (1 am at-) v. - qakuqing (1)
direct - 1. acigusan 2. aiigllsan
directions (in all-) - sananangin

sanatakin
dirt - 1. cukun 2. kikagnaq 3. tagulkuq
dirtiness - amaiknaq
dirty - 1. amaiknaq 2. kikagnaq
dirty, v. - kikagnasakuqing (1)
dirty (it is-) imp Y.- tagulkutukuq (5)
disagreeable matter - macungsitaq with neg.
disappeared - ikidinakaq
disapprove, v. - madidalisalakuqing (1)
discharge, v. - takadikuqing (1)
discharge from service, Y. - ingulagakuqing

(1) 'd f . ].discharges into [sal 0 rIver Imp. v. -
kimnikuq (1)

discover, Y. - agitasakllqing (1)
dishes - cammaq
dish for liquids - aglucadaq
disjoin, v. - axsatikuqing (2)
dislike, v. - 1. angktusakuqing (1)

2. qalixtalakaging (9)
dislodge, v. - itxiiikuqing (2)
dismay, v. - angitanixtakuqing (l)
dismiss, v. - 1. amalixtadikuqing (1)

2. ~manlldikuqing (1) 3. takadikuqing

diS~6ey, v. ignikuqing (1) .
dispatch, v. - 1. awaxtakuqmg (1)
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2. Ittackikuqing (1)
disperse, v, - amnixtakuqing (1)
display, v; - 1. agackikuqing (1)

2. axsadikuqing (1)
dispute - qasluq
disputer - agan'gunaq
dissolve, v, - asugakuqing (1)
dissuade, v, - arxinlnagikuqing (2)
distance that is known - atxitiq
distant - amatxaq
distend, v. - agitakuqing (1)
distress - 1.amanaq 2. amnaq 3. Angisaq
distress (I begin to be in-) v. -

angisakuqing (1)
distressing (it is-) imp. v.-kayagnakuq (5)
distribute, v. -1. agukuqing (1)

2. axsalakuqing (1) 3. udignasakuqing (1)
district (one's own-) - slung
disturbed (I am - in mind) v. -

amayakagukuqing (1)
disturb (to - the thoughts) inf, v, - sinnikik

ungayagagta
ditch - 1. Anguq 2. cagadaq 3. cagaq

[natural] 4. ixtiq [artificial]
divert, v. - lttalgakuqing (1)
divert myself with anything, v. -

ikalakuqing (1)
divide, v. - 1. Axsalakuqing (1)

2. usakuqing (1)
do, v. - 1. agakuqing (1) See bring, make

2. agatakuqing (1) 3. axqadakuqing (1)
4. axqaiikuqing (1) 5. ingamakuqing (1)
6. maxqakuqing (1)

do anything in general, v. - masaqadakuqing
(1)

do finally, v. - angtusakuqing (1)
do for the last time, v. - angtusakuqillg (1)
do (I can-) v. - tngunagikuqing (7)
do (I involuntarily - what 1 should not) v.

-Akutakuqing (1)
do something for my own benefit, v.

anatakuqing (1)
do with all my energy, v. -

macungsinaxtagalikuqing (1)
doing somethin~ - maxqaginaq
dock, Bot. - 1Ilu'lgayaq
doctor - lIgayanaq
dog - saglaq
dolphin [undet. sp.] - kdang
donation - 1. agasaq 2. agasiq
done (I have-) v. - maxqnnillg
door - satmaliq [corrup. R.]
doorway - agilgiq
double - alaluk
doubt, v. -1. inagdakuqing (1)

2. inagikuqing (2)
down - atmuda!lan
down of birds - uqdun
downwards - atmudagan
dOLe, v. - axtayugikuqing (1)
drag, v. - sayukuqing (1)
drain, v. - idagikadakuqing (1)
drake, Ornith - kalagaq
drake (sea-) - qaciyaq
draw lots, v. - ukunagikuqing (7)
draw near, v. - !qakakuqing (1)
draw out, v. - 1. ailukuqing (1)

2. idgidgukuqing (1) 3. Idulakuqing

4. igukuqing (1) 5. tixyukuqing (1)
draw to myself, v. - idgitakuqing (1)
draw up water, v, - aglukuqing (1)
dread, v. -1. igakuqing (1) 2. ngagikuqing

(7)
dread (I stand in - of) v. -

angitakuqing
dreadful - ngagnaq
dream, n. - sngagin [always used in pl.]
dream (I see in a-) v. - sngagtakuqing (1)
dream of, v. - sngagtakuqing (1)
dress, v, - Axsaiikuqing (2)
dressed - cuxtaqagiq
dress myself, v, -1. Hsakuqing (1)

2. cukuqing (1) [r, without additional
infix]

dress someone, v. - cucxikuqing (1)
dressed (well-) - axsaiiigaq
drew (I - near bim) v, - ilan agakung
dried fish - udaq
dried-up - qakaq
drink, v, - tangakuqing (1)
drink (I give to-) v. - unugikuqing (7)
drinking (addicted to-) - tangaqatuq
drink tea, v. - cax akuqing (1)
drink up, v. - idagikadakuqing (1)
drive, v. - angixtakuqing nung (1)
drive away, v. - ingulagakuqing (1)
drive in, v. - cumniktakuqing (1)
drive out, v. - 1. Amanudaquqing (1)

2. Amanuyakuqing 3. awanudakuqing (1)
4. igninaxsxakuqing (1)

droll (it seem -) v. - aluyulnakuq (5)
drooping - uqlunuq
drop, n. - idaq
drop, v. - awagaiikuqing (2)

2. itxikuqing (1)
drop down, v. - qingukuqing (1)
drove - samagin, pI. samin
drow e, v. - ngagikuqing (1)
drum, n. - cayaq
drum, v. - cayagikuqing (7)
drum (I beat a-) v. - cayagikuqing (7)
drum (I po se a-) v. - cayagikuqing (1)
drummer - cayagidaq
drunkard - tangalitatuq
drunken - tangaqatuq
dry (I grow-) v. - qakalikuqing (2)
dry omething, v. - qakayakuqing (1)
duck - for identified species see eider, king

eider, surf, golden-~ye
duck, undet. p. - 1. sp. frequenting cliffs

- limgiq 2. p. found at sea - qugang 3.
winter resident - alngaq

due - qalaq
dug (I am - up) v. - itxadakuqing (1)
dung - 1. sitginaq 2. sitxinaq
du t, n. - 1. cignaq 2. ciqix 3. uxsgiq
duty - aki iq
duty (I do my - without fraud or zealously)

v. - agaxtakuqing (1)
dwell, v. - 1. ayugadakuqing (1)

2. tanasakuqinF; ngan (1)
dwelling of any kind - ulaq
dwelling of evil spirit - qOgam ubi [Miss.]
dwelling (multitude of-) - ulakidaq
dwelling togeth r - i1ulaq
dy entery - cinlaq(1)
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each - 1. amangasaq 2. tamadaga 3. usu
4. usuq

eager - igalignaq
eagle - tixlaq
ear - tutusiq
early. in the morning - qilaq
ear rmg - tutax
ears (having-) - tutucagiq
earth -::..ciqix
earthquake - adgilaq
east - qigaquq
east-north-east - qagakuq
eastern dwellers [east of Unalaska] -

qigadaginan
eastern side - qigaquq
easy.g?i!lg [said of boat motion] - cangaq
easy-riding [said of boat motion] cangaq
easy (very-) - alasaq
eat, v. - 1. inukuqing (1) 2. qakuqing (1)
eatables - inuqaq
eating place - qaluq
eat with a spoon, v. - caxsakuqing (1)
ebb of tide - agugim kita
echo - sulgaq
edge, n. - 1. angta 2. atmix 3. qangiq

'l. snanga
edged - cutgidigaq
edge (it has a keen-) imp. v. - qicagikuq

(4)
efface, v. -Iqidusakuqing (1)
egg [general term] - samlaq [lit. bird's son]
eh? [interrogative particle] -I?
e~? [interrog. reply in answer to a call] - a?
elder duck (king-) Somaleria spectabilis -

akuq
eider duck (northern-) Soma/eria mollissima

borealis - kasamiq
e!ght - qamcing
e~ghtfold - qamcilung
e~ghts (by-) - qamclngiilim
eight times - qamclngiilim
either - Ama
either ... or - Ama ... Ama
eject someone, v. - iyagdagalikuqing (1)
elder brother - ludaq
elected - lmitxaq
cleven - :\tiq ataqan signaxta [lit. ten with

excess of one]
emanate (it - from) v. -ldakl1q (')
embark, v. - angakuqing (1)
embrace, v. - umcllkuqing (1)
em~roidery on a skirt - :l.tmigasiq
emmence - algunaq
emperor - tanamagugu
employment - anamanagiq
empre - tanamagllgllgin ayaga
empty, adj. - rna aguluk
empty, v. - ic' agikadakllqing (1)
em~ty it to the last drop I impv. - icagida!
encIrcle, v - imuiikuqing (2)
encounter, v. kadamgakllqing (1)
end, n. - 1. angta 2. cuqidaq
endeavor, v. - qa uqinalakuqing (1)
ended - txin- inganusik
endles - uganagnaguluk
end (my - draw near) - akHin ukuq

E

end of m~ visit, v, - tanadakuqing (1)
end of ammate thing - akitiq
ends (it-) v. - inakuq (5)
endure, v. - Amagasakuqing (1)
endure (I can not-) v. - qalixtalakaging

(9)
enemy - angaduiiq
enervate - kayugixkadaxtaq
enfeebled - kayugixkadaxtaq
enigmatic - lisniqagiq
enl~rge, v. - angunasmikuqing (1)
enlighten, v. - angaligadiiikung (2)
enough - sanatalik
enough (not-) - isxalakan
entangled - qaluxtasaq
enter, v. - ukagalgakuqing
enter a dwelling, v, - qangukuqing (1)
enter (1 begin to-) v.-

agadaqalidakuqing (1)
enter into, v. - angalakuqing
entice, v. - winginiXtakuqing (1)
entire - 1. dakuq 2. daq
entirely - 1. alang 2. ilimadgaq
entity - an'gagim an'gagi
entrails - cidgan
envelop, v. - imuiikuqing (2)
envious - gilgituq
envy, n. - 1. gilgaq 2. gilgiq
envy, v. - 1. gilgixtakuqing (1)

2. sugdaxtakuqing (1)
equality - sanakaq
equals, imp. v. - sanakuq (5)
erase, v. - 1. Iqidusakuqing (1)

2. kidgllk~qing (1)
erect - cllcxaq
ermine - samikaq
err, v. - tunnuxtagukuqing (1)
err unintentionally, v. - Akutakuqing (1)
errand - awaxtaqaq
erudite - axqataqagiq
eruption on skin - cimgan
escape, v. -1. ixqikuqing (1)

2. takakllqing (1)
essence - kangin
essential (what is-) - qala
esteem, v. - igaktakuqing (1)
esteem (I hold in-) v. - samtakuqing (1)
estimate, v. - akilgikuqing (1)
eternally - awan tamadaga
eucharist - aganaq [from agakuqing]
even [smooth] - qadiCligaq
even [plain, not rough] - tnguq
evening - angalikinga
evening visit for amusement - qaganasaq
everlasting - awan qucxan
every - 1. amangasaq 2. tamadaga 3. i'Isu

+. usuq
everywhere - 1. awan usugan 2. qatamadan
everywhere around this place - imllgan
everywhere in this world - udan slum

imugan usugan ilan
evil - angitaq
evil (I think - of someone) v. -

amqinikuqing ngan (1)
evil spirit - qugaq
evil thoughts - an'gididanuluk
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evil thoughts and wishes - sinididanuluk
exactly - amausaq
exactly here - ningaligan
exactly like - lidausanaq
exaggerate, v. - arnnaguiikuqing (2)
examine, v; - atgagusakuqing (1)
exasperate, v. - kingunigakuqing (1)
excavate, v. - qamiladikuqing (10)
exceeding - signaxtaq, part. [used also to

form numerals]
exceedingly- angunasik
except - 1. uglagan 2. unuquan 3. unuqugan
excess - signaq
exclude, v. - ragltakuqing ~1)
excused (I am-) v, annuxtalakuqing ngao

(1)
excused (let it be - to me) imp. v. -

sitxugikuq (4)
exbibit, v. - 1. agaHkuqing (2)

2. :\xsadikuqing (1)
exhibition - ukamaq
exhume, v. - iqidukuqing (1)
exigency - 1. Alakaging 2. alaqagiq
exist, v. - akuqing (1) [fut. part. agnaq:

fut. part. neg. - agnaguluk: irreg. indef.
pI. number - agio]

existing thing - an'gagim an'gagi
expand, v. - agitakuqing (1)
expect, v. - 1. acigikuqing (1)

face, n. - 1. lidaca 2. sagimaq 3. sigakudaq
faded - 1. uxnaq 2. uxsik
fades away, imp. v. - matxadakuq (5)
faeces, n. - sitginaq, sitxinaq
faithful - lunaq
fall, n. - saqudakinga
fall, v. - 1. iiikuqing (2) 2. qingukuqing (1)
fall down, v. -1. awagakuqing (1)

2. utxalikuqing (1)
fallen (I lie-) v. - usugikuqing (7)
fallen (it has - to the ground) - tanam kiian

inakuq
fall (1 let-) v. - 1. awagaHkuqing (2)

2. itxikuqing (1)
fall on, v. - Angyuqixtakuqing (1)
falls (it - in drops) v. - icagikuq (1)
fahe - agan'~lIdaq
false face - sigimakluq
false· faced - uguyaxtaq
falsehood - agan'glldaq
falsely (I love to speak-) v. -

agan'gudakuqillg (1)
family - 1. ilanaqaq 2. ilanuq 3. sgaq
family (member of-) (one of-) -

ulaqilanaq
famous person - taiyaguxsidagaq
fancy, n. - ukuqanidaq
fancy, v. - anugalakuqing (1)
far - amatxaq
far (by-) [with a comparative] - agacan
farewell (1 say-) v. annu:halakuqing ngan

( 1)
far (somewhat-) - amadasan
farther off - amadadn
fa t, n. - ngaxtaq

2. aggitakuqing (1) 3. angagikuqing (1)
expectorate, v, - aligikuqing (7)
expectorated matter - qwicin
expel, v, - 1. Amanudaquqing (1)

2. Amanuyakuqing 3. awanudakuqing (1)
4. igninaxsxakuqing (1) 5. itxiHkuqing (2)
6. ixqinihakuqing (1)

expensive - akituq
expert - maiqudaq
expert (1am-) v, - tngunagikuqing (7)
explain, v. - kangcimaHkuqing (2)
extend, v. - 1. angunasmikuqing (1)

2. mgiiikuqing (2)
extensive (the place is-) imp. v.-

tanatukuq (5)
exterminate, v. - lqidusakuqing (1)
exterminated (1 am-) v, - itxadakuqing

( 1)
extinguish, v. - 1. IIgisakuqing 2. 6giyakung

(1)
extol, v. - amcukuqing (1)
extort, v. - igninaxsxakuqing (1)
extremely - angunasik
eye - d'aq
eyebrow - qamtiq
eyelashes - d'am qaxsangin
eye of non.primitive needle - daglukik
eye (pupil of the-) -liam cikda

F

fast, v. - sngaxtakuqing (1)
fastening of any kind - amniyasiq
fastenings of cryHal or pebbles on clothe

ngitakix
fasting, n. - sngaxtaq
fat - 1. anatuq 2. caduq 3. sadgaq

4. sailignaq
father - adaq
father (1 am his-) v. -ling adaxtaq
father (I have a-) v. - adagikuqing
father's brother - latugiq
father's father - latuq
fatigue, n. - 1. kayugiqadaq 2. qadaq
fault - tunnuitaguq
fault (at-) - maxqaginaq
fault (I am at-) v. - sitxugisxakuqing (1)
faultles - maxqaginaq with neg.
faulty - madldanuluk
favor - axtangin
favorite child - masatuq
fear, n. - 1. iganaq 2. igataq
fear, v. - 1. angitakuqing 2. igakuqing (1)

3. igatukuqing (1) 4. igahakuqing (1)
5. ngagikuqing (7)

fearful - ngagnaq
fear (I put in shame and-) V.-

ayagikuqing (2)
fear to, v. - igayuxtakuqing (1)
feasible (not-) - inginaq
feather - Akax
featherbed - isxax iq
February [approx.] - qi agunaq [time when

from lack of food one i sometime reduced
to gnawing strap or thongs]

feeble - kayugiguluk
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feed, v, - acgukuqing (1)
feel, v'.- tutayagakuqing (1)
fee.1pam, v. - naxtaqagikuqing (1)
Ielicitv - assagutasadaq [Miss.]
female seal pup - lakudaq, P. 1.
fennel, Bot. - qilikdaq
ferment! n. - caknayisaq
fest~rs, Imp. v, - susuxsikuq (5)
Iestival - 1. kamgaq 2. qangulaliq
fetch, v, - 1. AqaHkung (2) 2. ukagakuqing

(1) 3. wagasakuqing (1)
fetch out, .v. - igukuqing (1)
fever - cinglaq
field - tanasxa
f!ery - qignaginaq
f!ght, v, -.alitxugikuqing (2)
f!gure - sigakudaq
filaments - idgitgan
f!le, n. - i~agisiq
f!ll, v. - .~atikuqiog (2)
f!ll a posItIon, v. - tanalgilikuqing (2)
f!lth - 1. cukun 2. kikagnaq 3. tagulkuq
f!nal - agalugiq
f!nally - agaHmadao [agalan plus Adan]
fmd, v. - 1. axsasakuqing (1)
.2. ukukuqing ngan (1)

f!nd myself, v. - aitakuqing (1)
fmd myself at a certain place, v. -
. ayugadakuqing (1)

flDd myself in such a position that
. _ makuqing (1) -, v.

flOe - anataguluk
f!nger -: atxuq
f!nger (m~ex-) - cugagusiq
f!nger (~Iddle-) - tiklaq
f!n~er naIl - qagalgiq
f!D1sh, v. - inaHkuqing (2)
ftr grove - yagaqadaq
fir (silver-) - cumnax
f!re, n. - 1. 19oaq 2. qignaq
f!re a gun, v. - tumdakuqing (1)
f!re container - qignagiluq
f!re (I am on-) v. - ixsxakuqing (1)
fIre (I s.eto~-) v. - I.lgikuqing (1)
. 2. l~t!kuq1Dg (2)

f!re (It I on-) v. -lgikuq (2)
f!re (on-) - Ix ik
f!rewood [driftwood] - iklao
f!rm - tnguq
f!rm (not-) - qagnagidaguluk
f!r t - 1. itangiq 2. kadugiq
:!r t (at-) - 1. Itangasik 2. itangisik
~rst.born cbild - itangaganaq

fIr t of all - itangisiyusaq
fish [gene~al term] - 1. qaq 2. qax
. 3. qagahoan, pI.

:~ h [undet. carp-like sp.] - cingadgiq
Ish [undet. de.ep ea sp.] - 1. agayadaq

f' 2. amayaq 3. Idgayun 4. kamaq 5. qalagaq
I r [undet. long, pike-like tropical sp. with
. arge-toothed mouth] - calakuq

f. h [undet. alt water p.] - 1. ikayan

4
2.kalaga, kalagaq 3. kusam ldanguca
. tmadgin

:;s~ [undet. small alt water sp.] - cimguq

I
[undet. mall tender nit water sp.] -

umatudaq

fis? [undet. sp. called kuema by R. A]
usmaq .

f!sh (dr!ed-) - 6daq
fish-drying pegs - nin
f!sh.hook -:- duxtaq
fish-hook Iines - imgagin
f!sh!ng line - umnaq
fishing net - kudmaciq
fis~, ::ex~grammu! asper [sp. of Cottoidae]

gugim qa [Iit, fish which lives in part
of shore covered at high tide; called terpug

. by R. A.]
fish roe - cisuq
f!sh soup - caxsaq
f~ssure - tuliq
f!ve -: cang [lit. my hand]
f!ve times - cangidim
f!x, v. - anugnasayakuqing (1)
fIxed matters - atxagasigangin
flagstone - cungluq
flames (in-) -lxsik
flaming - 1. 19naq 2. qignaginaq
flea - katgiq
flee, v. - ixqikuqing (1) -
flesh - 1. qad:iq 2. ulluq
fl~xible - inyudaq
fh~s about [said of bird only] v.-

Igaxtadakuq (1)
flight (it is in-) [said of arrows] V. -

atagdakuq (5)
flight (it takes-) [said of bird only] v.

.-igaxtadakuq (1)
fhnt for striking fire - igdax
flipper - umsuq
float, v. - gucigikuqing (7)
flock - samagin, pI. samin
flood - sidaq
flood (there is a-) imp. v. - sidakuq (5)
floor of dwelling - cimaluq
flounder [2 sp. of Pleuronectidael -

1. taoimayuq 2. 6gaguq
flour - alugaq
flower, n. - cigudngiq
flows (it-) [said of streams] V.-

amnagikuq (8)
flows (the water-) imp. v.-1. igadakuq (5)

2. igatakuq (5)
fluke of whale - umsuq
flustered (I am-) V. - cudgukuqing (1)
fly [insect] - 1. 6gamikadagiq

2. ugumi9adaq
foam, n. - ugucgiq
foeman - angakusaq
fog - ayangiq
foggy (it is-) imp. V. - ayangikuq (5)
fold, n. - qangiq
fold, V. - 1. qangikuqing (I)

2. qangitadakuqing (1) 3. ulikung (1)
folds, n. - sigun
fondle, V. - aniqsulakuqing (1)
food - 1. inuqaq 2. qalgadaq
fool - daqulgaq
foolish - daxqagikadanaq
foot [12 in.] - atxidusiq
foot - kitaq
foot covering of any kind - uligiq
footprint - cimiq
footprints (I make-) v. - cimixsikuqing
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footstep - tadaluq . , ,
for, prep. - 1. ailan, adaklk, 2. ailagan

3. agalan . ,
for con], - umaya ailangmlO
fo:him, her, it - qulagan .
for me - 1. agalming 2. qulaming

3. qulakiming
for nothing - akigulgalakan .
for thee - 1. agalmin 2. qulamin 3: qulakmm
for these causes - umakun qulangin
forbid v. - aglisakuqing (1)
force, ~. - 1. kyagikuqing (7)

2. qixkutakuqing (1) .
force from, v. - igninaxsxakuqmg (1) .
force someone to leave, v. - amanudaquqmg
forefathers - kagangin
forehead - tanniq
foreign - awagiq
foreman - manarnaqaq
forest- yagan
forever - awan tamadaga
forget, v. - ugunuxta~uqing (1)
forgive, v. - annukuqmg (1) .
forgive (1 - you) v. - imin annuxtakuqlOg
form, n. - kamgaluq. . ..
formerly - 1. itangaslk 2. Itanglslk

3. kailimadan
forth from - ailagan
forthwith - algayagulakan
fortify, v. - tungagayakuqing (1)
fortunate - asagutaq . . . .
fortunate (1 become-) v. - ukuillgalikuqlOg

(2)
fortunate (very-) - assagutasadaq
foundation - 1. qala 2. ~Iga.
founder [person who estabhshes] -

atxaxtaqagiq . .
foundered at sea - alagum ilan klmslk
four - sicin f
Four Mountain Island [one of group 0

Aleutian Chain islands] - tanam anguna
[lit. great land]

fox - uqacing
fox (arctic-) -1. aikaguq 2. ayakaguq
Fox Islander - Unangaq, Unangan, pI.
fragile - sixdaq
fragment - 1. agisiq 2. sixsiknaq
free - maku alakaq
free from, v. - agligakuqing (1)
fresh - tagadaq

friend [male or female) - 1. acacaq
2. agitasaq 3. ilaq 4: ilaqaq

friendly act - axtangm
frighten, v. -1. arhanikuqing (1)

2. iganatakuqing (1)
frightened - igatuq . .
fright (1 take-~ v. - I~atukuqmg (1)
frolic, v, - camirtakuqitig (1)
from - 1. ailagan 2. daMn
from above - qusarnadan .
from beneath or under - sitxan
from beside it - Ilanugan
from beside me - ilarning
from beside thee - ilamin .,
from exactly there - lngahg3:g~n '1
from him, her, it - 1. daxkigirn 2. I angan

3. kukigim ..
from me - 1. daxkiming 2. kukiming

3. ilaming
from near me - ilaming
from near thee - ilamin
from on - 1. kMn 2. kugan 3. kungin pI.
from one's self - kiJm
from on one's self - i1kigim
from that place - lngagan .,
from thee - 1. daxkimin 2. kuklmln
from top to bottom - ikagan
from what place - qanagan
from within - 1 ilan 2. nagan
front - kadugiq
front (in-) - atasik . . ( )
front (it i in - of) v. - 1. kaillgukuq 5

2. kadigunakuq (5) .
frost - 1. qicaq 2. qingmaq
froth, n. - ~gucgiq
fruit - 1. k3yuq 2. qayun, pI.
fry, v. - cugidak~qing (1)
frying pan - cugldaq
fugitive - taragunaq
fulfill, v. - cxataku9ing (1)
full - 1. d:akuq 2. cxaq . ()
fun (1 make - of) v. - qalaxtakuqmg 1
fungu called devil' ear - qugam tutuca
fur - cngaq .
fur [new growth] - cnguhq
fur of sea bear - lakudaq
fur eal - lakuq
furni h, v. - anugna ayakuqing (1)
furuncle - cixtudang
future - kailimadan

G

garment [national parka] - amagukaq
garment [old-time feather parka] -

qulgudaq
garret - kixyan
garter - tagiHq
gather, v. - 1. adgukuqing (1)

2. tax xakuqing (1)
gathered - taxt~naq . .
gathering anythlO!l - maslguq ~ultk
gauge, v. - atxilikuqing (2)
!laze on, v. - ukuitakuqing (1)
general - tamadaKa
generation - kinglaxliq
generou Iy - angixtalakan
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gain, n. - agutxaq
gain, v. - agulikuqing (2) .
gain a prize, v. - AgusxakuqlOg (P
gain ground, v. - maxqadaxtakuqlOg (1)
gall - 1. citxiq 2. madagnaq
galluses - kangagaxtusiq
gambling (one ruined by-) - agutxaq II

game named "the demons show themselves
- qugan agalik

ganglish - qalugan
garden (kitchen-) - tanasxa
garland - llmagadaq
garment - cuxtaqaq
garment (any short-) - cudgigin

geniculated tree - tasaq
genitals (female-) - cisyuq
genitals (masculine-) - ~ng
gentle - 1. amqituguluk 2. asanaq
get up, v, - axqagakuqing (1)
giant (hideous - made of grass with long

beard, used in games) - igadagax
gift - 1. agasaq 2. agasiq
girdle - caduq
gird myself, v. - qamakuqing (1)
girl - an'gaginadaq
gist of a book - agidgum kangin
give I impv, - agada!
give, v. - 1. agasaxtakuqing (1)

2. agdakuqing (1) 3. agikuqing [agsik,
ger.; agada l irnpv.] 4. axqaiikuqing (2)

give a prize, v. - <lguxsikuqing (1)
given (having - to him) v; phr, - ngan

axsik
give out, v. - axtuxsxakuqing (1)
give something, v. - agsxakuqing (1)
give up, v. - 1. agalikuqing (2)

2. axtuxsxakuqing (1)
giving (infix expressing-) - axsik
glad (1 am-) v. - inixsigakuqing (1)
glass object - kdadaq
glimmer, v. - tanikuqing (1)
gloomy - qaxcaq
glory - 1. algunaq 2. angunatasiq
glows (it-) imp. v. -lgikuq (2)
glutton - qaqalgituq
gnat - culiq
gnaw, v. - Angugikuqing (7)
gnawed (as a - bone) - <lnugnaq
go! impv. - agada!
go, v. - 1. agdakuqing (1) 2. aigagikuqing

(7) 3. aigagiikuqing 4. axqadakuqing (1)
S. axqakuqing (1) 6. nukuqing [Kadyak
word used by Aleuts]

go across, v. - agikuqing (1)
go aside, v. 9nangamudagikuqing (7)
go astray, v. - i akuqing (1)
go away from, v. - itxalikuqing (1)
go away from someone, v. - amanukuqing

(1)
go down, v. - kimikuqing [kimsik, ger.;

kimada! impv.]
go down into, v. - akagakuqing (1)
go forth, v. - 1. Isaiikuqing (2)

2. liikuqing (2)
go (I compel to-) v. - amalixtadikuqing

(1)
go (1 do not wish to-) v. - qitatalgakllqing

(1)
go (I I t-) v. - amalixtadikuqing (1)
go into any plac ,v. - qangllkllqing p)
go (1 permit to-) v. - amalixtacxikuqing

(1)
go (let him or it-!) impv. - amaya

amanu8ta!
go out, v. - itugikuqing (7)
go somewhere of my own accord, v. -

amanukuqing (1)
go through, v. - agikuqing (1)
go to omeone who calls me, v. _

Amaqukuqing (1)
go toward apr on, v. - uyakuqing (1)

go where I am bid, v. - limaqukllqing (1)
go with a load, v. - aigagasakuqing (1)
going [infix expressing-] - <lxsik [ex.

having set out on trail - akaluq <lxsik]
God - AgiJguq
golden-eye, American; Glaucionetta

clangula Americana - 1. amtakuq
2. amtatuq

goletz salmon, Salmo malma, [sp. trout]
sadguniq

good - igamanaq
good - madisaq [said of acts]
good action - maqaxcisaq
good deed - axtangin
good (not-) - madidanuluk
good thing - maqadadisaq
goose (black-footed tundra-) -lax
goose, Emperor or red-Iegged-; Philacte

canagica - 1. qamgagiq 2. qamgang
gospel - tunusadisaq, Miss.
gourmand - qaqalgituq
gracious - itugnisaq
gradually - angunaguluk ittalik
grandchild - ilguq
grandfather - qitgucungiq
grandfather (paternal-) - latuq
grandmother - kukaq
grant! impv. - Amaya!
grant, v. - tagaxtakuqing (1)
granting that - kum
graphite used as paint- sidanaq
grasp, v. - acidalgakuqing (1)
grass - qigaq
grass blade - uliq
grateful - qagaq
grating - qimugaq
gratis - akigulgalakan
gratitude - qagaq
grave - ailuq
grave (artificial-) - ixtiq
graze [touch lightly] v. - <ldgakuqing (1)
grease - 1. caduq 2. sailignaq
great - angunaq
greater - aigax
greater (1 am - than) v. - aigakuqing (1)
great-grandparent - saguq
great-great-grandfather - qitguq
great (1 am-) v. - angllnakuqing (1)
great land - tanam anguna [as place name

refers to legendary original home of
Unangan in the west.]

greatness - 1. angunatasiq 2. sanana
grebe [sp. of Colymbidae] - 1. qigugiq

2. qiguq
greedy - igalignaq
green [color] - cidgayuq
greet, v. - kamgakuqing (1)
greeting when meeting after a long

separation, interrog . .,...ang j?
grey - qidayaguq
grey hairs - qidayan
grief - 1. amanaq 2. limanixtaq 3. qulilaq
grieve, v. - 1. limanitakuqing (1)

2. qulilakuqing (1)
grieve in spirit, v. - an'ging adgatakuqing

(1)
grieves, (it-) V. - txin-adgalasakuq
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grieving - qidug!k
grievous - ngalgiq . (4)
grievous (it is-) imp. v. - ngalagikuq
grind, v, - qicHikuqing (2)
grinding - qirnugaq .
grindstone - qiciduaiq
groin - umlix
grope, v. - ruglakung (1)
ground - qala
ground (on the-) - qalan
grow, v: - axqakuqing p) .
grow higher, v. - q~yah.kuqlOg (1)
grow light, v. - ranikuqing (1)
grow up, v. - 1. Hikuqing (2)

2. qayaHkuqing (2)
growl, v. - tunukyugikuqinlF (7)
grows (it-) v, phr. - §Ium ilan agdakuq
growth - qayatiq

habitable place - tanadgucagiq
hail - qanix . .
hair [single] - Im!lq.
hair of the head - Imhq
hairs (grey-) - qidayan
half - anga
half (on the other-) - ang~madan .
halibut [sp. of Hippog[ossoldes] - caglk
halt, v. - atxikuqing (1) . .
halt (I am-) [walk lame] V. - Ixdalukuqmg

(1)
halting - kitalugtaq
hammock - inHiq
hand - 1. caq 2. cax .
hand (by the-) - can-unangan
handed (one-) - caqakaq .•
hand (hollow of-) - 1. qisim idma 2. qlSlq
handkerchief - kanulisiq
handsome - anugnasaq
hang up, v. - cidgHikuqi!1g (2) . .
happen, v. - 1. ahakuqmg .(1) 2. Itakuqmg

3.1ttakuqing (1) 4. makuqmg (1)
happiness - ukuaigaq
happy - hagutaq .
happy (I am-) v. -ukulligakuqmg (1)
happy (I make myself-) V.-

uku<ligaHkuqing (2)
hard - 1. tungaq 2. tunggaq 3. qagnatuq
hardhearted - kannugtusanaq
hardness - amniq
hard to he done - manigisaq
hare - Amyugaq
harm - Angitaq
harmful - umlignaq
harmful (it is-) imp. V. - umlixsxakuq (5)
harmonious - ilulaq
harpoon - mayagasiq
harpoon for whales - Igiqaq
hash - maciknadaq
haste (I make-) v. - atatakuqing (1)
hasten, v. - iminakuqing (l) with a neg.
haste (without-) - atatalakan
hat - 8aliguq
hatch [opening] - galgiq
hatchet - anixsiq

grumble v - 1. iluxtakuqing (1)
2. tun~kyugikuqing ,(7) .

guard against, v, - agh~akuqmg (1)
guard (night-) - amglgnaq
guessed (having - as to the future) - magan

aqadan u~un:dsik
guest - duktasiq .
guide, V. -1. aiga~dakuqmg (1)

2. aigaktulakuqmg (1) ".
guilty - 1. atxaginuluk manaq 2. rnaxqagmaq
guilty (thus he answers-) - maxqamng
gun - tumdaq . ()
gun (I fire a-) v: - tumd~kuql!1g 1
gun (large, ship-) - sulgidgasiq
gun (report of-) - tumdam sulga
gut, Anat. - an'giq
gwiniad - qalugan

H

hate, v. -1. angktusakuqing (1)
2. qalixtalakaging (9)

hat (old-fashioned wooden-) - cagudaq f
hat [wooden, old styl.e with open top or

boat travel] - qanglluq. _
hat [wooden with decorattons, such as crys

tals and sea lion whi. kers]. - qayatgum
tumgagigan aluxsagwmglatu

haughty - amuiinag . .d I
have, V. - 1. agikuqing (agslk, ger., ~gl. a

impv.) 2. masakuqing (1) 3. mata uqmg
(1) 4. mayuxtakuqing (1) .

have as mine, v. - masaqadahkung (2)
hay - qigaq
he - 1. Ingan 2. naman
he especially - inaqadam ., h
be [farthest down of those slttmg below t e

speaker] - saUn
he [his very own self] - amausaq
he [inside the dwelling] - ukan
he [not present or not seen] - 1. Aman

2. urnan
he particularly - inaqadam
be [sitting above me] -Ikan
he [sitting directly above the speaker] -

Akan ]
he [sitting directly in front of the peaker -

qakun
he [sitting farthe t from me] -: q,aUn
he [sitting in front of me] - qlkun
he [sitting last but one from speaker]-1ag:n
he L itting next but one to speaker] - ng n
he [sitting next but two from. t~e peaker,

counting toward the door] - Ikun
he r sitting not far away] - akan
he [ itting somewhat lower down than

uknan] - unan •
he [standing at orne distanc.e] - Akun
he [standing neare t me] - Ikun
he [walking at orne di tance from the

peakerJ - akun
he fwalktng beside] - lkun
he walking neare t to peaker] - awan
he who - Aman
he [who i out ide the hou e] - adan
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he [who sits beside me] - wan
head - kamgiq
head-chorister (I act as-) V.-

mamimaqagakuqing (1) [Miss.]
head-covering (habitually wearing a-) _

Aaligugiq
heal, v, - 1. masaqadakuqing (1)

2. ugailkuqing (2)
health - 1. kanguq 2. ukudigaq
health (having been restored to-) V. phr, _

qangu axqalik
healthy (having made-) v phr, - qangii

axqasik
health (I restore to-) v. - ugayakuqing (1)
healthy - 1. kanguq 2. ukulliganaq
heap - kaxignan
hear (I can-) V. - tutakuqing (1)
hearing - tutucagiq
hearing (I have-) V. - tutakuqing
heart - 1. kannug 2. kannugiq
heathen - agnamixtaq [Miss.]
heat water, v, - tangaq cinglixtikuqing
heavens - iniq
heavy - kayagnaq
heavy (it is-) imp. V. - kayagnakuq
heel - kagalkuq
height - qayaHq
heighten, v. - qayaHkuqing (2)
heights (at all-) - ikagan
hell - 1. qignaq [lit. fire. Miss.] 2. qugam

ula [Miss.]
helm - 1. qisgusiq 2. qisngusiq
help, v. - i1agukuqing (1)
help someone, v. - sismikuqing kin (1)
helper - sismixtaq
hem of something - siciga
hence - 1. nikun 2. wagan
henceforth - atasik
herd - samagin, pI. samin
herdsman - samagin amgignaq [lit. one who

watches herd by night]
here - 1. amangasan 2. ingagum 3. lngaligan

4. ingun 5. ningun 6. waligan 7. wangun
here [out ide the house] - sadangun
here (I am-) v. - udalikuqing (1)
here (I am - continually) V. - udasakuqing

( 1)
heretofore - uxtanaq
hereupon - 1. Ingaligan 2. ingun
her (for-) - 1. agalan 2. quJagan
her (from-~ - Hlin
herring - ulngan
her - ngan mayuq
her (it is-) v. - mayuxtaq akaq
he itating - angikalgitaq
h!dden - agutaq
h!dden (I am-) v. - agutakuqing (1)
hIde, v. - utxumayukuqing (1)
h!d ,imp. v. - ~Imakuq (5)
hIde omething, v. - 1. aguhkuqing (2)
.2: iqikuqing (1)

hiding place - attagin
hh!gh- 1. qayaq 2. qayatanaq
!gh r - 1. kugiq 2. kuxiq

high flying bird - inimsangin
hillh ea - aluq
h!1I - qayaq
b.illoc:k. - 1 lij a<J, 2, uq}

hill (small-) - tumtaq
him (at, beside, near-) - ilagan
him (for-) -1. agalan 2. qulagan
him (from-) -1. daxkigim 2. ilan

3. kukigim
him (from beside or near-) - Hagan
him (on-) - kugan
him (past-) - angagan
him (to-«) - ngan
him (toward-) - Aaagan
him (with-) - kukigim
hinder inanimate things, v. - Aganikuqing

(1)
his - ngan mayuq
his (in - time) - l..aslan 2. aslangan
his (it is-) - mayuxtaq akaq
hissing - tJgumaqaciyaq
hither - wangudagan
hitherto - kadirnadan
hoarfrost - agamaq
hoary - qidayaguq
hold, V. - suxtakuqing (1)
hold back, v. - aciyaxtakuqing (1)
hold out, v. - tugilikuqing (2)
hole - 1. Anuq 2. cagaq [natural] 3. cagadaq

[artificial] 4. isanaq [from tearing] S.
ixtiq [artificial]

hole (I make a:-) v. - guHkuqing (2)
hole in ice - tatuq
holes (secret - in rocks or ground, where a

tribe concealed itself when attacked by
superior forces) - attagin

hole where animal lives - 1. cixcaq 2. cixtiq
holiday - kamgaq
hollow of the hand - qisim idma
holy - qurltaq
holy (very-) -1. angalfga<ligasadaq

2. snganadaq - At. [Miss. terms]
honey - idigaq
honorable person - taiyaguxsidagaq
hook - duxtaq
hope, n. - un'gitaq
hope, v. - 1. lusakuqing (1) 2. un'gitakuqing

(1)
hopeful - un'gitaq
horror - iganaq
horrors truck (I am-) v. - :hakuqing (1)
host - tayagugamaq
host [Eucharistic wafer] - an'gigam aki

[Miss.]
hot - cingliq
hot (it grows-) imp. v. - ugnasatakuq (S)
house - 1. ilanaqaq 2. ulaq
house [village clubhouse used for dancing,

kashime] - ulagamax
household - 1. i1anaqaq 2. ilanuq 3. sgaq
household (one of-) - ulaqilanaq
houses (group of-) -ulakidaq
house yard - ulam Aca
how? - 1. alqusiq? 2. alquq? 3. alqutaq?
however - masxangan
how many? - 1. malqinin? 2. qanang?'
how many times? - qanangIalm?' .
how much? - qanang?
human being - an'gagi'm an'gagi
humb\'y -, axqayaxtalakan
humiliate, V. - kingunisakulli'ng: (I}
humming' - ~gumaqadyaq
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hump - 1. qung 2. qungiq
humpbacked - qungtuq
humpback salmon, Oncorhyncus gorbuscha -

adgayuq
hundred - sisaq
hundreds (by-) - sisailim
hundred times - sisadirn
hunger - Ilgaq
hungry - Ilgaq
hungry (I am -) v. - agakuqing (1)
hunt otters, v. - cngatunagikuqing (7)
hunting (I go with otter - party) V.-

cngatunagingan aixakuqing
hunting implement - mayagasiq
hurricane - qitikilaq

1- 1. iing 2.ting
I alone - inaqadang
I especially - inaqadang
I in especial - inaqadaming
I particularly - 1. inaqadang 2. inaqadaming
I myself - inaqing
ice - kdaq
idiom - lIugadaq
idle, v. - saxtakuqing (1)
idleness - saxtaq
idol - 1. agatxaq [Miss.] 2. qugadaq

3. sigimkuq
idolator - qugam mangiyuitanaq [Miss.]
if - kum
igneous - qignaginaq
ignoramus - Akulaq
ignorant - Akulaq
ignorant (I am-) v. - Akulakuqing (1)
ignorant person - 1. Akulaq 2. angamikuxtaq
ikon - kamgaluq
I1iuliuk [chief village on Unalaska Island]

- ilulaq [harmonious]
il1 - naxtaqagiq
ill (I am-) v. - naxtaqagikuqing (1)
illegal - atxaginuluk
il1ness- naganaq
illuminate, v. - angaligaililikung (2)
image - 1. agatxaq [Miss.] 2. kamgaluq

[Miss.] 3. qugadaq
imagination - an'giganan
imagine, v. - anugalakuqing (1)
immediately - algayagulakan
immobile -1. angixtalakan 2. ciklagayuluk
immoderate - txin, sulaitaguluk
immortal - ashdaguluk
immovable - angixtalakan
impolite - Ilkulaq
important - kayagnaq
important in bearing - amuiinag
impose on or upon, v. - allalusakuqing (1)
impose on or upon [neg. form] V.-

adalusalakaging
impossible (it is - for me to undertake) v.

- angixtakuqing (1)
improper - atxaginuluk
improve, v. - tungaitakuqing (1)
impurity - amaiknaq
in - 1. angagan 2. ilan; ilkin, d.; ilin, pI.

3. nagan 4, awangan

hurry, v. - 1. angayaxtakuqing
2. atatakuqing (1) 3. iminakuqing (1)
with neg.

husband - ugi
husband (I am left without a-) V.-

ugigiqadakuqing (1)
husband (I take a-) v. - ugilgikuqing [gel.

ugilgilik, ugilgisik; irnpv. ugilgida!]
hut made of earth - ulaq
huts erected for temporary use while

traveling - ixsun
hypocrite - uguyaxtaq
hypocrite (I play the-) v. - uguyaxtakuqing

(1)

I

in him - ilim
in me - ilming
in one's self - ilim
in thee - ilmin
in this place - ingun
in vain - iniman
in what manner - masxinin
in what way - masxangan
inaccessible - amuiinag
inactive - ciklagayuluk
inasmuch as - 1. sanakam sanatalik

2. sanakam sanatalkinin
inauspicious - ngangadaq
incarnation - ullulgisik [Miss.]
incessant - 1. Agatalakan 2. uganagnaguluk
incessantly - daitalakan
incision - ugaknaq
inclose on al1 sides, v. - imuiikuqing (2)
inconsequent - atxaginuluk
increase, v. - 1. amnaguiikuqing (2)

2. angunasmikuqing (1) 3. ilalgikuqing
(1)

increases (it-) v. phr. - Slum ilan agdakuq
incurable - amiduladukaluk
indebted - adulgixtaq
indeci ive - angikalgitaq
indicate, v. - cugagukuqing (1)
indigent - manuqagiguluk
indignant (1 am-) v. - atyugnikuqing (1)
indi pensible - anuxtana-u aq
indi posed - 1. takigiq 2. takixtaq
indi po ed (I am-) v. - takixtakuqing (1)
indulgence - macung itaq
inebriated - tangalixtaq
inexperienced per on - tagayaqaq
inextingui hable - ugadaguluk
infancy - aniiugasanaq
infant - maqdadaq
infant wrapping - cunguq
inhabitant (original - of a place) -

kadangin
inbale, tr. v. - umtakung (1)
inho pitable place - tanadgucaltiq with neg.
injuriou (it i -) imp. v. - umlix xakuq (5)
injury - ~lDaq
inju tice - agan'gudaq
innate - qalaq
innocent - maxqaginaq with neg.
innumerabl - jI acagigulu~
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!nqu~re, Vb'-Ilmayaxtakuqing ngan (1)
mquire a out, v, - tagakung (1)
!nsane - daxqagiguluq
rnsane (1 am-) d .to.insects (small )v'[- axqaolkadakuqing (1)

d
- general term] -

• saquc~ aq
!nsect stIDg - ucusiq
!ns~rt, v, - cangalikuqing (1)
inside - kangin
mspect, v. - atgagusakuqing (1)
!nspect~r - ukuitaqaginaq
mstruction - Acigasingin
~nstructor - atxaxtaqagiq
mstrument for writing - alugasi
!nstrument tbat cuts or tears - isisi
!nstrument to pile things in a h q A .
!nsufficiently _ isxalakan eap - dgusiq
IDsult,. v.:- ~. itugnikuqing (1)
. 2. k.mguOigakuqing (1)
IDSUltlDg(I am) . .intact _ ilmad~ v. - !tugOlxtakuqing (1)
!ntel1!gence - an'gikik
IDtel~lgent :- 1. an/gim kamdakik
• 2. IdaqulIsadaguluk
~ntemperate - txin-sulaktaguluk
IDteD:d,~. - 1. an'gimagukuqing (1)
· 2. Ilmmg agasxakuqing (1)
!nterdc?urse (sexual-) - cixtim malga
IDter ICt v - I' k .· . ,. ag Ixta uqIllg ngan (1)
!nterIor - 1. gudgiq 2. kangin
~nternal - gudgiq
!nterpret, v. - kangcimalikuqing (2)
~nterpreter - tununaq
IDterrogate, v. - Amatakuqing (1)

jacket - cudgugin
January [approx.] - anulgiliq [lit. season
· when cormorant appear]
!ealou - gilgituq
Jealou (1 am ) '1 .jealou y _ 1 :-1 v. -. g! glXtakuqing (1)
· . . gl gaq 2. gilglq
JOID,V. - 1. qisadakuqing (1)
· .2. tagukuqing (1)
!olner - anignaq
~oker - qalagagiq
!O tie, v. - ingumixtakuqing (1)
!O tie out, v. - kayukitalgakuqing (1)
~ourney! v. - akakuqing (1)
JO~~~ekYln~(I am - by trail) v. - akaluq
· a uqmg
!oy!ul - qagataq
!ubI1ation - aqata 'JJ'Judg lulgaq

e, n. - 1. rna ka atxaxtaq 2. maxqax
aguxtaq [court] 3. tunuxtaq

K

keen (it ha ad) . .(4) - e ge Imp. v. - qlcagikuq

te p, v. - anatakuqing (1)k:iP on, v. - kadmudagikuqing (7)
k p - alagum kumlZu
ettle w'th '(.

k I pout - unga""ldaq
eY-1a" ~. mOlya Iq 2. qammigacaq

!nterrogative particle - l1
!nterv.al - quc:H
!ntest!ne - an'giq
!nt~st!nes - cidgan
IntImIdate v . , .. toxi ,. - Igasuglkuqing (1)
!n ox!cant - tangam daquIga
!ntoxlCated - tangalixtaq
!ntumescence - omtax
!nundation - 1. alagurn alagu 2 sida
!nv~stigate, v, :- ,a,xqayaxtakuqi~g (15
!nv!te, v. - ag.lcaguiikuqing (2)
InVited (I am-) v "k .i k ,.-lgauqlOg(1)
.nvo .e, v. - uyahakuqing (1)
irascible - 1. amqituq 2. kusu u
!ron - qurnlaguq g q
!rojworker - qumlaguxsinaq
!rre evant - awagiq
!rr~parable - amiduladukaluk
IrrItate, v. - 1. adgatakuqing (1)

2. atuqagnixtakuqing (1)
Isanotski Strait between AI k

d U . as a Peninsula
an OImak Island - Isanaq [

. torn before corruption] meaning
!sland - tan'giq
!sland (small-) - tan'gidaq
~slet - tan'gidaq
!solated - amatxaq
Isthmus - sisxaq
it - lngan
it [s,ai~ of something not present or not seen]

-aman
!t (for-) - agalan
It (from-) - ilan

J

iud~~, v. - atgagayakuqing (1)
JudICIal - tunuxtaq
July [approx.] - cagalilim tugida [the
. month w~e~ .f?un& amphibians flourish]
~ump, v. - Iglcxlkuqmg (1)
Jump over, v. - igiiikuqing (2)
June [a~prox.]. - saClignam tugida [the

month 10 whIch the wild creaturesfat] grow
just, adv. - agacan
just [fair] - aga~'gudaq with neg.
lust [no more] -1O¥ayali
lust person - tunnuxtagugiguluk
~ust that! - awaya!
lust t~enc~ - lngaligagan
Juts (It - Into the water from the land)

ldga1ikuq (2) v. -
juvenile - axqasag~q

kidney - daxtuq
kill, v. - askaiikuqing (2)
killed - askatgaq
killer whale of Pacific - OrcinttS rectopinnae

-agluq
kind [benign] - 1. amqituguluk 2. asanaq

3. utxitasaqaq
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kind [sort] - sgaq
kindle a fire, v, - anikuqing (1)
kindness - axtangin
kindred - ilatxin
kingdom (divine-) - Agugum angali
king eider, Somateria spectabiliJ - sakuq
king salmon, OncorhynchJts cha'llicha -

amiyung
kiss, v. - umcukuqing (1)
kitchen - unaluq
kittiwake, Ornith. - 1. gidagiq 2. gidaq
knee - 1. adgidaq 2. cidgidaq
knife - dikasiq
knife (Iarge-) - kalaulisiq

labor - awaq
laborer - awanaq
laborer (1 am a-) v. - awakuqing (1)
lacking - anu:haqagiq
lad - sugankadaq
ladle - aglusiq
laid out (itis-) v.-agicagikuq (5)
lake - /iniq
lame - 1. ixdalukik 2. kitalugtaq
lame (1 am-) v. - ixdalukuqing (1)
lament - aganginakuqing (1) 2. qidakuqing

( 1)
lamp - qignagiluq
lamp [generally and for stone blubber lamps]

- anguq
lamp (grease-) - lxtaq
lamp (lighted-) - taxistasiq
land - tanaq
language - tunuq
lantern - qignagiluq
larch tree - ulngidgidaq
large - angunaq
larger - aigax; aigalakan, neg. form
lassitude - kayugiqadaq
last - angtugiq
last (at-) - agalimadan [agalan plus /idan]
last of a series - ahing-lsiq
late (it is-) v. - agalikuq (5)
lately - uxtanaq
latrine - sitgiluq
laugh, v. - alukuqing (1)
laugh at someone, v. - alusaxtakuqing (1)
laughter - alunasaq
laundry - cgugin
law - maxqaxsingin
lay, v. - 1. ignikuqing (1) 2. iqlukuqing (1)
layout, v. - 1. agiliku<i.ing (2)

2. axtuqagikuqing (1) 3. isxaxsikuqing (1)
laziness- saxtaq
lazy (1 am-) v. - saxtakuqing (1)
lead, v. - 1. agasakuqing (1)

2. aigagdakuqing (1) 3. aigaktulakuqing
(1)

lead into danger, v. - akilUakuqing (1)
lead to him, v. - illin agalakuqing (1)
lead up, v. -1. agakuqing (1)

2. agaiikuqing (2)
lead up to, v. - aigliktulakuqing (1)
leader - 1. manlimaqaq 2. maxqaq aguxtaq
leader in battle - alitxum Umga

knife of stone - 1. qamliq 2. samiq
knot, v: - qisaiikuqing (2)
know, v. - 1. /iqatakuqing 2. axqatakuqing

(l)
know again, v, - axsakuqing (1)
know (I do not-) v. - /ikulakuqing (1)
know (1do not - what to do) V.-

amayakagukuqing (1)
know (1say that 1do not-) V.-

axqatayukuqing (1) with a neg.
known (1 make-) v, - usadikuqing (1)
knowledgeable - /ikulaguluk
Kodiak islander - Kanagiq

L

"lean, adj. - qakaq
lean, v. - qigdalagakuqing (1)
lean (1become-) v. - qakaiikuqing (2)
lean on, v. - /in~uqixtakuqing (1)
leap up, v. - igicxikuqing (1)
learn, v. - /icigasakuqing (1)
learned - 1. ikulaguluk 2. axqataqagiq
learner - /icigaqaq
learning, n. - /icigasingin
least - kingugiq
leave, v. - 1. agisakuqing (1)

2. amlitxakuqing (1) 3. ignikuqing (1)
4. igukuqiDg (1) 5. inganu xakuqing (1)
6. itxalikuqing (1)

leave (1force omeone to leave-) V.-
1. /imlinudakuqing (1) 2. /imlinuyakuqins

leave (1 take my-) v. - amlinukuqing (1)
leave off, v. - 1. /iglitakuqing (2)

2. ugasakuqiDg (1)
leaves (it-) v. -ldakuq (5)
leaves of tree and plant - kucukan
left hand - angiqigiq
left (1 have - him) v. - ilan agakung
left.over - signaq
left (what is on the - side) - angiqigiq
leg - amidgiq
leisure (at-) - maku lilakaq
length - alluq
length (at full-) - aUn6an
lengthen, v. - 1. adukuqing (1)

2. aduiikung (2) 3. igulikuqing (2)
lengthwi e - akanuq
Ie - 1. aigalakan 2. kingugiq
let I - Amaya t
letter - kalikaq
letter of alphabet - Aluq
liar - 1. agan'gudaq 2. agan'gunaq
liar (1 am a habitual-) V.-

agan'gudakuqing (1)
liberator - akixtaq
lie, n. - agan'gudaq
lie, v. - allalukuqing (1)
lie down, v. -1. angamikuqing (1)

2. Angyuqixtakuqing (1)
lie down to re t, v. - quyukuqing (1)
lie fallen, v. - u ugikuqing (7)
lie (1 tell a - on one occa ion) V.-

agan'gukuqing (1)
lie pro trate, v. - u ugikuqing (7)
life - an'gagiq
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I!fe (all through-) - an'gim akarni
I!felong - an'gaglm akarni
I!ft, v. - kumsikuqing (1)
Iift someone who is lying do
• aggiiikuqing (2) wn, v. -

I!gbt, v. - anikuqing (1)
:!gg~tudP'1v. - angaligailiiikung (2)
! te. amp - tanixtasiq

lightning - amuq
I!ke - lidaq
like as - 1. aligwaya 2 I'lik (1 . a rwaya
1
2
e am

k
-). v, - 1. lidakuqing ngin (1)

. . sana uqmg (1)
likeness - 1. kamgaluq 2 I'dI'k" . I aca
! eWlse. ';""ikugusan

lily! Fritillaria kamtschatcensis (R. saran a
lily) - alugaq

I!m~ - qalaxtaq
I!m,ted - angtagiq
I~ne - 1. /iluq 2. cuduq
I!"ea alba - asagidaq
I!nen - cgugin
I!nger, v. - iminakuqing (1)
link - 1. atguxsiq 2 ad: ' .lip _ adix . uxslq
I!ps - agilgiq

I
I!ps (I open my-) v. - a~ikuqing (1)
Isten v - t "k' •• ,. UIl uqmg tuslk ger' tutuca'
.Impv.] ,...

I!tter for animals - agitakaq
I!ttle, ad,:. - amnagulakan
I!ttle by little - angunaguluk ittalik
I~ve, v. - an'gagikuqing (1)

I
I!ve (Icau~e to-) v. - aglagikuqing (2)
!v~r -: aglq

IIv(~) (It grows-) imp. v. - mangayulakuq

I!v!ng, v. - an'gagiq

I
lIvrInghonestly and uprigbtly - an'gagisigaq
o -1. uClaya! 2.wal

load - 1. /iguq 2. qanglaguq
loaded - ~gugitaq
lob t~r w't.b eggs clinging to it - ilgaguq
locality - Isxaq
lock - amniyasiq
lo~~) a complaint again t, v. - ilgaxtakuqing

lo~ - iklaq
101D - 1. ixsgiq 2. ixsiq

mad - daxqagiguluq
madman - daqulgaq
maggot - cimakayun
ma~pie - qalqagayaq
ma~m, v. - nadgukuqing (1)
ma!me~ - 1. dqakaq 2. nadgllgiq
mal~talDed {I am-) V.-

ak gag-iya ta akuqing (1)
rna ,v. - ~. agakuqing (1)

2. aguk,!qm~ (1) 3. axqadakuqing (1)
4. axqaiikuqmg (2) 5. ingamakuqing (1)
6. rna qakuqing (1)

mak a ba k t, v. - ayukakuqing (1)
mak bilek, v. - qaxcalikuqing (2)
make ha te, v. - angaya takuqing

loiter, v, - 1. iminakuqing (1)
2. saxtakuqing (1)

long - 1. adukuq 2. aduq
long (as - as) - kadan
long for, v, - sugdaxtakuqing (1)
tng (somewhat or moderately-) - d d k
ook!-1.ukuga!~.wa!3.wayal a u a

look after, v. - aghkuqing (1)
look at, v. - ukuhakuqing (1)
ook for, ».: 1..acigikuqing (1)

2. angaglkuqlOg (1)
loo~ forward to, v. -Illsakuqing (1)
100 upward, v. - kakikuqing (1)
ooked (that which cannot be - at because of

ho~ror, contempt, or other unpleasant sen
sa~lOns) - ukulgalisanakaguluk -

looking-glass - ukuluq
loojks (one who - at bimself) - uk 'tnaq ux acx
looks. (sOl:nebodyor something - like )

_ hdahkuqing (2) me v.
loose, v. -1. ilgikuqing (1)

2. tagitakuqing (1)
loosen, v. - cilikuqing (1)
lose, v. - ikiHkuqing (2)
lose my bead, v. - cudgukuqing (1)
lose my way, v. - sisakuqing (1)
lose tbe desire to do, v. - malatuqadak .(1) uqmg
loss - 1. jkidinakaq 2. IkHiq
lost - Ikidinakaq
lot - kaxignan
10 these! - umaya!
10 tbis! - umaya I
lots (ha,;i~g cast-) - mag<!n aqadan

ukunaxslk
louse - kituq
love, n. - qagaxtaq
love, v. -1. gagaxtakuqing (1)

2: yagakuqmg (1) 3. yaxtakuqing (1)
lovmg - qagaxtaq
lower parts - qalan
lum~er .(California-) - aguxsuq
lum~narIes (beavenly-) - angum inagan
lummous - angaligailigaq
IU.!.1gs- umxiq
luxury - macungsitaq
lying on the ground - angamikuxtaq
lying (this - beside me) - udan

M

m~ke (1 - a smootbly riding canoe by insert-
109 a number of small bones in framework)
v. - cangatikuqing (1)

make my bed, v. -.isxaxsikuqing (1)
make out of anytlung, v. - asugakuqing (1)
make w~t, v. -. cuxdukuiikuqing (2)
make With an IIIstrument, v. - agusakuqing

(1)
maker - aguxtaq
maker of any article - mayaxtaq
making something - maxqaginaq
Makushin Volcano, Unalaska Island, A pl. na.

- Ayaq
male - taiyaguq
malicious - amqituq
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malicious act - amqitum rnalga
man [mankind] - an'gagim an'gagi
man - talyaguq
man sad wife - ingacagiq
man (old-) - 1. aligiq 2. aliq
man (young-) - sugangiq
manner (in a lowly-) - axqayaxtalakan
manner (in what-?) - alqusiq?
manner (in what-) - masxinin
manners (1 lack-) v. - Akulakuqing (1)
manufacturer - mayaxtaq
many - arnnaguq
many times - amnagudirn
March, approx. - ulam ilan qagiq [when one

eats indoors on account of the rain]
mark, n, - 1. Aluq 2. anaiiq 3. axqatasiq
mark, v. - anasxikuqing (1)
mark at which one shoots - tugiq
mark (I make a-) v, - alugikuqing (7)
mark of vocative case - A
marriage - cixtim malga
marriage (1 give in-) v. - ugiligagan-ngan

axsxakuqing
married (I enter the - state) v. -

ayagalgikuqing (1)
marry [used by females] v. - ugilgikuqing

(1. ugilgilik 2. ugilgisik, ger.: ugilgida I
impv.)

marry [used by males] v. - ayagalgikuqing
marsh pennywort, bot. - qilikdaq
martial - alitxugiq
mask - sigimakluq
mass - kaxignan
Mass [Eccles.] - Agugum ulugan inulga
master (I make myself - of anything) v. -

tngunahakuqing (1)
master in any affair - manamaqaq
master of a household - agnakaq
match [lucifer] - an'gulagadaq
matter - aguq
May, approx. - 1. icidus 2. icinungin

[season when flowers bloom]
May, approx. - sagasanguluk [time when

one sleeps but little]
may be so (it-) - amasukuq
me -ling
me (at-) - ilaming
me (beside-) - ilaming
me (by-) - angang
me (for-) - 1. agalming 2. qulakiming

3. qulaming
me (from-) - 1. daxkaming 2. kukiming
me (from beside-) - ilamlng
me (from near-) - ilamlng
me (in-) - ilming
me (near-) - ilaming
me (on-) - kuming
me (past-) - angang
me (to-) - nung
me (toward-) - Ailaming
me (with-) - kukiming
meadow - tanasxa
meal - qaq
meaning (I make plain the-) v.-

kangcimalikuqing (2)
meaning (the - i ) imp. v.-

kangtakuq (2)
meanwhile - agan sitxan

measure, v, - atxibkuqing (2)
measure by seven foot lengths, v.-

sigixtakuqing (1)
measure of any kind - atxidusiq
measure of seven feet [R. sazhen] - sigaq
measurement - atxiiiq
meat - ulluq
medicine - ugayasiq
meditate, v, - an'gilakadakuqing (1)
medley of objects - maciknadaq
meet, v. - kadamgakuqing (1)
meet with, v. - ukukuqing ngan (1)
melt, v, - asugakuqing (1)
menace, n. - angiq
mend, v. - 1. ilagikuqing (7)

2. tagamqi:ktakuqing (1)
menial, n. - awanaq
menses - agilugiq
menstruation - agilugiq
merchant - tayanaq
mercy (1have - on) v, - Angugakuqing (1)
mercy (have - on me!) impv. - nung

txin-itugnisada!
merely - 1. agacan 2. lngayall
merganswer, M erglls aIbel/us - aglayaq
merit, v. a§liktakuqing (1)
meritorious - 1. amcugaq 2. sanganaq, At.
merry (I make-) v. - unginasanH:takuqing

(1)
messenger - 1. awaxtaqaq 2. tunusagiq
micturate, v. - tugailikuqing (1)
midday - namadan axtaq
middle [in indefinite sense] - ulga
midst, v. - quda
midst (from the - of) - utrnan
midst (in the - of) - utman
midwife - aguqagidinaq
might - 1. angunatasiq 2. suitasaq
mild - asanaq
Milky Way, Astron. - 1. inim asagida

2. igidaq ... inim igida
mill, v. - qicilikuqing (2)
mind, n. - an'gikik
mind (I caU to-) v. - an'gigalakuqing (1)
mind (1 keep in-) v. - an'gitakuqing (1)
mine - ling mayung
mineral - qigux
mingled - qaluxtasaq
mink, mus/da Iu/reoIa - ilgituq
miracle - 1. kummalgadaguluk

2. kummalgaguluk
mirror - ukuluq
mirth - qagataq
mi chief - Angitaq
mi erable - kingunaq
misery - kingunaq
mi fortune - Angi aq
mi laid article - lkiliq
mi lay, v. - ikilikuqing (2)
mi ing - kangagiguluk
mi t - ayangiq
mi take (1make a-) v. - aIqinixtakuqing

(1)
mi ed - 1. agixta aq 2. qaluxta aq
mi tur - maciknadaq
mock, v. - qlilmidaxtakuqing (1)
mocker - qalagagiq
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moisten with a sponge v
c!!xdukulikuqing (2) .-

mOIsture - cixtakudaq
mold, n. - qugadgiq
moldy - qugadgiq
molest, v. -:-~~ugasakuqing (1)
money - qiciiiq
month - tugidaq
moon - tugidaq
moon (it is the time of the new-) .

ulasaguq (5) Imp. v. -
m(~) (there is a new-) imp. v, - ulasaguq

more - angak
morn!ng - qilaq
mornmg (early in the-) - qilaq
mors~1 [sense of crumb] - 1. agliknaq

2. inuq
mosquit~ - 1. culiq 2. ulingiq
moss - uxdun
mother - anaq
mother.in·law [wife's moth~r] - t' .
moths _ culigin sa Imglq
mot!on (in-) - ciklagasanaq
motion (I put anything in-) v _

ci~lagikuqing (7) .
m~tJon (,1 J,>utin-~ v. - 1. agluxiikuqing (2)

'. ayugnlxtakuqIDg (1)
motIOnless - ciklagayuluk
mottled - tuxlakdaq
mound - 1. cuqiq 2. tumtaq
mouse - asxuqidaq
mouse, small sp. - 1. cixcamikaq

2. ci cimikaq
mou e, tailes sp. - anamuq

na!l, n. - asxuq
na!1 to, v. - asxukuqing (1)
nailed to - 1. asxugiq 2. asxulgaq
naked - cuxtaqagiq with neg.
name, n. - 1. asa 2. asya
name, v. - ixtakuqing (1)
naO) (1 call by the - of) v. - asasakuqing

name (I give a - to) v. - asasakuqing (1)
name (known by the - of) i1axtadaq
named - f1axtadaq
named (I am-) v. - f1axtakuqing (1)
nape of neck - cunukax
narrate, v. - tudmalikuqing (1)
narrow, adj. - qudukacidaq
nar~ow, n. [strait] - quduq
nation - taiyagun
natural - qalaq
near - 1. acidan 2. amatxaq with neg.
near at hand - cidagan
n ar by - imiga
n ar (from - at hand) - Amigan
near him - 1. a lagan 2. aSian 3. i1agan
n ar m - 1. a liming 2. Haming 3. ilamlng
near thee - 1. aSlimin 2. ilamin
nearer to bim or it - Alia an
nearly - 1. Adatxan 2 adyu tnq
n Cary - 1. nnu tanaq 2. anugannq, At.

mouth - agilgiq
move, v, - angixtakuqing nung (1)
move,.tr.~: -1: ayugnixtakuqing (1)

2. clklaglkuqmg (7)
move faway from, 'V. - inganutikuqing (2)
move rom my place . kuiik .(2) , v. - mga uti uqmg

move something, v. - agluxiikuqing (2)
moved [1. having changed his dwelling

place 2. havin~ settled somewhere else]
p. par~. phr, -Isxan agluxsik

mov~s (It-) [emotionally] V.-
txin-adgalasakuq

much - 1. arnnaguq 2. agacan
much (not-) - arnnagulakan
much (so-) - asataq
mucus [nasal] - kanun
mud - tagulkuq
muddy, (it is-) imper. v, - 1. ciqitukuq (1)

2. tagulkutukuq (5)
muffled [not wearing a parka] - iI aA.i
muff~er _ uyuliq g /; q
mulhtude - taiyagukidaq
multitude of objects - mayukida 'i
mur?~rer - askatgaginaq g q
mUSICian- cayagidaq
mussels [unde~. sp.] - 1. calan 2. [prob. dif-

feren~ spellmg. of same sp.] qamakun
qamclkdan, qamtiqdan 3. black sp.-waigi~
4. smooth sp. - s~trnakudaq, satmayun

must, ~ux. v. - akakuqmg (1)
must, Imp. v - qalaxtakuq (5)
mustaches - inglakun
mystery - lunasaq

N

neces~ary (it is - to do so and so) v. phr. -
magan axqaq

necess~ry (very-) -;. anuxtana-usaq
necesslt~ - 1. ~.lakagmg 2. alaqagiq

3. anuxtaqaglq
necessity [infix imparting a sense of

verb] - axqaq
neck - uyuq
neck (anything carried on the-) - uyuliq
neck of land - sisxaq
need - 1. anuxtaqagiq 2. macungsitaq with

neg.
need, v. - anugukuqing (1)
need (I am in - of) v. - alakuqing (1)
needful - ,I. anuxtanaq 2. anuganaq, At.
needle - mguqaq [lit. that which forces

itself through]
needles - Alusiq
needlessly - iniman
needlework - Aluqaq
needy - 1. manuqagiguluk 2. itugnanaq
neighbor - 1. ilaq 2. ilaqaq
nephew -. 1. ~gliXtayaq [Zharov] 2. umniq
nerves - Igacm
nest - cunguq
net (drag-) - kudmaciq
net (I catch with a-) v. - kudmacikuqing

(1)
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never - unuquganuluk
new - tagadaq
news - tunusaq I'

news (good friend~y-) - tunusacxIsaq
next - amatxaq with neg.
nibble, v. - anigakuqing (1)
niece - umniq
night - amax lrae) an
ni~t (by - OT in t~e - t11Jle - amg
night guard - amglgn)aq _ amgigikuqing.(7)
night (I stay up at- v,
nine - sicing ...
nine (by-) -=- sictngidirn
ninefold - slc!l~ng ...
nine times - slclngliilm
nipple - maqdaq
nit - kituq
no - kugU [abbrev. ku]
no one - 1. amagan With a neg.

2. unuquguluk
nohow - ma~alakan . I' 3 tumdaq
noise - 1. amllgaq 2).lmaCX1t

qm·dakuqing (1)
. (I produce- v. - uno~se . I d-) v _ angagina-akuqnOise (It makes a ou .

nof:~ (it is-) v. - an~~g~n:~agk~q ~Uan with
none - 1. amagan WI . .

a neg. 3. unuquluk
nook - iqux • ".
north - 1. cugumada 2. qlgaulq
northeast - qagadan
northeastern - qagadan-axtaq
northeast side - qagadan . mollissima
northern eider duck, Somaterza

borealis - kasamiq
northern lights - yugfyaAn. 'd to have
northernmo t cape 0 meraca, sal

been reached by former Unangan -
qigaditigan kamga

oath [judicial] - cam kumsiga [lit. hand
lifting]

object - anagiq
object possessed - mayuq
object shaped like digit - .atxuq
obligation (infix impartIDg sense of - to

verb) - axqaq
oblige, v. - 1. kyagikuqing (7)

2. qikukuqing (1) . (1)
obliged (I am-) aux. v. :- akakuqlng
ob cure, v. - utxumayukuqlng (1)
observe, v. - anamasxiku~IDg ngan (9
obstinate (I am-) v. - qlgda!agakuqIDg (1)
obtain, v. - Hming agasx.akuqIDg (1)
occupation - anamanaglq
occupy, v. - susigasakuqing (1). ( )
occupy a place, v. - tanasa~uqIDg ngan 1
occupy myself at some bu IDe or work, v.

- mamixtakuqing (1)
occur, v. - makuqing (1)
ocher - akungaq .,
October, approx. - k!madglm tuglda [season

devoted to hunting]
odor - i1giq . .• )
odor (it has an-) imp. v. -llglkuq (5

north.north.easl - q~aa~~ taRl~:kIi
north.north.west - qiga Im-
north side - qigadiq
northwest - cugumadan-axtaq
nose - an'gusiq
nostril - an'gusiq
nostrils - miqudaq
not - kugu (abbrev. ku]
Dot at all - masalakan d al kik
notches on bone n~edles - ag u I
nothing - asian wlth.a neg, (1)
notice, v. - anamas~lkuqIDg ngan
nowhere - imunu wlth,a neg:
notwithstanding - 1. axtaga!lk

2. axtagalikuan 3. axtagahkum
4. axtagalin . 1

nourish, v, - acgukuqIDg ( )
nourished (~ am-) ": -

an'gagiyaxtasakuqmg (1)1 I [time at
N b approx - aga ga uq .ovem er, .', If in catching wildwhich one bUSiesone s se

animals]
now - wayam a

("ust or right-) - wayam way .]
::: t1~enI [sense of urging on or compelhng

_ 1 taga I 2. tag a I .
noxio~s - 1. sngangadaq 2. umhgnaq
nude - cuxtaqagiq with neg.
number (by-) - asat.aq
numberless - asa~aglguluk
number - samUS1D d b I' f I
numeral [an ordinal is denote ~ slq t k

lowing the numeral] ex. secon - a a
Isiq [two plus Isiq] .

nurse, v. - 1. acgukuqIDg (1)
2. aniqsulakuqing (1) d d:ikuqing

nurse (I give - to) v. - maq a
(1)

o
off - 1. kuan 2. kugll:n, p~.kung!n
offend, v. - 1. itugn~kuqlDg (1)

2 tunnuxtagukuqIDg (1)
off~r, v. - atgagu akuq~ng.(1)
offering to an idol - aglgiilq
often - amnaguiiim
oh I [exlam. of a toni hment] - AI
oh I [exclam. of fear] - &1
oh I [exclam. of plea ure] - ang-ang I
oh I [exclam. of surpri e] -I!
ointment - cadu iq
old age - qidayan
Old Man' Billht [AI. pI. na. of

Mikhailov kaia Bay on north hore of
Unala ka Island] - Alim U4dli

old (one who is very-) - aqagadaxtaq
[lit. who ha ~e~ ed to walkJ

old woman - WlqlX
omnipotent - u uq- u:baq I

on - 1. adaligan 2. angadan 3. kuan
[abbrev. ku] 4. kugan [abbrev. ku)
S. qud\tan

on her, him, it - kugan
on me - kuming
on one occa ion - attaqa im
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on one's self - kum
on thee - kumin
on top of - kangan
on top of other objects - angadamadan

angada
once - 1. attaqasim 2. tagataq
one - 1. agaca 2. attaqan 3. tagataq
one and the other - 1. agica 2. agican
only - 1. agacan 2. attaqaluq 3.lngayali
onto one's self - kummadan
open, adj. - guxtaq
open, v, - 1. agatxalikuqing (1)

2. akaiikung (2)
open my lips, v, - agikuqing (1)
opening in a dwelling - galgiq
opponent - angakusaq
oppose, v, - 1. qitatalgakuqing (1)

2. sulatakuqing (1)
opposes (it-) imper. v. - 1. kaiiigukuq (5)

2. kadigunakuq (5)
opposite - 1. angadan 2. kaiiigunanaq
opposite me - angadaming
opposite thee - angadamin
opposite to - kadan aiian
opposition - kaiiigunanaq
oppress, v. - 1. acidalgakuqing (1)

2. akugasakuqing (1) 3. qayuqitakuqing
( 1)

or - Ama
order, n. - malgaxtan-igganan
order, v. - 1. kyagusakuqing (1)

2. maqaxsikuqing (1) 3. maxqaxsikuqing
(1)

order off, v. - ingulagakuqing (1)
order one out, v. - iyagdagalikuqing (1)
order someone to go, v. - amanudikuqing

(1)
order some undertaking, v. -

manamaqagakuqinl? (1)
order to go, v. - {ayacxikuqing (1)
order to go or come, v. -Ittadikuqing (1)
orderer of affairs - maxqaxsixtaq
order., n. - maxqaxsingin
ordinal [is formed by Jsiq following the

numeral] ex., second - alak Jsiq [two plus
Jsiq]

ordinance - 1. malgaxtan-igganan
2. maxqaxsingin

ordinarily - wan tamadaga
ordure - 1. itginaq 2. sitxinaq
ore - qigux
ornament, n. - anugnasayaq
ornament, v. - anugna ayakuqing (1)

pack, v. - ignidgakuqing (1)
package - 1. cimguq 2. kalikaq
paddl ,v. - yulikuqing (1)
paddl a large kin boat, v. - sayukuqing

( 1)
paddl of mall kin boat - 1. aqadgusiq

2. nuga iq
Pagan - 1. agnami taq [Mi s.]

~. angamikuxtaq .
Pain - 1. akyaia iq 2. nngaq 3. naxtaqaglq

ornaments of crystals or pebbles on clothes
- ngitakix

ornaments on clothes - kacitin
ornaments (small - on clothing) - 1. cukaiin

2. sukluq
other - 1. agirasa 2. awagiq 3. unuqii
other (of some - kind) - awagiq
other (one and the-) - agican
other person - amagiq
others (among-) - awan qucxan
otter (hairy sea-) - cngatuq
otter hunter - cngatunagnaq .
otter hunters [band of Aleuts assigned to

otter hunting by Russian America Com-
pany] - cngatunax

otter (river-) - 1. aluq 2. angtux 3. aquyaq
otter (young sea-) - cagaliq
ought not to, v, - manaqaninguluk
ought to be, v. - qalaxtakuq (5)
out - aca
out from - iIan
out of - aiiagan
out of doors - 1. aca 2. sadagan 3. ulam a~n
out of the east - qigaqum aiiagan
out of the Russian language into Aleut

kasakam tunugan kungin unangam
tUDugan ilin

out of the way [remote] - amatxaq
out on the street - sadagan
ontdoors (I am-) v. - sadagakuqiDg (1)
outside (on the-) - 1. aiialigan

2. angadamadan
outside (I am - my dwelling) v. _

sadagakuqing (1)
outstrip, v. - kada aqaIikakuqing
outward - angadamadan
outward on one's self - kumadaligan
outwardly - kllmadaligan
over, prep. - 1. angadan 2. koan, kugan

[abbrev. ku] 3. qusan
over, adj. [upper] - 1. kugiq 2. kuxiq
over against - kadan aiian
over there - amangun
overcome, v. - 1. kayasakuqing (1)

2. sitgugHikuqing (2)
overflow of the sea - alagum alagu
overflows (the river - its banks) imp. V.-

sidakuq (5)
owl (brown-) - qunuluq
owl (great-) - tututaq
owner - tayagugamaq
own property, v. - mayagasakuqing (1)
own up to guilt - maxqaning

p.

painful - ngalgiq
pain (I feel-) v. - naxtaqagikuqing (1)
pain (I give-) v. - nanalakuqing (1)
painted - uludagiq
pair - ingacagiq
pale - alagaiiigaq
pale (I turn-) v. - alagaCligakuqing (6)
pale (I turn - from fright) v. -

atakuqing (1) ,
pale (that has turned very-) - atagiciknaq
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pallid - 1. alagai:ligaq 2. atagiciknaq
palm of hand - qisiq
paper - kalikaq
paradise - Agi'igum ula [Miss.: lit. dwelling

of the creator]
parcel - cimguq
parcel out, v. - usakuqing (1)
pardon, v. - 1. annukuqing (1)

2. ignikuqing (1)
pardoned (1 need to be-) v. -

sitxugisxakuqing (1)
pardoned (let it be - to me) imp. V.-

sitxugikuq (4)
parity - sanakaq
parka (woman's otter or seal-) - cugax
parsley - qanisan
part, n. - 1. qataq 2. snanga 3. ui:lig
part, v. - 1. axsalakuqing (1)

2. usakuqing (1)
particularly - 1. inaqan 2. taman an
parts (Iower-) - qalan
pass my time, v. - axsxakuqing (6)
p s through, v. -1. agdakuqing (1)

2. agikuqing (1) 3. axsxakuqing (6)
4. gukuqing (1)

passes away (it-) v. -ldakuq (5)
passes (it - by) imp. v. - matdadakuq (5)
passes (it - its years) v. phr. - slum ilan

agdakuq
passing through - 1. cidaga agdanan

2. guxtaq
passion (1 fall into a-) v. - kusukuqing (1)
passions (angry-) - sinidcidanuluk
past him - angagan
past me - angang
past thee - angan
patch on clothing - i1agasiq
path - akalugligaq
path (having opened a-) - akaluq

qamiladisik
path (to make a-) in£. v. - akalugan

ai:lukugan
patience (have - with me) v. phr. -

kukiming txin-aggitada
payment - akisiq
payment (1 make a-) v. - akisakuqing
peace - 1. atxagasigangin 2. ukui:ligaq
peace (1 make - with) v. - 1. i1asasakuqing

(1) 2. ilaHkuqing ngan (2)
peak - kigusiq
pebbles used as ornament or fastening on

clothes - ngitakix
peck with my beak [said of birds] v. -

kumugikuqing (7)
peddler - tauyanaq
peg - asxuq
pegs on which fish are dried - nin
pelt - igluqa9
pen - aluJl:aslq
pencil - aTugasiq
pendant - uqlunuq
penetrate, v. - 1. angalakuqing

2. gukuqing (1)
penis - ung
penitence - l1ax
people - taiyagun
people living to the east of Unala ka-

qigadaginan

perceive, v. - ukukuqing ngan (1)
perches (it-) [said of birds] imp. V.-

tagakuq (1)
perform, v. - dcatakuqing (1)
perform some act, v, - anagidakuqing (1)
perhaps it is - amasukuq
peril - akiliq
perishable - si:k.daq
perished - lkidcinakaq
permissable (what is-) - mana aqaq
permit, v. - 1. kyaglakuqing (1)

2. kyagulakuqing 3. sanatakuqing, r.
permit to come frequently, v. -

agadadikuqing (1)
pernicious - sngangadaq
persist, v. - qigdalagakuqing (1)
person from another locality - §nugiq
person handling goods used in Aleutian

trade - tauyanaq
person (other-) - amagiq
perspiration - Idugaq
perspire, v, -ldugagikuqing (7)
persuade, v. - qilakuqing (1)
pestilence - umlikadaq
petition, n. - Ayasiq
petition, v. - Ayakuqing (1)
petrel - sayuq
petrel , arctic - qidangan
phenomenon - axqatasigai:ligaq
physician - ugayanaq
pick,lV. -Iakuqing (1)
pick berries (to-) info - qayun lagan
pick up, V. - tax xakuqing (1)
picked (1 am - out) v. - itxadakuqing (1)
pickle with brine, v. - alagunux xikuqing

(1)
picture to myself, V. - anugalakuqing (1)
piece - 1. inuq 2. qataq
piece out, v. - iguiikuqing (2)
piece set in - iguliq
pierce, v. - cunikuqing (1)
pierced (it i5-) v. - i analgikuq (4)
pike - kadamagu iq
pile - 1. an'guq 2. kaxignan
pillar - a gutiq
pillow - kangitiq
pilot - ukatgik
pine away, V. - qakalikuqing (2)
pine tree - cumnax
pit - Anguq
pitch [re in] - ciguq
pitiful - itul!;ni aq
pity, V. - 1. Angugakuqing (1)

2. Anguxtakuqing (1)
pity me I - nung txin-itugni ada I
place, n. - 1. i xaq 2. tanaq
place, v. - 1. ag xakuqing (1)

2. ignikuqing (1) 3. iqlukuqing (1)
place away, v. - ignidgakuqing (1)
place for ale ke ping - iqludga iq
place (impa sahle-) - cingam ax xadukaluk
plac (inho pitable-) - tanadgucagiq with

neg.
place (it i an uneven, rugged-, full of hill-

ock ) imp. v. - tanaqulakuq (5)
place not y t r 8ch d - i.xaligaq
place (populated or habitable-) -

tanadgucagiq
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plague - umlikadaq
pla!n - 1. masaguluk 2. tnguq
plait, V. - ayukakuqing (1)
plank - Ayuq
plant [under ..sp.] - sakui:ligamaq

[kutagarnlk R.]
plants [general term] - idasagin
plates - cammaq
platter - kalukaq
play, ": -1. c.aminakuqing (1)

2. m~kakuqlD~ (1) 3. qaganasaq
play WIth, V. - ikalakuqing (1)
plead, v, - Ayakuqing (1)
pleasant - anugnasaq
PIleased (1 am-) V. - qagaxsinikuqing (1)
p easure - qagataq
pliable - inyudaq
plot, v. - wingini:hakuqing (1)
pluck, v. - lakuqing (1)
pluck off, v. - igagikuqing (1)
plug, n. - cimitiq
plug, v. - cimiiikung (2)
plunder, v. - masaqadalikung (2)
po~m - angasiq
po!nt, n. - cuqidaq
pomt out wi~h my finger [in general] v _

~ugagukuqlDg (1) .
pomt toward some particular person or thing

V. - cugagu~takuqing (1) ,
pole - 1. a~aglq 2. anagidaq [dimin.]
pol~ (huntmg-) - kadamagusiq
pol! hed - qacxii:ligaq
pohte - utxlta aqaq
pollu.te.a tream so that fish cease to resort

to It, In~. v. - amayaknagan
poor - 1. Itugnanaq 2. kingunaq

3. manuqagiguluk
ponder, V. - an'gl isakuqing (1)
populated place - tanadgucagiq
porcupine - nuniq
porpoi e [2 undet. sp.] - 1. aladaq

2.. an'gaigiq
porr.ldge - cax axsiq
port!on, n. - udig
portion out, v. - axtuqagikuqing (1)
pos ~ , v: - 1. agikuqing [agsik, ger.:

aglda I Impv ..J 2. ilming aga xakuqing (1)
po e omethmg, V. - anagidakuqing (1)
pos e ~d by a pirit [per on] - qugagiq
po e 109 '!Iany thing - 1. maqadaguq

2. maqaglq
po e !on - mayuq
po ~ Ion (great-) - mayukidagiq
pOI Ible (a much a - in time or place)

. anakam anatalik 2. sanakam
anatalkinln

pos ible (it i-to he done) v. -
malagudukakuq

po t -: a gutiq
POsterIor - icadaq
pouch - ignikadgusiq
POund (nine-tenth of a-) - inkatiq
POur, v. - yukung (1)
Pov rty - itugnanaq
~::eerf-I1. rnaxqaq 2. su' ta aq 3. tukugasiq

r u - ka utuq
PO(;y' (I am-) v. - naxtaqagikuqing

praise n -1 a. ,. . mcugaq 2. sanganaq At
praise, v, -iyuxtakuqing (1) ,.
praIseworthy [said of acts] - madisa
pray [pre-<;hnstJan usage] v, _ q

agdukuqmg (1)
pray [sense of plead] V. - Ayakuqing (1)
pray, V. - kamgakuqing (1) [M' ]
prayers (I ought to say my-) _ ~~%

-kakuqing ga
preach: v, - tudmalikuqing (1) [Miss]
preaching :-- tun~sadisaq [Miss.] .
pre-}~Jeut mhabltants of Islands [legendar ]

- sugana n y
prec~de, V. - kadmudagikuqing (7)
precisely - agacisan
pregnant (she becomes-) v idmacik(1) . - agi uq
preoccupied (1 am-) '.(1) v. - atuqagnIXtakuqmg

prepare, v. - atxaxiikuqing (2)
prepared -: atxa:haq
present [gift] - 1. ag'asaq 2 ' .,. . agaslq
present, v;.- 1.. aqatikqung (2)

2. axqatlkuqmg (2)
pr2eseundtI(!ka~-) v(.)- 1. ayugadakuqing (1)

. a I uqmg 1
preserve, v -. aglikuqing (1)
press, v. - aCldalgakuqing (1)
pre-Unan.gan:-- itangix tayagun
prevent [mammate things] v ' 'k'(1) . - agam uqmg

Pribilof islands - amiq [pre-Russian place
name]

price - akl
pr!ce (1 fix a-) v. - akilgikuqing (1)
pr!ck, v. -: cunikuqing (1)
pr!ck a bOIl,V. -; uxiikuqing (2)
pr!ckly -; 1. cucxulaq 2. qicagadaq
pr!de - atyugasaqan
pr~est [pagan] - qugagiq
pnest [R. church] - 1. kamgam tuku

2. kamgatuku 3. kamgatukuq 4. kamgax
~gux.taq [all. selecte? by Miss.]

pnmanly - 1. Itangaslk 2. itangisik
pristine - tagadaguluk
pr!vy - sitl?i}uq .
pnze, n. - aguslslq
prize (1 give a-) v. - aguxsikuqing (1)
proceed, V. - nukuqing [Kodiak word]
prod~ce, ;r. - 1. agaiikuqing (2)

2. aqabkung (2) 3. ukagakuqing (1)
pro~ucer - ,a,guxtaq
profit, n. - agutxaq
progr~ss, V. - ~?gunaxtakuqing (1)
promise, V. - Iggadakuqing
promontory - 1. igguq 2. iguq
prone to anger - kusuguq
pronunciation - lIugadaq
proper - qalaq
proper place for a thing - qalaq
properly - 1. acigusan 2. aiigusan
property - maqadan
prophet - tununaq
proprietor - 1. agnakaq 2. t~y~gugamaq
props [small, for supporting plants] -

anulyan [0. W.]
prosecute at law, V. - angaxtakuqing (1)
prosperity - ukuiligaq
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prosperous - ukulliganaq
prostrate (I Iie-) v, - usugikuqing (7)
protuberance - 1. qung 2. qungiq
prove, v. - tagakung (1)
provoke, v. - atuqagnixtakuqing (1)
prudent - 1. lkulaguluk 2. lngiguluk

3. idaqulisadaguluk
ptarmigan, Lagoplls alpin - agdikaq
puff, v, - ~smikuqing (1)
puffin (horned-) Fratercula corniculata -

qaxidaq
puffin (tufted-) Lunda cirrhata - uxcuq
pull, v, -1. sayukuqing (1)

2. tixyukuqing (1)
pull forth, v. _tdulakuqing (1)
pull out, v. - idgidgukuqing (1)
pumice stone - sngax
punish, v. - 1. tugakuqing (1)

2. tunugyalakuqing ngan (1)
pupil - 1. lcigaqaq 2. uguHq.
purchase, v. - akikuqing (1)
purchaser - akikaginaq
purify, v. - amalikuqing (1)

quantity - sanakaq
quarrel, n. - qasluq
quarrel, v. - 1. qaslugikuqing (7)

2. tunugakuqing (1)
quarrelsome - agan'gunaq
quarter of anything - angagan anga
question, n. - lmadusiq
question, v. _ lmayaxtakuqing ngan (1)
question (I put a - to) v. - !lmatakuqing (1)

race of people - kinglaxHq
radiance - angalidisiq
rage - amqitum malga
rags - 1. Hsadidanuluk 2. cuxtaqaxtaqax
rain, n. - cixtaq
rain (drizzling-) - cixtam daxsxituyuluk
rain falls, v. - cixtakuq (1)
rain (without-) - ca9utaq
rainbow - tudngalaq
raincoat - cixdaq
raining (it is-) v. - cixtakuq (1)
raining (it is not-) v. - ca9utakuq (5)
rain.proof garment (finely stitcbed-) -

cixdam kumadan Mugi
raise, v. - kumsikuqing (1)
raise my bead, v. - kakikuqing (1)
raise someone wbo is lying down, v. -

aggiHkuqing (2)
ramrod for gun or cannon - qakuglisiq
ransom - akixtaq
rapid [said of current] - anulligaq
rarely - yAliq
rll,1 r .rllntion] - cim~an
ra pberry (wild-) - alagnaq
ra pberry bu b (wild-) - ingigin
rat - Itghumaq
rather - agaca, agaHngin, pl.

purloin, v. - angayugikuqing (7)
purport of a book - {gidgum kangin
pus - susuq
push, v. - inglidakuqing (1)
push against, v. - ingumixtakuqing (1)
push out, v. - Mikuqing (2)
push something away, v. -

kayukitalgakuqing (1)
push with my foot, v. - kitamixtakuqing (1)
putl impv. - agada!
put, v. -1. ignikuqing (1)

2. quyusakuqing (1)
put into effect, v. - agakuqing (1)
put on clothes, v. - cukuqing (1)

[usually with infix.]
put on one garment after another, v. -

cudgukuqing (1)
put something onto, v, - cudisxakuqing

ngan (1)
put to death, v. - as:taHkuqing (2)
putrid (I become-) v. - sixiikuqing (2)
puzzling - lisniqagiq

•

Q

quickly - 1. angayaq 2. iminalakan
quietly - atatatakan
quinnat salmon, Oncorhynchus cha'llicha -

amiyung
quit, v. - 1. lmanutakuqing (1)

2. inganu xakuqing (1) 3. ixqikuqing (1)
quit an act in time, v. - !gatakuqing (2)
quite - 1. alang 2. ananangin sanatakin

R

ratify, v. - angaxtakuqing (1)
raven - qalngaq
reach, v. - 1. Anga akuqing (1)

2. ~kuqing (1)
real - lidagu aq
really - allalulakan
rea on - an'gikik
rea on, v. - an'gl i akuqing (1)
rea on (for the - that) - 1. qui an, pl.,

qulangin, qulin 2. umakun qulangin
3. umakun qulin

reasonable - idaqulisadaguluk
receive into my family, v. - ilasa akuqing

(1)
reckoning - amu~in
recline, v. - qigdalagakuqing (1)
reclining (1 am -on) v. - !ngyuqixtakuqing
recognize, v. - 1. axqayaxtakuqing (1)

2. ax akuqing (1) 3. tagHtakuqing (1)
recollect, v. - 1. ldan~in agagtan

2. an'gigalakuqing (1)
recollection - an'giganangin
recovered (having-) v. pbr. - qangu

axqalik
r covery (unexpected - from ickne. )-

1. kummalgadaguluk 2. kummalgatuluk
r ctify (to-) - malgagin ngin atxa agta
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red - uludaq
red-colored - !'Jlangsaq
re~ sA~~~n,Oncorhynchus lycaodon or niarka

reduce, v, - lngaglikuqing (1)
re~uce ~nother to a pitiable conditi

itugnixtakuqiug (1) I IOn, v. -
redwood, California - cagaq
~::~' [Bot. - 1. c.ucagidaq 2. sutuq

cane or pipe] - cuyaq
reflect, v, - an'gilakadakuqing (1)
regard as, v, - adikuqing (1)
regardless of the unfortunate -'t ,\.

axqataguluk I ugnanaq

regret, v. - 1. amtakuqing (1)
2. wl!xtakuqing (1)

regulations - atxagasigangin
re!gn, v. - tanamagugugakuqing (1)
re~terate, v. - algiliisakung (1)
re~e~t, v. - amnixtakuqing (1)
reJoIce, v. - 1. inixsigakuqing (1)

2. qag~takuq~~g (1) 3. talikuqing (1)
4. ~ngIDas~OJxtakuqing (1)

relat!ve - 1. Ilaq 2. i1aqaq
relatIves - 1. ilanuq 2. i1atxin
rel

2
ease

k
,v'.7 1. ~malixtadikuqing (1)

: ta acxlkuqmg (1)
reheve, v. - i1agukuqing (1)
rely on, v. -1. yagakuqing (1)

2. yaxtakuqing (1)
rely ~pon, v. - ~n'gitakuqing (1)
~::a!n, v.:- aglXtakuqing (1)

ll!n behmd, v. - hsakuqing (1)
rem.!n~er - awagin
remamIDg [part.: used also to form

numeral ] - signaxtaq
remark, v. - anama xikuqing ngan (1)
rem~'!1ber, v. - an'gitakuqing (1)
remml cence - an'giganangin
remnant - agi iq
remor e (I feel-) v. - ayagikuqing (1)
remote - amatxaq
rem?v~, !;- amatxakuqing (1)
re;~v~f;xtaktWng (1) ~. tagitakuqing (1)
rem f om 0 Ice, v. - IDgulagakuqing (1)

• ove rom one place to another v -
I xanaqalikuqing (1) , .

remunerate, v. - !guxsikuqing (1)
render, v. - agdalgakuqing (1)
render mall v k' ,. k .d ' . - InguOJ a uqIDg (1)
ren er to, v. - agdakuqing (1)
rent - 1. aki iq 2. i anaq
re?t (it ba become full of-) v -

I ~nalgikuq (4) .
repa.r, v. - 1. i1agikuqing (7)

2. tagamqiitakuqing (1)
3. tungagayakuqing (1)

r peat, v. - algh'll akung (1)
rep at 0 d .2' r, v. - 1. lXtaqan agakuqing

. Ixtaqan i takuqing
repent, v. - amtakuqing (1)
repentanc - lIax
;:::y, v. - angda ikuqing (1)
re Y (I ma.ke-) v. - angdax xikuqing (1)

port, n. [In p ecb] - tunusaq
repOrt [ und] - tumdaq
report of gun - ulgidga im ulga

report words v l' ,2 . '. . - . ixtaqan agakuqing
. ixtaqan Ixtakuqing

repose, ,v. - 1..angamikuqing (1)
2. daxtakuqing (1) 3representation k' saqagasakuqing (1)- u amaq

repress, v. - aglixtakuqing ngan (1)
reprimand, v. - qikuyadasakuqing (1)
reproach, v. - qikuyadaktakuqing (1)
reprove, v. - qikuyadasakuqing (1)
request - lyasiq
require, v. - anugukuqing (1)
required (I am - to do) v -

arnasxakuqing (1) .
requite, v. - agdalgakuqing (1)
rescue, v, - aggitikuqing (2)
rescue from death van" 'Tk .
rescuer _ aggitaq'[I'~1~s.] gagl I uqmg (2)
rescuer from death - an'gagita
resemble, v. -lidakuqing ngin (1)
res~rnbled (I am-) v. - lidaiiku in
res!de, v. -.ayugadakuqing (1) q g (2)
res~due - slgnaq
res!n - ciguq
reSISt,.v. - 1. isakuqing (1)

2. qltatalga.kuqing (1) 3. sulataku in
respect, v. -Igaxtakuqing (1) q g (1)
resp~cted person - taiyaguxsidagaq
respue, v. - agsmikuqing (1)
respond, v. - angdaxsxikuqing (1)
response - angdaxsxisiq
rest, n. [remainder] - awagin
rest, v. - ~aktakuqing (1)

;::~ H~ak~~/~~~ ~:Agtt~t~~i~~k(i;ng (1)
2..saqagasakuqing (1)

restmg (comfortable - place) - isxaxsi
re(t:)ss (I am-) v. - sUkutugnixtakuqi~g

restore, v. - 1. cilukuqing (1)
2. tagamqHtakuqing (1)

restore to ~ealth, v. ,- ugayakuqing (1)
restore to hfe, v. - aglagikuqing (2)
restor~d (having-) v. phr. - qangu axqasik
restral,", v. - qayuqitakuqing (1)
resu.scltate, v. - an'gagiiikuqing (2)
retam, y. - 1..anatakuqing (1)

~. suxtakuqmg (1)
retire v. - amanutakuqing (1)
return, v. - 1. cilukuqing (1)

2. ikukuqing (1)
return home, v. - tanadakuqing (1)
return something, v. - ikuHkuqing (2)
reveal, v. - axsasakuqing (1)
reveal to someone, v. - lIagikuqing (7)
revery - ukuqanidaq
rev!le, v. - maligasalakaging (9)
reVIse, v. - 19lagikuqing (2)
revolting against him, v. phr. - qusan

anqanaq
reward - 19usisiq
rib - saklg
ribs - bllun
rich - 1. maqadaguq 2. maqagiq
riddle - Iisniqagiq
ridicule v. - qalmidaxtakuqing (1)
ridicule (I turn into-) V.-

qalmidagakuqing (1)
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ridicule (it deserves-) imp. v.-
aluyulnakuq (5)

ridicule someone, v, - alusaxtakuqing (1)
rid myself of, v. - takakuqing (1)
Riecheshnaya Volcano on Umnak Island, A.

pl. na. - Ismaq
right [correct] - agan'gudaq with neg.
right here - ingungudagan
right (I am in the - condition) v. -

aclgusadaxtakuqing (1)
right (on the -hand side) -1. cagamagugiq

2. cagamgugiq
rights (to set to-) - malgagin ngin

atxasxagta
ring - 1. atguxsiq 2. at*uisiq
ripe (I grow-) v. - qangakuqing (1)
ripen, v. - qangakuqing (1)
ripen (I begin to-) [said of berries] v.-

cidgHikuqing (2)
ripened - qangakuq
ripened seed or vegetable - qangayaq
rise, v, - axqagakuqing (1)
rise from bed, v, - hiikuqing (2)
rise from lying down, v, - axtikuqing (2)
rise (I cause someone to-) V.-

agligayakuqing (1)
rise (tbe waves-) imp. v. - tagalguq (5)
rise up from sitting, v. - anqakuqing (1)
risen - qayatanaq
risk - angiq
river - 1. ciganaq 2. cig-anaq
road - takaluq
roam on the sea, v. - 1. al3gukuqing (1)

2. iglugikuqing (7)
roast, v. - cugidakuqing (1)
rob, v. - masaqadalikung (2)
robber - 1. taiyagum taiyagukasi/lin laxtaq

2. tayagunliq
rock, n. - nuq
rock, v. - yagisakung (1)
rock column - ungluq
rock frequented by sea lion - Ix giq

sack - ignikadgusiq
acred - 1. angallgaaigasAdaq

2. snganldaq, At. [Mi s.]
sad (I am-) v. - amanitakuqing (1)
ad (it is- to me) v. - nanasakuqing (1)

safety (I seek-) v. - agutakuqing (1)
ail of boat - sutux

sailor - alagux agnaq
aints and the righteous [a mis ionary

pbrase] - AgQgum Adan aganangin
sake (for the - of) - qul'n, pI. qulin,

qulang'n
ale (for-) - tauyaq
almon, see: goletz-; humpback-; king-;
quinnat-; red-; i1ver-.

alt - alaguq
alt, v. - al'tunux xikuqing (1)
alt box or container - aUgumugaq
alute, v. - kamgakuqing (1)
arne (the very-) 1- awaya I
and - cuguq
andbank - asaq

rock (slab of-) - cungluq
rocky - nuglq
rod - tugasiq
rodent [a Manchurian tarbagall] -

qusxiq
rollers [sea] - anaq
room (small-) - agayaq
root - cuqidaq
root of Polygo7lum viviparum, R. makarsha

[edible] - qugucudaq
root of tree - qungluq
rope - umnaq
rosy - uludaq
rot, v. - siiikuqing (1)
rough - 1. cngatukuq 2. qagnatuq
rough (it becomes-) [said of sea] imp. V.-

tagalguq (5)
rough (it is - at sea) v. - alutuq (5)
round - qimadguq
route - akalugligaq
row, v, - yulikuqing (1)
rub, v. - uligikuqing (1)
rub out, v, - kidgukuqing (1)
rub somethine on a tone, v. - cumlikuqing

( 1)
Rubus articuI, R. mamura - amaciyaq
rude - Akulaq
rudder - 1. qisgusiq 2. qi ngusiq
ruin, v. - akilllakuqing (1)
ruined - lkidinakaq
rule - tanamagugugakuqing (1)
run, v. - ix9ikuqing (1)
run (it-) L aid of tream ] V.-

amnagikuq (8)
ru h, Bot. - utuq
Ru ian - ka akaq [from Co ak]
Ru ian (a-) -l'Jgagiq [becau e not u ually

wearing a parka]
Ru ian (a-) - aligugiq [lit. person

continually wearing a bead-covering]
ru t - qumlagum itxingin
ruthle - itugnanaq axqataguluk

S

Sannak 1 land -Isanaq [before corruption]
Satan - qugam tuku [Mi .]
atiate, v. - datakuqing (1)
ati lied (I am-) v. - qagax inikuqing (1)
ati fy, v. - datakuqing (1)
aucer - qiciq
ave [rescue] v. - aggitikuqing (2)
ave for, prep. - uglaglin
ave from deatb, v. - an'gagilikuqing (2)
avior - an'gagitaq
avior - Aggitaq [Mi s.]
aw [tool] - igagi iq
ay, v. - 1. I akuqing (1) 2. ixtakuqing (1)

3. tunum agikuqing
ay (I have the-) v. - tunum agikuqing
ay (that i to-) imp. v. - qangtakuq (5)
ayin( (I am-) v. -I aitakuqing (1)
cale [mea urement] - atxidu iq
cale [weighing in trument] - ink du iq
carecro - igadagax
carecrow made of gra ,u ed in gam
qugalitaliq

1

scatter, v. - 1. amnixtakuqing (1)
2. ciAikuqing (1)

scene - ukamaq
scent - i1giq
sceptical (I am-) v, - 1. inagdakuqing (1)

2. inagikuqlng (2)
scissors - isiqasiq
scold, v, - 1. qlilmidaxtakuqing (1)

2. tunugakuqing (1)
scoop - aglusiq
Scoter, either Surf or American - see surf

duck
scrape, v, - anigakuqing (1)
scratch, v. - cudukuqing (1)
scream, v. - imadikuqing (1)
screech - qimidaq
screw up my eyes, v. - singlitakuqing (1)
sea - alaguq
sea (at-) - alagum angada
sea bass, Icthy. - 1. qaxcikuq 2. tukuq
sea bear [fur seal] - lakuq
sea (bottom of-) - qamdaca
sea cabbage, -kale, [edible] - kangadgin
sea current - anuq
sea drake - qaciyaq
sea gull, Laras glaucus - slukaq
sea (high-) - aluq
sea (I roam on the-) v. - iglugikuqing (7)
sea-kale [sp. growing on rocks] - iqun
sea lion - qawaq
sea lion (place where - enter the water) -

Ix giq
sea lion tomach containing partially digested

fi h eaten as a delicacy - nuxsxaq
sea lion (young-) - cagaliq
sea (on the-) - alagum angadli
sea otter (hairy-) - cngatuq
sea (out at-) - alagum ulga
sea parrot - qaxidaq
sea hell [undet. sp., called "little boats" by

Aleut children] - kasigun
sea urchin, Echilloidta - agugnaq
seal [ tamp or mark] - anaiiq
seal (fur-) Zoo!. - lakuq
seal fur - I!kudaq
seal (hair-) Zool. - isuq
seal (young-) - cagali1seal (young female fur- - I3kudaq, P. I.
search, v. - i1gakuqing 1)
search for and find, v. - agit3sakuqing (1)
seashore - alatum acida
sea hor which i cov red at high tide -

agugiq
seat - unguciluq
seat (Iarge-) - ungucllugaq
Seat my elf, v. - ungucifikuqing (2)
Seated (I am-) - ungucikuqing (1)
seaweed - alagum kumgu
second - al k Iiiq
second in a ri - alak-I iq
secondly - tatlim
secret, n. - luna aq
secret, adj. - agutaq
ecretary - alugnaq
ecret , v. - agu ikuqing (1)
ecr~tly, adv. - a qatatil.kan

section - kamgiq
leel -1. n I 2. w ya I

see, v, - ukukuqing Dian (1)
seed of plant - qasaq
seed (ripe-) - qangayaq
seeds of all kinds -lnisan
seeing that - 1. sanakam sanatalik

2. sanakam sanatalkinin 3. umaya
Aoanginfn

seek for, v. - ilgakuqing (1)
seek safety, v. - agurakuqing (1)
seek ~ith effort, v. - qayuqinalakuqing (1)
seeming - atasanaq
seem (it would-) v. phr. - atasanaq
se~n (what can b~-) - ukugadaq
seize, v, - 1. maltsxakuqing (1)

2. susigasakuqing (1)
seldom - yaliq
select, v. - 1. ImHikuqing (2)

2. qi~i~akuqing (1) 3. taxkakuqing (1)
self - 19lm
self (from one's-) - 1. ilalimang 2. kum
self (in one's-) - i1alimang
self (on one's-) - kfim
self (one's-) -1. igim 2. illm
self (one's own-) - inaqlim
self-willed child - masatuq
seller - 1. aganaq from agaiikuqing

2. agatxaginaq
selves (their own-) - imang, pI. of igim
send, v. - uyadikuqing (1)
send off, v. - awaxtakuqing (1)
send one on an errand, v. - Amanudikuqing

(1)
sense - an'giq
sense (the - is) imp. v. - 1. kangtakuq (2)

2. qangtakuq (5)
sensible (I am - of) v. - tutayagakuqing

( 1)
sent (thing-) - cimguq
separate, adj. - inaqan
separate, v. - 1. Axsalakuqing (1)

2. taxkakuqing (1)
separate myself from, v. -

snangamudagikuqing (7)
separate myself from others, v. -

Axsakuqing (1)
separated - amatxaq
separated from - sixsixtaq
separately - 1. agungudagan 2. itgan 3. itxan

4. ltxan
September, approx. - cngulim tugidli [month

when animals shed fur]
serious - kayagnaq
servant - 1. awanaq 2. talaq
service - cammaq
set, v. - ignikuqing (1)
set in, v. - cangaiikuqing (1)
set in order, v. - iqlukuqing (1)
set in place, v. - quyusakuqing (1)
set on foot some undertaking, v. p. -

manamaqagakuqing (1)
settle, v. - tanalgilikuqing (2)
settle a place, v. - tanasakuqing ngan (1)
settlement - 1. tanadgusiq 2. tanag, At.
settlement (Iarge-) - 1. tanadgucigamaq

2. tanadgusigamaq
seven - ullung
sevenfold - ululung
seven times - ullungi/lim
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sew, v. - alukuqing (1)
sew on a patch - ilagikuqing (7)
sewing - aluqaq
shade, n, - 1. ugimaqayuq 2. ugin'giliq
shadow, n. - 1. ugimiqayuq 2. ugin'giliq
shaggy - cngatukuq
shake, v. - 1. ayagikuqing (2)

2. ayugnixtakuqing (1) 3. yaginiitakuqing
(1)

shake down, -off, -out, v, - kamagikuqing
(7)

shake my head [present meaning of pre-
Christian term for worship and pray] v.-
agdukuqing (1)

shallow - qamdaguluk
shaman - qugagiq
shaman (under the influence of a-) -

sngangadaq
shame, n. - ayagiq
shame (I put in - and fear) v. -

ayagikuqing (2)
share - uilig
shark, Seminosus microcephalus, lcthy. -

qacikux
sharp - cutgidigaq
sharp (it is-) imp. v. - qicagikuq (4)
sharp-edged article - sagiq
sharpen something, v. - cumlikuqing (1)
shatter, v. - sigusakuqing (1)
shave, v. - anigakuqing (1)
she -lngan
shears - isiqasiq
sheath - ugan
sheath for a knife - diqasim ll'ga
shed, v. - yukung (1)
shellfish [small undet. sp.] - ciknan
shell test - lltuq
shelter - caciq
shelter (1 find-) v. - agutakuqing (1)
shelters erected for temporary use when

traveling - ixsun
ship [not native] - sunaq [corrup. R.]
shiver, v. - 1. ayagikuqing (2)

2. igatukuqing (1)
shoal - asaq
shoe, v. - uliisiikuqing (1)
shoes - uligiq
shoes (1 put - on someone) v.-

uliisiikuqing (1)
hort - ailuguluk

shot [sound] - tumdam sulga
houlder - qangliq
hout, n. - imadiq
hout, v. - imadikuqing (1)

shouting - aganginaq
hove, v. - 1. ingtidakuqing (1)

2. ingumixtakuqing (1)
3. tugamikuqing (1)

hovel - adgusiq
how, v. - agaHkuqing (2)
how myself, v. -1. agadikuqing (1)

2. agakuqing (3)
how my elf often, v. - agadadikuqing (1)
hower, v. - yukung (1)
hun, v. - iqixtakuqing (1)
hut, v. - cacikuqing (1)
hut my eye, v. - singlitakuqing (1)
hutter - satmaliq [corrup. R.)

shy - igatuq .
side - snanga
side (eastern-) - qigaquq
side (from that-) - akagigan
side (north-) - qigadiq
side (one - of a thing) - anga
side (on that-) - 1. agaadan 2. agan
side (on the-) - angamadan
side (on the north-) - cugumada
side (on the other-) - angamadan
side (on the right-hand-) -1. cagamagugiq

2. cagamgugiq
side (what is on the left-) - angiqigiq
sides (from both-) - alak adakik
sides (Iower-) - qalan
sides (on all-) - imunu
sides (on different-) - agungudagan
sides (under-) - qalan
sides (wrong-) - qalan
sigh, v, - an'gidakuqing (1)
sight - ukuga
sigbtless- ukuqulaq
sign - 1. anaiiq 2. axqatasiq
sign (great-) - axqatlisigailigaq
sign (1 make a-) v. - anasxikuqing (1)
signifies, imp. v. - kangtakuq (2)
silence (1 enforce-) v. - tuyunikuqing (1)
silence (1 keep-) v. - tuyukuqing (1)
silent - tuyutuq
silently - alasaq
silly - daqulgaq
silver salmon, Oncorhynchus kish.uh -

qakidaqj also called qam agalugi at
Unalaska becau e it i last fish of season.

similar (it is - to) imp. v. - sanakuq (5)
similar (so - as not to be distingui hable

from) - Iidausanaq
similar (very-) - Iidagusaq
imilarity - Iidaca
imilarly - Iidaq
imple - masaguluk

sin, n. - tunnuitaguq
sin, v. - tunDuxtagukuqiDg (1)
ince - 1. tacim 2. tacin 3. tacing
4. tacinguluk 5. umaya Ailanginln

inew thread - idgitgan
singing - unux
ingle - attaqaluq
ink int!), v. - angalakuqing

sinner - tunnuitagugiq
iter - ungiq
it, v. - ungucikuqing (1)
it down, v. - ungucHikuqing (2)
itginaq - name of i land south tip of
Kodiak Island

sitting (tbat ODe- above me) -lkan
ix - attin~
ixth (by-) - atunguluq
ixfold - atunguluq
i th in a erie - atung I iq
ix time - atungiilim
ize - sanana
kilful - tngunn
killed - maikuq [Ie er degree than
maiqudaq)

killed in the tran action of bu ine I -

Angiguluk
kin - qadiq
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sk!ns of wild animals - igluqaq
sk!rt of gown - 1. atmigasiq 2. tuktiq
skirt of something - siciga
skull - 1. tanniq 2. utuq
sky - iniq
sky - 1. inyudaq [At. and O. W.]

2. quyudaq [At. and O. W.]
slain - askatgaq
slap, v. - tugakuqing (1)
slave, n. - talaq
slave girl - ayagam talagana
slay, v. - 1. cunikuqing (1) 2. lakuqing (1)
sleep, n, - sagaq
sleep, v, - sagakuqing (1)
sleeping place - saqaliq
sleeping place in dwelling - iniiiq
sleet - 81aqayuq
sl~eve of a coat - amgaq
slit - caxtaq
sliver - cuniknaq
sloJ?P.y(it is - weather) imp. V.-

ciqitukuq (1)
sloth - saxtaq
slow (I am-) v. - iminakuqing (1)
slowly - alasaq
slumber, v. - axtaytigikuqing (1)
smaller - 1. aigalakan 2. kingugiq
smart - axsailigaq
smash t~ pieces, v. - sixsilakuqing (1)
smear WIth grease, v. - cadukuqing (1)
smell, n. - ilgiq
smell, tr. v. - umtakung (1)
smells (it-) imp. v. - i1giktiq (5)
sm~w, Mergus a/be/lus - aglayaq
smile, v. - aluyugikuqing (7)
smoke - l1yuq
smoke.hole - galgiq
smoke in ri ing, imp. v. - wagikuq (4)
smok~ ,imp. v. - uyugikuq (5)
smoking - uyugadaq
smoldering - uyugadaq
smolder, imp. v. - uyugikuq (5)
smooth - qadiiligaq
snap omething off, v. - sixsilakuqing (1)
snatch, v. -Ittalgakuqing (1)
snatch away, v. - ixqHikuqing (2)
sn~eze, v. - a ukuqing (1)
snIpe [4 undet. p.J - 1. cigidadaq 2. silutaq

3; !ong-billed - cwingiq 4-. seasnipe -
!Ixhkanangiq, ti Iiknaq

SDipoff, V. - i iquqing
snowflake - a aq
snow torm - du
snow torm (violent-) - igaduq
so - 1. iktigu an 2. Inganga aq 3. nikun
so much - amanga aq
so much th mor - tamanan
sobbing - qidugik
sOdb(pitiable-) - qidam qidugam itugana
o - Inu!\

sock - uhgiq
soft - 1. macung itaq 2. qagnagidaguluk
SO~\)(I make-) v. - qagnagidakadakuqing

SO~trn,v. - qagnagidakadakuqing (1)
s 'J It. 1 m ke unlike a bone]
SO!,v. - kikagna akuqing (1)
oJourn, v. - ayugadakuqing (1)

sold (anything thatis-) - tajiyaq
sole - attaqaluq
solicitous (I am - for) V.-

an' gagiyaxtasakuqing (1)
solid - 1. ilmadaq 2. tnguq 3. tungaq

4. tunggaq 5. cmax
solidity - amniq
solve, v. - cilikuqing (1)
some - arnagiq
someon.e - 1. amagan 2. arnagiq
somet~1Dg- 1. amagan 2. anagiq 3. asian
sometime or other - ilagan ilan
somewhere - amaligan
somnolent (I find myself in a - condition)

v, - sngagikuqing (1)
son - 1.1aq 2. Iiaq 3. lakudaq Umnak
song - 1. angasiq 2. unux ' .
song. (to sing a-~ - angasiq rnalgagta
son-in-law - naguq
soon - angayaq
soot - diq
soothe a child, ,v. - aniqsulakuqing (1)
sorrel, bot. - alungayaq
sorrow - 1. amanaq 2. amnaq 3. macungsitaq

with neg. 4 qulilaq
sorry (1 am - for doing something) v. -

amtakuqing (1)
sort, n. - sgaq
sort, v. - taxkakuqing (1)
soul - an'giq
sound [healthy] - kanguq
sound [noise] - 1. amilgaq 2. tunutuq
sound of the sea - akayuq
soup - caxsaxsiq
soup (fish-) - caxsaQ
sour - caknaq .
sour (it turns-) v. - caknatakuq (5)
south - namada
south side - namada
south-south-west - qudgaguq
southern - namadan axtaq
southwest - agagaliq
sower - qasin ciAidaq
sow seeds, v. - cisikuqing (1)
space - qucxa
space (there is enough-) imp. v. - tanatukuq

(5)
spacious - kaxtuq
spare, v. - anguxtakuqing (1)
sparing (1 am not - myself) v. -

macungsinaxtagaHkuqing (1)
sparrow - ulugisaq
sparrow hawk - agulkiq
speaker - tununaq
speak falsely, v. - ailalukuqing (1)
speak falsely (I love to-) V.-

agan'gudakuqing (1)
speak once, v. - tunukuqing (1)
spear for catching birds - uxludaq
special - inaqan
specter - ukuqanadaq
speech - tunuq
speech (1 make a-) v. - tunuxtakuqing (1)
speed (I make great-) v. - atatanixtakuqing

(1)
pend, v. - angaglisakuqing (1)

spherical - qimadguq
pinous - qicagadaq
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spirit (evil-) -1. ;\glikayaq 2. qugaq
spit, intr. v. - qwixikuqing (1)
spit at, v. - qwiximigikuqing (7)
spit on, v, - qwixirnig'ikuqing (7)
spiteful - sinixtuq
spiteful (I feel-) intr. v. - sinixtukuqing

(1)
spite (I have a - against someone) V.-

amqinikuqing (1)
splendor - angalickisiq
splinter - cuniknaq
split, v, -1. cagidgukuqing (1)

2. kataxsxakuqing (1)
spoil, v, - siiikuqing (1)
spoiled child - masatuq
spoils, v: - caknatakuq (5)
spoken (I have - of many) v. - maxqaning
sponge - 1. cguq 2. duq
spoon - aglusiq
sport, n, - qaganasaq
sport, n. - mikakuqing (1)
spot - tugiq
spot (in this very-) - ingungudagan
spread, v. - 1. agiiikuqing (2)

2. isxaxsikuqing (1)
spread out, v. - quyukuqing (1)
spread out (it is-) v. - agicagikuq (5)
spread out my hands, v. - sigixtakuqing (1)
spring across, v. - igiiikuqing (2)
springs (hot mineral-) -lin'gun
spring time - qanikinga
spurn, v. - kitamixtakuqing (1)
squalid - kikagnaq
squander, v. - angaglisakuqing (1)
squeak - qimidaq
squeaks (it-) imp. v. - qimidakuq (5)
squeeze, v. -1. acidalgakuqing (1)

2. qulutakuqing (1) 3. umtakung (1)
squeezed - qudukacidaq
quirrel (ground-) - lJlngiq

staff - anagiq, dimin. anagidaq
staff for climbing - ayaguq
stake - an'guq
stamp, n. - anaiiq
stand, v. - anqahakuqing (1)
tand in need of, v. - anuxtakuqing (1)

standing, adj. - cudaq
stands (it-) [said of trees and similar

objects] v. - cucigikuq (7)
stands against (it-) v. - 1. kadigukuq (5)

2. kadigunakuq (5)
star - siaq
star - angum inigan
start, v. - Iqilikuqing (2)
tart in, v. - agadaqalidakuqing (1)

start out on the trail, v. - angikuqing
startle, v. - igasugikuqing (1)
starvation (I suffer-) v. - agakuqing (1)
state, v. -lkuqing (1)
tate (I am not in a - to do) v. -

angixtakuqing (1)
tatue - sigimkuq

stay, v. - agixtakuqing (1)
teal, v. - 1. angayugikuqing (7)
2. dakuqing (1)

teer man - ukatgik
tep, n. - 1.qamaq 2. tadaluq
tep, v. - qamaxtakuqing (1)

step up, v, - angakuqing (1)
stern of large skin boat - ukangaq
stern of small skin boat - kagaluq
stick - 1. anagiq 2. dirnin. anagidaq 3. anaq,

obs. w. 4. cuyaq
stick for climbing - ayaguq
stick into, v, - an'gukuqing (1)
stick (small pointed-) - an'gulagadaq
stick with which animals are driven or beaten

- anagiq
sticks for making fire by friction - igdagax
sticks [small as for plant supports] -

anulyan, O. W.
sticky - cixtukidaq
sting of wasp or other insect - ucusiq
stingy - igalinaq
stir, v. -1. adgalasakuqing (1)

2. ayugnikuqing (1) 3. ingakuiikuqing (2)
4. inganuiikuqing (2)

stir up, v. -1. angixtakuqing nung (1)
2. eiklagikuqing (7)

stirring - ciklagasanaq
stock with, v. - axniqagikuqing (1)
stomach - 1. kaciiiq 2. san'guq
tomach of ea lion containing partially

digested fish j eaten as a delicacy -
nuxsxaq

stone - I. nuq 2. quganaq
stone pillar - ungluq
toning (I wound to death a by-) V.-

nadgulakuqing (1)
stony - nugiq
stoop, v. - 1.kanaxlikuqing (2)

2. qunikung (1)
top, v. [ce ation of action] - daxtakuqing

( 1)
top, v. [detain] -1. aciyaxtakuqing (1)
2. atxininagiku9ing (2)

top [discontinueJ - atxikuqing (1)
top [ aid of inanimate thing] V.-

iganikuqing (1)
top up, v. - cimilikung (2)
topper - cimitiq

store - tayaluq
toreroom - iqludga iq
tory - ungikax
tout - I. anatuq 2. adgaq
tow, v. - ignidgakuqing (1)
traight - 1. acigu an 2. aligusan
traighten my elf out, v. - cingakuqing (1)
trait - 1. akayuq 2. quduq
tranger - Anugiq
'trangle my elf, v. - cuqadakuqing (1)
trap, n. - agu iq
trawb rry (wild-) - tudungaq
tream - 1.ciganaq 2. cig-Anaq

stream are ov rflowing - cigan txidin
amnag ik

treet (out on tbe-) - adagan
tr ngtb - 1. amniq 2. kayuq
trengtb (I have-) v. - kayuxtakuqing (1)
tr ngtb (it i beyond one's-) imp. V.-

kayagnakuq (5)
trengthen, v. - l.amnidulakuqing (1)

2. tungagayakuqing (1)
tr ngthen by fa tening, v. - amnilikuqing

(2)
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strengthen by riveting, v. - amnilikuqing
(2)

stretch, v. - ailukuqing (1)
stretch forth, v. - tugilikuqing (2)
str~tch myself out, v, - cingakuqing (1)
stride, n. - qamaq
str!de, v. - q~maxtakuqing (1)
str!ke (a~ytblOg used to-) - tugasiq
str!ke a single blow, v. - tugakuqing (1)
str!ke ofte~, v, ~ tugamikuqing (1)
strang - qisadusiq
strive, v, - qayuqinalakuqing (1)
stroke - cuduq
strong - 1.kayutuq 2. tungaq 3. tunggaq
strong (I am-) v. - tungaktakuqing (1)
strongholds - attagin
structure - uguq
struggle, v, - 1.amgikuqing (1)

2. malimaxtakuqing (1)
study, v. - icigasakuqing (1)
stuff, v, - datikuqing (2)
stump of tree - qungluq
sturdy - anatuq
styled - i1axtadaq
subdivided .- itxalax iitagaq
submerged m hallow water - alagum ilan

kim ik
sub ~quently - aqada/?un
sub I t, v. - an'gagiyaxtasakuqing (1)
sub tance - kangin
succeed, v. - 1. ingasakuqing (1)

2. tngunaxtakuqing (1)
succor - ismiqagiq
succumb (I do not-) v. - i akuqing (1)
such as - lidaq
suck it all out I impv. - icagida!
suckl~, v. - maqdadikuqing (1)
sucklmg - maqdadaq
suddenly - 1. iminalakan 2. inga1igagan
suffer, v. - 1. akyagalakuqing (1)

2. akyagulakuqing 3. ~magasakuqing (1)
suffer (I au e another to-) V.-

nanaJakuqing (1)
Suffer.pain, v. - nanasakuqing (1)
suHermg - akyagasiq
sUff~ring pain - na taqagiq
:Uff~c~,v. - a liktakuqing (1)
uff~c~ent (I am - for) v. - sanatakuqing, r.

sufflcmg for - anatalik

tab!e - qaluq
ta~lturn - tuyutuq
ta!1of a fi b - cmaq
tall of a wild animal - ltxiq
take, v. - ukuqing (1)
:ake away, v. - iggu xakuqing (1)
tate :way from, v. - iqidgulgakuqing (1)
t\ e y fore, v. - 1I igasakuqing (1)
t:k e;ar of, v. - an'gagiya' tasakuqing (1)
t ke ood, v. - inukuqing (1)
t\eout, v. - igukuqing (1)
t\ e out from, v. - i qilikuqing (2)
t:k e to.n from, v. - adulgikuqing (1)

20 with m ,v. -1. agitakuqing (1)
. u akuqing (1)

sugar - idigaq
su!cide (I commit-) v. - cuqadakuqing (1)
SUitable (I do what is not-) V.-

aiqinixtakuqing (1)
sulphur - smaq
sulphur (it smells of burning-) -

smagdignuq
summer - saqudaq
summon, v. - uyaxtakuqing (1)
sun, .n..- 1.agadaq 2.agadgiq [lit. the

shining one]
sunny - agadgiq
sunshine - agadgiq
superior - angadugiq
supervisor - ukuxtaqaginaq
supply, v. - 1. axniqagikuqing (1)

2. ittacxikuqing (1)
supposing - kfim
suppura,tes, imp. v, - susuxsikuq (5)
surf - anaq
surf . duc~, eithe: M elanitta perspiclllata or

Oidemia r:mer~cana - kangadgiq
surf (there IS-) Imp. v, - yumigakuq (5)
surmount, v. - kayasakuqing (1)
surprise (exclamations expressing-) -

1. ayaqagaiing 2. ayaqagaiingiya
3. ayaqagaiiya

surround, v. - imuiikuqing (2)
suspend, v. - cidgiiikuqing (2)
suspenders - kangagaxtusiq
swallow, Ornith. - agamidaq
swallow, v. - idgulikung (2)
swan - qunqiq
sward -lnuq
sway, v. - yagikuqing (1)
swear discontentedly, v. - iluxtakuqing (1)
sweat, n. -ldugaq
sweep, v. - umgHikuqing (2)
sweet - idigaq
sweetness - idigaq
swelling - umtax
swell (seas-) - aluq
swell (there is a heavy-) v. - alutuq (5)
swift [said of current] - anuiligaq
swim, v. - gucigikuqing (7)
swing, v. - 1. yagikuqing (1)

2. yagisakung (1)
sword - I. kalaulisiq 2. qamliq

T

take without permission, v. -
angayugikuqing (7)

tale - lIngikax
tale-teller - agan'gunaq
talk noisily - aganginakuqing (1)
tallow - sailignaq
target -tugiq
taste, v. - tagakung (1)
tatters - Hsadidanuluk
taunt, v. - kingunigakuqing (1)
tax - 1. akisiq 2. axqaliq
tax, v. - akilgikuqing (1)
teach v. - acigakuqing (1)
teacher - 1. aciganaq 2. aciqagi naq
teal, Ornith. - 1. ataciyaq 2. atagciyaq
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tear, n. [hole] - isanaq
tear apart, v. - hsaHkuqing (2)
tear asunder, v, - cagidgukuqing (1)
tear away, v, - igagikuqini (1)
tear, intr. v. - ungasakuqing (1)
tear off, v, -lttalgakuqing (1)
tearing tool - isisiq
tears [from eyes] - dam tangagan
tedium - qadaq
telescope - ukuqagisiq [lit. that into which

one locks]
tell, v, -1. [kuqing (1) 2.1sakuqing (1)

3. ixtakuqing (1) 4. tunum agikuqing
tell a lie [neg. form] v, - ailalusakuqing
tell secretly - Ilaglkuqing
tell the news, v, - tudmalikuqing (1)
tell the truth, v, - adalusakuqing
teller of tales - agangunaq
telling (I am-) v. -lsaitakuqing (1)
tempest - kadaq
tempt, v, - wingini:hakuqing (1)
tempt (to-«) - sinnikik ungayagagta
ten - 1. Aiiq 2. ;\sax, At.
tender - macungsitaq
tent - ulaq
tenth in a series - Miq-Isiq
ten times - Miilim
ten thousand - sisailim sisaq
tergeminate - qankulun
term, v. - adikuqing (1)
terrify, v. - 1. ;\rhanikuqing (1)

2. iganatakllqing (1)
test, v. - tagakung (1)
test of shell - I'Ituq
thank, v. - qagasakuqing (1)
thank him, v. - IIkuiligaq ngan ;\gakuqing
that I - 1. wan! 2. umaya!
that (after-) - ;\man dIan
that (at-) - ;\man aAlan
that beneath me - uknan
that (for-) - 1. ;\makun ;\ilangin

2. Amakun qulanKin
that in ide the dwelling - ukan
that is 80 - ang
that (on account of-) - ;\makun qulangin
that one - naman
that one sitting below me - uknan
that per on or thing unseen - 1. Aman

2. amaya 3. uman
that very one - amausaq
that which - Aman
thee - 1. t~in 2. txin
thee (at-) - ilamin
thee (be ide-) - ilamin
thee (for-) - 1. agalmin 2. qulakim

3. qulamin
thee (from-) - 1. daxkimin 2. ilamin

3. kukimin
thee (from beside-) - ilamin
thee (from near-) - ilamio
thee (in-) - ilmio
thee in e pecial - inaqadamin
thee (00-) - kumin
thee particularly - inaqadamin
thee (toward-) - ;\<lamin
thee (with-) - kukimin
their own elves - imang [pI. of igim]
them (among-) - qudingin

them (to-) - ngin
then, con], - ;\ma
then, adv. - 1. ;\magan 2. aAlan ;\man
thence (adv. of place) - 1. Amagan

2.lngagan
thence (just-) - amaligagan
Theotokos (Mother of God) -

Aguguq-agunaq [Miss.]
there _ awan, pl. awakun [used only to refer

to one or more walking nearest to the
peaker]

there also - adaligan
there (from-) [adv. of place] - ;\magan
there (from exactly-) - amaligagan
there it is I - awaya !
there outside the house - sadangun
there too - ada ligan
therefore - 1. Ingarna ik 2. IngamaHkl'Ian
thereupon - 1. ;\man aAlan 2. nikun

masxakunin
these [calling attention to them] - Ingaya
these who sit be ide me - wakun
they - nakun [pI. of naman plus ;\man]
they [said of persons or things not pre ent or

not een] - 1. imakun 2. umakun
they for them elve - inaqalimang
they them elves - inaqalimang
they walking neare t to the speaker -

awakun
they who it beside me - wakun
thick - cmax
thickened by boiling - qangakuq
thief - ciagiq
thief (I am a-) v. - dakuqing (1)
thimble - Aluluq
thin - 1. anataguluk 2. qakaq
thine - 1. tgin 2. txin 3. txin mayun
thing - 1. anagiq 2. mayuq
thing bru hed again t - ldga iq
thing (co t1y-) - akituq
thing made - agatxaq
thing poured into - aglucadaq
thing pread out - agitakaq
thing that i touched lightly - ldga iq
think about, v. - an'gimagukuqing (1)
think evil, v. - winginiitakuqing (1)
think much, v. - an'gimagugamax ikuqing

(1)
think on, v. - ilming agasxakuqing (1)
think over, v. - an'gi i akuqing (1)
thir t, n. - tangulaq
thir ty - tangulaq
thir ty (I am-) v. - tangulakuqing (1)
thi - 1. nikun 2. IImaya
thi [calling attention to them] -Ingaya
thi [of omeone or omething un een] -

amaya
thi and another - 1. agica 2. agican
thi lying be id me - udan
thi on - naman
thi on who it be ide m - wan
thong - agu iq
thong with hich cano r ti d - qisaq
thora. - im. in
tho e - nakun [pl. of naman nd lman]
tho e [ aid of p r!lOn.or things not presenl

or not e n] - 1. lmakun 2. umakuo
thou - 1. tJtin 2. txin
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thou thy own self - inaqamin
thought (of profound-) - an'gim kamdakik
thoughts - an'giganan
thoughts (evil-) - an'gididanuluk
thoughts (evil - and wishes) -

sinididanuluk
thoughts (wandering-) - sinnikin

ciklagasanangin
thousa~d . [a ?umeral noun, ;\dim from Mim

or. lhihm, .l~ ah~ays used with thousand]
as. - 1. ;\illm srsam ;\ca - one thousand
2. lliilim sisaq - one thousand

thrash sou~dl~, v. - asxukuqing (1)
threads - idgitgan
threads (I make-) v, - idgidgukuqing (1)
threa.ten, v, - 1..angitanixtakuqing (1)

2. iganatakuqing (1)
threatened (one - by adversity or death) n.

- akiliq
three - qankun
three (at - times) - qankudidim
thr~efold - 1. qankudim 2. qankulun
thrice - qankuilim
thrive, v. - ukudigakuqing (1)
throat - cuqaq
throne - ungucilugaq [Miss.]
throttle, v. - umtakung (1)
through - 1. agalan 2. qusan
thr0'Y'~':- 1. .annukuqing (1)

2. Itxlglkuqmg (7)
throw out, v. -:- itxiiikuqing (2)
throw ometblOg, v. - ;\nukuqing [usually

foun~ with an infix in literatureJ
thru t IOto, v. - 1. ao'gukuqing (1)

2. cumni:hakuqing (1)
thumb - I'Itaq
thunder - uluq
thu(nSd)er (it-) imp. v. - 1. dngagina-akuq

.2..sulugikuq (S)
tbu (It 1-) v. phr. - malik
t~y - 1. tgin 2. txin
tide - anuq
t!de (ebb of-) - agugim kita
t!d~ (high-) - yAq
t!dlOga - tunu aq
t!e, n. - qi adu iq
tie, v. - 1. qi afikuqing (2)
.2. tagukuqing (1)

t!e to, v. - qi a takuqing (1)
t!e tog~th r, v. - qi adakuqing (1)
t:e(~f 10 bundl a faggot, v. - tamikuqing

t!ed (anything - on) - tagiiiq
t!e (that which-) - tagusiq
~!ghbt- 1. qudukacidaq 2. quduq
1m er (I inclo with-) V.-

. Y4galgilikuqing (2)
~!me (after long-) - amamatayukalikum
ti:e (~t that-) - dmagan
t' ~ (Ill the meao-) - agal1 sit an
!mld - igatuq

tired - kayugiqadaq
:: ~ 1. lifan, d. ldakik 2. dagan

1m - ngan
~: ~e - nung (dat. of ting, ling)

em -ngio
~oWhere - qanangudaKan
o yond r - lmangudagan

today - wayam
together with - 1. asik 2. asin
token - 1. anaiiq 2. axqatasiq
told to be done - malgaxtan-igganan
tomorrow - qilagan
to~or~ow (early - morning) - qilagan

qilag
tone - tunutuq .
tongue - 1. agnaq 2. umsuq, At.
tool for boring - gulgisiq
tooth - 1. agaluq 2. kigusiq
toothpick - cimcilisiq
top (at the - of) -lkan
torment, n, - akyagasiq
torment, v, - akyagasakuqing (1)
tormented (I am-) v, - 1. akyagalakuqing

(1) 2. akyagulakuqing
torn (it is-) v. - isanalgikuq (4)
torso - ulgiq
torso (side of the-) - :illun
torture, n. - akyagasiq
torture, v. - akyagasakuqing
touch, v. -1. adgalasakuqing (1)

2. angixtakuqing nung (1)
touch lightly, v. - Adgakuqing (1)
touch on, v. - ayugnikuqing (1)
touc~es (it-) [affects the emotions] v. -

txm-adgalasakuq
tow, v. - :iu$ikuqing (2)
toward - 1. ail an, :idakik, d. 2. angadan

3. dagan 4. dagan
towel - kidgusiq
town - 1. tanadgudgamaq

2. tanadgucigamaq
trade, v. - 1. mayagasakuqing (1)

2. tumgidakuqing (1)
trader - 1. mayaxtaq 2. tayanaq
trading - tayadanaq
trading place - tayaluq
trail - akalugligaq
trail (having beaten a-) - akaluq

qamilad:isik
traitor - 1. agatxaginaq 2. aganaq

[from agaiikuqing]
trample on, v. - 1. kitamixtakuqing (1)

2. tadamukuqing (1)
trance - igataq
tranquillity - atxagasigangin
transgress, v. - 1. ignikuqing (1)

2. ugatakuqing (1)
transit (in-) - cidaga agdanan
translate, v. - tulmacisakung (1)
transparent - talulaq
transport from place to place, v. -

;\magasakuqing (1)
travel, v. - akakuqing (1)
travel, v. - nukuqing [Kadyak word used

by Unangan]
travel by skin boat, v. - alagukuqing (1)
travel (I do not know whither to-) v. -

sisakuqing (1)
travel on the sea, v. - alxakuqing (1)
traveling, n. - aixaq
traverse, v. - agikuqing (1)
tread, v. - qamaxtakuqing (1)
tread on, v. - 1. cimixsikuqing

2. tadamukuqing (1)
treasure - akitusadaq
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treat medically, v. - ugayakuqing (1)
tree - ydgaq
tree [any resinous sp.] - yagam ayaga
tree (geniculated-) - tasaq
tree (growing Iiving-) - yagam cuda
tremble, v. - 1. igatukuqing (1)

2. wigugikuqing (7)
trench (natural-) - cagaq
tribe - kinglaxiiq
tribulation - macungsitaq with neg.
tribunal - tunuxtasiq
tribute [tax] - axqaliq
trifling matter - malaqaq
trim [smart, well dressed] - axsailigaq
trimming - atmix
Trinity - qankun-! [Miss.]
triple - qankudidirn
triumph, v. - inixsigakuqing (1)
trouble - atuqagasaq
troubles - an'gagim an'gagisadangin
troublesome (it is - to me) V.-

nanasakuqing (1)
trough of wood - kalukaq
true - lunaq
truly [of course, certainly] - ang
truly [really] - ailalulakan
trunk [box] - qungatiq
trunk of body - ulgiq
trustworthy (I am-) v. -lulakuqing (1)
truth - agan'gudaq with a neg.

unadorned - masaguluk
Unalaskan Aleut - Unangaq
unalterably (it is-) imp. v. -

ugnasanixtakuq (5)
unbaptised dead persons - asialaknan

[Miss.]
unbend, v. - akaiikung (2)
unceasing - !gatalakan
uncertain - 1. axqatatalakan 2. kangagiguluk
uncle [mother's brother] - ammiq
uncle [paternal] - latugiq
unclean - amaiknaq
unconcerned (I am completely-) v. -

ciklagnixtasalakaging (9)
uncover, v. 1. agatxalikuqing (1)

2. axsasakuqing (1) 3. masaqadaiikung
(2)

uncover myself, v. - ciglikuqing (1)
under - sitxan
under (from-) - sitdn
under ides - qalan
understand, v. - 1. !qatakuqing

2. axqatakuqing (1) 3. tagHtakuqing (1)
under tand (1-) phr. - maxqanln
under tanding - an'gikik
undertake (it is impossible for me to-) v.-

angixtakuqing (1)
undo, v. - ilgikuqin~ (1)
undyinll - asiadaguluk
uneven (it i an - rup;ged place full of

hillocks) imp. v. - tanaqulakllq (5)
unexpectedly - ingaligal/;an
unfa ten, v. -cilikuqing (1)

truthful - agan'gudaq with neg.
tsar - ranamagugu
tsaritsa - ranarnagugugin ayaga
tumble, v. - Hikuqing (2)
turn, v, - axqakuqing (1)
turn and look, v. - daxkukuqing (1)
turn around, v. - imikuqing [imsik, ger, i

imida ! impv.]
turn back, v. - ikukuqing (1)
turn (I am in a narrow place where 1cannot

-around) v, - aiqixtakuqing (1)
turn myself, v, - daxkukuqing (1)
turn over, v, - 1. cilukuqing (1)

2. unkikalikuqing (1)
turn something, v, - ikulikuqing (2)
turn something over, v . - cilulikuqing (2)
turn to, v. - 1. itakuqing 2. Ittakuqing (1)
turn toward another place, v, - imikuqing

(imsik, ger.: irnada l impv.)
turn up [fold over] v, - ulikung (1)
turn up an edge, v, - qangikuqing (1)
turned quite - txin-inaq
turnip - Ini aq
twice - algidim
twigs - talgingin
twinkle, v, - ulugdakuqing (1)
twins - ingacagiq
two - alak
two (between you-) - quc' ikin

U

unfold, v. - akalikung (2)
unfriendly band - angaducagin
unfriendly per on - angaduliq
unlluent - cadu iq
unhealthy (I am in an - condition) V.-

naxtaqagikuqing (1)
unintermittingly - an~aliq takadinagalakall
uninterruptedly - daxtalakan
unjust - utxi adayuluk
unknown - 1. axqatatalakan

2. kangagiguluk
unlearned per on - Akulaq
unload a boat, v. - likuqing
unmarried woman - an'gaginadaq
unnece sary (it is - for me) phr. -

manaqaninguluk
untie, v. - 1. cilikuqing (1)

2. ilgikuqing (l) 3. tagltakuqing (1)
until - kadan
until [of place] - 1. ilan 2. illinuan
untouched - 1. ilmadgaq 2. ilmadaq
unwell - 1. takigiq 2. takixtaq
unwell (1 am-) v. - takixtakuqing (1)
up there - !kangun
up to [of place] - 1. ilan 2. ilanuan
upon - Ailaligan
upper, adj. - 1. angadugiq 2. kugiq 3. kuxiq
upp.er tory - ,kixyan
uprlllht - cucxall
up et, v. - 1. unkikalikuqing (1)

2. ut alikuqing (1)
urine - tugailiq
urinat ,v. - tugallikuqing (1)
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us - 1. tuman 2. tim as, At.
useless (it will be - for you to) -

amasukuq axqatadukalakaxrxin
uselessly - inimilaligan
use (of what - am I) v. - alququqing (5)
usual - tamadaga
usually - wan tamadaga
usurer - angayugagiq
usurper - angayugagiq

vacant - kangagiguluk
vacillating - angikalgitaq
vain (in-) - akigulgalakan
van.quish, v. - sitgugiiikuqing (2)
variegated - tuxlakdaq
vary, v, - i xanahakuqing (1)
va t - 1. angunaq 2. kaxtuq
vegetable (any cultivated-) - inisaq
vegetables - idasagin
ve~etabl~s (~ipe-) - qangayaq
velDs - IgaclD
verge - angta
verruca [wart] - aqwakdax
versed (I am - in) v. - tngunagikuqing (7)
ver t [R. mea ure equal 3500 ft.] - atxitiq
ve el [dish] - cammaq
ve sel for boiling, made of clay - asux
ves el with a pout - ungagidaq
vex, v. - 1. !dgatakuqing (1)
.2: a.kuga akuqing (1)

V!CISItude . - an'gagim an'gagisadangin
v!ctual - Inuqaq
village - 1. tanadgu iq 2. tanag, At.

wa~e - aki iq
wa~ t - 1. ix igiq 2. i siq
wa~t for, v. - aggitakllqing (1)
walt for me, v. phr. - kukiming

txin-aggitada
wake my If up, v. - agagcakuqing (1)
walk, v. -1. akakuqing (1)

2.limagakuqing (1) 3. qamaxtakuqing (1)
walk away, v. - 1. aigagikuqing (7)

2. aigaglikuqing
walk (I take a-) v. - aigagdakuqing (1)
walk to and fro, v. - aigagdakuqing (1)
wall - kingtiq
walru - amgadaq
warm (it i -) imp. v. - ugnasatakuq (5)
wa(rm)my If at a fire, v. - 1. amaqllkuqing

1 2. u ukuqing (1)
warmth - ulna aq
wand r through, v. - agalakuqing (1)
wan (I am-) v. - alagalligakuqing (6)
want, n. - 1. Alakaging 2. alaqagiq
Want, v. - 1. alakuqing (1)
w 2. ~nugukuqing (1) . anuxtakuqing (1)

antlDll - anu' taqagiq
:ar hou - iqludga. iq

arfare - alirxuq

utensil - cammaq
utens!1 made of wood - kalukaq
utensil (round and shallow-) - qiciq
utensils (all kinds of household-) - tanagiq
utmost - angtugiq
utter a word, v. - tunukuqing (1)
utterance - Ilugadaq
utterance (I give - to) v. - tunuxtakuqing

(1)

v
vil!age on Alaskan Peninsula, A. pl. na. -

ugaguq
vi?le.nt - utxitasaqaq with neg.
Vlrgll~ (Blessed-) - AgGguq- agunaq

[MISS.]
virtue - maqaxcisaq
visage - sagimaq
viscid - cixtukidaq
visible - ukugadaq
vision - igataq
v!s!on .(faculty of-) - ukuga
V!S~tdifferent places, v. - agalakuqing (1)
v~s~t (1 freq~ent~y-) v. - udasakuqing (1)
VISitor - duxtasiq
vocation (I follow some-) v. -

mayagasakuqing (1)
void - masaguluk
volcano - kigusiq
vomit, n. - aligasakan
vomit, v. - aligikuqing (7)
voyage, v. - aixakuqing (1)
voyage (I set out on a-) v. - angakuqing

(1)
voyaging, n. - aixaq

w
war (I make-) v. - alitxugikuqing (2)
warlike - alitxugiq
warn, v. - an'gisikuqing (1)
warpath (having gone on the-) -

alitxum txiilin-italik
warrior - alitxum tayagu
wart - aqwakdax
wash, v. - 1. cgugikuqing

2. dugikuqing (7)
wash basin - xulaluq
wash myself, v. - xulakuqing (1)
washed (things to be-) - cgugin
washing - cgugin
wasp sting - ucusiq
waste, v. - Angaglisakuqing (1)
watch (I keep - by night) V.-

amgigikuqing (7)
watchman - amgignaq
water - tangaq
water, v. - unugikuqing (7)
water (boiling-) - qagluq
water (1 heat-) v. - tangaq cinglixtikuqing
water that has risen or overflowed - tangaq

annulik
waterfall - igadgllq
wave, n. - tagaq
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waves rise, imp. v, - ragalguq (5)
way (I feel my-) v. - tuglakung (1)
way (in what-) - masxangan
we - 1. tuman 2. timas, At.
weak - kayugiguluk
weakened - kayugixkadaxtaq
wealth - 1. maqadan 2. mayukidagiq

3. tukugasiq •
weapons [any except firearms] - qicxiq
weapons (I have my - with me) v.-

qiclagikuqing (1)
weariness - qadaq
weary (I become - of doing something) v. -

malatuqadakuqin.g (1) .
weather is gloomy, Imp. v, - 1. ayangikuq

(5) 2. qusamaguguq (5)
weather (it is clear-) v, - ca9utakuq (5)
weave, v. - ayukakuqing (1)
weep, v. - qidakuqing (1)
weeping - qidaq
weigh, v, - akilgikuqing (1)
weighing instrument - inkadusiq
welll - taga ! [in sense of urging on or

compelling]
west - nada
west.north.west - nadan -axtam Acaku
west side - nada
wei tern - nadan axtaq
whale [generic name for all sp.] - alaq
whale (beluga-) Delphinapteras leucas

xadaq .
whale [undet. sp., all striped]-1. agamaxclq

2. (small) alamaq 3. mangidaq 4. u.mguliq
whale [undet. sp., not striped] - clkaxluq
whale (young-) - aladaq
whalebone - qaxsaq
what - 1. alik [answer to call or expression

of surprise] 2. a? [interrogative reply in
answer to a call] 3. qanagiq? [interrog.]
4. qata? [interrog.]

what am I, v. - alququqing (5)
what is done with this? - alqusii?
what is it? alik? [answer to call or

expression of surprise]
what is this fit for? - alqusH:?
what? what thing? - 1. alquq? 2. alqutaq?
when - qanayam
whence- qanagan
where - 1. kama 2. qanangun 3. qata
whetstone - cumlisiq 2. cutxix 3. qicidu iq
which? interrog. - qanagiq?
while - kadan
whip, n. - tugasiq
whip, v. - tugakuqing (1)
whirlwind - qitikilaq
whiskey - 1. tangam daqulga 2. tangum

daqulga
whi tier - qugang
whi tier, Ornith. - see golden-eye
whi tling - lJgumaqaciyaq
white - qumiq
whither - 1. qanangudagan 2. qita
who? - kin?
wbole - ilmadaq
whortleberry - unignaq
whortleberry bush - uni an
why? - 1. alquq? 2. alqutaq?
wick of I ltrea e lamp - 1. angum Ina 2.lnax

wide - kaxtuq
widen, v, - agitakuqing (1)
widgeon - tamgaluq
widow - ugigiqadanaq . . .
widow (I am a-) v. - uglglqadakuqmg (1)
wife - ayagaq . .
wife (I take a-) v. - ayagalglkuqmg (1)
wife's mother - satirngiq
wilderness - tanadgucagiq with neg.
will - an'giganan
willow - usgiq
win, v, - 1. agusxakuqing (1)

2. Aguiikuqing (2)
wind - 1. Alaq 2. miduq, O. W.
wind instrument - tunudadaq
wind (southwest-) - agagaliq
wind (strong-) - kaciq
wind (tempe tuous-) - kackiq
wind (very strong) - dux
windy - kaciq
windy (very-) - kadaq
wing of bird - igasiq
wink, v. - ulugdakuqing (2)
winter - 1. qanaq 2. qinginaq
winter (one-) - lulaq
wipe out, v. - kidgukuqing (1)
wise - 1. Akulaguluk 2. idaqulisadaguluk
wish, v. - 1. atukuqing (1)

2. matukuqing (1)
wish for, v. - anuxtakuqing (1)
wi h (I do not - to go) v. - qitatalgakuqing

(1) '1'.4 "k . (1)wish to have, v. - I mmg al>acxl uqmg
wi hes (evil thought and-)-

inidcldanuluk
with - 1. Ailan, !ilakik, d. 2. kMn or kugan,

kungln, pI. 3. qudgan
with him, her, it - kukigim
with me - kukiming
with thee - kukimin
withdraw, v. - amatxakuqing (1)
wither, v. - qakatikuqing (2)
withered - 1. uxnaq 2. ux ik
within - 1. angagan 2. ilan, i1kin, d., ilin,

pI. 3. kangin 4. nagan
within (from-) - nagan
without - uglagan
without purpo e - lnimilallgan
witne , n. - atgagu axtaq
witne , v. - atgagu akuqing (1)
woe i mel - qulila.adalik
wolf - alixgiq
wolv rene - qacimayuF:naq
woman (adult-) - an'gagi inaq
woman (old-) - wiqix
woman (young unmarried-) - an'gaginadaq
woinb - kilmaq
wonder, n. - 1. kllmmalgadaguluk

2. kummalgaJl;uluk
wonder, v. - aliqadanikuqing (1)

[lit. I ay "what i it"]
wood - yagaq
wood (pi c of-) - yagam ilmadgi
wood ( mooth coar.e-grained-) - yagam

aliga
ord - tunuq

word (I am at a 10 for-) v. -
amiyakagukuqing (I}
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words (I report or repeat-) - 1. ixtaqan
agakuqing 2. ixtagan ixtakuqing

work, n. - awaq
work - 1. agusakuqing (1)

2. awakuqing (1) 3. ingamakuqing (1)
work (I - as a carpenter) V.-

anigikuqing (2)
worker - aguxtaq
workman - awaq
world - Uuq
worm - luqayaq
worm (small - living on trees) - angugaq
wormwood - 1. sixsikan 2. sigsikaq
worn away - Anugnaq
worn·out clothing - ilsaclidanuluk
worse [particle of comparison meaning either

better or worse according to the general
tenor of the phrase]-1. agaca 2. agaiingin,
pl.

worship (pre-Christian) v. - agdukuqing
(1)

worth (I am-) v. - qalaxtakuqing (1)
worthy - an'gagisigaq
wound, n. - lJnaq

yard of house - ulam Aca
year - 1. Uulaq 2. Sluq
yea t - caknayisaq
yellow - madalagnaq
yellow dye - akungaq
yes - 1. ang 2. maxqaning
yesterday - yam
yesterday (day before-) - yam-kadan
yet (not-) - 1. tacim 2. tllcin 3. tacing

4. tacioguluk
yield, v. - agukuqing (1)
yoke ( houlder-) - qanglaguq
yonder - 1. Akangun 2. :l.maligan 3. Amangun

4. awan, pI. awakun [refer to one or more
walking neare t to peaker]

zealou (I am - in my work) v. -
macungslnaxtagaHkuqing (1)

wound, v: - nadgukuqing (1)
wound by which skin was broken - qacxim

dagan ungaxtaq
wound in skin - qadim dagan ungaxtaq
wound (superative matter in-) - susuq
wound to death as by stoning, v. -

nadgulakuqing (1)
wounded - 1. nadgugiq 2. ~nagiq
wrap up, v. - cugakuqing (1)
wrapped up [not wearing a parka] -lJgagiq
wrapped warmly - ugnagilik
wreath - :l.magadaq
wrestle, v, - amgikuqing (1)
wrestler - amgiluq
wretched circumstances (I am in-) v. -

kingunakuqing (1)
wrinkles - sigun
write, v. - alugikuqing (7)
writer - alugnaq
writings - aluxrasaqangin
written (what has been-) - aluxtasaqangin
wrong sides - qalan
wrongful - agan'gudaq

x
yore (of-) - itangisiyusaq
you - txin [5. thou] txii:lik [d. you two]

txici, pI.
you (among-) - qud:imci
you (between - two) - qudikin
young amphibian [general term] - cagaliq
young bird - cidaq
young man - sugan'giq
young seal - cagaliq
young sea lion - cagaliq
young unmarried woman - an'gaginadaq
young whale - aladaq
younger brother - kingiq
youth - sugan'giq
youthful - axqasaguq

z

*u.s. Government Printing Office: 1945-594338
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